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TEEN PARENTS AND THEIR CHILDREN: ISSUES
AND PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY. JULY 20. 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
TASK FORCE -ON PREVENTION STRATEGIES,

SELECT COMMITTEE ON CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND FAMILIES,
Washington, D.C.

The task force met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 -a.m, in room 2261;
Rayburn House Office Building; Hon; William Lehman (chairman
of the task force) presiding.

Present: Representatives Lehman, Schroeder, McHugh, Mikulski,
Weiss, Leland, Miller, Bliley; Wolf; McKernan; and Marriott

Staff present: Alan J. Stone, staff director and counsel;_ Ann
Rosewater, deputy staff director; Karabelle Pizzigati, _professional
staff; Christine Elliott-Groves; _minority staff director; Donald
Kline; senior professional staff; Onalee McGraw, professional staff;
and Joan Godley, committee clerk.

Mr. LEHMAN. Good Morning. We will call the meeting to order of
the _Task Force on Prevention Strategies of the Select Committee
on Children, Youth, and Families.

I will open it by reading -my operiing statement. By that time,
Mr. Bliley will be here and have an opportunity to offer his open-
ing statement.

In the first meeting of the task force; we learned about many
issues and strategies that relate to the development of healthy
babies and children and that contribute to healthy family function-
ing. Today we are continuing that examination by opening the
committee's discussion of one of our most Serious concerns, teenage
pregnancy and parenthood. ..

We are all becoming increasingly aware of the scope, complexity,
and gravity of this issue. More than 1 Million teenage, women- re-
ported pregnancies in 1980; and most of these were Unintended,
and probably unattended.

The-patterns-of the problems are changing and-are complicated,
but one thing is clear: These early pregnancies have considerable
negative *short- and long-term consecniences for the pregnant and
parenting teens themselves, their babies, their families; and society
at - large.

The problem§ have not gone away, but the _enormity of the
human and-actual costs are just now being realized. For example,
very young parents and their babies face substantially greater
health riSkS than the general population. They also -experience
more serious social and economic difficulties since they often lack

(I)
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adequate basic education and job skills. This makes it even more
complicated, ;My experience is that the problems of teen pregnancy and par-
enthood are particularly acute for young mothers; especially poor
young mothers, who carry, bear, and have to a%sume the responsi-
bility for the care of a child while they themselves are still chil-
dren. I visited a crisis center in Miami and I met 28-year-old grand-
mothers.

We all know this is not a problem only for teenage mothers. This
hearing initiates a careful inquiry into all the dimensions of the
problem. With regard to today's hearing and future hearings, our
attention will be focused on primary prevention and the delivery of
services designed to reach at-risk teenagers, more effectively and
comprehensively; and not just teenagers; because I think some-
times you have to teach young women before they become teen-
agers. Let me say that even kindergarten is too late to start teach-
ing very young. I_ think by the time they 'reach the teens; it is too
late to start teaching them the facts of life about becoming preg-
nant. I think you have to start teaching them at 10 and 11 years
old.

This is a problem we have got to face 'honestly. In my view, it all
too graphically demonstrates the extent to which some traditional
institutions are being outstripped bychange.

Thank you for joining us and contributing to our discussion of
this important issue.

Now, if Mr. Bliley isthere is Mr. Bliley. You could not enter at
a better time. I have just given my opening statement and I will
now yield to you for your opening statement.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am sorry I am late:
When I got to the front door; they*ad it barricaded.

Mr. LEHMAN. At your house?
Mr. BLILEY. No. [Laughter.]
Thank you; Mr. Chairman. I am very pleased at the opportunity

we have today. The problems surrounding the issues of teen preg-
nancy and teen_parenthood have surfaced again and again in our
previous hearings. We have heard repeatedly of the way in which
early sexual activity and resulting pregnancies of young and very
young girls are major contribUting 'factors to so many of the prob-
lems which we address in this task forCe.

Young, unmarried teens, by the very fact of their youth, by the
, fact of their physical, emotional; and intellectual immaturity, are

ill-equipped to be parents: By _enteringinto.sexual activity in their
early teens, they put themselves at risk to be uneducated, poor,
and jobless for a majorportion of their lives.

They put their children at even greater risk; starting with their
increased likelihood to be born premature and underdeveloped; to-

, be abused during their early years; to grow up without the benefit
of a father's support and guidance; to enter into delinquent and
criminal activity; and finally, to become parents themselves when
they are still only children.

As a task force created to examine strategies of prevention, we
are compelled by what we have learned thus far to make adoles-
cent pregnancy; and thus adolescent sexual activity; two of our top
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priorities. It cannot be argued that the Federal Government has ig-
nored these problems in the past.

Since the creation of the Office of Family Planning in 1971, the
consistent use of contraceptives 1:_37 seSually active teenagers has
doubled. Moreover; during that time; there has been a major shift
among teens from the use of the less effective, nonmedical methods
of contraception toward the use -of the more effective medical
means; such as the pill and the IUD.

It comes as a surprise, then, to find that -the number of out-of-
wedlock births among teens has not decreased during this period;
in fact; it has increased; as has the number of abortions to uninar-

.,
ried girls.

Out-of-wedlock births have risen from 190;000 in 1971 to 262,000
in 1979. Abortions to unmarried teens have more than tripled from
124,000 in 1971 to 444,000 in 1979. The number of abortions re-
mains nearly double the number of live births for this group.

Taking all these statistics together, it is shocking to note that the
number of out=of=wedlock teen pregnancies, more than doubled be-
tween 1971 and 1979.during the same time that the, rate of contra-
ceptive usage doubled, largely with the support of the Federal GoV-
ernment.

This rise in adolescent pregnancy, in fact, seems simply to mirror
a similar rise in adolescent sexual activity.-

These facts; as I say, come as a surprise to many of us, especially
if we have been working under the assumptibn that increased use
of medical methodS of contraception must necessarily bring down
the teen pregnancy rate.

Apparently, we Were missing something. There are causes of
high pregnancy rate8 Which are not accounted for by our previous
thinking. For this reason; it seems to be time to examine our as-
sumptions, to examine the conventional mechanistic approach to
pregnancy prevention, and to look a little deeper into the very
complex; very human causes of adolescent behavior as it relates to
sexual activity and pregnancies.

Fortunately for us, there are many_individuals and organizations
who have anticipated our questions. They have beenlworking with
young people for many years and are, as the saying goes; "way
ahead of its:" They have come up with the answers, and in many
cases, have put those answers to Work.

Some of them, such as Cities In Schools, a project represented
here today. by Mr, Maurice Weir, are already receiving support
from the Federal Government under the newly created adolescent
family life program of the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices.

All of them present us with ideas worthy of our attention: I wel-
come the testimony of our witnesses today and thank them for the
experience and understanding they brinK to this forum.

I would also like to add that we are presently,awaiting the writ-
ten statements of two other very valuable witnesses who could not
be with us today They are Dr. Edward Brandt; the Assistant Secre-
tary for_Health; and Mr, Gordon Jones, executive director of the
United Families of America.

I request that the record be kept open; Mr. Chairman, for the re-
ceipt of their testimony.
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Mr. LEHMAN. Without objection.
[Prepared statement of Edward N. Brandt; Jr.; follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR., M.D., ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Prevention Strategies Task Force of the Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families:

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss the role of the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) in addressing the issues of pregnancy among the adolescent
population in this country; and the special needs of pregnant and parenting teens
and their children. In my remarks, I will first review the nature and extent of ado=
lescent sexuality, pregnancy, and childbearing from the perspective of the young
mother, the child, and our society. Then I will turn to an analysis of efforts to deal
with these developments in HHS with particular emphasis on the activities of the
recently enacted. Adolescent Family Life Program.

Unintended early childbearing poses serious socio-economic and health problems
for the young parents, and thei child, and society as a whole. While considerable
progress has been ,made at the Federal, State, and local levels in reducing adoles-
cent fertility and in alleviating_ adverse consequences which might be associated
with early parenthood, much remains to be done.

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEM

One of the major reasons ior the continued problems is the dramatid increase in
premarital sexual activity among American teenagers.

According to national surveys, the percentage of never-married sexually active fe-
males, ages 15-1-9 living in metropolitan areas, rose from 28 to 46 percent between
1971 and 1979. Data on the percentage of sexually active male teenagers were not
collected in earlier surveys; however, in 1979, 69 percent of never-married males,
ages 17-21 in metropolitan areas, were reported to be sexually active.

While the percentage of sexually active teenagers using contraceptives increased
during the same years; adolescent pregnancy has not decreased. Thus, the estimated
pregnancy rate per 1,000 women for this age group rose from 94 :8 in 1976 to 103.5 in
1980.

Although the rate of pregnancy has increased, there has been a reduction in the
rate of childbearing=almost entirely the result of the increased, use of abortions.
Induced abortions among women ages 15-19 rase from 862,680 in 1976 (36.1 percent
of all pregnancies) to 444,780 in 1980 (41.3 percent of all pregnancies): The abortion
rate per 1;000 women age 15-19 was 34 :3 in 1976 and 42.7 in 1980: --

There are many negative aspects of early sexual behavior: According to the
records of the Centers of Disease Control (CDC), the rates and numbers of gonorrhea
cases reported by young women have risen dramatically during the 1970s from
57,458 total cases and _a rate of 960.1 per 100 000 women aged 15 to 19 in 1970 to
147,245 cases and a rate of 1,414.5 in 1980. Similarly; although limited data exist on
the incidence of genital herpes, CDC estimates that up to 20 million Americans of
all ages may now be infected. Since adolescent premarital sexual activity has in-
creased dramatically in the 1970s, it is entirely possible that genital herpes has
reached alarming proportions among teenagers.

The adverse health effects of early childbearing to the mother have been well
Although maternal mortality rates are declining, they continue to be

higher for teen mothers (8.5_ per 100,000 live births in 1978) than for those ages 20-
24 (6.4 per 100000 live births). There is increased risk-for toxemia, anemia. pro-
longed labor, and premature labor: Teehagers are also at greater risk for miscar-
riages and still births.

Not only are young parents and their offspring likely- to suffer -from adolescent
childbearing, but society is also often negatively affected, especially as a'-result of
the increasing proportion of out-of-wedlock births among adolescents. In 1960, only
15 percent of all births to women 15-19 years old were born out-of-wedlock while by
1980 that proportion has risen to 48 percent. Almost all of these young mothers now
keep their children rather than choosing adoption. Inasmuch as teenage childbear-
ing significantly reduces'the educational attainments and future employment pros-
pect§ of the young mothers, it increases theirlikelihood of being on public assist-
ance. A total of $8.55 billion went in 1975 to AFDC households in which the mother
was a teenager at first childbirth. This sum provided AFDC payments, fo-o-cl stamps
and Medicaid for both mothers and children.

(1
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While thc short- or longterni consequences of early childbearing -have- been-amply
analyzed for the young mother; there' is much less information on her Child. Infants
born to teenage mothers are more likely to die within the first year of life in large
part due to the low birth weight- of the child as -the result of poor nutrition and
imulequate pre-natal care. In 1980. 9.4 percent of babies born to mothers_ age 15-19
were of low birth weight compared to 6.9 percent- of mothers age- 20-24. Further-
more. while. the percentage of low birth weight babies born to white teen mothers
was 7.7, it was 13;5 percent for infants born to adolescents of all other races. Chil:
dren of teenage parents are also-less likely to be healthy at the end of the first year
The continuing socio-economic difficulties within these families also may contribute
to the cognitive development problems of some of these children.-

RESPONSES TO THE PROBLEM

This is a problem that can best be addressed by preventive measures either by (1)
decreasing sexual activity or (21 improving contraceptive practices; or both; The
Public Health Service is actively working in both areas.

The problems and suffering, generated by the continued high rates of adolescent
sexuality; pregnancy; and childbearing to a large extent can be eliminated or at
least minimized by the concerted efforts of teenagers and their parents working to-
gether. 'fhe primary responsibility for dealing with these problems lies with the ado-
lescent and the family. Concerned community organizations, trained professionals,
mid government zigencies can and should help familiei and teenagers in coping with
these difficulties, but they are not to be considered a substitute or alternative for
the Furtherrhore, while the Federal government, plays an important part,
community and state agencies should be encouraged to take the lead in providing
assistance.

The Federalgovernment is assisting teenagers and their families-through a vari-
ety of service programs. For example, the Public Health Service (PHS) is providing
family planning services to sexually active adolescents as_part of its overall goal of
providing assistance to low-income women. In addition, PHS oversees the Maternal
and Child Health Block Grant whose funds'to States and Territories extend and im-
prove services to reduce infant mortality and improve outcomes in adolescent preg-
nancies. The Department of Health and Human Services provides economic assist-
ance to adolescent parer:to and their offspring through Aid to Families with Depend-
ent Children (AFDC), Medicaid, and Social Security Supplements.

Similarly, the Office of Human Development Services (OHDS) administers the
Social Services Block Grant; whose' funds to States and Territories provide social
services such,as day care, child protection, foster care, and adoption counseling for
the pregnant adolescent or young mother in need of these programs.

While there are a number of Federal agencies serving the needs of the entire .

childbearing population, few are specifically focused on the needs of the adolescent.
The Office of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs 10APP), was created both to address
these problems directly and to co-ordinate other such activities within the Depart-
ment of Health and-Human Services.

The Adolescent Family. Life Program, signed into law by President Reagan on
August 13, 1981, funds Service Delivery projects to help pregnant teenagers, their
children and families and 'sponsors prevention projects to reach teenagers before
they become sexually active. By combining research with demonstration projects in
prevention and care; OAPP takes a comprehensive and integrated approach to the
problem of adolescent pregnancy.

Among the major features of this program:
Family involvement to help reduce teenage pregnancy and deal with the strains

of adolescent parenting.
Comprehensive Care services for pregnant adolescents and adolescent parents

which include adoption as a positive alternative for adolescents who do not choose
to parent their child.

Prevention services provided within the context of the family, to reach adoles-
cents before they become sexually active and maximize -the guidance and support
available to them from parents and other fardly members.

Research concerning the causes and consequences of adolescent premarital sexual
relations, contraceptive use, pregnancy, and childrearing.

Evaluation of the relative effectiveness and efficiency ofoclifferent means of serv-
ice_delivery.-

Dissemination of results from programs and research projects relating to adoles-
cent premarital sexual behavior; pregnancy, and parenthood.

10
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Funds are allocated to eligible applicants proposing prevention and care programs
which can serve as models for communities across the country as well as for re-
search projects designed to provide needed information and analysis. In September
1982, the first AFL :grants totalling $10 million were made to 50 demonstration pro-.
grams located in 38 States, and to 12 research projects.

Although the initial findings are not yet available, there is every indication that
they will play an important role in helping policy- makers at the Federal, State, and
local levels in providing more efficient and effective ways of dealing with adolescent
pregnancies. Fostering closer relationships at the local level with families of the
adolescents will- reduce the extent of premarital adolescent sexual activity and preg-
nancy, and providing assistance to young mothers and their children will help them
become healthy and productive citizens of their communities.

The Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families has an enormous and im-
portant mandate in the area of maternal and child_ health. _I_ am sure your efforts
today and in the_future,_will_provide vital informatian regarding adolescent sexual
activity and childbearing that will assist all aim. I am confident that through_the
Federal; State and local public and private partnership, we will make significant
progress in reducing the problems and consequences in this area of great concern to
all-of us.

Thank you for the opportunity to address you on these important issues facing us
today.

[Prepared statement of Gordon S. Jones follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GORDON S. JONES, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE UNITED
FAMILIES OF' AMERICA

Mr. Chairman and memben of the task force and committee: Thank_you very
much for this opportunity to present written testimony on the very important_sub-
ject of teenage pregnancy and federal family planning programs. We are a grass-
roots organization of abut 50,000 members interested in the formation of public
policy and its impact on the family. We have for some time been interested in the
approach commonly taken to teenage, Family planning by health professionals and
government agencies. And we have for some time been convinced that these pro-
grams are not only ineffective but counterproductive.

The family planning programs supported by Federal tax dollars, with few excep-
tions, begin with the assumption that teenagers are sexually active, and that they
are going to continue to be sexually active. That being the case,the best thing the
government can do to reduce the rates of "problem- pregnancies'- _United
Families of America defines as those ending in abortion, those occurring to girls
under 15, and those occurring to unmarried minors, is to provide contraceptive in-
formation and contraceptives as widely as possible. The secondary assumption is
that this technological approach will prevent teenage pregnancy.

We believe that the basic assumptions underlying these programs are- wrong.
To begin with, the term "sexually active" is misleadingly imprecise. There is -con-

siderable evidence that many teenagers report themselves as "sexually active on
the_basis of stile sexual episode some time in the past. The phenomenon of "second
virginity" describerl_by Constance lindermann in "Birth Control and Unmarried
Young Women" is ignored. Lindermann's findings suggest that the actual rate of
sexual activity may be lower than reported because of a failure to distinguish_be
tween those who are "currently sexually active" and those who have been sexually
active in the past.

Thus when surveys show that "the average clinic user has -been sexually active
for 9 months to -1 year before coming to the clinic" they may be seriously overstat-
ing the case, and the need for their own services.

There is evidence, however, to show that once young women da attend family
planning clinics, their rate of sexual activity increases. At least two Planned Par-
enthood §urveys (Zelnick and Kantner, "Number of Sex Partners Not Increased by
Giving Contraception -to Teens," in Family Planning Perspectives,Vol. 10, No 6 and
Zabin and Clark; !Why They Delay: A Studyq of Teenage Family Planning Clinic Pa-
tients," in Family Planning Perspectives; VoL 13, No. 5) clearly show that teenage
rates of sexual activity increase after clinic attendance.

That is not really surprising One of the goals of clinic counselors is to relieve
guilt feelings, to help teenagers "come ta terms with their own sexuality, and to
provide contraceptives to reduce one of the main deterrents W sexual activity for
teens: fbar of_pregnancy.

The most serious shortcoming of teenage family planning programs is its reliance
on technology, and its failure to provide teenagers with guidance on sensitive more

11
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inattei.S. -11iiited- Fatalities believes that this failure is the direct cause of the failure
of federally-funded family planning programs.--

And we do claim that these programs have failed.
In 1977; the ubiquitous Kintner and Zelnik (Family Planning PerspeCtiVeS, Val. 9,

No: -'2a noted. that more and_more teenagers were having sex more and more often.
1 II friwevet%" they thought; "these same young women reported is dra mac _increase
in overall-contraceptive use, in use -of -the most effective methods; and in more regu,
lar use of all--met hodschanges which- should have led to a decrease in premarital
prrwrancy."_They didn't. The lack of decline is somewhat surprising..:

Rather than decline, premarital pregnancy increased dramatically, and if that IS
surprising to family_planning experts; it is not surprising to the average person. It
may be that the individual teenager is less likely to get _pregnant_ if she is using
contraception. but_the_attitude towards sexual activity in general which is_cammu-
ill-cid-611 by "Value-free" sex education and "non-judgmental" counseling is that such
activity is expected, tolerated, all right.

Under the circumstances, it is not surprising that the average teenager is more
likely to be having sex these days._ or that teenagers of both sexes are having- sex

'more often. To_quote_Columbia Teachers'.College_..professor Diane Ravitch_. "Frankly,
it would be difficult to see how teenagers could_sPend a semester reading how_ to do
it- right, how -good it feels when you do_it. and how meaningful the experience is;
without wanting to try it as soon as possible."

The kind of figures presented to your Task Force at the hearing 19 July indicate
that they.do try it more and more often.
_

This quotation from .Professor. Ravitch is taken from an article from the New
1;eidt)r; and while it _deals with sex_ educatim her comments also apply__ to _the kind
of ._.sexuality --counsel ing" dispensed at most title X clinics: I attach the article for
inchision in the record.

Mr; LEHMAN: Thank you for your statement;
Mr. Leland.
Mr. LELAND. Thank you, Mr:Chairman. .

I would like to take.this opp-ortunity.to applaud.your_leadership
Mr; Chairman, and the staff's leadership for addressing -yet _an=
other most_ important subject, teenage pregnancy. :TO° often this
subject matter is used as a political springboard by opportunists
who espouse alarming statistics and draw debatable conclUSion.S.

I agree that it is alarming that .there are over 1 .million teenage
pregnancies per year. Looking ,beyond simplistic statements- about
our moral decline; I am alarmed about those individuals who_are
involVed in these pregnancies, both the parents and the children
themselves.
_ First; the teen parents; Teen mothers have several medical prob;
lems, toxemia; anemia during pregnancy, prolonged labor, are less
likely to get prenatal care and are most likely to have poor nutri-
tional habits;

Further, teen parents are often associated with incomplete edu-
cation, thus loW-paying jobs and finally poverty-level_existence;__A
study of 5,000 women at age 27 found that they earned almost $200
More per year for each year that they postponed the birth.of their
first child.

Teenage mothers have a much higher likelihood of being on wel-
fare for longer periods of time than those who delay the childbea
ing. The probability that a mother would be on welfare at age. 27
was reduced 2.2 percentage points for each year the birth of her
first child was delayed.

Teen mothers also have more children, have their children born
closer together, bear more unwanted children, and have more so-
called illegitimate children than women who delay childbearing
until their 20's.
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Second, the babies of these pregnancies are more likely to be low
weight and have a higher risk of complications and have somewhat
slightly lower IQ's. These ill effects of teenage pregnancy and
others should make this one of our Nation's highest priorities, Mr.
Chairman.

I commend our panelists for sharing their knowledge with _this
committee and I look forward to a lively dialog on this most critical
problem. _

I thank the Chair.
Mr. LEHMAN. I thank you.
At this time, we will have our first witness, Dr. Wendy Baldwin.

If you summarize any of your statements, of course, without objec-
tion, we will put the whole statement in the record.

You are on deck.

STATEMENT OF _DR. WENDY BALDWIN, CHIEF, DEMOGRAPHIC
AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES, CENTER FOR POPULATION RE-
SEARCH, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT
Dr; BALDWIN; Thank you; Mr. Chairman. I would like to summa;

rize some of my statement and, of course, answer any questions
that you might have.

1 am pleased to be able to address this task force of the commit-
tee_ regarding the trends in adolescent pregnancy and childbearing
and the consequences of early teen childbearing

As I talk about the trends, I really have one main message that I
want to get across; and that is that there is no one statistic that
enables us to understand what has happened in early childbearing
in the past deu:cle. This is _a situation where you must take several
pieces of information and put them together and see what the
whole picture has been °

For example, during the 1970's, the birth rates to teenagers were
falling quite substantially; The numbers of births were falling a
little bit. That is, of course, a result of the post:WOrld War II baby
boom; in the 1970's, we were flooded with teenagers.

But if the birth, rates were declining and the number of births
were moving down a little; one might find it difficult to gee what
the problem was Well, I would suggest that one needs to look more
closely at the statistics on the trends to see what exactly is chang-
ing. The first aspect that I dell to your attention is the age of the
mother.

During the 1970's, teenage childbearing became increasingly con-
centrated among young teenage women. We talk about teenage
childbearing, but we are talking about women 15 to 19, generally;
Or under 20. This includes women who have the likelihood of a
very poor, pregnancy outcome_ and who are at risk of many,, thaoy
social problems as a result of that birth. It also includes married
18= and 19/ear-olds, whose problems certainly are quite different.

Over this period; the birth rates actually went up for some of the
youngest teens so that in 1960, there were 7,500 births to women
under the age of 15; by the early 1970's; that had risen to 13;000.
There are now about 11,000 births to young teens each year. The

13
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birth rates fell fastest for the Older teens and they are the ones
who probably face the fewest problems.

The second aspect of early childbearing during the 1970's that is
important to consider is the marital status of the mother. Her
marital status is important because we know that the unmarried
mother is more likely to delay getting_ prenatal care; she is more
likely to have fewer economic resources; and her child is more
likely 'to have problems, either problems of complications of labor
or social and development problems afterward.

AS has already been pointed out, the number of out,of-wedlock
births to teens has risen, dramatically, from under 100,000 in 1960
to over 270,000 in 1980. Another way to look at these statistics is to
look at the increased concentration of teen childbearing among the
young and among the unmarried. Let us assume that births to 18-
and 19-year-olds who are married_ are less problematic. In 1960,
they had 62 percent of all the teen births; in 1980, they had only 38
percent of all of the teen birthsthus by 1980, there was a total-
reversal with births to young teens accounting for a majority of all
births,

A third aspect of the trends in the past decade that I want to
review with you is trends in sekual activity. We have seen_from
survey data that in the 1970'S, the_proportion of unmarried teenage
girls who were sexually active rose quite substantially. In the be-
ginning of the decade, it was_about a quarter, 26 percent. By 1976,
it risen to 36 percent; by 1979, it had risen to 42 percent. So we
have seen not only a surge in the number of teenagers; but a real
increase in-the number of teenage girls who are sexually active,
and who are at risk of a Pregnancy. These are the girls we have to
be particularly concerned about.

So far I have talked about trends in birth, but of course we are
also interested in *hat the trends in pregnancies have been as
Well. One can take the live births and induced abortions and gener-
ate some measure of conceptions. This elirnihates miscarriages and
late_ fetal losses; but they are both very hard to estimate and un-
likely to change over a short period of time,

But we can make an estimate of the number of conceptions and
this does show an increase. I have calculated figures from .1974 to
1979 and you see a"14=percent increase in the number Of concep-
tions.

We have just seen that the number of teens who are sexually
active has been rising quite substantially. I think we. ought to go
back and look again at those statistics and say, if a girl is sexually
active, what is her chance of becoming pregnant? Has that changed
over time?

When you make that adjusiment, you see that the likelihood of a
teen girl who is sexually active becoming_pregnant has fallen 1.2
percent over this period of 1974 to 1979. Again, I would caution you
that you need to take a number of different slices of -this problem
to get a comprehensive picture of what the trends have been

I have also been asked to address the committee in terms of the
consequences of adolescent childbearing. First, I would like to talk
about the consequences for the mother because they appear severe
and we have considerable data that address them.

4
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I do not mean to say that all teenage mothers will end up with
their lives in total ruin; that they will be poor mothers; and that
their children will all end up in homes for juvenile delinquents;
That is certainly not the case. There are many teenagers who are
competent parents and who, in fact, are able to manage their lives
quite well.

Notwithstanding, we know clearly from research that having a
birth as an adolescent is a condition that puts a number of hurdles
in front of that girl, and we know that she will be still jumping
over those hurdles years and years after that birth. Obviously
there are teens _who do quite well, but on the whole, when a teen is
subjected; in effect, to an early birth, she has a number of

a. -teen

to overcome.
The first relates to her future childbearing behavior; As has been

pointed out, the girl who begins her childbearing as a teenager is
likely to have more children during- her life, more unwanted chil-
dren, more children born out of wedlock, and have a faster pace of
childbearing than a woman who &lays her first birth until she is
out_ of the teenage years. 6

This early and rapid entry into family formation is unfortunately
not associated with marital stability or-marital satisfaction. We
know that the rates of marital disruption, separation and divorce
are much higher the younger the teen is when she marries. Inter-
estingly; enough, if you look even further into her life, she is at a
greater risk of having a second marriage break- up. than .a woman
who did not begin childbearing as an adolescent.

We have looked at all- of these effects, short-term, medium- and
relatively long-term, and the problems stay. They are not transi-
tory problems that in a_year or two are over.

The second main area; and the one that you all have paid consid-
erable attention to already, is the impact of early childbearing on
education and occupation. Early childbearing is a risk condition for
reduced educational attainment for young women. One study shows
that young women who became mothers while teenagers did have
somewhat lower aptitute, lower interest in school, and lower aspi-
rations. So you might say, these girls were probably different
before -they had that baby. Notwithstanding, if you control, statisti-
cally, for their aptitude, for their aspirations, for their interest in
school, the young woman who has a birth when she is a teenager is
still at a loss in terms of education relative to the teen who does
not have a birth. Her educational attainment is still reduced. Pre-
existing differences do not fully explain the effect of an early birth
on schooling.

Young_mothers are also more likely to express regret over their
educational careers; I keep coming back to that because I want to
'make sure that we realize that this is not only the researcher's per-
spective or my perspective. We have evidence from what the teen-
agers say about how childbearing has affected their lives.

The effect of adolescent childbearing on education is particularly
important because education is a main pathway to economic attain-
ment and. success. The teen mother is faced with not only more
mouths to feed because of higher fertility; but because of marital
disruption, she is more likely not to have another wage earner in
the home. She is likely to have fewer educational resources and
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this all combines to generate a picture of economic distress later in
life.

We haye only a little research that addresses the effects on the
father. One study found that the adolescent males who were in-
volved in early childbearing looked better initially in terms of their
employment and their earnings, but what it meant was that these
men were not in school; they were out working earlier than they
would have been otherwise.. When you follow them a decade later,
you find that they are not doing as well In fact; they are doing
worse than their peers who were not invOlved in early fatherhood.

Early childbearing probably has very little effect on the adoles
cent male who is involved in an early pregnancy but is not married
to the mother; because we find very icw patterns of involvement of
the father of an out-of=wedlock birth with that child. This lack -of
involvement shows up both for the financial contribution and for
what you could call the social contribution: .Time_ vent with the
child. These are not tradeoffs such that if a father cannot provide
money; he provides time: They go together. And it is usually nei7
ther.

You have alluded to the concerns about the effect on the child.
using "population-based" studies if you look at all the babies born
and then you ask, of thbse babies born to/teenage mothers; how do
they look relative to those born to older mothers, they do not
as good in terms of birth weight, in terms of the prenatal care, in
terms of infant mortality, or in terms of many indices we use to
evaluate them.

When you take another population and ensure that everyone
gets adequate _prenatal care, you find a very different picture. You
do notfind the babies born to the adolescent mothers of this group
showing decrements in their development or health at birth.

I think the conclusion from that is pretty straightfoiward: The
effect of the age of the mother on the outcome of that pregnancy is
virtually entirely mediated by the kind of prenatal care that she
receiveSA am using "prenatal care" in a very general s6nse; I
cannot distinguish between vitamins and nutritional supplements
and numbers of visits, but in general, it is the quality and the
amount of the care that the young woman receives that accounts
for the risks that those babies face.

Studies that examine the child's later development have shown
that the mother's age at the child's birth, and social factors, are
related tos'iubsequent physical health and development, Interest-
ingly enoligh, the category where the risk is the greaest is the one
where the teenage mother is living alone. If the teenage mother
has access -to another olde adult to help in the child rearing, She
and the child do much better.

Other studies have looked at social; emotional, and cognitive de-
velopment of these children later in lifeas you have reported, we
do see some studies showing lower IQ in the children born to teens.
We know that teenage childbearing is associated with some Of the
social factors that are related to IQ; such as education, income; oc-
cupational status; these largely account for the effect of early child-
bearing on IQ.

One of the most difficult areas to research is the consequences of
early childbearing for the adolescent's parents. Many of these par-
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ents, usually the mother, are involved in child care and support
after the young woman gives birth.

One study found approximately 70 percent of the -teen mothers
were living with one or both parents at the time of the birth. Five
years later, a. third of them were still living with those families, gi)
we have been concerned about what is the effect on the family.

The families usually provide room; board; and _child care. There
does not seem to be an impact on that family's economic well-
being, marital happiness, or stability. One study very interestingly
Showed that, at least initially, having the young woman and the
baby- back home provided almost- a honeymoon period in the
family. That did not last. Although the adolescent mothers and
their families showed various styles of coping, the adolescent was
more likely to see the mother as more controlling, more dissatisfied
with her; and less affectionate than before the birth of the baby.

I think this is an interesting observation. There are some who
feel that having a baby is a way of pulling away from the family,
which it may be. But, in fact, studies of the adolescent who keeps
the baby,_that she is very dependent on the family; in fact; just the
reverse of what she may have been expecting.

We have a little research that has addressed the consequences
for society and I am going to reflect on only one Since we have
seen conditions where the mother has fewer economic resources
and possibly more dependence, it is not surprising that she is at a
greater risk of requiring welfare support at some time.

A 1975 study showed that 61 percent of women aged 14 to 30
living in AFDC households had their-, 'adolescents. This
accounts. for an enormous amount of AFDC expenditures. It would
be erroneous, of course, to assume that if we were to cure the prob-
lems of teenage childbearing that we would then have no AFDC
costs because, of course:some of these women would probably re-
quire AFDC support at some tithe, regardless. But it is a significant
component of the AFDC costs.

I would_like_to conclude with some thoughts about the size of this
problem. In 1980, there were over 1 million pregnancies to women
under the age of 20, and of course, the number of individuals af-
fected is much greater. These young women have families; parents;
brothers and sisters, husbands -and boyfriends. Among girls who
are now 14, it is estimated. that 40 percent will experience.a_preg-
nancy before they get out of their teens and that 20 percent will
give birth. Even more sobering than those numbers, I would war-
rantis Shat the large majority Of these pregnancies are unintend-
e& by the yOung women themselves. In addition to my testimony, I
have attached severaharticles that provide the statistical data from
which this was derived

I have gone over the material rather quickly, so I would be
happy to answer questions now and will stay for the rest of the
hearing if there are further questions

[Prepared statement of Dr. Wendy Baldwin follows:]

17
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. WENDY H. BALDWIN, PH.D., CHIEF, SOCIAL- DEMOGRA-
MERt DEMOGRAPHIC AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES BRANCH, CENTER FOR POPULATION
RESEARCH, NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

I have been asked to address this committee on the trends in adolescent

pregnancies and births and to review the consequences of early childbearing.

Adolescent fertility behavior has received so much attention ln recent years;

that most have already heard much about trends and may find it strange that
_ .

there can be disagreement over just what'the trends have been. To put early

childbearing into perspective it is important to understand the post World

War II baby boom. This was not a temporary phenomenon--an explosion that is

quickly over but rather a rise in the birth rate that lasted into the early

1960's. The aging of the baby boom babies meant that during the 1970'S the

number of teenagers was 43 percent higher than in the preceding decade. The

baby boom was a dramatic demographic event which'w1Il continue to influence

Our'society for many years to come:

Its implication for us is simple; it means that although the birth rates for

most teens were declining in the 1970's, the number of births rose to 1970

and declined slowly thereafter. Since birth rates and numbers of births were

falling faster for older women, the proportion'of births to teens actually

rose. If we lookce no further we might conclude that adolescent childbearing

was not a problem and that the appearance of a "problem" was an artifact of the

structure of the population. However, more careful review of'the components"

of the birth rate gives a different picture.

Age of Mother

When demographers talk about teenage childbearing, they generally refer to

births to women under the age of 20. Indeed, statistics are made available

for five year age groupings, and most teen births are to women 15-19. However,

this groups together women who may have completed high school and who have

27-506 0 84 2'
0
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very good pregnancy outcomes with young women who may be in junior high school

and who are high risk cbstetrical patients. During the seventies the birth

rates fell fastest for the oldest teens and actually rose fOr the very youngest;

those under age 15. These constitute a very small percentage of _all births

(less than one-half of one percent), but youngsters Ender 15 are viewed as

high risk from both a social and medical standpoint. While births Co women

under 15 were under 7500 in 1960 they rose to almost 13,000 in 1973 before.

declining to the present level of about 11,000.

Marital Stains of the Mother

'During the seventies the number of babies born to unmarried women-rose signif-

icantly from under 100,000 iu 1960 to almost 200,000 in 1970 to over 270,000

in 1980. In fact, in 1980 almost half (48 percent) of births to teens were

out-of-wedlock as contrasted with 15 percent in 1960. Marriage rates fell

sharply during the seventies for teenage women. The rate at which single

.teens bore children rose, but does not approach the rate for single women

20-24. Births to unmarried mothers are frequently associated with poorer

prenatal care as well as with lower economic resources.,

Trends iu Sexual Activity

A significant change during the seventies was the increase in the likelihood

that an unmarried adolescent girl would engage iu sexual intercourse. In 1971

little more than a quarter (26.8 percent) of never - married women 15-19 reported

that they had engaged in sex. By 1976 the proportions had risen to 36 percent,

and using data from metropolitan areas, we can project that 42 percent of never

married teens were sexually active in 1979. These data also show that in 1971

there was no .age where half of the-girls were sexually active and iu 1979 it is

only among the 18-19 year olds that half (or more) report having engaged in sex.

19
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- ads in °-rcbnaneies

Of course, not all pregnancies end in a live birth, 10 to 20 percent are

lost through miscarriage, a small.proportion are lost Iate in pregnancy or

through stillbirth, and others result in an induced abrrtiwu. frta for abor-

tions can be combined with data on live births to estimate at of conception.

These calculations saaw that between 1974 and 1979 there Was a 14 percent

Increase in the number of conceptions.' (I have not included miscarriages,

stillbirths and late fetal losses in this estimate because 'Of-data problems

and the assumption that patterns would not change much in such a short time

period.) We have just seen, however, that moat female teens are not sexually

active and that the yroportio:, who are has increased significantly during

the past decade. Also, marriage rates have been falling for teenage women.

If the birth and conception rates are adjusted to take into account the

proportion of young women who are sexually active, we find that the birth

rate for those "at risk" has fallen 20 percent from 1974 to 1979 and that

the "pregnancy rate" has been nearly constant, showing.a 1.2 percent decline.

Consequences of Adolescent Childbearing

Concern about early pregnancy and childbearing revolves arouncthe effects

on the young woman, her child, the father, and othet family members itivolvedi

as well as society as a whole. I will discuss the effects On the young woman's

marital and family experience, her education, occupational and economic future

and her life satisfaction. The is a strong association between younger ages:

at.first birth and higher proportions Of unwanted and out-of-wedlock births,

a faster pace of subsequent childbearing, and highet completed fertility.

20
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This early involvement iu family Iife is not, however; associated with marital

stability,,or satisfaction. May studies confirm higher rates of marital sepa ,

ration, divorce and remarriage for teeuage parents. Marital dissolution rates

are higher the younger the adOIesCent is at the time of marriage, and those

Who marry young are likely to express regrets later about the marriage. The

risk of marital dissolution is carried on through later life, and shows up

in increased risks of marital dissolution iu second marriages. For the ado

lescent mother who is not married, studies show that she is very likely to

marry soon after the birth, and that she, too, is at high risk of divorce.

a

Education and Occupation

Women who become mothers while adolescents exhibit reduced educational and

occupational attainment, lower income, and increased welfare dependency ref-

alive to their peers. One study shows that those who became mothers while

.teenagers had lower academic aptitudes, 'grades and educational aspirations,

to begin with, but another study fouud a detrimental effect of early child

bearing on education even when controls were introduced for family background

aud motivation. The negative effect of an early first birth on education

holds even when background characteristics are controlled, and is felt by

both males aud females; but.the effect on women is stronger and increases, over

time. Young mothers are more likely to express regret over their educational

. careers.

The effect of adolescent Childbearing on education is especially important

since it affects occupation and earnings. A decade after high school; women,

who became mothers early were more likely to be working than their classmates

but in jobs of tower pay and prestige and with Iess.job satisfaction. Several
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studies have shown that the effect of an early age at first birth on occupa-

tional attainment is a function of reddced education cud; to a, lesser'extent,

ofiucreeied family size. The relationship between educational attainment

awl economic well-being is strong, and there is consequently a significant

association between early motherhood and later economic distress. Women who

begin childbearing as teenagers have increased welfare dependency, and half

of the families - at the time of a 1975 study receiving AFID1 WerefaMiIieS

begun when the mother was a teenager. The effect of early childbearing-On

economic ettaiumeut continues over the years'as well. Few of these women

."catch up" to those who delayed family building.

Life Satisfactions

As noted above, young mothers do not appear able to catch up: to their Odra

in terms of education, occupation or earnings; other studies show that their

reaction to the timing of their births does not improve over time either. A

lougitudinal study found that soon after the first birth almost half (48 per-

,cent) of the teenage mothers said they wished the child had been born later

or not at all. Three years later 78 percent said that, looking back, they

Woad choose to have their first bifth lacer. Another longitudinal study

found that early childbearers were more likely to have educational and marital-

related regrets; ,A study which looked .at the mothers's psychological well-
,

beiug,whet her child was in the first grade found that young teenage mothers

were more Iikely than older mothers to report feeling very bad at this time.

Effects on the Father

AdoIescent.Med also feel effects of fathering a child since they may drop out

of Saadi' to go to work; One study found that initially more adolescent fathers
r
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were working than their classmates, at jobs of about equal prestige, and were

making more money. By 11 years out of high school, however, their classmatest

insestment.in education had begun to pay off in higher income and more prestig

ious jobs'. The fathers of the babies of unmarried mothers may not be as affected

since they appear to play a minimal role iu childbearing. One study shows that

less than one fourth were iu weekly contact with the child's mother several

years'after the birth; and frequency of coutact_declined over the early years

of the child's life; Maintaining social'coutact seems to be linked with pro

viding economic support, rather than being a substitute for it. Many of these

men had5imited economic means; aud none of the unwed mothers in this study

received economic support from the child's father for all three years surveyed.

Consequences for the Children

A :lumber of studies have assessed the'conseoueoces of adolescent childbearing

for the children in,JIved. Several have examined the effects of maternal age

ou pregnancy complications and the resulting risk to the newborn. Their find

ings suggest that the negative effects of maternal age ou pregnancy and neonatal

health found in populationbased stndies mere largely mediated by the quality of

health care received by the mother and infant rather than being a function of the

mother's biological age.

Studies examining the child's later development have shown that mother's age

at child's birth and social factors are related to the child's subsequent'

physical health and cognitive and social development. One study using meas

urements taken at one year of age found that children of parents With low

socioeconomic status and children of unmarried mothers who Iive alone with

.their children generally show poorer phYsical health. In addition, children

of older mothers, 25 years and over, were healthier than children of younger
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mothers, except in cases where teenage mothers rely upon older womeu (e.g.,

grandmothers) for child care.

The social, emOtional, and intellectual development past infancy of the

children of adolescents continues to be related to mother's age at birth.

TWO Studies have fouud a consistent tendency for children,of adolescents to

have Slightly lower I.Q. scores than Children of older mothers when measured

at several ages up to seven years, and some effects cC maternal age on social

and emotional development have also been found. 'An analysis of several large

U.S. data sets has shown that youug mothers are at a clear disadvantage in

terms of those socioeconomic variables that relate to I.O. (occupationi

education at;d income) and that these factors are largely* f4sponsible for

anyeffect of maternal age on the I.Q. of the child.

-Conseeneneesfor the Adolescent's Parents

The influence of adolescent childbearing on the parental family has been one

of the least examined areas although there is evidence that the adolescents'
__

kinespecially their mothersare often drawn into child care and support.

longitudinal study iu an urban area has found that most of the adolescent

mothers were highly dependent on the family, especially during the first

several years after the birth. Approximately 70 percent were living with

one or both parents at the time of the birth, and more than a third were

still residing with the parents five years later. Parents most typically

provide room, board, and child care. Women who resided with their famines'

during the five years after the birth were more-likely to have graduated

from high school, be employed, and not be ou welfare.. Other analyses show

that the families do not experience disadvantages in their own socioeconomic
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and family careers as a result of the teenagers' births. Iu one Study; the

families of preguaut adolescents report a souse of reuewed happiness and

cohesion following the preguaucy. However, observatiou of their interactions

show tue family's perceived "houeymoou" in the period surrouticliiig the bitth

is followed by disillusioumeut and distress. Although the adolescent mothers

dud their families show various styles of coping with early pareuthood, geu-

eraIly the adolescent is'more likely to see her mother as more controlling,

dissatisfied with her al:d less affectionate then .she did ',core the birth

of the child;

Consequences for Society

Early childbeathig alSo has as impact on society; for wheu individuals cannot

realize their fUII edusatioUsI and occupational potential; society loses their.

ecouomic soutributiOnS; In additiou; if early childbearers utilize public

services more thou other UoipetpubIis expenditures ou programs such as Aid

to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC); Medicaid; and food stamps iucrease.

Iu fact, AFDC mothere are more likely to have beeu teen mothers than were

American womeu in general. Estimates of the public sector costs related to

early childbearing indicate that half of expenditures went to AFDC households

in which the mother was a teenager at the time she bore her first child.

This total does not necessarily represent the amount that could be saved if

all these Mothers had postponed their first birth; since some would have

o

required, public assistance regardless of their age at first birth.

FUtther analyses bddressed the relative impact of reducing births as opposed

to mediatiug the effects of. an early birth. For example; we measured the
. _

effect ou public sector costs of no women under age ka giving birth or of all.

.25
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young mothers completing high school. The results show savings for all

arproaches, but much greater savings when a birth is averted. As we all know,

preventiou is preferable to remedial care. r"

I would like to conclude with some thoughts about the size of this problem.

In 1980 there were over one million preguancies to women under the age of 20.

The number of Individuals affected is, of course, much larger since these

young women have, parents; siblings, husbands and boyfriends. Among girls now

aged 14 it is estimated that forty percent will experience a pregnancy before

age 20 and'that onefifth will bear a child. Even more sobering than the

sheer numbers is the fact that the large majoritY of the pregnahcies are

unintended by the adolescent herself.

I would like to submit for the record several articles which provide much of

the data on wi.iich my testitmouy was based.
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Trends in Adolescent Contraception,
Pregnancy, and Childbearing

Wendy Baldwin

dolescent fertility Commanded a great deal of attention during the 1970s

from policyrnikers, researchers, physicians, educators, parents, and
teenagers themselVet. In this chapter current trends in behavior, effects on
health, and long-term impact are placed in perspective by comparisons with

women of other ages and with different time peri6ds.
Discussions of adolescent pregnancy and childbearing that treat women

15-19 years of age as an undifferentiated group have been soundly.critiCized

for combining women with excellent expected medical outcomes who have
completed their education and are likely to be married with those with poor
'expected outcomes who are in junior high school and are unlikely to be
married. This type of grouping is defensible only when data are nor available

fat finer gradations of age. In this _overview, data are palmed by single
year of age for women under age 20 wherever possible: Data are presented
by racial subgroups as well since such subgroups show differences in trends

and in some behavior related to early childbearing.

BIRTH RATES

Are there more teenage pregnancies now than in the past? Is the risk
of becoming a teenage mother greater now than in earlier years? Is there

really an epideinic of teenager fertility behavior? To answer any of these

3
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seemingly straightforward questions requires an understanding of the basics
of population statistics. In the period 196(1970, the number of births to
women 15-19 years of age rose from 601,679 to 644,708. The total number
of births in the United States fell from 4.3 million to 3.7 million; and so
the proportion of births to teenagers rose from 14,3 to 17:5 percent, How-
ever, the birth rate for women 15-19 (births per 1000 women 15-19) fell
: from 91,0 to 69.7 because there was an increase in the teenage population
during this period. The United States has experienced a distinctive demo-
graphic process which bears directly on the phenomenon of adolescent child7
bearingthe postWorld War II baby boom. The birth rate in the United
States began climbing after World War H; peaked in the late 1950s; and
declined thereafter: Consequently; in 1960; the women aged 15-19 (born
during 1941-1945) numbered about 7 million; and _in 1970 Female teenagers
(born during 1951-1955) numbered close to 10 million, a 35 percent larger
cohort. '.2 The United States has passed through the peribd of maximal impact
of the adolescent-aged population and is now seeing the number of 'births
to teenagers declining along with the rates. In 1979 there were 549;472
births to women 15-19; reflecting a birth rate of 53.4. The number of
births overall has also declined; and the proportion of births to women under
20 fell to 16.0 percent in 1979 from a high of 19.3 percent in 1073."
Teenage childbearing became more visible after 1960 a time when the
birth rate for adolescents was declining. The change in the- of

Table 1-1. Number of Births to Women under 20 Years of Age: 1960, 1970,
and 1979

Item and Age 1960 1970 1979

Total births
Under 15 7;462 11;752 10;699
15-17 177,904 223,590 200,137

'18=19 423,775 421,118 349,335
Total 609,141 656,460 560,171

Out-of-wedlock births
Under 15 4,600 . 9,500 9,500
15-17 43;700 96,100 120,100
18-19 43,400 94,300 133,100

Total 91,700 199,900 262,700

Illegitimate births per
1000 unmarried women
15-19 15.3 22.4 26.9

Data from the National Center for Health Statistics: "6
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births to teenagers was the result of continued high numbers of births to
teens in the face of reductions in the fertility of older women. There are
many good reasons; however, for the recent wave of attention to early child-
bearing.

Since 1960 the decline in the number of births to teenagers has been
concentrated in the older ages, the number cf out-of :wedlock births to
teenagers has risen, and the, illegitimacy race (number of out-of-wedlock
births per 1000 unmarried women) has risen for teenage4(Table I-1). Births

Table Births per 1006 Womeri 14-19 Years of Age: 1920-1979

Period 14. 15 16 t7 18 19

1920-1924 3.6 _ 11.9 28.6 57:9 93:1 125A
1925-1929 3.9 12.3 28.5 55.6 86.9 . 114.0
1930-1934 3.4 10.9 25.2 48.6 75.3 99.0
1935-1939 3.7 11:5 26.0 49.0 75.0 97.9
1940-1944 4.0 12.7 27.8 52.2 81.7 109.2

1945 -1949. 4-.9 15.5 34.1 63.7 99.4 133.0
1950-1954 5.9 19.3 43.1 79.7 123:1 162:6

1955.-1959 6:0 20:1 45 7,,_ . 85.8° 136.2' 184.0'

1960-1964 5.4 17.8 40.2 75.8 122.7 169.2

1965.. 5.2 16.5 36.0 66.4 105.4 142.4

1966 5.3 16.4 35.5 64.8 101.8 136:1

1967 5:3 16:5 353 63.2 97.5 129.5

19613 5.7 '16.7 35.2 62.6 95.7 125.2

1969 6.0 17.4 35:8 '63:1 95J 124.5

- .

1970 6.6 19.2 38.8 66.6 98:3 126:6

1971 67 19:2 38.3 642 .92.4 116.1

1972: 7.1 20.1 39.3 63.5 87.1 105.0

1973 7.4' 20.2 38:8 61:5 83I 98.5
1974 7.2 19.7 37.7 59.7 80.5 96.2

1975 7.1 19.4 36.4 57.3 77.5 92.7
1976 6.8 18.6 34.6 54.2 73.3 88.7
1977 6.7 18.2. 34.5 54.2 73.8 89.5
1978 6.3 17.2 32.7 52.4 72.2 88.0
1979 6.4 17.2 32.8 52.5 . 73.5 90A

Decline from highest rate (*)
co 1979 14% 15% 28% 39% 46% 51%

Data from National Center for Health Statistics.' '"

2
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to young teenagers and to unmarried women are generally viewed as the
most problematic, that is most likely :o be unwanted and to require public
support. The trend in birth rates by single year of age confirms that during
the 1960s and early 1970s the rate rose for young adolescents (15-16) and
declined for older teenagers. In the late_ 1970s the birth rate for even the
youngest teens began to decline and that for older teenagers(18-19) dropped
to the loweSt ever observed' for that age group (Table 1-2).

There are substantial differences in fertility and fertility-related behavior
between blacks and whites; the younger the adolescents; the greater are the
racial differences in behavior. White teenage birth rates are compared with
nonwhite rates (92 percent of nonwhite births are to blacks) by tingle year
of age in Table 1-3. The ratio of nonwhite to white rates is over 1 at all
ages, but is highest at the youngest ages. Since black adolescents begin

childbearing at younger ages than whites, it is not surprising that they
experience more second and higher order births during the teenage years
(Table 1 -4):

The rise in illegitimacy has largely been a function of increases in rates
for whites. While the rate is higher for blacks, there has been a definite
downward trend during the 1970s. Whites have shown a steady rise in the
rate of births to unmarried women aged 15-192.4.' (Table 1-5). The growth
Of out -of- wedlock childbearing raises concern because the marital status -of
the mother often affects access to both economic and social support. The
number of out-of-wedlock births to women under age 20 increased from
under 100,000 in 1960 to over 250,000 in 1979. During this time, the
illegitimacy rate rose from 15.3 to 26.9 for wome 15719;a76 percent
increase. The percentage of births out of wedlock rose for all ages under 20
(Table 1-6) and for blacks as well as whites (data not shown). The increase
in oui-of-wedlock childbearing has been occurring simultaneously With

apparent reduction in the number of babies pfaced for adoption, In a 1976
survey of unmarried women 15=19 Who,had borne a child, 93 percent

Table 1-3. Teenage Births per 1000 Women Age and Race: 1979

Age White Nonwhite
.Ratio of

Nonwhite to White

14 3:9 18.8 4.8:1
15 11.7 44.6 3.8:1

16 25.0 73:0 2.9:1
17 42.8 103.3 2.4:1

18 62.9 129.5 2:1:1

19 80.0 144 9 1.8:1

Data from National Center for Health Statistics.'



Table H. Image Births by AO, Race, and Birth Order ; 1979

White Black 411 Others

Second

First and

Age Birth Higher'

Pet Wage

First

Births

First

Birth

Second Percentage

and

1.1100 Births

Under 15 4;271 131. 97, 5;813 326

15 14;406 711' 95 11,498 1,162

16 36,467 3,050 92 ; 19;680 3;387

17-- 63,07-9;639---17 T-24;416 7;585

18 87313 22,429 80 26,665 13,166 67 2,821 893 76

19 105,* 40;863 72 26,138

Data from National Center for Health Statistics.'

'Includes births for which order was not stated.

Second Percentage

Firit and. First

Higher' Births

91 152 _6

91 531 29

85' 1 ;228. .134 90

76---72,070-L-447

96

95

a

t

58 3,160 1,547 67
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Table 1-5. Births per 1000 Unmarried Women
15-19 Years of Age, by Race. 1970-1979

Year Black White

1970 96.9 10.9
1971 99.1 10.3
1972 98.8 10.5
1973 96.0 10:7
1974 95.1 11.1
1975 95.1 12.1
1976 91.6' 12.4
1977. 93.2 13.6
1978 90:3 13:8
1979 93.7 14.2

13iia from National Center for Health Statistics.'"

reported that the child resided with them. This is an increase from 86 percent
in ;197 1, a change which reflects the growing trend for white adolescents to
keep their babies." There may be increased social acceptance of a young
single mother raising her baby; placing a child for adoption may be regarded
as a solution of last resort that is not widely used when abortion or unmarried
motherhood are seen as viable options.

ABORTION RATES

No overview of adolescent childbearing would be complete without a
discussion of abortion. Adolescents account for one-third of the legal abor-
tions performed each year in the United States. In 1979 there were over
400,000 abortions to teenagers; since there were fewer than 600,000.birchs
to adolescents in 1979, abortion is clearly a significant aspect of teenage
fertility behavior.

Table 1-6. Out -of- Wedlock Births among Adolescents: 1960, 1970, and 1979

Age 1960 . 1970 1979

Under 15 4,600 (68)" 9,500 (81) 9;500 (89)
15 8,700 (44) 19,300 (65) 21,800 (77)
16 15,100 (28) 34,000 (48) 41;300 (65)
17 19;900 (18) 42,800 (35)="7- 56,900.03)
18 21,800 (13) . 47,500 (26) ' 66,400 (43)
19 21 ;600 (9) 46;800_(20) ._664600_(34)

Data from National Center for Health Statistics6
Percentage of births out of wedlock is shown in parentheses.
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Data on abortion comefrom.two major sources. The Centers for Disease

Control repoits abortion surveillance data compiled from central state agen-

cies and from hospitalS or facilities in which abortions are performed. The
Alan Guttmacher Institute reports the number of abortions based on a survey

Of health institutions and private physicians providing abortion services.

Because the latter figure includes abortions performed in phySitiatiS. offices,

it is higher than the Centers for Disease COMM! figure. The distribution of
abortions by characteristici Of the women is available from the Centers for
Disease Control, and the two data sources may be combined to give estimates

_ of the total_ number of abortions performed on women with given charac-

teristics, such as age or marital status.'"
The data presented in Table I-7 show the increase in the number of

abortions perforined on teenageri froth 1973 to 1978. Since the likelihood
of a spontaneous abortion or Stillbirth is unlikely to change over sucha short
time period, the Mir-fiber of births and abortions can be used as an estimate

of the number of conceptions: Analyses of trends, in adolescent behavior can

be misleading; however; if.the extent of sexual activity is not taken into
account. The data from two. national surveys conducted in 1971 and 1976

(Table 1-8) and a third survey_ of women living in metropolitan areas coi:-

ducted in 1979 (Table 1=9) Slid* Substantial increases in sexual activity.

The size of the population at risk of conception should not include the
number of women in an age group; but rather the number of sexually active

women. With a few.Tssumptions; one can compiii the "risk Of conception"
for broad age groups over several yeati._ In Table 1-10 various data for the

yegs. 1974 and 1979 are;Compared. The prripbtribh of women who were
sexually active_ was estimated by a simple interpolation and extrapolation Of

the 1971 and 1976 data and an adjustment of the 1976 figures as a fiiiictiOn

of the 1979_ metropolitan area study: Because many technical issues cannot,

be dealt with accurately; these estimates should be used for heuristic purposes

Table 1-8. Percentage of Never Married Women 15-19 Years of Age

Experiencing Sexual !mei-worst- 1971 and 1976

Age 1971 1976
Percentage

Increase

15 13.8 18.0 30.4

16 21.2 25.4 19.8

17 26.6 '40.9 53.8

18 36.8 ' 45.2 22:8

'19 46.8 55:2 17.9

Total 26:8 36.1 30:2

Adapted from Zelnik M, Kamer JF: Sotual and contraceptive experience of young unmarried

women. Fam.Plann Perspect 9:55-71, 1977.

27-506 0 - 84 - 3
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Table 1-9. Percentage of Never Married Women 15-19 Years bf Age
Experiencing Sexual Intercourse,Meopolitan Only: 1971, 1976, and 1979

Age 1971 / 1976 1979

Percentage
Increase__

1971=-1979

15 , 14.4 18.6 22.5 56.2
16 20.9 -28.9 37:8 80.9
17 26.1 42.9 48.5 85.8
18 39.7 51.4 56.9 43.3
19 46.4 59.5 69.0 , 48.7

Total 27.6 39.2 46.0 66:7

Adapted finiti- M,- lUntner_JE:_SexuaL Activity,._Contraceptive_use_and_pregnancy
among metropolitan-area teenagers: 1971-1979. ram Plann Perspec 12:230-237; 1980.

Table 1-10. Trends in Conception among Women 15-19 Years of Age: 1974
and 1979

!term, 1974 1979
Percentage

Change

1. Women 15-19 10,186,000 10,145,000

2. Birth rare (per 1000) 58.7 . 53.4 -9.0
3. Sexual activity

Ever married 1,272,000 894,000 -29.7
Never married women who' are.
sexually active

2,888,000 3,922,000 +35.8

Percentage never married who
are sexually active

32.4 42.4 +30.9

4:- Women at risk of pregnancy
(ever married and sexually active
never married)

4,160,000 4,8 16,000 + 15.8

5. Births 594,400 549300 -7.7
6. Births per 1000 sexually active 143.1 . 114.1 -20.3
7. Induced abortions 278,300 449,500 +61.5

.8. Estimarced conceptions (births
and induced abortions)

873,700 999,000 + 14.3

9. Conceptions per 1000 women 85.8 98.5 + 14.8

10. Conceptions per 1000 sexually
active women

210.0 207.4 - L2

11. Abortions per 1000 sexually
active women

'66.9 93.3 +39.5

Adapted from Baldwin W: Adolescent' pregnancy and Childbearing-1Growing concerns for
Americans. Popul Bull 31:1-36, 1980 (updated reprint).
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rather than as precise estimates of the risk of pregnancy. For sexually active
women aged 15-19, the risk of bearinga child fell even in the short perio-e-
under review (line 6). Failure to take, into account the increased likelihobd
of sexual activity would lead to underestimates of the decline in rates of
childbearing (lines 7 and 6) and overestimates of a rising risk of conception
(lines 9 and 10).

Although there has been a substantial increase in the number of abor-
tions, there has been a smaller increase in the number of abortions per 1000
sexually active women (lines 4 and 11). The risk of conception has falldn
only slightly, while the risk of bearing a child has fallen considerably because
of an kdeased tendency to abort unwanted pregnancies. The role of-induced
abortion in the control of adolescent fertility should not be underestimated.

CONTRACEPTION

Patterns of Contraception

This analysis cannot address the extent to which contraception is re-
sponsible for the prevention of unwanted pregnancies, only the change over
time. Zelnik and. Kintner estimated the likely impact of current patterns
of adolescent contraceptive practices on:the number of premarital pregnancies
in 1976." While theke were over 1 million pregnancies that year to women
15-19 (78 percent of them premarital); there would have been an additonal
680,000 in the absence of the use of contraceptives. On "the other hand; if
all who did not intend to become pregnant had been consistent users of
cOntraceptives; there would have been about 40 percent fewer unintended
pregnancies. A life table analysis by Zabin illustrated the potential reduction
in premarital pregnancies ,achieved by the use of medically prescribed con-
traceptives." If a method were begun 1; 6; or 12 months after first inter-

. course; pregnancies would be reduCed by.60; 30, or 20 percent, respectively.
Other analyses indicated that contraceptive practice improved between

197 1 and 1976 'but that the risk of pregnancy remained about the same.
According to the data from the 1971 and 1976 national surveys, about 28
percent ofteenagers who had sexual intercourse experienced a premarital
pregnancy; that rare was much higher for blacks (40 percent) than for whites
(25 percent)'6 Only 11 percent of the teenagers who always used contracep-
tives experienced a pregnancy (6 percent for those using medical meth-- s);
,ybereas 24 percent .of those who were irregular users became pregnant:
Although contraception clearly reduces the risk of pregnancy, only 27 percent
of the teenagers were regular users and 42 percent were irregular users. _

Given the differences in birth rates by race, it is not surprising to find
higher rates of sexual activity reported by black adolescents (Table. 1-11).

36.
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Table 1-11. Percentage of Unmarried Women 157-19 YearS of Age Having

Experienced Sexual Intercourse by Age and Race: 1976

Age Black White
Ratio of

Black, to White_

15 3a4 13.8 2.8:1

16 52.6 22;6 2.3:1

17 68:4 36.1 1:9:1

18 74.1 43.6 1.7:1

19 83.6: . 48 7 1:7:1

_Mapted from Zelnik KantnerjF: Sexual and contraceptive experience of young unmarried

women in the United States, 1976 ind 1971: Fam Flann Perspect 9:55-71,1977.

9

One indicator of sexual activity is rarely though to give an accurate view of
subgroup differencei. White adolescents were more likely to have many

partners (six or more) and to report having had sex six or more times in the

4' weeks preceding the survey:" This pattern was also found in a study of

family planning clinic patients." Black adolescents were less likely to have

ever used a contraceptive (57 percenc of blacks versus 72 percent of whites)

and less likely to have used a method at first intercourse (34 percenc versus

40 percent). HoweVii, black and white adolescents were equally likely to

be regular users if they began using a contraceptive method at first intercourse

. (72 percent versus 69 percent), and blacks were more likely to have used a ..

medical method as their first method (47 percent versus 20 percent); Among

teenagers who were regular users,_ there were small differences in the like=

lihood of pregnancy among blacks and whites (11;2 percent- veriiii- 9.6

percent). Among irregular users, blacks experienced a higher risk of preg-

nancy (30.0 percent versus 22.6 percent); and among nonusers their risk

was much higher (71.2 percent versus 52.2 percent). Similar proportions of

blackt (29.8 percent) and whites (28.3 percent) reported that premarital

pregnancies were intended. Among those not intending pregnancy, more

blacks than whites were not using a contraceptive at the ?me they became

pregnant (89.0 percent versus 74.5 percent): " -

Are teenagers using abortion in place of contraception? While many

teenagers who obtain abortions were not using a contraceptive at the time

they became pregnant, the aborters are rfvice as likely to have used a con-

. traceptive previously than are women with other pregnancy outcomes. Luker

examined the risk-taking by women of all ages who engage in unprotected

intercourse. '8 The Woman's perception of her risk of becoming pregnant,the

availability of contraceptives, the cost of contraceptiVe,Use both in monetary

terms and in terms of the sexual relationship, and the dynamics of the sexual

relationship appear to influence whether a woman; or more rightly a couple,

takes ,a chance on unprotected intercourse:

37
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Inaccurate information regarding fecundity; the sporadic nature of ad-
olescent sexual relationships; and the newness of dealing with such rela-
tionships may mak.'r teenagers especially vulnerable to miscalculations of the
risk. In addition, some adolescents may not be sufficiently motivated to
avoid pregnancy even when they are aware of the risk of conception. Zelnik
and Kantner found that almost one-half of the nonvirgin women they in-
terviewed had not had sex in the 4 weeks preceding the interview-51
percent among the 15- to 17-year-olds and 44 percent among the -18- to
19-year-olds. '6 Only 41 percent knew thetime during the menstrual cycle
of greatest risk of pregnancy. The teenagers' leading reasons for nonuse of
contraception-were a belief that it -was the time of month of low risk, their
youth, infrequent sex, or general belief that they could not get pregnant.
These reasons were followed by the difficulty of obtaining contraceptives.°
Even among those who had been contracepting regularly when they had an
unintended pregnancy; 41 percent thought there was a goCid chance they
might become pregnant despite_their attempts to prevent it. This proportion
is not much lower than the 55 percent of noncontraceptors who alio felt
there was a good chance they would become pregnant:

Unintended pregnancies appear to be associated with interesting pat-
terns of perception about risk and also with interesting consequences. Data
for whites in 1976 show that, as one would expect, unintended pregnancies
were much more likely to result in induced abortion than were intended
pregnancies (52.7 percent' versus 11.8 percent); however, they were also
much more likely to be reported. as ending in miscarriage (17.1 percent
versus 5.9 percent), It is difficult- to tell whether these were really induced
abortions or the result_of actions that might, have raised the likelihood Of
miscarriage. "

The woman's age has a strong impact on contraceptive behavior and
consequently_on the risk of pregnanCy. Less than one-quarter of the girls
under .age 15 used a contraceptive at first intercourse; as opposed to 41
percent of the 15- to 17 -year -olds and 55 percent of the 18- to 19-year-
olds: The younger teenagers were more likely to begin contracepting with
a nonmedical method than were the older teenagers, a factor which also
contributed to the young teenagers' risk of conception. Zabin etalstudied
18- to 19-year-old women and looked at their experience with pregnancy
soon after first intercourse: "nearly one-fifth became pregnant, within six
months of beginning sexual intercourse:" Of.those who became pregnant,
nearly half of the pregnancies occurred during the first. 6"months of exposure
and one-fifth during the first' month.29 The first months of sexual activity
are most risky because contraceptive behavior is often not yet established,
and this risk is greatest for the youngest women. lea girl is under 15 when
she first engages in sexual intercourse, she is nearly twice as likely to become
pregnant in the first 6 months of exposure than if she is over age 17. Almost
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10 percent of sexually active girls under age 15 become pregnant in the first
month of exposure. Although it may be generally true that the risk of
pregnancy is less when one is very young; especially during the first year
after menarche, even for the youngest sexually active girls menarche generally
precedes intercourse by. 2 or 3 years.

Clinic Attendance

Research reports of the time between the initiation of intercourse and
first clinic attendance often show delays of 6 months to I year It is appro-
priate to fotOS off the Mak- in diming to a clinic like it-is through the
medical care system that teenagers get access to the most reliable methOds
of fertility control. Detailed data about the use of private physicians is not
available, but adolescents use clinics for family planning services much more
than do older women. A study conducted in 1980 by &bin and Clark in a
variety of family planning clinics sheds some light on the patterns and reasons
for teenagers' delay in coming to clinics for contraceptives." Some teenagers
came for services before they were sexually active; this group inclUded twice
as many blacks (19.6.percent of the teenagers who attended the clinics studied
by Zabin and Clark) as Whites (10.1 percent). However, since more whites
came within 2' months of first intercourse (10.9 percent as opposed to 5;7
percent for blacks), there were not, large racial differences in the proportion
arriving early in their expoSure to the risk of pregnancy. The suspicion of
pregnancy was the reason given by 36 percent of the young women for their
first clinic visit. Zabin and Clark noted that "the mean interval from first
intercourse to the first contraceptive visit of all sexually active clinic patients
is 16.6 months, even though these are' the select group of sexually active
young women, who do make it to a clinic and who have not been pregnant
during their prior interval of exposure:" Nearly ihree-quarters of these young
women had prior experience with contraception, either folk methods or
reliable nonprescription methods. The time prior to coming to the clinic
may also have been a period 'of low exposure to the risk of pregnancy given
the sporadic nature of adolescent sexual activity. In general; the young women
who were contraceptors before coming to the clinic were the ones who came
refitively early; those who were poorer contraceptors or came in response to
a pregnancy scare had delayed the longest.

Fear of pregnancy is clearly a powerful motivator for clinic attendance
for one-quarter of the young women surveyed it was the most important
reason. Another major reason was that the rerationship with the partner was
becoming clor, a finding echoed in other studies; Other important reasons
were that tlley expected to begin having sex, had just begun to have sex,
or were having sex more often. For 10 percent of the women, another person
(partner, parents, or another) helped, motivate them to come. The main
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reason they had delayed coming so long was that they just "didn't get around
to it;" this response, Zabin and Clark noted; may indicate simple procras-
tination or a more complex ambivalence toward seeking contraceptives. The
second most prevalent reason for delay was fear that their families would
find out if they came. Others waited for the relationship with the partner
to develop, possibly to see if they would be in need of contraceptive pro-
tection, while others expressed fear of a pelvic exam or a belief that birth
control was Some gave reasons that reflected an apparent disbelief
in the risk of pregnancy either because they felt they were too young or
because the other method they were using was sufficient."

In light of the current interest in parental notification or consent for
family-planning services for minors, it is interesting to compare the pro-
portion of adolescents who reported fear of parental discovery delaying their
first visit-(3 1 percent) with those who reported that a parent suggested the
visit (7.3 percent). More whites reported fear of discovery (35.2 percent)
than blacks (25.4 percent), and more blacks reported parental urging (11.5
percent) than whites (3.0 percent). Fear of discovery was a prominent reason
among those who came only under suspicion of pregnancy (40.2 percent)
but did not discriminate between those who delayed a short while and those
who came promptly. Teenagers whose parents suggested the visit were More
highly represented among those who came while stilt virgins (12.0 percent);
over 17 percent of the black but less than 2 percent of the white virgins
reported being referred by a parent,"

Despite widespread concern about parental involVement, few clinics
require notification or consent and they may only require it when the patient
is quite young. A 1980 study by Torres et al. revealed that only 10 percent
of the clinics surveyed had such requirements (excluding those with a re-
quirement for consent or notification for IUD insertions only) when the
patient was aged 16 or 17.2' Almost none required it for those 18 or_older,
and 20 percent required it for patients 15 or younger. In this study, of clinic
attendees, 54 percent of those under age 18 reported that their parents know
of their attendance: 30 percent reported they told their parents voluntarily
and 21 percent reported that their parents suggested the Visit. The proportion
who told their parents voluntarily was unaffected by whether the clinic had
a consent or notification requirement, but the proportion of parent-suggested
visits was higher in clinics requiring notification or consent.

Of the 4 1,percent who reported they were sure their parents did not
know, 18 percent said they would come to the clinic even if notification
were required; and 23 percent said they would nor come. Most of those who
would stop coming (15 percent of the total) said they would resort to
nonprescription methods, 4 percent would have unprotected sex, and 2
percent would cease sexual activity: The authors noted that by extrapolating
the findings of this survey to all teenagers less than 18 served by clinics, it
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could be estimated that requiring parental notification tor content would
result in 100,000 patients telling their parents about their use of contra-
ceptiVes, but it would also result in 125;000 patients ceasing to use effective
methods of contraception while continuing to be at risk of pregnancy. The
teenagers who would stop contraeepting or switch to less reliable methodi
would be at increased risk of an unwanted pregnancy and, by extension, to
abortion. This survey indicated that 55 percent of girls under 18 who obtain
abortiOnt do so with the knowledge of their parents.

-CONCLUSIONS

The role of parents in regard to adolescent sexual, contraceptive, and
abortion behavior is complex. It is axiomatic in the social sciences that the
family is a vitally important vehicle for socialization, and research points to
the role of parental factors in influencing adolescent behavior. This influence
appears in the transmission of general values and norms regarding the timing
of marriage and childbearing. Parental characteristics relate to adoleicenit'
involvement in school and their educational and occupational aspirations,
which research shows are associated with fertility- related behavior. However,
the role of parenti in influencing the specifics of fertility control and sexual
behavior is less clear.

Perhaps the most important conclusion from this analysis is the need
to reach adolescents early; preferably before they have begun sexual inter
course: If parents and providers wait for the adolescent to seek a service, the
adolescent may already be pregnant. This is especially true for the youngest
adolescents, who may be the most difficult to reach. The likelihood of sexual
activity among unmarried adolescents is fairly high and increasingalthough
it is not until age 19 that half are sexually active. Adolescents give many
indications of wanting to control their fertility but have ,considerable diffi=

culty in doing so. The youngest adolescents are the least likely to control
their fertility, and they are more likely to end a pregnancy with an induced

. abortion than with any other outcome :
GiVen that the risk of pregnancy is high in the first months_ of exposure

to sexual intercourse, and that teenagers tend to delay coming for an initial
clinic visit (partly the result of their misperception of the risk of pregnancy
and their difficulties in dealing with contraception and the health care de-
livery system), the focus should be on ways to reach adolescents before they
are sexually active. The difficulties of such a plan are nor trivial. For such

an outreach program to occur via parents they have to become more willing
and able to discuss sex and contraception and acquire an improved sense of
when their child is "old enough" to bi a candidate for sexual intercourse:
In order for schools or other institutions to undertake such a campaign
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parents' support would be required. The programs would have to reach age
groups in which only a small percentage of the pupils ould be genuine
candidates for information about pregnancy risk and contraception. Service
systems and/or counseling programs wt.uld be necessary to back up infor-
mation. One possible,step might be to target contraception education efforts
at males since .the male partner is likely to be a little older than the female.
Th6re is another major obstacle to reaching adolescents before they are sex-
ually active. Parents and providers may believ,e that sexual activity is wrong
or at least inappropriate for young adolescents, and therefore be reluctant to
offer counsel about how to manage such activity. It is possible, however,
for them to point out that for a young adolescent sex may be risky from a
physical or psychological perspective, but still urge responsible contraceptive.
behavior should the'adolescent become sexually active.
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Adolescent Sexual and Reproductive Behavior.
Wendy H. lialdwIn, Ph.D.

INTRODUCTION
_

o
The estimated I million pregnancies a year to women under'20 are
accounted,for by the more than -4 million sexually active young women.
A_quick calculation leads one to suspect that. teenagers are at high
risk of becoming pregnant if they engage in sexual activity; and so
they are.o While few married adult women expose themseloves to the risk
of-an unwanted pregnancyi_contraceptive practice among adolescents is,
Iess.regurar and less efficacious. This is one reason that adolescent
sexual behavior has'been the subject of increased attention in the
past decade. During this time, women' under age 20 contributed about
600,000 births_a year in the U.S.; or 15 -20 percent ofall_births.
Increasingly, births to teens were out-of-wedlock, and the social;
economic, personal, and societal impact of teenage'birtha was widely
felt, recorded, and analyzed. Adolescents have accOunted_for one
third of the legal abortions annually, a figure that has topped
400,000 in recent years (Table 1). How An teens are sexually
active, and how and why do they contracept? Why is sexual activity
so often followed by pregnancy? Before answering these questions,
another question must be addressed: how do we know anything
about teenage sexual behavior?

SOURCES AND QUALITY OF'DATA

The number of births is obtained from State records of births, records
which include the mother's age, and in some states, her marital status,
along with, other information. Abortion-,data-come from reports of
hOspitale, clinics, and doctors performing abortions. Information
about adolescents' sexual behavior generally comes from surveys, the
most prominent of them being the Johne Hopkins surveys, conducted ln
1971; 1976; and 1979.- They are alinational samples; but -in -1979;
data are available only for metropolitan areas. Can one believe an-
swers giiran to surverys about intimate behavior?' Probably. -Answers
can be- checked- against vital records to see if implied rates are "be-
lievable" and -the internal, consistency of replies- can -be siUdied.
There is such internal consistency that it is difficult to believe
that wholesale fabrication of data is'taking place. Large numbers of
cases mean that if someone shades the truth from time to time., there
Is little overall effect. A more serious problem comes from those who
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Table 1. Childbearing'and obortion in the U.S. - 1910.1978

-1970''' -4911 1912 1971 1974 1915 1976 1977 1978

Total number of -4 4

births 3,731,386 3;555;970 3,258,411 3 ;136;965 3,159,958 3,14,198

Number of births

to VOIRA

under 20

under 15

15.17

18-19.

6561460' 69,520 628,362 616;957 607,918

11,752 111578 _121082 12,861 _12,529

223,590. 226,298 236,641 238;403 234,117'

421,40 401,644 379,639 365,693 361;272

184 19.3 19.7 19.2 .11;9

Pacent"of births,

to women under 20 17.5

Total number of .

out-otledlock

birthi

Number of ont-of-

wedlock births

to women under 20 199,900

Percent of oat-of-

vidlock birth'

to women iOdir 20' 50.1

Pirtiit Of ill blithi

to ihiih ihdit

20 that were out-

of-wed1ock __ 31;5 31.8

Total number of

abortions: nsol ail.

?tient of ibortioni

to vow under,20 n.e. a4s.

Number of abortions

to woman under 20 .o.m. Oly

594;880

_12,642

227;270

354,968

398,700 401,400 403,200

203,600 212,200

50.7 , 52.6

3,1671788 3,326,632 3,333,279

,

570,672 570;609 554,179

-111928
1,455 _10;772

215,493 213;788 202,661

343,251 3481366 340;746

184' 17.2 16A

407 300 4111,10 441,900 468,100 515,700 543,900

215,800 221,400 233,500 235,300 249,800 2491100'

534 53.0 52.1 50.3 48.4 "45.8

33.8 35.0 36.4 39;3 . 41;2 43;8

p.a. 74,610 898;570 1;03;170 1,119-,300 1;320;320 1;409;600

32.8 32.5 32.9 32.1 : 3163 30.0

243,440 293,420 342,300 378,500 413,410 422,900

Sources: National Center for !filth Statistics (112,3,4,5,617,8,0,10), and Forrest, Sullivia And Tittle (11)4

raTio available

4
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do not participate in these_suvieys. _Sinee_they may include young
women living "on the street" and likely to be more active sexually
as well as thole whose. parents refuse their participation and ace,
probably Idea active sexually; it is. difficult to know_the total

effect On survey results with any certainty. But the figures given

are from_samples and are; therefore, eetimates. Clinic data and
other data_ from special sources_ complete the_picture. Such data-

often may be richer in content but more'Iimited in scope;_numbers

of_Cases, and representativeness. A1l.types of data maybe used to

help describe and explain adolescent sexual behavior.

SEXUAL ACTIVITY

Let me returnto the sexually active adoIescent and in keeping with
the focus of the conference and the weight of the 'available data, we
shall limit ourselves to adolescent females. National data from 1971

and 1976 showed an increasing proportion of young women engaging in
sexual activity before marriage, and a declining age of first inter-

course (Table 2).

Table 2. Percent of never married women in the U.S. experiencing
sexual intercourse; 1971 and 1976, by age and race

WHITE

-1976 19-71- 'Percent of Change

15-19
15

16

17

18

19

30.8
13;8
22.6
36.1
43.6
48;7

21.4.

'' 10.9
16.9
21;8

: 32;3
39;4

43.9
'26.6
33;7
65.6
35.0
23;6

BUCK.

1976 1971 Percent of Change

15-19 62.7 51.2 22;5

15 38.4 30.5 25.9

16 52;6 46.2 '13.9

17 68;4 58;8 16.3

18 74.1 62.7 18.2

:19 83.6 76.2. 9.7

Sourci: Zelnik (12).

By 1979, the prOpOrtion who were sexually active had continued to
grow, although there appeared to be no change in age at first inter-

course "(Table 3).
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Table 3. Percent of never married women in metropolitan U.S.
experiencing sexual intercourse,, 1971, 1976, 1979

Percent of Change, 1971-1979 1979 1976 1971

15719 +66.7 46.0 39.2 27.6
15 +56.2 22.5 18.6 14.4
16 +80.9 37.8 28.9 20.9
17 +85.8 48.5

_

42.9 2611
18 +43.3 56.9 51.4 39.7
19 +48.7 69.0 59.5 46.4

Source: Zelnik and Karitner 413, Table 1).

It appears that just under half of women 15-19 engage in sexual
activity before marriage. When a comparison is made between 1976
and 1979 - (metropolitan areas only), it is clear that the increase'
in sexual activity is among never-married whites. The prevalence
of premarital intercourse is clearly higher for.blacks, but the
behavior of whites_iachanging_more,(13). Differences i.n sexual

activity between blacks and Whitee are greatest at the youngest
ages, a fact mirrored in the differences in age-specific birth
rates (Tables 4a and 4b *).

Table 4a. Birth rates for women less than 25 in the 1970-1978,
by race

ALL WOMEN

1970 1971 1972 -1973 1974- 1975 19-76 19-74 1978

20-24 163.1 149.1 128.8 119.4 117.7 113.6 110.9-"114.0 111.4

15=-19 69.7 66.1 63.0 60.4 58.7 56.7 53.8 54.0 52.5

18-19 112.2 104.3 96.1 90.8 88.4 85.1 81.0 81.7 80.1
19 126.0 116.1 105.0 98.5 96.2 92.7 88.7 89.5 88.0
18 98.3 92.4 87.1 83.1 80.5 77.5 .73.3 73.8 72.2

15-17 41.5 40.6 41.0 40.2 39.0 37.7 35.8 35.6 34.1

17 66.6 , 64.2 63.5 61.5 59.7 57.3 54.2' 54.2 52.4
16 38.8 38.3 39.3 38.8 37.7 36.4 34.6 34.5 32.7
15 19.2 19.2 20.1 20.2 19.7 19.4 18.6 18.2 17.2

'14 6.6 6.7 7.1 7.4 7.2 7.1 6.8 6.7 6.3

* Single ydar of age data are unavailable for blacks. Table 4a
presents data by single year of age of all women, *kites, and all
other; Table 4b presents grouped data for bIacka..
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WHITE

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

20-24 158.6 143.9 123.7 114.3 113.0 108.7 106.1 108.9 105.4

15-19 -59.0 55.2 52.3 50.3 49.1 47.4 45.1 45.1 43.7
18 -t9 99.6 91.7 83.8 79.0 77.3 74.3 70.9 71.2 69.6

19 114.0 103.9 93.2 87.1 85.5 82.2 78.8 79.3 77.6
18 85.2 79.5 74.4 70.9 69.0 66.3 63.0 63.0 61.5

15-17 32.0 30.9 31.3 31.0 30.4 29.5 27.9 27.7 . 26.5
17 54.3 51.8 51.2 50.0 48.7 46.9 44.3 44.1 42.6
16 29.0 28.6 29.5 29.5 28.9 28.1 26.6 26.4 25.1

15 12.6 12.4 13.2 13.6 13.5 13.4 12.8. 12.6 11.8
14 3.6 3.7 4.1 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.2 4.1 3.9

ALL OTHER

1970 1971 1972 1973 -1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

20-24 189.9 179.7 '159.8 149.2 '143.7 140.4 1380 142.2 142.3
15 -19 133.4 .129.1-.124.7 118.4 112.4 107.6 101.7 101.6 98.4

18 -19 186.8 178.5 168'.3 158.2 150.8. 145.0 137.0 138.3 136.0
19' 197.7 187.9 175.0 164.0 156.5 151;0'...143.6 145.3 143.5

. i8 175.8 169.1 161.5 152.3 145.0 138.9 130.4 131.3 128.5
15717 _97.9 _96.2 _95.4 _91.6 ._86.9 _82.7 _78.1 _77.3' _73.4
17 139.3 135.8 133.7 126.5 120.4 114.5 108.0 107.4 103.5
16 96.3. 95.3 95.6 91.6 ':.86.8 82.3 77.6 77.0 72;5

15 58.0 57.6 58.2 .57.0 51.2 48.6 74.4. 44.1*

14 21;8 23;6 24 ;I 24.5 :22.8 221 20;5 20.0 18.5

Sources: Sational Center for Health Statistics (14,15,16,17).

Table 4b. Birth -rates for black women less than 25 in the U.S.,

1970-1978

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1171y° 1977 1978'

20-24 202.7 187.3 .166.2 154.6 148.7 145.1 143.4 ±47.7 147.5

15-19 147.7 135.1 130.8 124.5 118.3 113.8 107.0 107.3 103.7

18-19 204.9 193.8 181.7 169.5 162.0 156.0 146.8 147.6 145.0

15-17 101.4 99.7 99:9 96.8 91.0' 86.6 81.5 81.2 76.6

Source`: National Center for Health Statistics (9).

But now that we have reviewed data on the overall numbers, the rates,
the racial digerences, and the trends, does this. us picture

the sexually active teen? Perhaps the data on frequency and number

of partners will help. Drs. Zelnik and Kantner (13) note that about
12 percent of the sexually active have had sexual intercourse only

once. Among those in 1976 who wereno longer Virgins, almost half
had not had intercourse in the 4 weeks preceding the survey, and an
additional 25 percent had had intercourse only once or twice
(Table 5).



' Ta6W ). expurieneed never married women 15 .191 by Ire-

Aziency 'of intercourse in.44week period by rare and aye

NUMBER OF TIMES

0 1=2 .- 6- or more Total.

1976

All 47.6 25.4 11.7 15.3 100.0
White 49.2 21.2 12.2 17.4 1004
Black 49.3 29.2 14.1 7.4 100.0.

1971

All 39.6. 10.2: 17.4 12.8 -100.0
White 38;3 30.1 17.6 .14;0 100.0

Black 40.1 34.0 17.6 .8.3 100.0

Source: Zelnik (12).

Obr comparison; among white married woieni_only 5 percent had not'
had sexual intercourse and.6 percent had had intercourse only once'
or twice -in a comparable piriod for 1975 (16). In regard to
premarital sex; one-half of. the teens had had only one partner,_:
(Table 6);

Table 6. Sexually experienced never married women 15-19 by race
and number of partners ever

NUMBER OF PARTNERS

1976
All
White
Black

1911`
''All c

White
Black

4 5 6 or more Total

50.1 31.4 8.7 9.8 100.0
52.9 28.0 7.8 11.3 100.0

40.2 .42.0 11.8 .6.0 100.0

61.5 ;..25.1 5.6 100.0
61.6 .22.9. 0.4 <11 7.0 100.0
61.4, 28.9 6:9 2:8r' I00.0

SOurce: Zelnik (12).
. _

., Why is frequenct,OT sexuaLactivitt and dumber of ..partners of
concern? "Bothilimensioei of sexual behavior helOresearchers

`interpret the risk of pregnancy by imp'iOving our understanding
of the extent ;to whied:teetioare exposed, to the risk-of_preg-
ilifiey. 'Such data alio reflict on the teereft'-toittraceptive
feeds and(4he milieu- Wwhichcontraceptives will ideused. For

6 example_i_ond_could argue that, occasional sexual activitris less"'.''
compatible with the.regimen_Woral contraceptive use than is

. ,:..

regular sexual activity (I71:- . '(4. ., -..:

=4-.,-
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Whoo !hello lentnren of nesunl nOlvItt aro considered, the com-
parison of hlarks and whims heeomen even more interesting. The
likelihood Ihn1 n black ndolonveol women wilt he sexually active

is cIcatIy higher than it is for a white, and she is likely to
begin sexual intercourse at an earlier age, but once initiated,
her hehnvlor t.uka mInnywnyn wore_coneervetive. The :black
adolescent is less.Iikely to have had many partners (6 or More).
TThe average number of partners in 1976 was 2.8 for whites and
2.4 for blacks. As noted_ before;_ frequency of sexual intercourse
(as measured in the 4 weeks preceding the survey) wag low but
notably higher for whites, 3.0 for whites compared with 1.7 for
blacks in 1976 (18).

An intriguing problem of separating cause and effect in cross-
sectional data appears in tin. Analysis of illexi_contraceptioni
and marriage plans, and the ease is most clearly observed for
Whites. Sexual activity is most frequent for those using a
medical method and for those with marriage plans. Perhaps the
security of a medical method reduces.fear of pregnancy and
increases sexual activity,.but the concomitant 'relationship
with marriage plans leads,one to suspect that an anticipated
wedding both reducee_barriers to effective_ centraception and
increases sexual activity as pressures to hide sex--or the per-
ceived costs of a pregnancy- -are reduced (13).

Data on frequency and partners paint a fairly conservative picture
of teenage sex. Sex--as Drs. Zelnik and Kantnir point out--is

,

more_estensive among nlacks but more intensive among whites But
for bath groups the risk of pregnancy .is high. One -third of those
who had intercourse before marriage became, pregnant beLoie marriage
(13). One out of three is terrible odds, especially coneidering'
irregular and infrequent sexual activity!

PREGNANCY- -THE RISK

Dr.; Laurie Zabin investigated the risk of pregnancy according to
how long the adolescent had been sexually active and found -that
half of premarital first pregnancies occurred in the.firse 6 months
of sexual_activity, 20 percent in_the.first month. She also found
that nearly 20 percent of women who begin,sexuaI activity become
pregnant in the first 6 months--the younger the woman, the greater
the risk. Ten percent of those under 15 at first exposure become
piegnant in the first month. This is 'the result of very pior_conr.
traceptive practices--the younger the woman, the worse it is U9);

Youth is of little..value in protecting against. pregnancy for few.
engage in sex in the year or_two following menarche, even those
who begin -sex at young ages (I8); If the teen is not protected
with any "natural immunity,what is her protection? Information?
Teens who do not use contraception give a range of reasons: I'm
too_young; we don't have -sex often enough;,contraceptivea_are too:
difficult to get; it's the wrong time of the month. The last
suggests a gross lack of information about the reproductive
processes of the body. Only a_ minority_of teenage women have a
generally correct idea abOut_the periodiCity.of fecundity; More
whites than blacks, especially more of those Whites who have had
sex education (12), have a » 'ion of the mechanics of the menstrual.
cycle. M analysis by Presser leads us to question whether the
proportion with correct knowledge is even lower when one accounts

27-508 0 - 84 - 4
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for guessing (20). If you do not think you are_at_riski_how_can

you take the next step-toprotect against risk? In fact, many

teens_delaycoming_to service, a serious error When

the risk of conception is so high.

PREGNANCY - -THE RESOLUTION

Teens 'do experience considerable numbers of unwanted pregnancies_.
In 1979; data for teens living in metropolitan areas indidate only
18 percent of those completing_a pregnancy_ while unmarried wanted
the pregnaney; moreover, only 32 percent of those not intending to
become pregnant had used a contraceptive at the time they bedeMe

pregnant (Table 7).

Table:7. Proportion of first unwanted premarital. pregnancies by
contraceptive_use statust_ Percent 15-19 year-golds in metropolitan

areas, 1971, 1976; and 1979

=1.979 1976 1971

Pregnancy
Not wanted 82;0 75.4 75.8

Used birth control 31.5 20.6 8.6

Did net use birth control 68.5 79.4. 91.4

Source: Zelnik and Kantner (13).

Is it possible that teens do not care if they_become pregnant? In

1979, about One-quarter never used' contraceptives, and over one!-
third always did,_clear improvements over previous years. Of thede

Who Were unmarried when a pregnancy ended, 37 percent chose_induced
abortion, an increase over previous years. There is ample evidence

that teensare trying_harder than ever to keep from.reproddeing at
young ages but also continue to_have problems with contraception.

.Interestingly, these choosing abortion have better_contraceptive
histories than non-aborters, supporting the view that abortion. is

regarded as a backup method._ Between_1976and 1979, teens tried
harder and Were Ides successful in_preventing:pregnancies. :One

reason may be their movement eway'from the pill -and toward_with-

drawal. The pill may be_viewed with concern, although medical
risks are greater for older womeni_or_it_may be a difficult
regimen to felleW if sex is sporlAic

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY. SYSTEMS

In -depth studies Of'teetia associated with organized medical_care
systems point' to the difficulties inherent in_uaing them. Fear
of a pelvic_exami_uneasiness about the doctor's demeanor or simply

feat that the doctor will_be male, and fear efia breachof confiden-

iiality all may delay a Vida. Nervousness during a visit may Pre-

clude meaningful understanding of the complex information about_

their bodies;_the contraceptive,metheds;_and how to fit a method

to their sex liVed (21); The desire to stay away from_the medical

system may be_conpled with a belief that- drugstore methods are not

effective enough to be worth the difficultiee. But the bottom line

is unmistakable. The present_ delivery systems_grelargely dependent
606n the teen recognizing his /her need and seeking the service. The
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tven, for a variety of reasons, is reluctant and delays. The result

:is a .large numbor_of unwanted pregnancies and abortions. The implicit
solution is very difficult; for it presumes that the system_wili reach
the adolescent before he or she is at risk, i.e., that it will come
from parents, schools, and perhaps clinics that can serve thobe who are
not yet sexually active (l9):' The challengeto overcome the.diffi
culties is enormous.

Iv_presumes that the generalised support_for sex education in the
schools can effectively function in local.areas,'thaf parents can be
afforded opportunities to learn more about what and how and'when to
talk with their children, and that other systems can make major
changes in their view of who their'"target popuIation"fiay be; It

also presumes.that no one seriously fears.that talking,about respon
sible sex encourages sex. Such a reorientation in the approach to
the_needs of_adoIescents is made all the more_difficulebecause
adolescents.develop.their interest in sex at different ages and mes
sages about sex and reproduction may have to be delivered over and
over.

1dolescent sexual and reproductive behavior is very complex and the
problem's occasioned by early involvetent are challenging. We have
only recently begun documenting those behaviors and_seeking_to sys
tematically address the causes and consequences. While much remains
to he learned, we have considerable infottation whichAcan be mar
shalled to efilighten.the_discussion of tIle problems of adolescents
and inform us about possible solutions.
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The Children of 'Teenage Parents

By Wendy Ilaiduin and Virginia S. Cain

Summary and Introduction
Trenaite_e_hildbranugssussocrated.with ad,
vent., pervasive and lunghuting social and
ra3111/1111C COlne11Unire5 fur 1hr soling par.
ents, especially adolescent mothers, who, at
very young ages, also-appear tube at higher
risk of maternal morbidity and moctslisk,1
Insofar ns lower education and Income and
greater...Ina...tat_ iustalnlity ads eisely_OEct
the clog :::: orient in which teenagsn bring up
their n. it might be espectd-that the
life chances of their children on old also be
adversely affected. However, unit recently,
few studies haveati...rell_sisaiiesidlikilY
the impact of teen. nentlioed on these
children., The Ida: of mother's age and
child outcome ran !. ...ewed as the relation
between becoming a linstlici a anadoleseent
and the mitsome lio_solompient children
r cps dills, of t he mot her's age at flair birl h
or restricted toilko child:en-burn while the
woman is tinder age 20. This article ad.
dresses only the latter situation.

tiecent research sheds light an the physi.
cal- and developmental effects of teenage
elilldhearing_onthe_rilfs_Pring.__Mostearlier
studies highlighted the relationship of young
marenid age with increased risk uflow.bieth.
weight babies and perinatal infant mortal.
ity.3 The newer findings suggest )hat these-
phenomena are almost entirthLfunetions of
the qoality of prenatal care received by-the
to sage_ umther-Ilnwever.,.while. eteellent
prenatal rare of the teenager may result In
theldrth of a healthy isifant, the subsequent
health silos child nay be uwerely jeupar
direct by early parenthood. All analyses shine'
deficits__ the_ _cognitive -develninntal- of
children (especially male children) born to
teenagers. much, hut not Al, of the effect

weds 14.1.1414 n 1.1144 of the Soul aid 11.14a4.41
tien.r. 1114/. rfort so 1.1114141441 111,4414h. 714.

444141 tosloluir 4.11%.1.1_11r..16,rtiluaunAhnrk5t
rot.-1)111:54 444444 5 1'.4.4 Is 11,11.4.0.14.115 she

brawl.
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Children born to temagers suffer Intellequal deficits, largely
becausa of the economic and social. impact of early chilobaar-
ing on the young parents. Such children are more 11:ceiy to
spandpartot dhoodhi one-parant households and to
have children themselves while stilt adolescents.

results from the sociZand_ceonotnie come.
corners of early childbearing. Less eons..
lent effects are found for the chilthen'S social
and conotion.d development and school ad.
justment. The children of teenote mothers
are relatively likely to spend aeonsiderahle
part of their childhood In unepuent house.
huldsiandtheyIlle murchlielytbranselves to
have children while still adolescents Ad.
verse Impacts can be observed lung into the
children's lives. A possible mediating factor
between young maternal age and its impact
on the ehild_b_lamily _structutliat_ti.
Myrtle effects are must likely to occur when
the teenage mother raises her child without
help from the father ur her own parents.

This article Is based on researchcondmied
undetthenustlicesoftheCenterfor_Poindaf
lion Research. The samples and methods

employedinibeindisidual audit:tar sum,
marked in the appendix. The studies differ
widely. in _teens of origirW purpose.. Inc,.
snres available for analysis, age 1 the club
dren when studied and racial. res,
economic and other character ties of the
sample. 1)Ista were sollected at different
dines.-and In Avg_ eases race! the_esPerl,
ernes of other countries. So one nrujeci may
be viewed an definitive, but each train,
smoribUtion to the delineation of how early
childbearing affects the children of adoles
cent parents..

Phylicol Health
Previous research has pointed out the appos
eat increase in risks io the mother's and
habY:s_health asnresultof_theSou_rigAte of
the mother. This increase is raged especially

JahleiPraystantsy outcome variable scores. Or mother's aya.t Co0ttoliat9-1901

Mews ,Preorwricy 046.7 Neenasal Orw.swer Orel.,
050 toys 5. u, 4. 8,ffsre4, ply44441 - 11,010441

143114 11440 PA* MIPS V41opner11 .

41) 121 43/ 14/......... ..- rot-. .. -
10-15 343 .l4 3 98 7.42 2.45
16-17 . 306 5.20 4.73 s 7.79 245
16-)9 7.26' 5.20 a.91 a05 233
20-24 4 op 5,97 5.57 135 2.03.

25,39 4.65 64 5.70' 047 307
4 94 0.73 5.79 a 40 3.10'30-34

35-39 59e 6 76 599 7.81 304
'40
. _.__.___.-......_._5.72 7. 34 ._ _ 4 32

. ._.. ... 7 40
. . ..... .. . .. !!!"_
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u s toto.eil rok
of infant 11i0fialliV 4111.1 1.114 with
matenial ages, .11.1 rld,buir
Childriin Of nunhen tom age .10 Woke.
remark., -Just dim Loth, whin lmiliniONk
tor, trl.d, d to 1111:1111%11.1161 C.1(1.11te 111111.1ry

detrsunioits of .11,1%.11,-111" 10 w6nn of
yrilingerrliinbis maw noudi logltredbm dime
to ;dams of older mother. in boil, °du,
Wool. "s-bnels data hoe in riau-dinterest
in main aim! the Coon. winch tie maternal
age to infant- nom-Hoes. Are many adolt,
cents too Inulomodi) Oninainie to pooh..
healthy laine,a .1re inadequate pirrliatabritre
anil_ontrootoamong_premtansternagert re.
smoothly for the 101, absersetl?

dud,' of 9.1.1.1birIbt
an urban Danish hospital animist rifit found
that thildien bon, to- y ger lumbers--
includunt slung adlescentshad lower
rates of stillbirth and neonatal nbirtaJity than
those born to older_ mothers, and tbasgenerat
ilillirablt%iif health for both the Looker and r 1 r'-
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(page:Kt nn 101131,1011 in signif quo oldies.

tic ni ommatal orig. loom! lie.
toren AO-gown, Nem, the 1...b.niral
claim* id Om infant . of mfuleseent
moth.. oeo isnopanol oil,. those of older
niotheis. iisige_ 37) shows Ihatelton

inn frichil lielinilopr-al as
oitnitiiiiS I.,I r ton Ala, t_ after 101114 Ailr
cI ildren of adoleuent and pouailolwent
moths,. Ago., o hen-161111.1114 of molted
rare wart nionioned, balmier bunt to adole
rents did n out: .as babies tarn -to older

Tho dors not, hoomer,
show that olobocnt ohortrie 'patents fare
better than older filUilitirS. :;doles.

Mono,. topitlanom.9 Sist).sis penCot or
iti,..ulolicelit wilier. iodic flood, group

noinarliet.Land most weselihick. ss hole
only nor world were u , rriedin the
Moons Rims
olnietrie eta SUMO were higher for halms
born of teroagesimiloot, this was not She
caw to Puerto Roo. Lester conclodus that
"anal) .1s of Brillefloil MOM showed that
...bros.:vow mother. were matched boob.
stet ile hidory and poinatal nsh factors and
further tilt iibutloorhighwtml low oloretem
nsli poops infants of teenage mothers show
scores comparable to infants or
en." Age of mother did not have an Unicorn.

child to-th pen natal -penal weer dso better I _os _ - /
(see fable 1 oasts. ai, arid Fkine I. page L,.. '''')

- es onalti r_spLiiulliitharn,ian, since the ; le
36).6 It h soilikely that differences in social wal ) -0.e
adolescent mother. A.rre from A hewer- so. ...WI." ,,,r I 1.tts'
cioreunoniee group dials were _the _Older f-.7....

mottoes. Also, strim IMO1 teenagers in the . 1

catchment area were iklisereil in this pm,
grain, it is_unlikely_that t henngoun selected
only teenagets highly innovated to gel good
prenatal care. These wnotenlaycdla
to 192 were drawn into syuem of escallent
prenatal-care and, while apparently at _high
tisk Joring :pregnancy, had outcomes err
perine to those Jollier women.-

Is this finding_unioniq A study of gulch.
can women found similar results ohen high.
.mtality-prenatal_ean. was on/sided-The re.
sults of the ColLtimmtwe PerioubJ Protect
(CPI') indicated that the penned mortality
rates_weeelnwmt for thechildren of young
white adolescents andirtrraoed with age-of
misther,7_11iWarilhandle_i_alut ekandned the
relationship btv.m mother's age and
Why's-health and behavior, bawd un 1974,
1910 dam from Nalloolle Cott,'
Iluslital, mnuity licopital-wn mg prima ily
linvartnnepatirotO luwern the
ages of 13 and 39 wen. valegonzed lido 12
3g...fallouts ranoug Irmo 111_4,yearmlift to
25-3sLyear-ul1, A. may he seen in Table 2

Volume M. !bonfire I. Inotarytrehrtury tOnd

I-4
cent women. pregnant for -the first time, ei
penencesl_more stress dooms pregnancy
than did older winnen, regardless of parity
(not shown).1 _

A study byllarry Lester also focused on
Reaction scores and found that babies of
teenage_mothert tmled two days Ace birth
were signifnantly more likely to be under.
amused nroveratiOsediltailsabiei_nfolder
mothers; 'thew differences were found to
both a timid+, and-a Poerto Ram sample.
Although the flearellon scorn of the haloes
of teenage mothers fell within the normal
range. Lester r tnph -sacs that thine infante
t110/11 Lee serious-problems in the -hour,
This of thst_hkelihood that the
stet...of teenage mot hertm aid cm,kl affect the
interaction betwe en ininber111,11ClUIJM,4101
esaggerate the differences fond Winn after
birth. Both samples wore drawn hum Imo.

'dent effect on behaviorkautcornes.Dhstel.
lie risk was viewed as a function of the cosi.
moment In which adoleseent_childbeatint
tools_p_lage rather than ass function of age per

se, Thus, the differences between the find.
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ins. f Florida and Puerto lino could he due
to the different sociocultural eunteitiAn
whirls childbearing 1333.031. In .1hterh,
Icss,3.1wte3wrlyni9rilagrainil.clolilhealong
Are accepted as put of normal adulhrein
desehipoidit_ within tho - unnieivornow
gum). teenage mothers are !doily lo espen
e_nit Iris sites, Other Multi, id adolescent
pregnant) and (11.6(' Winter hate aloi
sintitedial that problems ill tuna-Act) with ado.
I ent piroatter mac lo,lite to r..to,
uthr than liers Age, padicularly, the
gihaltxa[plcitmdean7u_

Illete doilies all 1,011110 die heavy Inth
end: nonbiologitul britirsespecially the
totality or in enatal tut un t7- ralalieusldp
in 1x1 ry WI '5 brand At 11 r

hoot WWr ctxvilrsigmglhcdeselupmrnt or
programs to provide marl site, this research
does_not tell is What is dn. minimum kiere
mod In prenatal care inincranis that is
needed, whether urban onivertUty-based
program, can he Iran dated to subuthan.nr
rural ern irnninents, what is the did of surh
service, in_ _a_variety_of environments and
whether fantastic* and Dolicymcders would
view these espenses as asnt.effeat it e,

A Corollary Iii the miestiou of dist.effec
tisencai is the long.tcrin 'Irina Tor adoles
cent childbearing, even worn peripatal asks
are reduced. Both-the Sandler raid NIellinek
'Indies hollowed ehsh10:11roucturdmaily and
found a uniteuhat different lecture when
later health stand... assessed. The Danish
[IAA Showell that at one evar nf age the
children-of adolescents did out fare worse
111 Child!. of inothen in their _2115 her
inhitons 4 and 5. Table I I I ut that this rela.
lismiship..waa.sltungly influenced by family
structure. The habiet of adolewent mothers
who ours. raising the clahl alone were clearly
solsr nit 111 testis of their physiratheoldi
stains wore (mean 9.2) than dime raised by
the teenage inuther_and_lather_Intean_score
8.5) tielhe lerinige Inigher 001 grAntlIntillier
146).11_ Sandlerfinind_anelliet ur mother's
.101' MI the inother.infant interai:tion oh.
.ervwlAtnnr.4h ee. Ss 01011i rt)tiollis nf the
chill's age. The older inothers'apent mon
time talking to and litolong al their babies
114an did the yotinger tnotliersAtilllis 1881
rise aocigl interactions 10.1.141i the mother
AndeltililwereassociatetLeailt higheraisires
Olt of the baby's motor and menial do.
selopotent nine months Inn-shown).

11rith studies point to the inflnenc of the
int/flier's az on the child\ -early develop.
mrpl iii__Iransnirtiell ihnundr_l_b_e_
mot. liar Danish /61.1 show enung Maternal
twe,.given highttualstepwilatal care, to lies
I in terms or perinatal unionne This
clay Advantage is only inaintained ul one

year, however, *lien die nodal environment
bupliniablIC_Tennettee_ilata_xliow_differ,
r lays Ix the ways teenage and Miler iniolirrs
behave with Ilin_lsalnes and wiletentva in
child developrinn it abater stage warn WIIru
pen hat been 4itot1.

CognIllvet Developmont
Two fitexiiinwliether there ii_a
lasting effect id a child's cognitive develop.
Merit asla/elatell with the Inutlieel age At
birth. Jeanne Nlaterek island babies of black
urban atInleicent muthers to be slightly Iris
well off when their diyrhiploott_was 111eA
sured by the Ilaylry Scales of Infant Vv.

TAW 2 Meon physiologleal charectenotk
of Intents, by mother's ego. Nashville, 1974-
1971

Mahan
apt
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2124
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Bat_ 1349s. 8pg AN=
ww2111 Won 1411111. 4111.
hal 1051 .14 1.46

305 41733 7.00 833
314 a 59.32 6:07 962
3.10 4947 6.12 943
3.11 4929 643 946
339 3026 949
301 4971 93 1000

Swims. 3.ml...a 6

velopmenr (at eight- months of -age), the
StanfurdRinet test lot ace fin rt and the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale fur Children
(li'ISCland Whir BangeAchiv,3tient Teas
ful age seven).12 A- similar pane,. was found
by Joy Dr*fiiirs and laIlLin Bch aunt using the
Intel Cullahorative Perinatal Project (CPII
data file and -ii'snlying nnly sevenyear.utill
(see Table 4)." Regression analysei_hy
1-2ryfos and Belmont based nit the Health
EsammatiOn_Stierm.Y..111ESI. data _confirm
small hot tigniliennt efliwts of ntalan.d age
on IQ. and _also.show _persistence of this
effect user the three and oneludf years be-
tween-tests.-

A struly_ennillictell by Frank hit...Arnhem
in Baltimore included an-asses mem ofprep-
aratirin for school, the Preschinil Inventory
WS!), among cliddren aged 42-CO tntinthi."-

children of urban, IUWII ,,,,, ne, black alnles
ax 111c children's icor es, standardized for
the child's age, were somewhat lower than
the-scores of the hiklren era +ample or the
adolseents' elaSsinates WItli Intan
bearing:11a Liter age-, Will were considerably
InSker lliatitrooPturinidillearlass
white children and workingais white eltil
&en; the sanipk.-of childmn nrada-
lescent mothers, no relationship was found
between mother's age and child's eugnitive
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dinektpment. Childrenif_mothers younger
than 18 did as well as those of mothers axed
16-18,11w amount of time the mother spent
with the child was inversely related to the
child's PSI score. The children-of unmarried
mothen_Avlo_were_nsit_emPlupd_icored
lower than thuie whose mothers wnrkislout
sicle_of ilw_home_or were_cantinuing_their
education. thus sharing the childrearing re-
sponsibilities with another adult. Craendly,
the working mothers and mothers attending
school were economically advantaged when
ro_mPred_to_the_mothen who were not em.
played. fn this study, as In others, the so.
doeconomie status of themotherwasi6ely
linked to her child's cognitive test scores. A
further explanation, also suggested by other
research., is that the child benefits Rom has-
ing an older, more experienced caretaker.
Cenesally,_thecarelaisetis the chllsrtgranst
mother or other dose relative who is likely to
be concerned about the child's development
and to_proAde more thaahut custodial care.
Such an arrangement also provides-A Sent
Iwo _adult Agoras- with whom the slAd has
contact. The posithe influence ofmore than
one_naribikeron the_eltikft_development is
borne 0111 by the finding that the children of
mothers who mama! the child's father. and
remained married during the slay period,
scored higher than children in other family
thintions. ilratrPer. chlkhenwhave tooth,
en were unmarried and were washing or
going to school_ (who. therebre, other
caretakers besides their mothers) did nearly
as well as the children of married mothers

117911117,7113004 analyses show a consider-
abkrelationship between a mother's ageand
her 'child's cognitive dratelOranent._ When
background characteristics are controlled,
significant effect remains which loo the db.
advantage of _the children of adolescents,
While statistically sIgniScant, the-effect on
measure of aptitude Is_unaltand may he
trivial In terms of later achievement.

SWIM-Emotional Development
The fhlationship between mother's age and
Inithlkftscekdandemotional development
is less well-defined than the relationshlp-be
been age and cognitived,vekramenScum
stenberg used dollplay to measure efficacy,
trust, self-esteernand ability tude6spatifi
cation among_ children aged 40-60 months:
he found no major or consistent effect of hay.

_ braii_barin sclidescent mother
o When differences between subgroups of the

adolescent xampk were inaAVnd, hose:mei.
a palcm did emerge: Children of mothers
who married the child's-father and remained
ounidluLim red 'rather co the social.
emotional development measures than other

Volume 12, number I, IseuwArdraway
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children, Initially, _it ina_thought Slut the
ability of the father and the child to maintain
a-stable rehtionshipwas the key Gloms the
child's development. However. crating the
children who did nut reside with their fa
drags, the amount of father's Involvement
was not related So the child's scores, Addl.
tkond_snalyses Indicital that children of
economically secure families scored higher
on _the efficacy and trust measures. This find
ins held true within the sIngre-parent fun.
ifies. Children -of unmarried mother who
completed high sdroal end_ were-not on
welfare scored higher than more econorni
ally dhai children.Yerstenbieria
study_ suggests that the factor In the Intact
families which influenced the child's social
and emotional development was Ilse eco.
nomic advantage afforded by the twn-parent
bosuelsold.Pa.rentsin_these histseisoldsPire
generally !ratter eduested and more ,eDi-
61y =pie*.

Memel focused on the social and erno-
110nd-behavior of children when thechildren
were Sour and seven years ofAe.'s The CPP
data included measures of the chifil s Intense
tioni_with_a_psychalogical tencr_who_was
administering IQ tests, as well as reports
from the child's primary careaer concern-
ing the child's behavior at home. Material
age had little effect on the child's behavio .t
kle_fnui,hillbyagesPen &numbs: ofefferst
were found: Children torn to mothers
younger than 18 eihibitedpeaterovencon.
ity, hostility, resistiveness and 1.1.11 of im
pulse control. Dryfoos-and Belmont, suing
c.11of the Health Examination Surve
however, found no -relationship between
nicithees age and child's sodal and emotional
behavior."'

Overall, the ereetifthernollseicage_on
her child's social and emotional development
is not as clear as it is on ber chilli cognitive
&-vloPrnent, it does seem that when an
effect of young maternal op was present. It
was neptiveindofienwas_notevident until
the child was nearing school age. Again, evi.
dence suggests that the efreet oes not mull
from the mother's vase at birth diruetIL, but
rather is transmitted duough other beton
aisensted_vsith ead.hildbearing. such as
educational and economic disadvantage and
greater likelth6d alisTar16 brirdrajs.

School Achievement
CoruWrint_thas the children of adolescent
mothers are gemendly bond to have lower IQ
scoees_ind, peater.social adjust.
ment _problems, what is the likelihood that
arch children will 6 is caedutlii idled;
which requires both intellectual achieve-
ment and social adjustment? Two studs
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have examined chlidren's success In school.
Kingsle*DaAssuid_AmYsa_S.Orosthard;
Ing a subsample from the HES Cjile II data,
studied 19. and 11.year-61 fiins intict a-
mities. Within the group of teenage mothers,
financially disadvantaged children did signif
kantlypore_poodY in schools as measured
6),i/rade repetition and reading scores, than
theacrooreaconontkartadme,"

Sheppard Kellam. In his longitudinal
study of 1,242 children sot their families In a
lo*.ineorneSorharr; black community, found
that the children (who entered school in
1966) who were barn to Motheri 17 years old
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The Children of Teenage Patent,

or youngerwere less likely to adapt to school,
as rated by their fint-grade-teachers, Than
weir children turn to ohlec mothers,"
When measures wear taken 10 wars Lam
mother's age at birth was red Tom II to_have
direct elfrt on the 16.yeirild children's
psycloatne symptom- rating. llowevet, ful
stie In adapt to ..bout at age Us nor unnigh
related to more intense roy, 'twine syrim
toms as a _teenager. Thus, :ailidessent_alld,
lwanng appears to allict the teenage
emotional ailpistourtit indirectly 0 skim
effect on early adapt .1.1011i0 As 111 the

SI mink', and-Funteribmg studies. the nein,
live elfect.olloomig mother
was ameliorated by the presents. of millet a
father or il-grmulsnother MI addition Or thr
mother in the hinorhold .14

imMiticiNtril result of -Kellam's awl
one ut berins estumtnt's'iearch was a ddler
.04 effect 1,1 soling maternal -age on the
eagnitive _and _creational development of
male and female duiJrru. Kellanis finding
that Grm.thaile adaptation problems were as.
sociated with psychiatric symptoms 10 years
later was partirolailv strong for hoys.w

Mares-eV* alialYsis of StardiorChinet IQ
scores for ftior-s ear old black children
no effect of somas mammal 1111_1eith

month, hut a marginally ognifici it effect on
boys, smiles Forther--e-videece this
trend was Imnul in the WISC sones or thr
se, eicyr.ard/Iii Ida k eluidirn, where
ewes between roue arc ts IOC code Odic/ten
and on kmall cbildreo reeclied statism,'
significants. Separate an of thr_serbal
andperfnrinam tti! dicated that JIM Of
mother was related to both vedial and or

siviesamookbilysind only to ter.
bal *among gills (we Table 5).

LaitIng Effects
A study by jno.fina j. Card, limed on the
Project TALENT lbw hi longoodinal
Oficial survey of 375100 teenagers-10 grades
9,12 io IVO/looked at ethownimal, inentm.
Ronal and social differences betneen elide
den lain, rantibeo.and club
dremborn to older motliers. This analysis

There were stnkingly different patterns of
marital stability over Ilmr. Martini teenage

Table 5. Mean WISC scores tor 7.yea Pold black ctIllaren In PhIlmtalphla CPP sample, by leant midbers_w_e_te twice as likely_ to sepanite nr

child andnmother'.aoanl kat LOIN divorce as were those who gave birth in their
20s._ smcitalvlbruptainvsamtredLthe
father was likely in leave earliet di the
lik if _the another gilVit birth as a Seen.iger
than if she were older. lire effects of rally
tnntherlegal on-the child continued into the
teent_litechild of alsostadolewent
WAS more likely at age lb to he living in-a
mot lierfither Ini in ihorisehold
with the another and another adult) than was

showed a number of difference. that were of the years up to age eight in a sIngle-parrnt
the result of different social and rominnie (i.e.._ onstherdilnisejlirtoselmIsL_Childom
characteristics of children youomd- as is imi born turning mothers are much more likely

. pared to older inothets, Even with lore to be h10111 nut of wedhakthan those bnrn to

Etc torserndriilled,Clirt.chililimiolionnger older wouirri, and firsthorn ehilihen are
innate" *lathed decrements in terms of mone -often horn our of wedlock xhan are
ontnitis e developmeid, were mum Iikrly OD tIO6e_littntligmAUo; the !du hlmod ofhring
live in one.panod tunnel and also showed born out of wedlock is m eft higher-for Idaek

-eady ibildbearing thennelses as inin titan fir white e
parefftodillthen nfolder mothers. analysis was done separately for the periods.

In a longitudinal study of a fermentative PJ6.5.1069 an11-1970-4913, It shows that for

sample douithris in thmeliormieJts Mtn, the Holier period, 3,2 _percent of Ihsthorn
Yfilk City. Hurler Presser assessed the serial children -of white women younger-than Ili
andslentographiemmsequeares Ida wonuths bad lived Ma vingImparenthatmeholdby age
having is first birth during her teenage years two, and by age eight ihr proportion had
vows postponing it until she is in-her flOs.1' risen In rgl percent (see Table 6t. The Idel
Presterfound_thelsett predictor nranadoles, hood slither residing a xingle.scirent fan
cent ant birth arm the subject's rnotliees age 'ily was eonsIderably great er (or-black than for

at first birth That_ls, the child of a_trenage white r Miken. Some crsimehers am mak-
mother was at relatively high risk of heonn Mg special efforts Iii analyze patterns dram.
Mg a teenage mother lietsrlf. ay stnietrire. Smell .patterusgre _extremely

complex. and extend far beyond the drill
Marital Disruption Rona( families as-intact or nut. (Far esarnple.

The_ siiiifirs cited metier suggest that the Kellam limit S6 diffident conihinat inns of
long-term health, cognitive and social and adults In his 1907 family interviews with
enintiona/ development raft the children .of touthris or molherqurtnitittex iffinttrade
teenage toothier, wan illIpleVed if the child cbildrro=3) Recognition or d." cempIrsity is
was I gilt up in a -household with more especiallyltoportant tl in fir La key_ issueis
titan one Parent no the children of teenage whether the mother is alone mind. Clearly.
parents have a relatively high 5,5 of spend. many 1111111Iliact familkd Inch de teller adult s.

ing.a_considerablesurt_isf their c hildhood in Sella in'shingiloilial anah th showed that
nne.parent households? when the study child w o in- font grade.

More Wan km -in 10 adolescent niothrrs nuitlusrs__who_had_hegam_vhildtsearing as

ate ("marries!: and aninnAtione who mairy, teenagers were more likely to tie hiring -in
separation and divorce rates are high,- Many motheoalotre families - dears_ wete..Adder

tinwedieenagentotthersmarrysirm after the mothers. Interestingly. if the study child was
birth lint thew marriages. to. suffer high- a-lint-born.- there was no difference in the
rates of shsniption, and the relationship id' hltelthood of the mother livingathorne with

jilting age at lint marriage and an trimmed ndother adults, but the other adislt was likely

riskofilivorce or separation persists into see tobethematemalstrandmother_forthrtteen,
rind marriages. Jane Menke "

_and_
lames age goodiers and the child's Either for the

McCarthy have analyard the 1973 National olderoothers. In this study. teenagectudlit
Survey Or Family Ga.wilt a mammal pulls, els Willi had two ehildien wele at the greatest

bilim %imp/ear WM)... god 1.i -Hahn weer risk of living frhnti m* where there were_ no
ever marrieds', wete single arid Wog with at other adults. Whether this was because the

band one id their natural ehddren.'' They erandPartth were Unablelr xMaramtelale ii
found that the younger the mother at- the )1mehter.fta-ffer-tmochiltheo.-ofinvatm _or
tittle oilier firstliirtkilie _greater the Miele a preference on the part of mothers of two to

kraal that the child will spend at least some hioeainnr, Is not aniwered
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thddlidd_of Odulennottnether_liciuml
rates for the seined Interview were higher
among adidescriiii than irtitsaleseciiii..,
possibly part oftheirpst teen olkni porticipa.
Ron Inroad organiratioinand so these ob-
Servaltonritinulillw taken.' nufgestive of
future research direction's on the evolution of
unity ran-inure. _klarii itudieralive
documented the high rates of &Nuptial of
teenage manages.* Presser-6nd dart 34
intent of the 13-19-year-okl rnothell who
were married before the birth of their first

of the third interview, when the child was
between four istil t.eri OW:"

Tante S. Percents/go ettlisabons chlidsartina
IrMliteintleAserent households, by mother's
remandeoe M mildo bath, and 066 :lege,
11144-Dell

Caere Meows raw Brow _
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Conclusion
Thareis an Intriguing pattern a reUtionship
of_adontscent Childbearing to child develop
meet.- Previous debates on the role of hi.
logWitidirivininnsenJ_factorra,Annially
prenatal care. have not beeistadly resolved,
but the -evidence is strong 4:nation-dint.
twitInfluence of prenatal care on neonatal
outcome. The-fact that some pogroms show
noingitiveeffeciand_cien nine Inittre
effectof young age is penuaiive, but mina
radclitionA researeb and PatiCientuesiovutv-
tog the level and cost of Prenatal can re-
quired to compensate Inc the high_ rale-

eltfidlienna Studies that
show decrements in infant health after the
neunaW period utiCriitokolcartheoutten
of chi/droving. Research on the role-argon-
fly structure-strongly-suggests dittlinia n
senn. of adults other than the young mother
in some way-mitigates the deleterious health
andlitherefferoothe child associated with
teenage childbearing. These findings suggest
the need inetilintelitter rbedivinon of
ehlld-care responsibility. the role of support
networks and other inierpersonA Ire.l11,27
anfiablciorlieyoungrnother and her child
Present research has not-dealt with the inter-
relittiOnthiPief maternalshanneristics and
the availability and we- of familial supports:
we need initine ado-
kneel mothers have Emilial or other sup,
ports availabk, and why some choose to ac-

von.. Ig'Number I 19TO
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cep" those mammon and others do not. The
Family impact Seminar has elorstied on
mankfiihme Woes 116 mfor'"re."41
Pregnancy and fontly Impart.*
_114 eireettair iditeleent =Arcked are
observed In their children over many yeah;
such longterm effects_ are modatent Booth
findingsfrom research on the effects dearly
childbearing on the teenage mother. These
efketi are_persistent and color the general
atmosphere in which child develops: re-
dticea edisradlotx Ind eicuPetionul _attain.
meet of the mother, Increased welfare de.
pendency; higher fertility and mariadia.
Miclour Higher rates of mantel instability
result to significantly larger proportions ef
dal" ifient in imejsarent (milks be the
children of adolescent mothers than for the

_Research . on the children of teenage
mothers his focused cin the elects cogni-

_devetoPmentin Part because of the
availability of data. These effect., while
staddicAly_signIficamt._ me_not_stnyllingy
large; but they, too, we penntent. The ap-
parent relinonshiP or euly_elilldbeiring of
the mother with early childbearing of her
caring is disturbing :Mee it implies some
gesierational effest'Do the 14, 'umbels of
births to adoicmenu in recent years-mean
&tire wavesafnislyailabedritle_NADDC
knows for sure, spnially since there's little
evidence to speak to die Acts atnterven-
bon Rn434.4-' A

These data do-not suggest that meliorative

Provarnsibradd finis on_ the chil-
dren of teenage parents. Moat -of the-ob-
served adverse-consequences tortaishIblrin
appear Jo result from the truncated educ
ton, and the poor employment and manage

prorpeni_of_lbe teenage mell.ee. The re'
seareh presented here..while not mei:Aegis
evaluating service_ provima,_ suggens_shet
one way tohelp theehildrenefadolecennis
to improve the edunitionalandemployment
opportunities or the teenage parents and to
encourage the supporting role of otliaOt
funnily

Do there diverse studies fit Into. coherent
piettire?'flinitinglyratitorttbe view that
there are effects of early motherhood- on
some important areas of earlyehilddinktO!
moot. They offer no support for biological
model of explanation orthese-offectc rather,
the averusesilInimilt which effects are likely
to operate are rota end economic. The role
of family structure is apparently_mtlinportent
Oft, These studies ware not begun to study
family struciure-nor,- in most-cues, to study
di:descent ebildbearieitt but the findings ire
consistent. conceptually sound and empiri
ally compelling. They answer many ques-

'lions, but rake many more. Not the kut of
tlreie questions law_h_mlim researcher will
look further at the interrelationship of -per-
sonal rharaetedttlet d the_mother_andtbe
role or family structure, and al the Influence
of public policy -and socW- programs on the
familyeareen_of yo_ong mothers

In the coming years we are likely to see
reductionin dtnnumberof hisths to Welts.
cents, given declining behratesund num-
ben-of teenagers. Mir iliikentrifi_inAe
number of people Involved in adolescent
childbearing should eve-us same timer°
"dvanie_our_knowledgehtne and dOnl9P
thoughtful social policies and smoke pm-

Coed pram! arras nos the risk of
moat Wan of hemp mothers

grarnirvionld_bernott_unfortunote_ if we
lost sklit of the babies horn to "detest:enrage
the put decide who Alberni:ling child-
bearing age in the next decade.

IsPilfincllfi
The studies reported here have all received
support fieritthe Centerfor_PoPoffilteefie.
search, NICItD. Detailed final reports of
these studies init be availZle vdserathentok
ects are completed. A brief description
each _

9_13Ingftlar Modal* of the University Of
Southern Calderon Is studying the come
quenen of_kmily_stnicture.for therdnkri
and the mother's development using data
from the Danish congitudirW_Ierinitil
sludY. The 9,173 subjects Included In the
study-were drawn from Dollish birth cohort
including_Adefiveries taking ploceut the
State Univenity -Hospital; Rigthospitalet, In
Copenhagen within twoliatr_Penudfrem

(Continuer:on mesa/
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ThpChiUrns of Teenage Parents

(Cnntinuedirenspner iyl
11159 to 1181 I . The mothers and the children
were subjected to regularand thorough med.
kid clarninationadunng prespiancy_and_the
first year of the child's life. k variety of _
spoilt marmite measiire_s are available for a
sulnample of the original *objets.

Howard Sandler uf (:«01-ge Peabody Cal. /
lege_has_studarlAlae_elkels of_arlidesteht
pregnancy un mother infant relationships.
Data weresollectedat the NachmileCenesd
Ilipital, the county hospital for the indi r F

gent, between -1974 and 1977. Information *' el
for this study is available for women
1.3.49 and their children. Data were cV
leeted_prenat*_fiar_R5 percent of thesam,
plc, and the children of adolescent mothers
(aged 14-P11 in _their _first pregnancy Were
COTIMICI I with the children of older mothers i
(aged 20-26) MI a variety of measures taken

4 +N.

during_the nrsinatal__Hate.___In_ addition.
pnwpective study °retold abuse and neglect
pmvided extensive measures of the mothers*
experience with life stress and "adjustments
to stress. This sishproject included nbserea
initial data onMieraction_ between mother
and child at one, three, six and 12 months
firth-Mang birth.

Elan Lester of Children's Ilos±jital
cal Center, Roston, carried out a studyuf the
reUtionshiplienveenternage pregnaneyand
neonatal heliamor.111 this study, the princi
pal ineaalue- of behavior is the linsrehun
Neonatal_ Behavioral Assessment Scale Ito!
plied to twodayold infants. The study-pomp
lationcompricesivergariuns: JJ155_ bakes
born al the Shads Teaching Hospital. Uni
veroty of Florida hlmliod;Schoril, and 2)456
babies born at the I Inspital Slunk-Mal, San
Juan,- Puerto- Rim In addition to the
BrarrIton Scale, complete medical histories
of mother and baby, birth weight, and one.
and _five.ininnte Apgar_ worry air_available
fin each infant. A total of 311 babies were
stilt-lied, 62 of them born to women under age
IR. The mothers had loe incomes, and the
Florida mothers ware part of a medical care
:rogram_fortliciodigent.
a Several studies used two large national
data Isaacs nuorhsets of thine data bases:Doe
source was the C:nllaborative Pennatal Prid-
ed (CPR supported by the Nationallnati-
tote of NcinuloMed Donates and Stroke,
Naiional Institutes-of I kalth. The purpose of
the_CPP was In defuse_ parameters of fetal
wastage. assess etiulogical factors and iske
tifyareas limitation rescarchor intervention.
Fifteen nitrite-al moos participated, all uni
versity,dfiliated, and data were collected on
almost 56,000 pregnancies. beginning in

42
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Early adaptation co who.r. ol may he inerad djkoh far children of risswer mot ers.

1959._ Frdlnyup extended to age seven for
the index child. A second mum, was The
Health Examination_Sinveys_111:5Liiiie
ported by the National Center for Health
Statistics ( NCIIS). Data were collected at 40
locations across the United States on the
physical and psychological characteristics of
tbe_sivilian_noninstitutionaked population
in several nationwide surveys. The initial
phase of the _ Project, Cycle 1, _ examined
adults. Cycle II Includes 11411 on ' .119 chil.
dren between the-ages of six and II during
1963:4905. Cycle 111 Ptovidm dawns' 6,765
youths between -the ages of 12 and 17 in
1966-1970. Further descriptions uf the_Snr,
veys can be Found in NCIIS publications
(Series I),

_ Miniookted_the Instilute.Gr_die
C.ontinimus Study of Mall examined the con
sequences_ of teen _childbearing in -a low.

; income. predominantlyblack, urloopopula-
Hort. The data base was the Philadelphia
CPP. Intellectual development was men.
stored afeight months by the Haykv Se/es-of
Infant Devekgsmenta at femr years by the
StanFurdllinet -and at seven years by-the
Wechsler_ Intelligence__Scale _Far_Children
(WISC). Behavioral mollies were completed
by the CPP testers at eight month., Four and
seven years. The scholastic achievement of
the -seven.yearolds was measured by the
%Vide_HangeAelneyementiest.

A study by Joy Woos nf The Alan
Cuttmactier Institute_ and Lfilliti Delmemt
of Columbia University fiansed on thediffer
eines with respect-to intelligence, achieve.
meet and personality adjustment between

61

children of youthful mothers and other
children of the- same age: This-v.-Orly makes
ussnICYclesItandllIsifibejlESand_total
CPI' data on children seven year. old. Shea.
sures___Of_intellectrial_ divilOrinent__and
achievement Included the Goodenough
DrawaPerson Test and the V.ide Badge
Achievement Test. Social and e emtional de.
velopment, were assessed by responses to
pamtft_our_stiolinaiet_ae_d_ 'meows to a
questionnaire administered to the child

which contained many of the same items.
Behavioral observations were also made by
the -psychologist administering the tests.- A
final mosulc of the social and emotional de
velopment of the child was based-on school
problems as teported by tee school._ _

_ la_atittly_hy X.InCielay_Osvhb_andAmyrit
Shechtman Gros/bard of the University of
Southern_ CAA:3701i _examined the_rtlation
ship between mother's age and charts in
tellectual- &web...Parent-and- school, pedal.
mane using the Cycle II TIES data. A sub-
sample of 1,75010. and-11.yearold bort and
Wits from families with both parents present
was selected. Cycle II contains data on chit
drsn's intellectual development as_rivaaors_d
by the Vuealmlary and Block Unsnpisublests
of the MSC and peirnrmanne as
measured by grade repetition and reading
'COLES.'

Sheppard Kellam of the University of
Chicagostudied the social, psychological ,4
psychiatric__ torisequences.._over_tinw,__of
teenage ebildlyiring fur the teenage moth
er,- the children -Ions to teenage mothers,
and families vottalning women who began
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lyred data teeter) fn the fin.crai Jwhiairy
Iedenter. hritrrdol ioiIy.

mole atonly of eb,ldrrn fallen &-1ft) an.) their
n1lier inn 'lark, irkon, inw.onmed.

raJlO r.Or!nnln!ty llo'rtnoly sample eon'
rotor) of 2-242 elclnben. ml.. t,nterrd the firni
jndr- i PIhO.. n vet 2 1 who,,. snore l,on. to

teenage onn,Iinen flyer 90).'f the wither. in
tlne.s(ont3loJlniinnnann.A(renagrr..
!f.!lonbc!g Jr.,nrtheUnirnr.
rity of n stivanna, in a-I ng.todinn.l rIonit'

o1.wimaenintiteo,,a&wnnntiwc!eo,rginIolti'
mont (fnnnlrd by the atenai a.oI Child
IllihSn'rm-o,eoffliiEW), ooiiig.nienIiJo,
eel,tiondn.1!nfyoong,nateenal tnrbil.
elton's cognitive, social and emotional ile.
le.14rr!yg.ced,nlc4dor'

fog 18142-1968 with 404 molhoet under- 18
yearn ohl.nr-brs_woit pint JsLfi.tiiiti..11r.t
11,00. EnnIb.w.op inteniows were rondotted

Jl,weyenrn and
five yc'an after delivery. For 080pa,ilOn.

n..tc's of the aljole,eent n,othr-rnwoze
.dmo nt wksuc'd at the thrro- and flso.yene
rn;)l,o.oyr. ,,io ems. wee,, jiotedw,jb
tetot,lr.n of tine' ntody nra? r,and their
clu.s,,ott,'s at he flne.y,ar F,nlInw.up. The
ëhil.lt.ns.nt.ntloonteneln.jny!nI'oaoflen
soreri ln tin,. l',e.eh,,ol ln.ennt.nry. a tent of

oi.l-o,o,,t.oal nieveintt'
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Mr; LEHMAN; Thank you very much;
We would at this time like to wekome aboard the chairman of

the full select committee, Hon. George Miller. If you have a state-
ment, George,-at this time, we would certainly like to hear it;

Chairman MILLER. Thank you COngressman Lehman. ThiS
Second meeting of the Prevention Strategies Task Force focuses
correctly on one of the most important and troubling issues con-
fronting this committee: the problem of teenage pregnancy.

As the first report of the select committee noted, out-of-wedlock
births have ,increased dramatically in the last decade; Over one-
half million of these children are born to teenagers, many of whom
are unmarried. The chances are far higher than average that their
infants will be at medical risk; that they will be born into poverty,
and that their parents will lack the financial or educational re-
sources 'necessary to assure them the quality of life that any one of
us-would want for our own children.

We are going to concentrate this morning on gathering the full
facts on teenage pregnancy, Any discussion of teenage pregnancy
and parenthood must also involve -a discussion of education, job
training, welfare, nutrition, and medical care.

We have brought together the experts who can address these se-
rious issues with their research finding?. I am looking forward to
taking an in depth look at the scope an dimensions of the prob-
lem, the consequences for young teens, their children,.and society,
as well as some prevention strategies which have worked.

Mr; LEHMAN. All right; If Congressman Weiss or Congresswoman
Schroeder has a statement, we would be happy to hear it.

Mr. WEISS. I have no statement, Mr..Chairman.
- Mr. LEHMAN; Lhave several questions that I would like; to submit
for the record, without objection. I just want to ask a question
about not just teenage pregnancy, but teenage sexual activity. How
hard is this data_-_-I guess it is gathered by questidnnaire--

Dr. BALDWIN. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. When you talk to teenagers about sexual activity,

are you really relating to actual sexual:intercourse, and only
sexual intercourse? Can it be interpreted as only sexual inter-
course? There are various forms of sexual activity, as you know,
that are not necessarily_conducive to pregnancy;

Dr. BALDWIN. True. The data on sexual activity come primarily
from three surveys that were conducted in the United States.
These were conducted with large numbers of adolescents, 2 ;000 to
4,000, depending on the survey. They are done by professional
survey organizations, and they include Questions on whether the
adolescent has had sexual intercourse; The interviewer is prcvided,
of course, with a list of alternativ,e ways of expressing this so that
she is sure that- -

Mr: LEHNIAN. That they are_talking about- -
Dr. BALDWIN [continuing]. They understand what the question is.

That is a question that is extensively pre-tested to make sure that
it is- understood- by teenagers-- In different parts of the country,
words mean different things. Interviewers are instructed so that
whatever answer they get, they can tell what it means and how to
classify it;
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I am pretty confident about how the data that we have on sexual
activity are collected. They are consistent across surveys. In addi-
tion, there are other checks that make sure sexual activity fits
with other behavior.

Mr. LEHMAN. With this increase in sexual activity, how soon do
you think we should do something or undertake some activity to
prevent this teenage sexual activity, and what have you seen that
is effective in reducing teenage sexual activity?

Dr; BALDWIN; In reducing teenage sexual activity?
Mr. LEHMAN. What can we dbwe know the more available we

make birth control devices; apparently there is -more- sexual activi,
ty. Is there a correlation between the availability 'of birth. control
devices and teenage sexual activity?

Dr, BALDWIN:, Well I really do not think so; although it is diffi-
cult to have exactly the right study that shows you when things
happen and the ETE! vent* of events. But teens delay considerably
coming into family planning clinics.

Teens make one set of decisions revolving around_being seitualty
active. That decision is related to a number of things that have vir-
tually nothing to do with the clinics. They revolve around the sta-
bility of the relationship with the partner, their feelings of maturi-
ty; their sense of whether sex is something they want to wait until
Marriage for. A lot of teens who are not sexually active, look a lot
like the ones who are in terms of their .values and beliefs; but the
former have just not found the right person yet.

There are very _strong 'interpersonal factors that influence the
initiation of sex. Most teens have a long delay before that relation-
ship is established and they start thinking of themselves as being
in need of contraception.,

Mr._LEHMAN. Is thesixth- grade too late to -start counseling?
Dr. BALDWIN. It is difficult to pick a specific age to begin sex edu-

cation. My view is that there needs to be an ongoing process of pro-
viding children with information about their bodies, aboiit interper-
sonal relationships, about their abilities and what life holds for
them. Sometimes the needs are -for explicitly sex-related informa,
tion; sometimes the needs are for more general inforniation and
guidance. By the time children are in the sixth grade, a few will be
sexually active, many will be ready- for sex-related information,
and others will be years away from interest in sex.

Mr. LEHMAN. You have answered my question;
Thvo other quick questions: Who are the best people to counsel?

know of a program where a 19-year-old peer groupnot peer
group-19-year-old mothers who- have_had .three or four children
sometimes !take the belt counselors. Have you seen any programs
in effect that way?

Dr; BALDWIN; There have been many studies of peer counseling;
unfortunately, although the program has been tried and found to
be sucaessful, no long-term evaluations are available; This is be-
cause such programs may exist for 1 year or 2 and are then termi-
nated, cften for lack of funding. In any case; 'peer counseling was
not intended to be; nor should it be; a substitute for a basic sex
education curriculum in the schools; rather, it does serve as a sup-
plement to such programs.

Mr; LEHMAN. I would like to see more of that happen.
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One last question. The "squeal rule.' Do,you think that, in your
opinion, a pharmacist or whoever provides; a young woman; a teen-
ager, with birth control devices should be required to notify the
parents?

Dr., BALDWIN. That is a very difficult question. [Laughter.]
Mr. LEHMAN. Or for that matter, the teenaged boy.
Dr. BALDWIN; Well; certainly; if it were going to be a policy, it

should apply equally to boys and girls.
Mr. LEHMAN. Do you think that our society would be benefited if

the person from whom the teenager is buying a birth-control device
should be required to notify that child's parents?

Dr; BALDWIM Let me-go back to some research that does reflect
on that. About half of these unwanted prqgnancies occur_ very
shortly after teens become sexually active. hi many cases, this
before they have made any att3mpt to seek out contraception. So
from my view, the main th'ing we have to think about are ways of
reaching adolescents before they define themselves as in need Of
contraception.

You are talking aboUt a situation where the teen has already
said; "I need contraception." But the research shows US that the
big area that we need to focus on is getting to the teens and help-
ing them before they identify themselves as being in need of con-
traception and seeking out a service. That is a much harder chal-
lenge.

Mr. _LEHMAN. Do you have a daughter?
Dr. BALDWIN. Yes, I do.
Mr. LEHMAN. How old is she?
Dr; BALDWIN. Well, she is six.
Mr. LEHMAN. When she gets to be 14 or 15, do youif she were

seeking a birth-control device, would you want the person that she
sought -the birth-control device from to notify you?

Dr. BALDWIN.' My personal feeling is that sex education is an on-
going process that should begin very early. A parent has had litany
opportunities to provide guidance before a child becornes sexually
active.

Mr. LEHMAN; I did not mean to make this too _personal, but I
meant- to make it sort of an abstract example. I think you have an
swered the question. I am sorry I took so much tithe, and I hope I
did not exceed :what I hope will be a 5-minute rule for the rest of
the members. [Laughter.]

Mr. LEHMAN.11 yield to Mr. Bliley; the ranking member.
Mr. BLILEY. Thank you, Mr. Chf,:tirman.
I am surprised in your testimony that more .mention was not

made of adoption when we discussed adolescent pregnancy; Has the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development done
any national studies on the practice of adoption and the well=being
of adopted babies?

Dr. BALDWIN. No; indirectly we have, m that the _studies_ that I
have reported on about adolescents do ask whether the adolescent
has had a child and where that child is now, thus generating infor-
mation on whether or not that child has been adopted. :

I do not think that takes the place of The kind of comprehensive
national study that many of us would like to see on adoption.
Adoption statistics are in disarray; They have not been collected at
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a national level for many years. Of course, there are a great
number Of problems in collecting a set of national, figures on the
numbers of babies available for adoption and placed for adoption
and what their characteristics are.

The laSt dati we have are from the early .1970's. They ShoW
about 150,000 babies adopted; 50 to 60 percent of those were born
out of wedlock, but we have virtually no data after -that period;

The national survey data show that, in 1971, 2 percent of the
black teenagers who said they had an but=ofvedlock birth said
they had placed the child, for adoption and 18 percent of the white
girls did. By 1976, only 7 percent of the whites reported having
placed a child for adoption, and in this survey, none of the blacks
did.

Now, those data are consistent with other bitt Of data that we
have from other places, which is that adoption has diminished in
frequency over the last decade; that it is more prevalent among
whites than among blacks; and that it is not very prevalent among
either group.

Mr. BLILEY. Do you plan to do any further studieS on it?
Dr. BALDWIN. We have one study under consideration now and

our concern is whether we will get enough cases in the study to
enable it to answer any questions about adoption.

Mr. BLILEY. Is early prenatal care associated in any way with ,a
Supportive family? Do you have any statistics as to whether sup-
por dye families; you know, where the young mother elects to live
with the parents in a supportive family, whether they receive more
prenatal care or earlier prenatal care than others?

Dr. BALDWIN; While I do not have statistics -that directly relate
to this question, it has long been observed that unmarried women
are less diligent about receiving early and fully adequate prenatal
care than are married women. Also, younger teens do less well
than do older teens. They are more likely to receive no prenatal
care or begin care late in pregnancy. The younger -teens are more
likely to be residing with their families, but it is not possible to say
how many concealed the pregnancies from ;their parents how

_
many were treated in a supportive manner,__or whether that sup-
port was related to the pattern of prenatal care;

Mr. BLILEY. It seems that too often when discuSSing the rates of
adolescent pregnancy, we do not separate _the rates of married
teens from -the rates on unmarried teens. For example, you_ say
that 48 percent of young mothers soon after birth said they wished
that their child had been born later or not at all;

Dr. BALDWIN-Yes;
Mr; BLILEY. It seems to me that this is a reasonable place to

make a distinction between married and unmarried mothers. Why
is the distinction not made?

Dr. BALDWIN. That calculation of the percent who would prefer
their first birth to be later was not subdivided by marital status.
An analysis of data from the women when their child was between
3.5 and 5 years old_ showed that the proportion of teen mothers who
would _have preferred that their first birth had come later had in-
creased to 78 percent. Theyounger the teen at the time of the first
birth, the longer the desired delay. A statistical analysis showed
that marital status, whether the birth was planned or unplanned;

27-506 0 - 84 - 5
6. ,
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and other social and demographic measures did not influence this
conclusion.

What I have presented in my testimony have largely been re-
search conclusions where I can point to a number of studies that
come to the same conclusion and where I can point to conclusions
that are statistically robust. That sometimes, unfortunately, does
not allow you to see all of the details that you would like tn.

Mr. BLILEY. Are births to unmarried mothers associated with
poor prenatal care across all economic lines and across racial and
ethnic lines?

Dr. BALDWIN. Generally, yes.
Mr. BLILEY. Think you; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. We would like to hear now from Mr. Miller, the

chairman of the full committee.
Mr. MILLER: Mr. Leland was here first He was waiting. I will go

after him.
Mr. LEHMAN. Well, are we taking it according to arrival time or

according to rank? [Laughter.]
Mr. Chairman; I._ have only one question; and therefore, I can

yield the balance of my time to the chairman of the full committee.
I would like to ask, other than those teenagers under-the age, of

15 who are at greatest risk for_poor social and medical outcomes,
are there subgroups of young people who face greater risk with
early pregnancy and childbearing?

Dr. BALDWIN. Let me break your question into two. In terms of
the outcome of the pregnancy, low birth weights or higher rates of
infant mortality; there are very definite- black/white differences.
We have been concerned about low birth weight among teenage
woman, but the birth weights for black women almost at any age
are cause for concern. So there are very definitely subgroup differ-
ences.

If you look to other outcomes and ask about the effects on the
mother, there it reverses. In fact, most of the studies are quite con-
sistent in showing that the effects seem to be less severe for the
black adolescent than for the white adolescent. The presumption is
that there are more supportive networks in general for black ado-
lescents than for whites.

Mr. LELAND. Wait; that is contrary to what I have heard. Can
you elaborate about the more-support network? ,

Dr. BALDWIN. When you look at what the edUcational loss is to
the young woman who has=a child when she is a teenager and you
compare it for blacks and whites, the loss is less for the black ado-
lescent than for the white adolescent.

Mr; LELAND. I see.
Dr. BALDWIN. There are a number of possible explanations for

that, but one of the explanations is that, in general, the black ado-
lescent will find a more supportive environment. That may simply
be due to the fact that early childbearing is more prevalent among
most black communities and that, in fact, there is a point where
you have to learn to cope with something, regardless of how much
you may dislike it Those coping mechanisms may be better devel-
oped.
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Mr. LELAND. I have Just heard a lot of information contrary. to
what you are saying. I. would like to pursue this if I can at some
time.

Dr. BALDWIN. Surely, I would like to see the information you
have It is important to remember that there may be two ways of
looking at a problem: One from a clinical perspective of teens who
come into one service organization or one area; second, the general
research picture. Both of those views tell you something very im-
portant about the process but sometimes you cannot generalize
from an experience in one city, an experience in one clinic, or an
experience in one program.

Mr; LELAND; Sure.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. LEHMAN. All right. The gentleman from Maine.
Mr. MCKERNAN. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Dr; Baldwin; I apologize -far- missing your statement; I did just

have two quick, questions. I think most of us would agree that we
have tt be doing everything we can to prevent unintended teenage
pregnancies. We might disagree among us on how much of that
ought to be done in a supplementary nature outside thd home, but
I wonder if you could just indicate to us what the research shows
on the effectiveness of sex education in reducing teenage pregnan-
cy.

Dr. BALDwiri Interestingly enough; we have a study that does
address the influence of sex education. Let me explain what the
measures are: Whether teens report that they have had a sex edu=
cation course and then the content of that course. We find that
Leens who have had sex education are no more likely to be sexually
active than teens who have not had sex education.

We also find that the teens who say they have had sex education
are less likely to have become pregnant than the teens who said
they did notlave sex education.

Mr. MCKERNAN. Let me just interrupt you By more or less
likely, that could be, I guess, differing degrees. Do you have any
percentage' figures on -that? Are we talking about a significant dif-
ference, or significantly likely, or less likely, or just a little
bit?

Dr. BALDWIN. I am not reporting anything that I would not be
willing to say is statistically significant, I do not have all of the in-
formation with me --

Mr. MCKERNAN. Could you furnish those for the committee?
Dr; BALDWIN; Certainly, I would be happy to;
[The information followsd



Question from Mr. McKernan:

You have reported that teens who have had sex education are not more likely

tiYbesexually active, but are more likely to use contraceptives. Can you

provide data on that?

Response from Dr. Baldwin:

An analysis by Dr. Melvin Zelnik and Dr. Young Kim found the following:

7a61e.3-902centagetalneVemarned young people mho have had sexual Intercom. se. -Sy whether They had had sax edUeellon aeCOrdhlw 10

race and uge: 1976 and 1979
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SOtite4: M. Zelnik apd Y. J. Kim, "Sex Education and Its Association with

Teenage Sexual Activity, Pregnancy and Contraceptive Use, Family.

Plannini,-Perspectives, Vol. lb No. 3, May/June 1982;

There are twelve comparisons of the sexual activity of those with and without

sex education. In even of themithoee who had had sex education had higher

proportions who initiated sexual 'intercourse and in five of them the reverie

was true. This gives ; clear impression that there is no relationship

between having had sex education and being a non - virgin. Subsequent ;Matte=

tIcaI tests reveal that one of4the comparisons is statistically significant:

in 1979 the white 19 year 01.ds,,who had not had instruction were more likely

to have had sexual intercourse thin those who had, 71 percent as compared

,

with 55 percent.
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These data do not include Information on when the teenager had the sex

education. Thin, of course, is not a problem for those who report that

they have had neither'sex nor sex education. For those who have had both

sex and sex education, some had the sex education_prlor_to becomi.eg_sexually

active and some had it after becoming sexually active. Among those who

retort both sex and sex education, some were sexually active prior to having

had any sex education, and, for these teens, the sex education could not

have affected the sexual. activity._ Given the overall finding that there is

no effect of sex education on 'sexual behavior, this possible misclassification

is not a problem. For example: let's assume that 50 percent of these with

sex education are sexually active and 50 percent of those without sex educe-

tion are sexually active., If among those who had sex education, all had sex

education prior to becoming sexually active, there is no "increased risk" of

sexual activity since the same percentage were sexually active who did not

have sex education. If all had sex education after they became sexually

.active there can be no effect of sex education on the Initiation of sexual

behavior; again, that is the conclusion.

In regard to contraceptive use, the use of prescription methods appears to

be independent of sex. education. When we look at the patterna of use of an

method,,thosewho had sex education were more likely to have been protected

at first intercourse. This finding, while not statistically significant

for data collected in 1976, was'statistically significant for tests of data

in 1979.

AMong those teens who report receiving education which included information

on modern methods of contraception; such as the pin, pregnancy rates were

lower in all comparison groups, but the difference was statistically signi-

ficant only for young black women surveyed in 1979.
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Dr. BALZWIINL That study does not have an exact dating of when :
they had sex education and when'these other behaviors took place;
when they became sexually active: Without going into the techni-
cal aspects; that-does not hurt the conclusion. If anything, it makes
the conclusion stronger when you deal with these technical prob-
lems.

Those who have_ had. sex education are not more likely to become
sexually, active. Those who have bad sex education are; however;
less likely to experience a pregnancy;

Mr; MCKERNAN; What does the research ShOsiv on the effective-
ness of family planning services?

Dr. BALDWIN. In terms of looking at pregnancy rates by the use
of a medically approved TriethOdi which, in general is . a medical
methodgenerally, the research shows that the girls who are using
medical methods have very low pregnancy rates. Women using
other methods have higher pregnancy. .rates; women using no meth-
ods have much higher pregnancy rates.

Mr. MCKERNAN: Could you furnish thc *::e figures as well to the
committee?

Dr. BALDWIN. Surely.
[The information follows:)

Zelnik and Kantrier, of Johns fk,pitinS University, conducted_a ntt_ional
survey of adolescent women- in-1976 witl? funding from NICHD. (Sumps were also
conducted in 1971 and 1979). The 1976 data Were used tt0 Animate the probable
number of additional pregnancies that, would have occurred if no unmarried sexual-
ly active teenagers had used contraception. They conclude that in addition th the
780;000 pregnancies to unmarried women recorded in that year there would have
been 680;000 additional pregnancies; for a total of 1,460,000 pregnancies to unmar-
ried -women aged 15-19. On the other hand; if all the teenagers who did not intend
to give bird had beeti..consistent users of contraception there would have been
abbilt 467,000 Premarital pregnancies (half of them intended) or_40 percent_fewer
than actually occurred. The difference between no We of contraceptives and_consist-
ent use by those who do not want to conceive is one million pregnancies; A separate

'analysis of the effect or family planning programs on teenage fertility results in the
estimate that enrollment in the family planning program averted 119,000 births in
1976. Since 36 percent 2f unintended pregnancies end in live births, family planning
programs resulted in. the prevention of an estimated 331,000 unintended pregnan-
cies. By putting these two analyses together it appears that family planning pro-
grams were responsible for half of the - averted unintended Pregnancies in 1976. This
estimate is consistent with the observation that about half of teens who are contra-
ceptive users report they are served by clinics;

Mr; MCKERNAN. Thank you.
I _yield back the balance of my. time; Mr. Chairman; Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAM_Mr; Miller._
Mr..MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Leland asked you about differences- -that might exist in the

level of risk for pregnant teenagers lion' different subgroups. What
do we know about the diffe'rences in outcome with respect to family
economic background? .

You mentioned at One Point in the beginning of your testimony
that not all teenage pregnancies end, up in broken marriagesi_ dis-
advantaged children and loss of educational opportunity. Some
have _better Oa-conies. Is this close to the economic ,resources_ that
are available to the young woman and her husband or bOyfdeild?

Are economic factors more telling than racial?
Dr. BALIMIN. Basically what we, show is -that the teens who haVe

access to some resources; perhaps a grandmother to help' care for

71.
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the child, stay in the home and are able to finish school. There are
resources that can be 'made available from within or presumably
from outside the family that will help to mediate the effects of that
early birth.

Mr. MILLER. It appears from your testimony that if you are a
low-income vnung teenager without some extenuating circum-
stances in terms of resources, this may be the most traumatic
event of your life. Again,_your testimony strongly suggests that it.
is not just around -the nine months of the- pregnancy or the first
year of birth, but this event continues to play' itself out, may even
repeat itself time and again.

Dr; BALDWIN;ZYOU are absolutely-right;
Mr. MILLER. There areI am just trying to get clear in my mind.

.what you have said In some instances, there may ,be extenuating
circumstances. There may be an extended family that can absorb
the child and the mother; there may be the responsible father who
joins, up. in partnership, whether marriage or oth( -Wise;:there be
economic resources in the case of a middle-income or upp-er-income
Child, but absent that, we are talking about a real detrimental
event here. .

Dr. BALDWIN. Absolutely.
Mr; MILLER; For child; mother; father; family and everyone in,

cluded.
Dr. EALDWI2T, And this is not just around the 'time of the birth.

We see it in_studies that look at these women and the children 5
years later, 7 years later, 10 years later. When you look at them,
say, 10years later, you find that the adolescent childbearers are
working more hours; are/ more likely to -be in the labor- farce -but
they are making less inohey; they are in less prestigious jobs. They
have less job satisfaction)

Mr: MILLER.. If you subtract the incident of pregnancy from ado-
lescent sexual activity, db we know .if it alone is harmful?

Dr. BA WIN.__ There is much less known about the effects of
sexual activity in the absence of a pregnancy or birth; Early initia-
tors seem to exhibit more unconventional behavior in other areas,
suCh as Smoking and alcohol or drug use. These activities. are .
viewed as more of 'a constellation of behaviors and it is not clear
which, if any, is casually related to the others. One study 'Shows
that early sexual activity is related to early marriage and, of
course; there is the risk of contracting sexually transmitted dis-
eases.

Mr. MILLER. Do we have studies on teenagers who become sexual-
ly active at 14; at 16, at 18, regarding its effects on them? Do we
know whether or not it is a healthy or nonhealthy experience?

Dr. BALDWIN. I don't know of any research that addresses wheth-
erif helps them in an interpersonal way;

Mr. Mum. asked this question because sometimes the statis.:
tics for out of wedlock births so shock us that we forget to be pre-
cise in our analysis; Can we; from the data; tell whether- it is a
sexual activity that is detrimental, or whether it is the incident of
pregnancy that is detrimental? I wonder how we best concentrate .

our programmatic efforts? EVeryone in this room would have to
think back to that time in their life when they became sexually .
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active to determine whether it was positive or negative, or what
the impacts were. assume that is true for every individual.'

But in terms of public policy, whether it is in terms of the eco-
nomic resources these teenagers and their babies require; or health
resources for tlifi baby, or educational resources for the mother, to
help in these areas; it seems to me that we should probably concen-
trate resources around the pregnancy; whether it is prevention or
care; , .

it seems to me that that is the pregnancy which gives rise to the
other impacts.

Dr; BALDWIN; The problem is the risk of pregnancy is really very
high, given that a teen is sexually active. For girls who begin
sexual activity before age 15; 37 percent become pregnant in the
next 24 month&

Mr. MILLER. I grant that. We can make it a felony to become sex-
ually active, but 1 am not sure that that would have the same
impact PS counseling or education or awareness or family concern.

Dr. BALDWIN. When you are talking about primary prevention,
you can focus on preventing the first pregnancy; you can focus on
preventing sexual activity; Sexual activity is very difficult to deal
with because it is age-graded behavior. It IS not like robbing a
bank. it does not matter who you are or how old you are; if you rob
a bank, it is 'a: bad thing to do; When you are talking about sexual
activity; it IS ci `hing that virtually everyone is going to engage
in at some point.

The question is, how bad is it when you are 15 relative to when
you_are _17; how bad if it at 16 relative to

Mr. MILLER. But an alarm does not go off when that decision is
made, you know, in terms of a warning. People don't naturally stop
at -that point and consider the resources that are available,to them.

Dr. BALDwiN._Oh, absolutely.
Mr. MILLER. No one's skin turns blue; no one says; "Oh, oh; we

got one here."
[Laughter.]
Mr. MILLER. This testimony does, again; raise the importance of

adequate resources in terms of preyenton and education about
=What pregnancy means. We are really talking about an event that
plays itself out at least over the .Yiext decade of these individuals'
lives; if not much longer;

Thank you, Mr. Chairman/
Mr. LEHMAN. Mrs..Schro6der, the gentlelady from Colorado.
MTS. SCHROEDER; Thank you very much.
I would like to pia up where Congressman Miller left off; I

think you are talking about sexual activity being an age-related
problem When you couple it with the impact of television, one of
the major... factors in our society, on incredibly impressionable
young peOple, I really worry about what transpires. That is why
sex education courses have so many things' that they want to ac-
complish. Nevertheless, they may meet only 1 hoiir per week
Right now; I will bet that half of America's children are watching
soap operas; which are dealing with sexual activity in a adult level.
Since they started wearing Ralph Lauren's at the age of 8; they
think they are adults already;
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I think that is a real; real problem that we_have to deal with, as
parents, as chtirch,%as medical people, as 'Goverriinent officials,
when you interact with your child-your child at 6,'' mine;at 12
you are overpowered by the incredible impact of TV in our culture.
You cannot conderim what it is doing because it is meant for an=
'other age level. But the child does not see itself as -in another age
level.

Dr. BAtowiN. You are right. The kind of messages that are being
given to the teenager are very pervasive.

MTS. SCHRuZDER. Sure. Take a look at the blue jeans ads alone;
and who buys blue_jeans? .

Dr. BALDWIN. It is not just television; it is a whole range of forces
in society. I do think that the research giveS us a few clues about
this We know that teens have difficulty managing contraception.
Let's say they were given all of these messages to be sexually
active, I think most would hope that they would protect themselves
against an unwanted pregnancy;

We know that some teens have a lot of difficulty dOing that, and
some research shows that this is a problem for teens who have not
had a role model that shows them how to manage their personal
behavior How you figure out a from.personal problem om start to
finish and what you will do and how to deal with it It is a model of
efficacious behavior that is not strictly tied to income level or any
thing else. We know that people can, in effect, teach that behavior,
and if it has not been taught just routinely in the home, maybe we
can teach that in a specialized way.

We also know that the age that the parents became sexually
active and had their first birth is clearly related to the age at
which the child will do so. The problem is that the definition of
"early" has changed. Let's say °28 years ago an early initiator. was
18. Their child is likely to be an early initiator, but now "early" is
not 18; "early" is 16.

That is a difficult message for parents to understand. We know
teens have a tremendous mish =mash of information about sexual
behavior, sexualit arid contraception. I am not saying that educa-
tion alone is a panacea; but one would hope that teens had basical -.
ly accurate information and coping skills and some undorstanding.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I always worry about the sex education courses
because so many of them I have seen have really been a basic
plumbing course, the relentlesS pursuit of the FallOpian tubes. The
kids say, "So what." Yet it does not tell them what they need to"
know, which is how do they deal with their emotions with all the
stimuli from outhide with the age differences, with their morals;
with where they stand with your parents.

So I think, even when you talk about sex education, we have to
make sure it is not the plumbing course. We need to start asking
the very hard questions; both as parents and everwhere else. You
have to be careful, edhcation, alone, will not do it.

I wanted to ask if you had seen studies, about the problems of
teenage mothers, especially the young ones, who were not going
through the 'pair-bonding that mostmothers go through with their
babies. As a result in some urban hospitals there was a surge in
the return of babies to the steps of the hospitals, after a certain
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period of time. It was kind of like; "I have done it; I am tired, the
baby bothers me; it is not like a doll. ".

Have you seen_any studies on that?
Dr. BALDWIN. I do not have any studies, but I know a number of

years ago that scenario was being reported in terms of adoption
agencies. Adoption agencies were purportedly seeing more adoles-
cent mothers bringing in 2-year-olds and saying, "Now I want to
place my baby for adoption; ' I was- never able to find. any substan-
tiation of that. I went through child welfare organization and other
sources that would have data and they basically said, "I do not
know; maybe it happens some place," but in fact, we cannot find
any evidence that that is happening generally.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. I think that Mass General Hospital, in Boston
reported this I think some of the women psychiatrists. noted a
return of babies. I think it might have recurred just a couple of
years ago.

Dr. BALDWIN. I would like to hear mure about it because that is
something that has come up a couple of times and it is .a difficult
thing to research. The prevalence is likely tu so low that it is
hard to measure it.

Mrs. SCHROEDER. Let me quickly ask one more question about the
"squeal rule." I think the implication is it is a form of sex educa-
tion; which may be the magic cure-all to stop teenage sexual activi-
ty. And yet there are many doctors who -will testify that we are
almost in an emergency type of situation because many teenagers
who become pregnant are in a high risk category. It could be
argued that contraception is an emergency kind of treatment. That
it is simply a different time frame in which this emergency occurs.

Have there been any studies about the "squeal' rule that would
give discretion or guidance to the medical people to use it depend-
ing on the kind of background that Might merit it? It does appear
to be one way to intervene in a crisis; but in this kind of crisis; are
you wasting your time and only exacerbating the crisis?

I think everybody comes with their own views from their own
family. I think that is what' Congressman Lehman was getting to.
Do we want to know, as parents? Well, our situation might be a
Nth- bit different than another one where it is not even really
clear who the guardian parent is and so forth.

Dr. BALDWIN. There are provisions in the rule to allow some dis-
cretion in terms of whether the parents are notified:-They are
pretty tightly drawn. If there is a reason to believe that there
would be physical abuse, for example, then the parent does not
need to be notified..

I do not know. of any really wide-ranging analyses of an 'after-
effect of having imposed a parental notification rule or parental
consent rule. We know something from research that looks at kids
who come to the clinic and asks why they did not come sooner;
This is an important question because many have been sexually
active for a year, maybe more, before they come. One of the rea-
sons that is given is the fear that the parents would find out.

There is plenty that the parents should be doing and-they could
be a tremendously valuable and useful force when -we look at the
problems of adolescent behavior. They are ideal for-helping the
adolescent before the adolescent says "I need help." The clinics are
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fine; they deal very well with an adolescent who comes in and says,
"I need help"; "I am sexually active". "I want contraception." But
we have vast problems that oc,lur .before that, and they need to be
addressed by parents; by schools; by youth groups, by churches; by
those who have day-toklay contact with the adolescents and can
monitor and see their behavior.

Parents know what the dating behavior is; parents know wheth-
er the child is physically mature. We know that, generally, chil-
dren are not sexually active, until after they are _physically mature.
Parents have a lot of clues that sexual activities could be- an im-
pending problem and have. daily unstructured contact with that
child. I would like to see us working to develop ways to help the
parents make the most of that time;

Mr. MILLER [presiding]. The gentlewoman's time has expired.
Mr. WOLF. Thank you. _I will not take a lot of time since I am not

on this task force, but Mrs. Schroder's question raised a point.- I
agree with just about everything she said. What can we do with
regard to educating adolescents to abstain in light of Mr. Miller's'
reasons of the hardships they may face for the next 10 years, lack
of education, and lack of earning? What can be done knowing that
everyone does not live in a two-family household and with parents.
Not everyone belongs to certain associations.

Do you have any idea what we can do to encourage young people
to understand the consequences of their actions, not just for the
dangers and the plumbing reasons, but also for the reasons that
Mr. Miller was talking about_ the hardships that they have for
many, many years thereafter? Is there anything that you can rec-
ommend?

Dr. BALDWIN; There seem to be indications that teens respond to
service ,programs that do deal with the needs that they have, which
are not exclusively the plumbing needs; but the need to help them
think through how they are going to handle boy/girl relationships.

'Teens do seem to want that.
I believe we have to think very creative"), about the'kinds of_pro-

grams that we can make available to themthe programs that we
can make available early. You really have to pick, up the teens
when they are interested enough that they will pay attention.

Mr. WOLF. What age is that?
Dr. BALDWIN. That is going to vary. It is going to be different for

blacks and whites as I look at the data. As I look at the data on
sexual activity; there is much more sexual activity among young
blacks than among young whites. Also, you are going to have a
problem if you have a class of 12 year olds, they may be at totally
different stages in development. The schools may be handicapped.
You may be better off focusing on youth groups, churches, social
groups, places that have not just family planning services, but have
a whole range of services for teens. One way that you can help is to
involve the teens at the time they are becoming ready. for hetero-
sexual relationships.

We know that teens are generally not sexually active until they
are_physically mature. So for girls, we have a clear signal in men-
arche; and; in fact; most are not usually sexually active right then;
but may be within the next year or two.
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We have a very clear signal, certainly for the girls; regarding
when they might be In _need of information and services.. I have-_a
"pet project" in that I think this would be wohderful to do through

comptiters, because you could have teens -able to access a_ system
that_ would help_ them think _through _problems; and which could
provide information that was individualized for their particular age
or needs. But that is my own pet project

Mr; WOLF; Thank you very much.
Mk. MILLER. Mr. Weiss. .

Mr. WEISS. Thank you; Mr; Chairman.: _
Dr.- Baldwin; I have two questions which you may have fully re-

sponded to already, but perhaps there is-an area for you to clarify;
to expand on; One is the; I guess; takeoff on the very last question
that you addressed.

Can you expand at 'all on your- remark about. what teenagers
report on the basis of_your study that they want to know or learn
in terms of sex education?

Dr: .BALDWIN; Sex' education is_not_realiy_ a part of thilt program
with which I .am associated, so I will not be able to give you_ as
complete an answer as I. would like. -But the programs that _deal
with teenagers do seem to show that they want more than just the
plumbing and more than just "Here is the pill and here ishow you
take the pill "; "here is a diaphragm;" teens are concerned with
being_able to deal with sometimes difficult relationships they are
experiencing.

It .is very difficult; if you _think back to adolescence; learning to
engage in boy/girl_ relationships and to make decisions about your
career; make decisions about education._ Teens' are at an often diffi-
cult and relatively turbulent time of life. A lot of teens do seem to
be interested in someone who can help them see ways to negotiate
that..

_ A project carried but in Seattle used instruction and role playing
to develop communication skills related to contraception and other
sexual behavior. Teens were able to: rehearse in the :group setting
with an instructor the kinds of Situations they might face; _situa-
tions like how to tell your boyfriend or .girlfriend that you__do not
want to have Sex anymore_ unless they use contraception. The pro-
gram helped them think through different solutions to their ;prob-
lems in a very concrete manner; They not only dealt with decisions
;bent behaviors but about_ the specifics of implementing those_ deci-
sions. For example, it might be easy to decide that one needed on
traceptive protection; but more difficult to figure out the steps that
needed' to be taken: What exactly would one Say to the druggist
when buying condoms?

In_ some families; this learning about decisidnmaldng and
.

mentation _happens naturally. They have seen_ the 'parents deal:
with problems; they have 'seen the parents Work through itf!'tliey
know how the parent goes into _a store and does something t
little difficult They see the -parents themselves working -co_ t,diffi=
cult situations between the two and they have those. rol s right
there:

.

Mr; WEISS; Do you haVe any studies at all 1ndicatingian evalua- :.

tions, I guessi by the kids themselves, ofthe quality or th
of the sex education programs in school; out of school; wh r?
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Dr. BALDWIN. A Gallup poll conducted in 1978 reported that four
in ten American teens had had a sex education Course in school
and 3 in 10 had some instruction in birth control in those classes.
Of those who had sex education, 82 percent rated them either very
helpful or, fairly helpful. Only 17 percent said they had been of no
help. Those whose classes included discussion -of contraception were
more likely to repo them very helpful and less likely to report
them of no help. Interestingly, more young teens (13 to 15) reported
the classes very helpful than did older teenS. This was especially
true for boys; where among .boys 16 to 18, almost a third reported
them as being no help. One reason given was that the classes were
too superficial. A study discussed earlier pointed to the success of
clinics in attracting young boysjunior high school agebut ,fail-
ure to attract older teenage boys.

Mr. WEISS. The final area. A_6in, perhaps_yOu have answered
this as fully as you can on the parental consent or notification re-
quirements. There is, as you have indicated, and questions have in-
dicated, a great deal of controversy about,,what the effects are.
Some people believe- that a parental consent requirement for
family planning will decrease sexual activity among teenagers and
result in fewer teenage pregnancies.

Others argue that there will be more teenage. pregnancies be-
cause young people will shun family planning services. Similarly, it
is _sometimes argued that the parental consent requirement for pre-
natal care will lead to better pregnancy outcomes. Others say that
it will dimourage teenagers from seeking early prenatal care and
this will jeopardize pregnancy outcomes:

Does the research show at all what the effects are of parental
consent or notification requirements? -

Dr. BALDWIN. There are studies that show, as Freported earlier,
when you ask kids why they came so late, why they waited a year
before they came ; it was because in many cases; they were afraid
their parents would find out. Then they discover their parents are
not going to find out, they get worried about pregnancy and they
come to the clinic.

I do not know of any studies that would reflect on parental con-
sent relating to prenatal care. You have to remember; for a lot of
these teens; they are trying to hide the behavior. L am very con-
cerned that we find ways to reach the teen and involve the parent
of the teen early. But when you talk about trying to do that at the
time the teen has already come for services; L think that-is late. I
think the research would say that if you can find a way to involve
the parent earlier, it would probably be quite helpful and there
might be parental support; and more parental communication. But
the situations yob have outlined for me are cases where the teen
has already come to a service. I do not know of any research that
would enlighten that any more than I have already reported.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. McHugh.
Mr. McHuGH. Thank you; Mr. Chan man.
Dr. Baldwin, first of all, my apologies for having missed your

opening statement. What I haw, had since then is very interest-
ing.
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I gather that a key point is that sex education at an early age is
most important Moreover; this education should not be be formal-
istic only It should also I ry to involve the parentS and teenagers or
youngsters in social groups with which they are comfortable.

Conceding the _importance_ of this, my question is, do you have
any recommendation as to where the Federal Government can play
a role; which it is not now playing; which could be helpful in this
area?

Dr. BALDWIN. Bearing in mind that sex education is not a pri-
mary part of my program; I see a need for research on how you can
involve the parents, research on what the parents need to know;
research on who the best person is to provide that information. It
is not necessarily tho fAarent of the particular teen. For some teens,
that may be an impossible combination.

I do think we need to think more creatively about how we-can
reach 'kids' and at what ages. I do not want to minimize the difficul-
ty of this, because the most serious problem, in terms of the out
comes, or the likelihood that a girl will be sexually active and not
come for services, is for the youngest teens. But when you are talk-
ing about 14-year-olds, there are still relatively few 14-year-olde
who need these services; So If you have got an elementary school
there may be hundreds and hundreds of students but only a hand-
ful who really need services. That is a tremendous burden to_put
on a school. That is why we have to think about a lot of different
ways that you can reach kids, especially when you have to reach'
the very young ones. They are going to be the hardest to reach.

Mr. McfluGH. This is a difficult questIrnint seems to me that we
are not doing very well in this respect at the moment. That is,
under the cirsumstances, the schools are doing the best they can
but with regard to these other mechanisms, we really have only
scratched the surface.

Dr; BALDWIN. Oh; yes; You mean family and church?
Mr. McHumi. Yes.
One last _question. You May have covered it in your opening

statement. With respect to the incidence of teen pregnancies, is
there a direct relationship between that and income group?

Dr. BALDWIN. Most studies will show _higher sexual activity and
higher risk of pregnancy amonc lower SES groups, but adolescent
fertility is not a problem that is isolated in any group. It does not
matter -so -much that the rates may be a little higher one, group
or lower in another group; there is no group where . we can say,
"This is -not a problem."

Mr. McFlymi. The obvious reason for asking that question is that
with many programs, we target our research and our resources.
However, what you are saying is that there is not a significant
enough difference between income groups to warrant targeting the
research or the resourceSTIs that rig;_it? _ .

Dr. BALDWIN. There are .groups where the risk is greater. So if
you cannot do everything, you certainly have a clear indication of
where the greater risk is; But on the' other hand; if that leads you
to think that the hi igher-ihcome groups have no problem; that cer-,
tain racial or ethnic groups have rib problerh; then that is a mis-
take. It _is a little bit of I3oth.

Mr. McHuGH. Thank you very much.
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Mr. MILLER. Mr._ Marriott, do you have any questions?
Mr.-Mmuuorr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, apologize for missing. your earlier statements, but when

you are trying to run between seven committees, you have a prob-
lem.

Let me just ask, you one question along this line of sex education.
Again, I missed your opening statement, maybe you covered this,
but for some reason, among a lot of our religious and family-orient-
ed types of groups; sex education has a bad omen attached to it;
Some people believe that if You concentrate on that area, that you
will indeed encourage more teenage sexual activities than even
now occurs:

The question, then, comes about what the alternative might be.
What do you think about the possibilities of, rather than concen-
trating on sex education per se, concentrating more on required
classes in school around the idea of parenting, responsibility, and
educating the kids in terms of what happens when a teenager gets
pregnant, the problems associated with out-of-wedlock births,. for
example, the health problems of the babies, and the history of
what has happened to some of these kids_ that get themselves into
some difficUlty.

Could you not address the issue more along that line than just
fueling the fire of "sex education classes"? .

Dr. BALDWIN. I would like to respond in several ways. One is that,
the research evidence that we have shows that the teens who have
had sex education are no more likely to be sexually active than'the
teens who have not. I am not at all sure that providing sex educa-
tion, we are "fueling the fires" in terms of them being sexually
active. I do not find that very surprising because if you think about
an hour:of class in sex education, which may be heavily loaded on
discussion of Fallopian tubes, and then you think about all the in-
terpersonal things,that go into making a decision to be sexually
active or not, it may be stretching one's imagination to think that
that hour of talking about Fallopian tubes is really likely to change
a whole course of interpersonal behaviors that lead to sexual activi-
ty..

However, it is clear that what comes in under the rubric, or sex
edudation can either be very narrow or it can be very broad. It can
help teens -to understand how they can control. their lives and
make decisions that they want to make and follow through with
them or it can superficially deal with biological matters. -I think
that is very helpful in the area of-sexual behavior and just boy/girl
relationships. You can provide some skill training there that would
be very useful to them.

I would loVe to. see more done to inform adolescents about the
risks of early childbearing aria. the kinds of costs and benefits that
accrue to them:

Mr. Mmuuorr. Do you think the schools in general do anywhere
near enough in this area?

Dr. BALDWIN. Sex education is not my specialty, so I really
cannot say, although it appears that a substantial minority receive
no-sex education in schools. .

Mr. Mmuuorr. In my part of the country, the arguments are on
whether or not planned parenthood is a good or a bad deal; The
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arguments are struggling against that. I do not see much going on
in the schools in terms of what re just talked about, in terms of
trying to broaden the educational and giving these kids some idea
of what goes on in the real world. Do you think there ought to be
more done in this regard?

Dr. BALnwIN. Well; I have outlined a whole range of trends and
problems and behaviors. I do not think the schools can do it all; I
do not think planned parenthood can do it all; I do not think- the
family can do it all. But we have a very complex problem and we
have pieces of it that can be done very well by fainily planning
services; we have pieces of it -that can be- done by the schools;
maybe better; we have pieces .of it that can be done by the family;
pieces that probably can and should 'be done by other community
organizations.

Perhaps, if we are concerned about the kind of generalized mes-
sages that are received through television, we need to think about
other messages that can be received there. But I believe that it is .a
mistake for us to focus in on one piece of this very complex puzzle,
whether it is family planning or families or sex education or
schools; TV or rock music, and say; "That is the problem and we
are going to go in and change it." It is much too complex for that.

Interestingly, now that I have a 6-year-old; I was watching car-
toons Saturday morning and there was a cartoon talking about the
problems this boy and girl were going to have if they had a baby.
They were too young to have a _baby and they did not want this-
and-such to happen. It 'was terrific. That is the kind of things kids
are watching. I do not know whether that has any effect, but it cer-
tainly was an attempt to kind of balance some of the messages.

Mr. MARRIOTT. Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. The gentlelady from Maryland.
Ms. Mixui.sxi. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Dr. Baldwin, in your research; and in answering the questions; I

ender if you could give us a profile of the woman wlio is most
t?,.;ely to get _pregnant, and also, the male who is most likely to gets

meone pregnant._
I would like to focus, also, my questions on the boys because it

seems in this conversation we have been speaking only about the-
females as if this occurred in a vacuum.

Dr. BALDWIN. OK. That is a very difficult question.
Ms. Mncutsici.-That is why asked it. [Laughter.]
Dr. BALDWIN. In terms of a profile, we certainly can piece togeth-

er information from a number of different sources and say; "Well;
we have some indicators." I guess if I were in a family. and I said,.
"All of these things look like they apply to my child," I would be
'very worried about that child;

We know that, in general, teens are not sexually active until
they are physically mature; the physical maturity precedes the
social invol.vement So, I think as a parent, I can say there are
going to be pretty good markers here as to when sexual activity is
likely to commence.

We know that if the parent is an early initiatorhad sex early
or had a first birth earlyit is likely that that is going to be a good
predictor of the child's behavior. The problem with that is it may
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have been at the parents' generatirn-18 might have been early
and for the child's generation; 15 or 16 may be early; So; the
parent may be thinking, "Well, this did not happen to me until I
was 18; that is when I am going to worry about my child." I would
suggest that they start worrying about 3 years earlier.

There are studies that show that many of the girls who have
lower educational aspirations or less involvement in school are at
greater risk: One fascinating longitudinal study done in Scotland.
showed that the girls :rho did become pregnant as young teens
hadbefore that pregnancy--a falling-off =of their achievement rel=
ative to their aptitude. They were doing less well than they could
do; not just doing poorly, but less well than they Could-do.

Very shortly, we will have U.S. data to test that, and I think
that is going to be a very exciting project because that could be a
very good marker.

We know that the teens who are more religious, more involved
in family activities, more integrated info their family, where the
families are doing things; where the family has strong religious be-
lief's', are less likely to become involved in early sexual behavior. I
do not know how you foster that I will say that looks predictive so
that you can say; 'Well; if you are a loosely formed family and you
do not have any particular religious involvement; then maybe that
means your child is at greater risk" But from a programmatic
standpoint; I think that is an interesting observation, but I do not
know that it has any programmatic implications.

Ms. Mucutsxl. And for the male?
Dr. BALDWIN. We have a very strong interest in the male. We

have tried a number of times to foster research on the male; We
have not been totally suc::essful. We know that the males are, age - -.

for -age, -more likely to be sexually active..We know their levels of
knowledge about contraception are; if anything; worse than the
girls. We get only vague and systematic reports of their motiva-
tions regarding the prevention of pregnancy or feelings after the
pregnancy.

That area is very, very hard to pull together. Mates are hard to
interview.; it 'is hard to keep male interviewers; and quality of
interviews with males is not generally as high as for We
are really years behind in terms of knowing how -to cri4 and carry
out the types of research projects that we need to do on the male.

MS. MIKULSKL Isn't that intrinsic to any -public policy that we do;
rather than focusing strictly on the female?

Dr. BALDWIN. Well, it is possible. We have looked at this issue in
our fertility research. In general; we have tried to not just use data
from women. From wives' reports, we have their husbands' atti-
tudes, their husbands' education, but perhaps we should get the
data directly from husbands; This raises an empirical_ question: Are
we really better off if we have information directly from the man,
or if we have only the woman's report? Maybe the woman's report
is really the more important. -

Ms. Mucutsxl. In the time that we have, I would like to ju'it ask
two quick question& If a 14-year-old girl gets pregnant, how old is
the rather likely to be? If a 12 -year old gets pregnant; how old
likely isthe rather to be?

27-506 0 84 -
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Dr; BALDWIN. We don't have data that give us the ages of the fa-
thers for all teenage births but most of the teenage girls are in-
volved with,, teenage boys who are a few years older than them-
selves.

Ms. Minas xi. What I am trying to get at, if a 12-year old gets
pregnant, is she getting pregnant by 19-year old or a 14-year Old, a
13-year old?

Dr; BALDWIN. h is probably a 14- or 15-year cyl)i.
Ms. MIKULSKI. A 14-year-old boy. So, that if a 12-year old is en-

gaging in sexual activity; it is likely then with somebody under the
age 0E16. Do we or don't we know that?

Dr. BALDWIN. We know in general that there is a 2- or 3-year gap
between the age of the young woman and her partner.

Mixtn.sid;_t not trying to quiz you.
Dr. BALDWIN. I am not trying to evade you.
Ms. MIKULSKI. I am trying to get a picture of this; because it. goes

to the kinds, of. questions that Congressman Marriott is asking
about in terms of educational activities, other kinds of programs:

You know, we have been talking-- about sex education and girls
knowing about plumbing and the pill. Again, that goes to the Other
sex; as well.

So,' for a 14-year old, she is more likely to be pregnant by --
Dr. BALDWIN. A young teenager.
MS. MIKULSKI [continuing]. Another young teenager. So whatever

we focus on, we are not talking about teenager/adult relationships.
-.We are talking about teen-to-teen; and teenybopper-to-teenybopper;
is tlit-correct?, _

Dr. BALDWIN. Exactly.
Ms. MIKULSKI. Then following up on public policy issues; we have

talked -a lot in our conversation this morning about sex education.
One of the items that Congressman Marriott raised which I am
very supportive of is do we need- a .broader educational program;
which takes me to another point about data.

Is a person's perception of both the opportunities for a future
and the realities of having some_ type of-upwardly mobile future or
stable future correlated to the likelihood of engaging in teenage
sex?

Dr. BALDWIN. There are a number of studies that conclude that if
the adolescent girl feels she is not going to be a high 'achiever
anyway,, that there are no jobs for her, and no opportunities- that
therefore, a birth at 16 may not be such a traumatic disruption of
her life. .

There is certainly research to indicate that teens with a sense of
opportunity may seek to avoid a pregnancy; Such teens may want
to go to college; and having a baby would interfere with that: Most
teens have a lot of reasons to avoid pregnancy. There are a lot of
things in their lives which make an early birth; an early pregnan-
cy a real cost.

On the other hand, there are teens for whom; when-they look
ahead as to what is in their life, there are not so many things that
make that early birth very costly. Most women are_going. to have
children at some.point. So it becomes a question of how disruptive
would it be if a child were born while the woman is quite. young.
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Ms. MIKULSKI. If, No. 1, you don't have high hopes for yourself,
and therefore; feel that; .one; the world- doesn't respect you, so
therefore, why should you respect yourself in terms of a future, the
more likely you are not to see this as a deterrent to the future; is-
that correct?

Dr. BALDWIN. I would say so, yes.
Ms. Mixtmtig. So then picking up, again, on how we deal with

this, that if we really provided authentic educational and employ-
opportunities and conveyed this particularly to what we

would call "at risk populations; ' that in and of itself 'would be a
very effective mechanism other than plumbing and the pill,

Dr. BALDWIN. I would .say that would be a valuable contribution
to a complex problem;

Ms. MIKUISKI. It could also have a tremendous impact, not only
on females, but on males, youngriien in terms of what this means
for them.

Dr. BALoWnsi: It could. But, again, the data on males; are so
shaky,it is hard to conclude...

Ms. Mixutsici: So that the concept of a real education or kids,
and particularly poor kids, rather than only- having computers to
work out "how do you say no;" but to have,computers to learn how. .

to get a job anf4 naybe not even dreaming of 'being Sally Ride, but
dreamin_gabout maybe working at NASA would be a very impor-
tant' thing that-we should_look at in that prevention strategy;

Dr. BALDWIN. I think that that could make a valuable contribu-
tion.

MS. MIKULSKI. Thank you; Doctor; You have answered my ques-
tions.

Mr. WOLF. Mr. Chairman.
Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Wolf
Mr. WOLF. MS. Mikulski's question brought up a question I would

like to ask; She was talking about having opportunities;
Would you just make a quick comment on what is the impact of

either self-esteem or lack of self-esteem on adolescenCe with regard
to this,

Dr. BALDWIN. There are a number of studies that would allow me
to make a generalized conclusion -that lack of self-esteein is one of
those characteristics that goes with the poor planning and the poor
ability to control behavior that is apart of this puzzle.

I really did not come prepared to talk about our whole range of
programs on the research on the antecedents or the causes of early
sexual behavior, so I really do not have that literature at my fin-
gertips. But in general I would say that higher self-esteem is cer-
tainly a valuable attribute in negotiating these difficult times of
adolescent behavior;

Mr. WOLF. Thank you.
Mr. LEHMAN. I 'want to thank Dr. Baldwin for being here. If

other members have questions; they may submit them for the
record. We will take the next panel at this time. I hope you will be
able to- stay with use for awhile;

Dr. BALD'.:"N. I will stay for the whole hearing. Thank you.
Mr. LEHr;A,I. Generally, the plan

and_
be to complete panel No.

1, about anwithin abou an hour; and then adjourn for lunch and
then come back after about an hour and finish panel No. 2.
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_ Thank_you;__again; Dr;_ Baldwin. At this time we_ have_Ms. Eliza-
beth _McGee, Dr. Edward Wynne, and Dr. Effie Ellis. I didn't know
which way you wanted to go, but I thoo, maybe the panel would
set its own ground rules; . .

. So you are on your own; If you _Want to _summarize your stater
ments the statements in full will be placed in the record without
objection.

STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH A. McGEE; DIRECTOR; ECONOMIC
SELMUFFICIENCY FOR TEENAGE PARENTS PROJECT; NATION-
AL CHILD IABOR COMMITTEE
Mg. McGEE. I think we will follow the agenda in terms of who io

going to speak.
I am Betsy McGee; Elizabeth McGee; Mr; Chairman; and mem-

bers of the task force; I am very glad to have this opportunity to
talk_ to you about adolescent pregnancy_ it I America._

I have prepared testimony that is sitting in front of you. I want
to skip and not read it entirely because_ many: of_the things_that I
have said have been repeated by Dr. Baldwin and by yottrsohic,s in
discussion with her._

But there are a few points that I do want to emphasize; First,
. that adolescent pregnancy in America today is a problem of every-

one's daughter; _ _

ThoSe of us who have worked in the field (and I have _personally
worked in the field of reproductive health care for-15 years)- know
that we see your daughters,: my daughters_ girls like _my daugh-
tersI have two7-girls like the daughters of your constituents for
all the sorts of services we are providing for young women wno
have initir"-,d sexual intercourse or _contemplating doing so or just
concerned 'ut the issues involved in doing so.

The tee' ay that I have written here, I tried to write in. a lan-
guage tl -ould be very easy for yoti to pass on to colleagues and
to _your

It is my- hope that you will do that because we do need to know.
More in America about -,.-hat this problem_ is and to see it as every-
one's problems:and not just the problem of certain groups.

We are _particularly concerned, those of us who work in the field,
about girls who are poor and younger than 18 because 'they are
more likely to have problems if they become young parents._ Young
women from lower _socio-economic backgrounds are a special con-
cern 'ecause a higher proportion of them bear children as teen-
agers and premature parenthood makes it far more likely that they
will remain poor all_ of their lives.

Many expertST think We have covered 1,:lis point this Morning;
but I want to empi=.-zosize it againmany experts believe that disad-
vmt4ged youngsters drift into parenthOod_because there are fewer
options available _to them through which th 7 can find a-, sense, of
identity, self-worth and a satisfying role for the future _

We must.help disadvantaged_youth choose less self-defeating pat,
f-.;3,_ making the alternatives, not only more attractive, but

more ati.ainable. That, I think, leads us into thinking. about _ap-
proaches to prevent pregnancy that go far beyond family planning.
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Young women who become parents are only half the problem.
We are also concerned about young women who choose abortion.

Almost 40 perctot of the Nation's pregnant teenagers end their
pregnancy by_ abortion. Very few of these women experience any
long-term difficulty because of this choice.

In general, those who do had pre-existing emotional problems
more severe than those usually experienced by adolescents.

Nonetheless; abortion can be .a painful, expensive, and sad way
to end a pregnancy. Because most of us wish teenagers would not
have to choose either abortion or parenthood; we are concerned
about helping young people avoid pregnancy in the first place.

Unfortunately, there Is a great deal of disagreement, at times,
even bitter hostility about how to do this. In part, this disagree-
ment reflects very different conceptions about why young people
get pregnant and why the rate of adolescent pregnancy continues
to increase.

You will, I am sure, solicit many perspectives on this question in
your hearing. My oven opinion; which I think I share with _many
others; is that American families and institutions have failed, to
help young people .make responsible sexual decisions because of a
profound cultural confusion about what is responsible or moral
sexual behavior. .

Too_ many of us convey this confusion or a rigid, absolute stand-
ard of morality to young people. Mostly, we are silent or preachy.
As a result, our children are the victims of our confusion.

Youngsters turn away from us to work out their sexual values.
Of Course, to some .extent this is natural.

Adolescence is a time of separating from parents and other au-
thority figures. We learned about sex from our peers and through
trial and error.

However, al teenagers, like ourselves when we were young, need
adults to talk to, to learn from and to emulate.

We have expected much and given very little to our young
people struggling toward sexual maturity. We have neglected
young men and punished young women.

This is neither fair nor wise, and among other, things; it leads to
the problems we are discussing today;

Concern about these problems in the last three decades, has led
to some successes in the field. For example, the incidence of birth
to teens has declined, as you know. The school dropout rate among

,pregnant teens has_been reduced, and with adequate prenatal care,
as you heard from Dr. Baldwin, the health consequences of birth to
young women have been improved.

Nonetheless; despite the successes; most adolescent pregnancies
are still unintended, a large number of teens use abortion to pre-
vent an unwanted birth, and the problems associated with teen
parenthood persist.

Furthermore; the recession, coupled with ,eductions in social
welfare budgets, may cause young parents additional hardships.

The successes we have had are attributable to many and diverse
services available to sexually active; pregnant and parelting teens.
Some programs are excellent.
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They usually serve a sma.11 number of teens with intensive and
comprehensive care. I have worked with or visited programs in
many of_ the States that you represent;

A sufficient number of innovative models exist that we can adapt
or replicate as needed to address some of the problems we are dis-
cussing. As it is, however, in general; services are weak and have a
limited impact.

They_serve only a small percentage of the eligible population;
They are disproportionately focused on pregnancy and on crisis in-
tervention.

Their quality is uneven and their effectiveness is mixed. They
are not well coordinated with other services; and many aspects of
service delivery limit their accessibility and usefulness.

Services also tend to focus on some teen needs while ignoring
others. Welfare is a good example. The need for financial resources
is met, but the need for a long-range plan to develop economic self;
sufficiency is neglected. 6

Employment preparation -is another ; Youth employment pro-
grams are not structured to be able to give many teen parents the
extra attention they need. Typical_teen parent _programs provide
education, health and social services; but do not; in general; pro-
vide for employment assistance.

Family planning is a third example. Because of limited financial
resources, most family planning programs Provide medical services
to young people; but are forced to scrimp on critical educational
and counseling services.

Furthermore, because of the unpredictability of _Government
funding; many fine programs start up and then close. This is costly
in many ways.

We lose the experience and expertise that service providers have
developed in - program operation; also creative and effective ap-
proaches are forgotten only to be reinvented in another place some
years later.

What can we do then to help young people - Make decisions about
their sexuality more wisely and to help families and youth-serving
institutions ri:;,..nt the needs of young people more adequately?

I assume, uf course; you are going to be looking at this question
in some depth. Let me, just in general, outline some areas that I
think we need to look at and be ncerned about.

First,. we nPed td improve the approaches to help teenagers pre-
vent or delay the first birth. We must provide suppOrt, for families
and other youth-serving institutions to help young people be sex-
ually responsible and to make other roles besides parenthood possi-
ble for young people to achieve.

The role of parents,.schools, and family planning services are es-
pecially critical.

Second, we must strengthen the organization of services to teen
parents. I want to make this point particularly strengly; We know
how to help teen parents provide for their children and complete
growing up.

There are fine mode. s available for service delivery and coordina-
tion. We need to make it financially possible for communities to
replicate these programs as needed.
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Employment assistance particularly is important. I direct a
project at the National Child Labor Committee that is focusing on
the sorts of employment preparation programs which are feasible
And effective for young parents.

Public moneys are needed to provide more of these programs as
needed.

Third, we need to expand the recruitment of teenagers in need of
services. Many young parents obviously pass through hospitals
when they give birth and through the welfare departments when
they collect their welfare checks; but frequently they receive no
other services.

Fourth ; we need to provide for more extensie evaluation of pro-
gram models so that effective approaches can e refined; publicized
and replicated.

Fifth, we need to find more effective ways to challenge or
counter ilia aggressive sexual sell of Madison A venue While it is
difficult to assess the impact of the media: it is clearly confusing
for young people to be that early or premarital sex is wrong;
while ads; movies and music imply that sex appeal is critical to
success in life.

Sixth, we need to continue to explore the wk.s in which we pre-
vent young women from developing their interests and talerts.

Seventh, we need to examine our approaches to service deliveries
for young fathers so that we can do all that is possible .to insure
that they will provide for their child or tY,:!ir children appropriate-
ly.

Teenage pregnancy is a major public health problem. When we
begin treating it as such; I think that we Will find ways to meet the
needs of adolescents more adequately so that they can prevent
pregnancy until they are prepared emotionally and financially to
handle the responsibilities of parenthood;

I thank you for your interest, and I will bl? 'w provide more
information or answer questions, as needed.

Mr; LEHMAM Thank you;
[The prepared statement of Elizabeth McGee fullowsd
PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELIZABETH A: MCGEE; OF THE NATIONAL CHILD LABOR

COMMITTEE

Mr. Chairman and members of the las!: force: I am glad for this opportunity to
talk with _you about ainlescent pregnant. in America. As you know, for the past
Chrt.e rif.::ides adolescent sexuality, pregnancy,_ and parerithixkl have_ attracted in-
creasing ,:rational_ attention. The frequency with which pregnandy occurs among
young women makes teenage pregnancy &serious social problem: 4 out of every 10
young women become pregnant during their teenage years. They are everyone's
daughters.

Each year over a million teenagers becorne pregnant, and about half of these
young women continue their pregnancies to term. Most teenage mothers become
pregnant outside marriage. Nearly all of them keep their babies. Forty percent of
!hese young mothers are 17 or younger. A higher proportion of teens in the United
States become mothers than in any other developed country except in Eastern
Europe.

The problems associated with teenage parenthood have been amply documented
as concern about these patterns has led to substantial new research into the ante-
ceeents and effects of teenage childbearing. The long-term consequences of teenage
pa.enthood are not fully understood, and there is considerable controversy -about
how adolesccit, unplanned pregnancy affects the lives of young parents and their
children.
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Some experts consider teenage parenthood an additional strain onyoung_people
who are already vulnerable because of pre-existing weioeconomic, family;"-iand psy-
chological problems. They argue that young women who become mothers are "dif-
ferent to bigin with" and that thig initial difference, coupled -with the demands of
parenthood, leads to the problems found to be associated with early childbearing.
Others argue _that .1;: hat-ever the background of the young mother, -the social and
economic limitations imposed by parenthood_at_ayoung age are in themselves a suf=
ficient handicap to create a distinct' set of problems. _

It seems likely that both points of view are accurate: Many young parents; be-
cause of certain background tharacteristici, are:predisposed to have greater difficul-
ty becoming personally mature and economically self-sufficient, and early parent-
hood does lead to a constriction of opportunities that presents new tifiedifficult
problems for the young mother. As a result,many young_pares. 3 have trouble ac-
quiring the education; training; and exper;ences they need to- perform adult roles.
Also, a number of young mothers are frustrated; even overwhelmed; by the experi-
ence of parenthood.

The general consensus among specialists in this field then_ is that early childbear-
ing presents many risks for young people, especially for young women. In an indus-
trial society, early parenthood disrupts a young person's life by interfering with
normal preparation for adult living. While it is by no means inevitable that this will
lead to more lasting problems; it is likely; especially if the teen is poor or younger
than eighteen.

Young mothers tend to experience poorer medical outcomes during pregnancy and
delivery, larger family size and little family stability, inadequate education and vo-
cational training, unemployment or intermittent employment in occupations with
low wages and little mobility, and dependency on government services and support.
Over 1:alf of th.. 1981 Aid to Families with Dependent- Children (A.F.D.C.) budget
went to families in which the mother gave birth in her teens.

The children of teenage parents tend to be less healthy; to he less adequate as
parents, to achieve less academically, and to repeat their parents! patterns.

Early marriage confers few advantages to the teen parent. Marriage during the
teen yearsespcTially during the school-age yearsmeans a greater likelihood of
dropping out of school; of having a large family and an unstable marriage, of wel-
fare dependency; and of being a single head of household for a _prolonged period.

-In summary, teenage childbearing imposes burdens on the young parents' families
of origin and makes healthy family formation and functioning very difficult for the
young parents. While some young parents-----especially those who derive both materi-

psychological support from their families are able to minimize the disrup-
t:on caused 5early-childbearing without :issistsnce from public or private agencies,
many teen parents need help to be ablate cope successfully with the:challenges of
parenthood. It is these youngsters we seek to serve more effectively.

Young women from lower socioeconomic backgrounds r.re a special concern to
many of us because a higher proportion of them bear children as teenagers and pre-
matum pa' .i-:ed makes it far more likely that they .will remain poor all of their
lives. ts believe that disadvantaged youngsters drift into parent:hes:id be-

. calm Hiei t fewer options available to them through which they can find a sense
.dentity, self - worth; and a satisfying rele for_the_future. We must help disadvan-

,..g:d youth choose less self-defeating patterns by making the more at-
tractive and attainable. _

Young women who become parents are only half the problem; we are also con-
cerned about young women who choose abortion. Almost 40 percent of the Nation's
pregnant teenagers end their pregnancies by abortion. Very few of these women ex;
perieace_any long-term difficulties because of this choice: in general, those who do
had pre-existing emotional problems more severe than those usually experienced by
adolescents. Nonetheless; abortion can be a painful, expensive, and sad way to end a
pregnancy.

BecauSe -most of us wish teenagers would-not-have t' _chuube _eithe& ubu t am ..

parenthood, we are concerned about helping young people avoid pregnancy in the
first place. UnfOrtunately there is a great deal of disagreementindeed, at times
bitte- hostility bout how to do this. In part this disagreement reflects- very differ.
ent cancrmtions of why young people get Pregnant and why the rote of adolescent
pregnancy continues to increase. You will, I am sure, solicit and hear ntgy perspec-
tives on this question.

My twn opinionwhich I bellev,, I share with_many othersis_ that American
(lanais.... and institutions have fair ,o help young people make- responsible sexual
decisions 1-,..cause c71' a profound cultural confusion about what is responsible or

s6
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moral sexual behavior. Too many of us convey this confusion or a rigid, absolute
standard of morality to young people. Mostly we are silent or preachy.

As a result our children are the victims of our confusion. Youngsters turn away
from us to work out their sexual values. Of course, to some extent this is natural.'
Adolescence is a time of separating- from parents and other authority figures. We
learned about sex from peers and 'through trial and error, However, all teenagers
need adults to talk with, to learn from, andto emulate. We have expected much and
given little to our young people struggling towards sexual 'maturity. We have ne-
glected young men and punished young women. This_is neither fair nor wise.
Among other things; it feeds to the problems we are exploring todayteen pregnan-
cy, abortion, and parenthood.

Concern about these problems has led policymakers, service providers, profession-
als, members of the clergy, and others to some successes in- the field of adolescent
pregnancy and parenthood:For example, the incidence of births to teens has de-
clined,, the school dropout rate among pregnant teens has been reduced, and, with
adequate prenatal care, the health consequences of births to young women have
been improved.

Despitia the successes the problems Ce still acute: most adolescent pregnancies
are unintended, large numbers of teens use abortion to prevent an unwanted birth,
and the problems assuciated with teen parenthood Persist. Furthermore, the reces
sion, coupled with reductions in social welfare budgets, may cause young parents
additional hardships.

The succewies we have had are attributable to the many and diverse services
available to sexually active, pregnant, and parenting teens. Some programs are ex-
cellent. They usually serve a small number of teens with intensive . comprehen-
sive care. I have worked with or visited programs in may of the states you repre-
sent. A sufficient number of innovative service models exist that we can tida= k or
replicate as needed.

As it is, however; in general, services are weak rand have a limited impact: they
serve only a small percentage of the eligible population; they are disproportionately
focused on pregnancy and on crisis interventions tiieir quality is uneven and their
effectiveness mixed; they are not well coordinated with other services; and many as-
pects of service delivery iimit their accessibility and usefulness.

Services also tend to focus on some teen needs while ignoring others. Welfare is a
goad example: the need for financial resources is met but the need for a lonikrange
plan- to develop economic self-sufficiency is neglected. EmriOyment preparation is
another: youth employmem programs are not strur .ble to give many
teen parents the extra attention they need, and ly, programs pro-
vide education, health, and social services but do ri ployment assist-
ance. Family planning is a third example. Eecar. ....._racial resources,
most family pluming programs_proyide young people but are
forced to skimp -on critical educational and codtaolin

Furthermore, because of the unpredictability of girt. :lent funding, many fine
programs start up- and then close. This is costly in many ways. We lose the expertise
that service providers have developed through experience in- program operation.
Also, creative and effective approaches are forgotten only to be reinvented in an-
other pace some years later.

What can we do, then, to_helpyoung people made decisions about their sexuality
more wisely and to help families and youth - serving- institutions meet the needs of
young people more adequately? I assume this committee will be exploring this ques-
tion in some depth. Let me just suggest that in general we must:

Improve approaches -to help teenagers prevent or del,-:y first births. We must pre.
vide support for families and other youth-sen'ng instutions to help young peopl.;
be sexually responsible, and we must make roles other than parenthOod possible for
young people to achieve. The role of parents, schools, and family - planning services
are especially critical.

Strengthen the organization of services to teen parents, We knw_how to help
teen parents provide for their children and complete growing up., There are fine
models available fee service derivery and coordination. We must make it financially
possible for communities to replicate these programs as needed. Employment assist-
ance is particularly important.

Expand the recruitment of teenagers in need of services.
Provide for more extensive evaluation of program models so that effective ap-

proaLbes can be defined, publicized, and replicated.
Find more effective .weri to challenge_or counter the aggrecAve sexual sell of

Madison Avenue. While it is difficult to assess the impact of the media, it is dearly
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confusing for yo'i l*. to bt ttld that cied:4 -or premarital vex is wrong while
ads, nivo.... rid toopic iroply that sex appeal LI critic-al to success in life.

Continue to xplote the taws in whici, we mneAt -.Oug women from developing
their interests and talent^:-

Teenage _pregniney is !nror health problcra. When we Avgin treating it
as such think we will find w-a-,T t,1. meet the needs of _adolescents .ioNt adequately
so that-they prevent pregnancy traii. they-are prepared emotionally and financially
to handle the responsibilities

Thank yeu for your time and interest. I will be glad to answer questions or pro-
vide you with additional :nformation.

Mr. LEHM.AN, We will hear from Dr. Wynne and Dr. Ellis, and
thenWe will open it .up for questions.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD A. 1VYNNE; PROFESSOR OF EDUCATION;
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION; UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS

,%Dr. _WYNNE._ My statement_ will be in _the_reeOrd arfd_api)ended to
the statement ar, a half' dozen charts. What I will do here is
simply present these charts and comment briefly on ;them' The text
in_the record will cover it in more detail; - _ - -

The first chart_ is about the main topic_ of this hearing; out -of-
wedlock births, adolescents. Most of my data is about white adoles-
cents.

I don't want_ to engage in _discrimination -against-blacks, _butt()
emphasize the broad-scale nature of this probleri: While racial -dis-
crimination may be a Eartial root cause, it prevamably is rather
secondary; as we see from the data from 1955_to_,1980._

There are two points; 1940 and 1950 which I didn't plot on the
chart.

./.:',?:entially, from 1940 to 1980, the most recent year for which we
have data; the rate_ of out-of-Wedlock births to white females; age 15
to 19, increased 800 percent.

1940 -is the earliest year we have got. As everybody has been
saying .here,_ we are at the highest point -on record. I think the ar-
gument could be made that we are perhaps at the highest point
since the first settlement of the continent in 1607.
- In other words, the early data is down here (indicating _chart);
You see the chart would_ have to. be quite a ways back and up to
begin to equal our current rates.

_ I. think that that is of some interest._ Now; as_I suggest in the
text, I think this trend cult be better understood if we also consider
it in relation to some other patterns of adolescent conduct.

So the next thing I. want to touch on is the adolescent suicide
rate. All of you generally know that, in generi.1, it has been in-
creasing. However, while we have this kind of appreciation, we are
not_always cognizant of the long-range trends;

Now, as for long-range trends. This middle line (on the chart) is
white males. 15 to 24.1 deal: with the 15 to 24's because those data
go_back further.

Obviously, 24-year-olds are not adolescents. If you take the 15 to
19; yOu have to start about here (indicating 1933 on the chart): We
just _don't have the earlier data in the bank._ _

Although, when the 15 to 19's are available, they generally par-
allel the 15 to 24's. So, in a sense, you can use the 15 to 24's as a
proxy.
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You can see that this middle line the _chart, which is white
males;:_was somewhat high at -the- beginning; goes down for a long
time. You get around 1955, and-it begins to go up.

Up here (on the chart) is 1977. It is a high point that blips down
a little_ at aboutithe 1979: This is the most recent_ data we have
available.

So you can say, thesethe data for _1977 and 1979are close to-
gether._ Now, we may be _fortunate_ to have it continue to go down;
We will 'see. Although it has got' a long,' long ways' to go.

The white female- suicides are at a much lower rate; although ac-
tually their rates of change (compared to males) are approximately
similar. Since they are starting from a much lower base, it is not as
dramatic:

Now, with reference to the _white males, the white males here in
1980 are 240 percent above the low year in about 55. They are 62
percent above the previous high year _of 914;

So, again, we have the figure that is at or near the highest point
on record. -I think the argument again could be made that we may
be at the highest point _since 1607, since, in general, these figures
are somewhat associated with urbanity.

I am notaying that urbanization is the sole factor; but obviously
the long-range trend has been foram increase in -urban living.

So, we have this figure at the highest _point. Now, in the case of
females; there _were_ somewhat higher ,periods of suicide if you_ go
back to the early 1930's. In the ease of males, we are at or near the
highest point on record. In the case of females,_ we are quite high.
In the case of males, perhaps the highest percent since the first
settlement.

Now, another figure that is of interestand I don't think it has
received as much attentioni_actuallyis the rate_ of_death by homi-
cide. I might mention that these figures about silicide and homicide
are reasonably precise.

We can assume_ almost all deaths in the cotuitry are identified.
The data eventuallTgets to some central point. In the case of homi-
cides, we can assume that almost all of them are probably accu-
rately classified.

You can appreciate that people want to be precise; There are a
lot of implications to _that.

In the case of homicide,white malesagain, the 15 to 24'shave
always-had among the highest rates; But here in 1979; we have got
the highest point on record.

A, fain, 'h,e low point is bark here in about 1955. The white male
rat( 5 _haw., increasedlet's_see what vre have got here -313 p;?.rcent
over the low point in 1955, and 50 percent over, the low point hi
1931.

In the case of females you have a somewhat similar curve, but
from a different base.

Nowt inall of these charts, I have also plotted the adult rates,
which include the 15 to 19's . . . everyoneAn all these casesLyou
see that In general the youth rate is climbing at a faster rate than
the adult rate; . _

Sd it is not simply a phenomenon- of general changes, although
the adult rates 'change; but it is also a phenomenon of the youth
being more severely impacted by whatever these factors are.
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Now sometimes when I display these data; Luse transparencies. I
can't do it here, but it mightbe instructive if I just compared the
suicide and homicide charts for a second.

You can see that in a gross sense _there are certain parallels be-
tween these curves on the charts. If I use transparencies and put
one on top of the other, you can see there is a certain similarity in
their pattern; Indeed; there may even be a similarity imei.ween them
and the out-of-wedlock curve.

Again, I would suggest that it is very likely the ttorr).,,;Je rate for
males is at the highest point possibly since 1607, 41E,,f.A. , on this ur-
banization theme.

Now, another piece of data are about arrest rates (indicating
chart). Now; this is a little more involved.

We all realizi? There are changes in what are crimes. So
something now : illegal that was not in the past, or vice
versa. There are 1/4., in police policies.

-The police srp: tough on something and informally they
ignore it or form-Ny just wallop the kid and let him go and
nothing ever went in-io the record, so thr.it it is a little more prob-
lematic

I might say all these data are corrected for the size of the youth
group-. So, if you have more kids, the data is weighted to allow for
that;

But, in any case, the top line here (indicating chart) is 18 to 24.
This is as far back as I have been ab!e to get data. This is about
what is it?-1932.

So you can see in all cases there has been a steady rise. Now, in
the case of the 18 to 24's, the rate of increase fromwhat is this?
this is about 1932the rate of increase is 1,850 percent. That is 18
times higher.

Now, in the case of the persons under age 18, while the point of
increase is not quite as high, the percentage of increase, is 'quite no-
table because it starts from a- much lower base.

So, allowing for the percentage of increase, you have a 9,300-per-
cent increase in the rate of arrest for persons `,0.nder age 18.

I might say this includes whites and blacks. That is the way the
data are organized.

Again, you etn, bee' have got this lone-term trend of increas-
ing rates of self- and other destruction, a sort of very coarse paral-
lels between this and the earlier graphs.

Now, another thing that we are all very generally familiar with
is the use of illicit drugs by yOung people. So, this is a little more
recent, and is derived from the annual report pat out by Health
rind Human Resources.

There has been a slight moderation (indicating chart) in drug use
adolescents. These data are based on seniors, the gradating

class. So you get a slight drop, fortunately.
You can see, from the level of decline that you have_got a long

way to go until we get even down to here (indicating 1975).
Acct. ?ding to the report, wecurrently we have the highest rate

of drug use among young people of any industrial country in the
world. I think there is one interesting piece of data apropos of long-
range trends;



_ In_other words; here we are 1975. What was youth drug use like
in 1965, 1955? Most of us are old enough to remember what it was
like.

We don't necessarily need scientific statistics. There are some
statistics that in 1962, less than 4 percent of the adult covered in
the survey had ever used illicit drugs. In 1982, 64 percent used
illicit drugs;

So, we can again see this trend down here (indicating point off
chart).someplace. I think also without 'qualification that this level
around here_ (indicating 1978 in chart) is undoubtedly the highest
point in our history. .

Now, this is the high pointibut you come down. You can see still
we have got a long ways to go down; -

Now; all of this has been_ about the conduct of young people. I
think one of the things about it is we car sense is a dramatic corre-
lation between these different patterns of conduct

It is not surprising when more homicides are committed that
there are more arrests. The arrests arc also not only ter homicides,
of course; people who commit homicide; also wound people, they
bear up_people; they threaten people. .

I might say that homicide statistics- do not cover who -did it. But
as I go in sortie detail in my statement; there is a good _reason to
infer thA generally; the people _committing these_ homicides are
other ndoiescents of approximately the same social class and age
group.

If _homicide has gone up; it is not surpiting that crir me has_ gone
up._ It is not surprising that young people commit more homicides
and crime use more drugs.

_ It is not surprising that young People who commit more homi-
cides and crime and use drugs are also somewhat more vulnerable
.and prone to suicide.

Finally, it is not surprising that people who commit _ homicide;
commit suicide; and use drugs are a little more prone to irresponsi-
ble sexual activity. There i sort of a logical relationship;

While people may differ about. the accUracy of any one olZ these
charts they all_seera to inc.ease_ the_ credibility of each other. NOW,
one last piece of data that I want to touch on.

It is not about youth_condrct; but just to remind us _about some
Uther long-tent trends in the country, It is useful; I think, tb keep
these in mind, we muse, at least, about cauPc.7,-.

So; th graph-is about other matters; _q_ne element e the_ graph
is about per capita income in constar4 dollars; how well off is the
average American, economically speaking.

This runs_ from 1929, and what the data show is what we all
know. very intuitively; the long-term trends in' the country he e
been fer individual personal hiccine in constant dollars to pretty
generally increase; as we_understand.

Now, in the past 2 or 3 years there ass a .slight leveling off,
fAit the point cc IevelDf.,g off is at higher than many of the
previous eras in the history of nu_r

All of us sort of know it; 11 I tti'. ok: it is useful to be- reminded
that we are relatively proPpercus_c_...77..There are some individ-
uals who are deprived, sortie individuale who are unccanfortable..

9 4
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But, in general, most Americans are living better off than their
parents and far better off than their grandparents. Presumably
many of these young people involved in these episodes, since most
of them are white, as I said, are among those living in this histori-
cally better -off status; economically speaking: I am not so sure it is
better off otherwise.

Now, the second point that _I think is relevant, and that is this
data portrayed on- the graph; Government social welfare spending,
Federal, State and local social welfare expenses `as a proportion of
the GNP. Education, welfare, health, social security, social services
of _that sort; I am talking about State and local; too;_

We see that during the thirties it went up fairly high to about 14
percent of the GNP. Then it went down. Then there began a long-
term increase.

There has been a recent decline, but even that point of decline,
of course, is higher than any other period -in our history. So taking
these figures, we can say that never before in our history have
Americans been so individuallY prosperous,never before in our his-
tory_ have our governments been sFending more money on social
welfare programs, and possibly, at 'ksast, never before in our history
have our young people been so distressed in terms of conduct.

Now; I am not suggesting that these economic patterns are the
principal, main, central causes or youth disorder, or anything of
that nature, I am simply saying that those are things to keep in
our mind when we talk abot:t Y.

It appears that over the past iO years, 2,i) years, some serious
things have been going on in thi], environment around our young
people, and the establishment of this committee is one of the many
constructive steps we need to twc:e to become more engaged in it

Mr, LEHMAINL Thank you very much; Dr, Wynne,
[Prepared statement of Edward Wynne follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PROF. EDWARD A,_WYNNE, COLLEGE OF EDUCATION;
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS AT CHICAGO

[References and figures at end of statement.]
There has been a ong-term increase iii the rate of out-i3f4edlock births to Ameri-

can adolescents. This trend is portrayed in Figure 1.[1] That chart focusses on white
adolescents to' m_phasize the general nature of the trend disclosed. In other words,
the _Increas_e is_ not specifically limited to minority youth, or youths from poverty
stricken families; but has affected even our supposedly advantaged white_youth.

Obviously, the rate of white adolescent out-of-wedlock births is at the highest
point since the beginning of national record keeping in 1940: In particular; the rate
has increased 80 percent since 1940. Personally,. I believe it is not only the highest
rate on record, but also-at the highest-r Dint in-United Nthtes history. And, by "his-
tory" mum since our first se+aements in 1607-over 37:: years ago.

T its hiKil rate is especiaRy striking, since we all realit... that the past twenty
yews have witnessed a gr..tat increase (a) in the development and dirtribtition of
contraceptive materials ib) the sexual information made available to adolescents,
and (c) the frequenct of abortions. Twenty years "_

changes would lead to a decrease in cut-of-IA.41,a births. Evident-
ly; they_ vt.:.ke in error.

There are many different opinions about the causes arid_ correctives-for- this-re-
markable and distressing nhenomena: Bat, whatever one's opinion; debate and anal-
ysis can proceed better if we are more broadly informed about certain other impor-
tan. long-range trends 11: the conduct -of- American adolescents. Such trend informa-
tion can-help us to -see the rise in out-of.wedlock in s, more complex context,

One of the mist importantbut sometimes ignoredtrends of our times has been
the steady long-term increases in the rates of self-. -and* other-destructive conduct
among American adolescents and youths. This presentation will (a) summarily out-
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'! -se data; (b) suggest the relationship between _the data and the rise in out-of-
wetheuk births; and (e) very briefly touch _on possible causes and solutions: (In a
number of earlier- writings, I have reviewed the literature on causes and solutions,
and prevented a hypothesis of my own, which is shared by many other authori-
tfea.i2])

YOUTH SUICIDE

Figure 2 portrays the changes in the suicide rate for certain groups of U.S. whites
between 1914 and 1979.[3] The beginning and ending years of tha figure are the fur-
thest back and most recent_years available covering the age groups involved. z.;

tain explanatory remarks are appropriate regarding the figure.
The youthful age group_portraYed in the figurethose between _age 15 to 24is

the youngest age group for which there are such long-term data. The younger age
groupthose aged 15 to 19is not isolated in the data until 1933: And it is obvious-
ly desirable to be able to make the most long-range comparisons possible: The avail -
able- statistics forthe 15 to 19 year group present curves which approximately paral-
lel the-15 to 24 year group, although the rate of increase for the -15 to 19 group
starts from a lower baSed point than the ri..ce of 15 to 25 year olds. In other words,
the overall suicide rate for the older; group is somewhat higher, although changes in
both rates have moved to a sii.1..7,ar

The_figure shows that the ictet Sar bodi younger males and females have in-
creased at much fac.4' Rates_ dm': r.7.? adult 'rates. Furthermore; the young white
male rate attained. tl:' Oest. F.:La &ts record in 1977; and has only_slightly declined
since that point ..t ecise ii'i;ures on 1;14e changes in the-age 15 to 24 rates, it is
noteworthy that I;. Ile young white ineie rate was (a) 240 percent higher than
the rate in 1955, which was the previous low point and (b) 62_percent higher than
the rate in 1914, which was the previous high point (before the 1977 record). Thus,
excluding the 1977 record, the current rate of suicide from young white males, is at
the highest point on record, and arguably at the highest in histou.
- The suicide rate for young white females, although the base rates are lower; has

increased at about the same rate as that of males. However, froM about 1938 back-
wards the female rate was higher than it is now:And so there are (remote) histori-
cal precedents for the current high young white female suicide rate.

It is appropriate to TeCOgruze possible statistical anomalies underlying these data.
In a modern industrial society like the United State% almost all deatha eu officially
recorded. Still, whether a death is classified as suicide is somewhat ematter of
judgement. It is possible that the shift in youth suicide rates is partly due to
changes in the classification process, aa conapared to leing the result of a real
change in_sauth conduct. Despite this possibility, several factors strortly militate
against the shift representing largely a change in counting procedures. Figure _2
shows that the adult rate has remained relatively stable while the )-Juth rate has
increased; if there had been some change in judgemental policies.. it would seem
likely that both the youth and the adult rate would shift simultaneously. Again,
judgementa about causes of dealth, In our governmental system, are made by em-
pioyees of many local units of government (e.g., coroners, medical examiners); while
the policies of any one unit might change, it seems implausible:to conclude that
of these thousands of local units and their employees hays gradually changed their
policies so as to generate 4 shift in Shicide attribution regarding the young. Finally,
as we will see, shifts in_thC suicide rate are paralleled by other changes in youth
conduct- trends; this supports- the proposition that we have been_ witnessing a gent1:-
al change in youth conduct as compared to seeing the effects of a statistical artifact.

YOUTH HOMICIDE

Fir'ire 3 nresents the changes in the rate of death by homicide for certain age
groups of U.S. whites between 1914 and 1979441AB in the case of the suicide dea in
Figure 1, the figure__ covers the longest time period and most recent years available.
Also,_ the similar data for the age group 15-19 would essentially parallel the la-24
age group,lhough the figures would run from a slightly lower base; and start from
a more recent date.

The figure shows that the rates for both young --71s hays increased
at faster rates than the rates for adultsalthoix; rate has histori-
cAy been at- hight-T levels than the rate-for ''; ite male rate at-
tea; ed the highEnt point on -record in 1979.- That . percent higher
than the previous low year of 1S55, and (b) 50 percpri: P. :. 1-le previous high
year of 1931. The young white female rate (a) -alleled that
young white males, though it :t!..arted from a lower base, (h) was moo at its highest
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point in 1979. As in OW cat+ of the youth suicide rate, it is also arguable that the
current youth rites of homicide are at their highest rates.since our first settlement
in__1607-since, like suicide, homicide is partly related to urbanization.

The death certificates do_ not tell us who are- committing these-increased murders.
However, there are some bases fot-analyses. It IS known- -that high _proportions of
violent crimes occur among persons known to each other. Therefore, it seems-likely
that many of the killers of the youthful victims are other young persons. It is also
significant that in 1981, 43.7 percent of all persons arrested for murder or non-negli-
gent manslaughter were under 25 years of agel51_ This means .a disproportionately
high number of homicides were committed by the young; as well as upon the young,
The disproportion was generated in two ways. First, persons under 25 were a far
lower -proportion of the total 'population than-43 percent. Secondly, _a high.propor-
tion of persons under 25-(i.e.,_children under 15 years of age) are-likely to have com-
mitted very few homicides. Thus, youths between the ages of (let us say) 16 to 24
commit about .10 percent of the country's homicides, and evidently, most of their
victims are their .peers. We should further realize that many, of the young victims
were not persons who were randomly attacked; but young persons engaging in
drinking, brawls, and other _disorderly acts; such conduct is no excuse_ for their
murder, but it does suggest that the murders partly are a measure of mutual disor-
der.

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Tile homicide and suicide data presented above only run until 1979: However; the
Department of Ilealth and Human Resources does provide aggregated death rates
for more recent years. These data are not comparable to he -data underlying the
graphs: they-aggregate together males and females, persons of all ages, and whites
and blacks. Still, they may have some indicative value. In any event, the national
aggregated homicide rates for 1979, 1980, and 1981 are 14.5, 16.5, and 15.4 respec-
tively; the comparable figures for suicide are 12.4,12.8, and 13.0461

It is significant that bath the long-term _suicide and homicide data are indirect
measures of many forms of conduct not calculated in the death rates, T_he_i_nercaso
in measured suicides also reflects rises in the rates of undetected suicides; or at-
tempted- suicides, and of incidents ot severe depression; similarly, the homicide rate
reflects increases -in attempted homicide, battery, and, aggravated threats, and the
generation Of profound (and justified) personal fears in potential victims.

In, identally. apropos of calculation, we shOuld recognize the difference between
clainges in rates, compared to changes in absolute numbers. We can have situations
where rates of disorder go down, while absolute amounts of the disorder riseand
we ran have the reverse. Thus, at this time, the absolute size of the youth cohort is
loss than it was a short while back. As _a result; the rate of_ yutti dis_ordertwhich
measures the proportion of disorderly persons among the young) might actually in-
crease, while the total amount of disorder generated by the young might diminish,
Thereis also another tabulation factor to keep in mind. There can be instances of
decreases in the overall, crime rates in an area, while rate of youth crime can still
be rising. Such a pattern could occur when there were simply fewer youth around to
commit crimes: thus, youths might be more prone to crime than in the past, but

, fewer crimes may still be committed. It should be evident that the instant paper is
focussing on the rates of disorder among our young. The other measures just men-
tioned carr so-be-relev_ant-for'some purposes. However, changes in the rates of-dis-
orders among the young are the best indicators of ho well our youth-serving isti-
tutions are working.

RATES OF YOUTH ARREST

Rates of arrest are a problematic measure of conduct, since the rates may be af:
fectea by changes in police practices, or revisions in laws changing what conduct is
unlawful. Still, substantial changes in such rates probably relate to changes in
public conduct, as welLas other policy changes. In any events Figure 4 present" data
about. long-term changes in the national rates of-arrest for certain age groups.[7],
The groups are comprised of both males and females; and whites and blacks.

The data have been statistically_weighted; to allow for changes over time in the
sizes of the age groups involved. And 1933 is the, earliest year fgr which national
data are available, while 1980- is the most recent' year avallable.,7The data disclose
that between 1933 and 1980,- the rates of arrest -for persons aged 18 to 24-increased
1850 percent, and the rates for persons under 18 increased 9300 percent. The figure
also discloses that the 1980 rate for persons aged 18 to 24 and under age 18 are both
just below the highest point on record for these groups.
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I EvELs vomit 01)00 AND Ar.coiror, (JAE

It is notorious that there has been a remarkable rise in the use of drugs by
American yinahs over the past 10-20 years. The scope of the increase' can he indi-
cated by the following statistic: in 1962, less than .1 percent of the general popula-
tion had ever used' an illegal drug; by 1982; the percentage of "ever users" had risen
to a;( percent among'all perspns over 12 years of age, and to 6-1 percent_among high
school .seniors./81 This rise hits moderated 'Li _the recent-- past.- Figure 5 summarily
presents the key data on youth -drug and alchohol use from 1975 through 1982,191
These data are based on 'annual anonymous national sample surveys of the high
school graduating classes for the years indicated.

It is encouraging to realize there has been some decline .in drug use. _Unfortunate-
ly,the Department of I lealth release on the most current data observed that Ameri-
canyouths "still have the highest levels of illicit drug use to. be found in any nation
in the industrialized world."

TYING THY, STATISTICS Toc:ETHER

Taken in toto, the ystritistics show a high degree of internal_ validity. Whatever
technical questions can be raised about the accuracy of any particular_ graph,till_ of
the _graphs portray. .relatively.common_ patterns, and each _reinforces the credibility
of the others. The datzt do not mean that allor almost allAmerican adolescents
and _youths- in engaging in gross disorder. We are a large country, and there are
surely millions of wholesome and effective young persons. But at the same time, it
is important to recognize that the proportion oldisorderly youths, who hurt them-
selves, and victimize others, has been steadily growing. .

The relLitionship.betw_een adolescent out-of-wedlock births and the other- statistics
presented is rather evident: It is not surprising that a group of persons-displaying
rising rates -of suicide; homicide, delinquency_ and drug an alcohol use show-a pro-
pensity develop irresponsible -sexual relationships,- and bear outgirwedlock
dren. lialet,d, given the'rising self: and other-destructive conduct, it would, be naive .

to expect such youths to display- sexual responsibility. FUithermore,bne might also
expect that "programs' narrowly directed at preventing pregnancy might not be too
effective, since they are bucking a number of other powerful and destructive social
trends.

CAUSES

The wide-spread and distressing trends just pesented invite a general,although
vein truncatedconsideration of possible sauces and solutions. First; however; cer-
tain.potential causes must_ be mentianed and tentativelyput-aside..

One cause sometimes alleged for the trends has been the .underfunding of govern-
ment social welfare programs, and the generally poor state of the economy. But,
when we look .tit long-term conduct statistics, is also- wise to consider long-term
econorric and programmatic trends. Figure 6 presents long-term trends (up to the
most recent. years available) in fa) individual per capita incpme in constant 1972 dol-
lars, and (6) federal, state and local social welfare expenses health, education, social
security, welfare) as a pro_portion of the GNP. [101

As we all know, the long-terni_trends have bgen for these figures_topbstantially
rise. These rises; over the past -20 to ;10 years have roughly parallelled the climbing ...
rates of adolsecent self,_ and other-destruction. It is true that, in -the past few years.
the rates. disclosed in Figure 6- have slighly declined, However,- the current levels-of
personal -income and-social 1,veihre expenses are still far, far above the levels of-the
late 1950's; and yet, during the 1' 50's, t.he degree of youth disorder ikas far less than,
at present.,It would be Simplisti to contend that thei:e has been a direct relation-
ship between these rising rates fundin_g_ and personal income and youtkdisorder.
But, it also might be simplist o coutend that more funding is a significant solu-
tionsince the rates of rder .kept rising over the years during which incomes
and funding continuo _increased:

It has alka. been argued_ that the increases in- youth disorder-were largefk due to
the "youth lourge" the disproportionately high ratio of_youth.to-adults resulting
from the maturation of -the World War _II baby boom. There were-just too -many
young persons (compared to adults) for the country to- swallow,- Unfortunately, -we-
an. several -years past the end of the youth bulge, -and youth disorder has not
proved much. Furthermore, a colleague of mine and I statistically tested the rela-
tionship between the adblescent suicide rate and the proportion of adults to youths

. in the society (over a fifty-year period). [111 The analysis concluded that the statisti-
cal relationship between the youth suicide rate and the proportion of ,adults to

9i
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ih litherwords, our study did not substantially sustain flie
youth Lit.:ge-hype,:: ,sis. Historically speaking, our conclusion ,is not too striking.
Miring h, earlier periods in our history, the youth/adult- ratio was often_ much
moro u Fa oorublo" than in the recent pastacthe time of the AmeriCati Revolu

our iic:outolion was probably under_ fifteen _years of age. The issue is prob.;
ably t',tio, but the social structures which_fester constructive youth/
adult in these structures exist; a smalit number of adults_cart_have a
great effec, 1' clines de not exist, large numbers of adults can be ineffectual
vis-a-vis t'

Another .eatiltinatioii for the rik in youth disorders is that many pervasive, incre-
mental chrir ;es in adult andyouth environments have transformed Ameritii into
poor plaro 'Tr rear, la emotionally wholesome -young adults. The datal belie jug
,presented are inipriiint evidence in support of that- conclusion, I am editor of a
newsletter, ettr).-,.,ei -II; which essentially supports the incremental_ change posi-
tion. amok. rlii:tarter Ira board members are prominent academics such
as Urie infenbrennr, Cornell University; Donald T. Campbell, Leigh University;
James S. 0::Nimn, iversity of Chicago; David Riesman, Harvard University; and
Ernest van don Hatt, N.-vs 1)(ork University.

Some of therm j, c,,coints of our perspective are suggested in the following
quote from c4r Ste. omen Poliy:

All persisting ht. tar; societies /woe made great effdrts to- ensure -that their chil-
dren and adolescents th future of Oa, societyare trained to support their central
values. As Plato Mid, over two thoui.ond years ago, "training and education are
what the overseers of the city must win and'take care that they are not corrupt-
ed insensibly. The: xst guard them heyond everything . . ,"

In our,dernocicio iociek the word "character" is often used to describe traits
that relate to Am'r e A central values. These - traits include persistence, tact, self-
reliance, getiertiait anti loyalty; There at many signs that America _is becoming
'bag effectiVe side traits to children; This is underatandable._A
large, dynamic, ii ter listie, and;:prospenlus society may not be tut ideal environ-
merit for developing the,e traits. Iadeed, a significant number of both social scien-
tists and laypeople have concluded that we are foiling to give aaeqUate attention to
theinany forces destructiyety affeotingcharacter formation in our young.

Character ll's board members _neceds_arily have somewhat different.' pers_peetiVea
on the matter of causes and solutions: Still; _we generally believe that some impor-
tant clauses of-our current situation -re ITS follows:

The general &Valuation, in our socielli or the importance of properly rearing
children and adolescents. . -

The excessive reliance on lb 'rk 11 institutions and institutional employees to
handle child-rearing and aciiiit/yonitlirciatio..is.

The high value we cocret.tly place en_adult sell-,Ulfillment, to the detriment of
themes such as unpaid comme Zap serviee;_parenthoodand family obligation& .

Oiir general reluctance to hold young personS to Fignificant personal responsibil-
:Ries, or make thm accountablb for misconduct: ,

The many changes WhiCh fitiVe ;ed in schools, coneges. and social agencies;
which make them less effective a: transmitting (or sustaining) appropriate values to
children,_youthiand familics. is

The long-term_ rise-ingeneral affluence, whic-h-hris-- lessened the economic signifi,
CtifiCeOrdiirdiViiiiiid-iidaTeeeelife 1(T-filial-IS (and has Made parents less -concerned

with rearing competent children).
Demegraphic developments; such as the deeline_inilramily Size,. the increase in

single parent families; and the closer age-grouping of children in families; which
have lessened the interactive-experiences available to children. __

The long -term decline in farming families, and the rise in urban and_suburb_a_n
populations, which have put more children in less whblesome growing environ-
ments.

The increasing_ c_xposure of children and adolescents to the media, and the un-
wholesome nature of much of the material presented.

SOME TENTATIVE SOLUTIONS

The matter of proposing corrective -steps is obviously problematic and controven
sial. Stith there are some measures that probably all Character II, board members
would support:

I: The federal gavernment should issue and broadly distribUtesame simple_clear
publication presenting the_ basic infermation about trends' in adOescent self- and
other-destructive conduct: At this time; these data are buried in ebsowe government

9
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reports land ar_ liardl.aVVII to experts. Unless the facts are generally and
clearly known, little intelligent discussion can .occur

2... Seine government agency should- commission a group of experts to write a
series of essays or papers. discussing the implications of the data, and provide for
the distribution of these writings.

3. The federal government, or other legislative agencies, can do little to explicitly
regulate _personal values. However; we realize that moral. values underlie ninny of
the legislative issues which confront the _Congress. By.the laws and appropriations
you pass. you expressryour opinions about what is_ right_ for individuals and families
in our country. An(' individual citizens and families often reconsider their own be,
liefs ailed conduct oa thi iight of such laws, and tha. debates -which arise around
them. More legislators recogr, ,e that -we obViously have been making serious
mistakes in the _policies .e :Ipplying around our children and adolescents.
W_should recognize th, 1.1-a t. might.b.e callecisocial reconstruction. Such a
shift. will have many ;lor day -to -day legislative conduct.

4._There is obviously n. o broadened _research about the causes of th_eyouth
conduct changes -1 have , ,If_s-ra,-ing,_Speaking_ summarily: we know little or
nothing about what sorts ui .v..11,1 nave been involved in the changes, nor about
what kinds of family or community backgrounds have enabled many youths.-to
resist the destructive 'trends. Such research is important in developing more whole-
some policies..

5. There has been a long-term trend in America _towards applying_ more uniform
policies among our communities and institutions The trend has been advanced to
encourage certain public policies, and. fostervarions economies of scales: The Arend
has made us a more homogeneous society. This homogeneity makes it harder for us
to engage in various forms of social experimentation,-to- see what "solutions"-to our
y,olith and social problems work better than others. Indeed, it- is even. possible that
some of our current uniform policies are partly advancing destructive ends. In the
light of the grave deliciencieswhich..exist;we should be more willing to enco rage
(to tolerate) _more.diversified,-localized approaches to many youth related pro ems.
Our national solutions have not displayed a particularly good track 'record.
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Mr. LEHMAN: Dr, Ellis, please.
a

STATEMENT OF EFFIE ELLIS, M.D., HEALTH CONSULTANT,AUAL=
ITV OF LIFE PROGRAM, DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES,
CHICAGO; HEALTH CONSULTANT; MARCH OF DIMES

Dr. ELLis. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the task
force. I would like, first, to thank you for the opportunity of being
here with you, and I would also like to thank you for having inter-
est in this problem.

I believe that at the present time teenage pregnancy is It prob-
lem in our country 'Which is causing dissolution of many of the
threadsin the entire fabric of our society.

I have written in my statement about- the problems that have
been mentioned here this =norning. As a physician, I suppose I
should say a word about the fact that teenage pregnancy is in a
large measure responsible for the high infant mortality rates, and
also for the high infant morbidity rates.

This would mean damage to our babies in the latter instance. We
all know that we have a large number of babies, ;the small birth
weight babies that Dr. Baldwin and all of us have mentioned here
today; and the panelists have talked about; but it is in this group of
babies that we have large numbers of problems in the physical
fArea like mental retardation, cerebral palsy, reading and learning
disabilities and things which limit the child's performance as the
child passes through the various stages of life;

We v.11 know the expense that this brings to society and the pain
which it brings to the parents. I have worked in teenage pregnancy
for perhaps 3:3 years.

I have worked with all segments of the population, the rich, the
poor, the white, the blacks, and I believe, as was said by many, of °

the panelists this. mo ning, and the members of the task force; as
well, that the-outcoMe really depends upon the relationship of the
individual tq the invironment, and whether or not the child has
appropriate sqppiirts.

Now, we do not just become an adolescent overnight. This is a
problem that we don't seem to be able to put together.

I was ,very happy to hear about the adolescent problems froaymy
colleague- here because we seem to isolate each one of these etrob-
lems, and we do not realize that adolescence is a stage of life and =
that the adolescent has certain tasks to perform in order to becoMe.
an adult

One of the important tasks of adolescence is_ growing toward ma-
turity. The other is getting accustomed to one's physical body and
understanding every aspect of it; the sexual; as well as the other.

One of the other important things is gaining independence. ks
we grow toward maturity, it is necessary to have a set of values.

These frustrations and imbalance in this leads to many of the
problems which we have; together with the factAt has been said
repeatedlythe supporting environment may not be adequate.

ld like to call your attention to this ecological piece, which
sin says, in ,effect; that life is a continuum; and it is impossible
to just start anyplace and not look at what has gone before.

10
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We think of the continuum as starting with the intrauterine en-
vironment within the womb: I ;want to point out that many prob-
lems in adolescent pregnancy come about because of the new mor-
bidity, which Dr. Wynne talks about, of the new lifestyle influence
on _the development; and t Nis occurs early.

Take the adolescent whose body does not provide the appropriate
environment for the baby's development. Many birth defects; many
low-weight birth babies; many malnourished mothers, nonprotec-
tion of the brain.

I want to emphasize this because in the intrauterine environ-
ment, we hope to keep the baby in long enowli for the brain to go

\ through appropriate development. You see, this is one of the things
`that does occur;

The second environment is the environment of birth. I am not
going to belabor this. I want you to see. Many of our children do
not have access to the best kind of care.

. Let me point out that if we look at the levels of need, those girls
who are not poor would probably have excellent prenatal care, ex-
cellent can at birth, but they need a different kindwhen the
baby is born, the mother still goes on and her emotional develop-
ment has a great deal to do with the way the child develops: -

I wanted to put that in place. It is a no-win situation, although
there are different things to consider. Of course, the third environ-
ment is the family; the school; the community organizations; and
so on.

I would like to just briefly talk about the situation of some of the
most vulnerable children.

Mr. LEHMAN. Excuse me, Doctor. We are going to have to`go vote
now; and come back: If you could summarize in maybe 2 minutes.

Dr. Ews. I will try.
Mr. LEHMAN. You will have about 2 minutes, and then we do

have to run, and then we will come back forquestions.
Dr. Ews. All right. I don't know what I can say except only to

talk about these vulnerable children; and to talk particularly about
the male because there is no pregnancy without the male, and I
wanted to point out some of the things that are being done in the

= vulnerable areas to address this problem;
It is in the report, in part, but just let me summarize by saying,

in talking to the males themselvesand this Las been very hard to
do because while we have talked about sex education in the schools
froffy a practical point of view, it has been around the menstrual
period; the menopause in the main; and we have not talked about
the natural history of sexuality of the male in any place that has
been too effective; neither in the schools; nor in the physician's of-
fices or anyplace else.

It is becoming more common now The male, therefore, does not
understand his own sexuality: So we have to try to learn .how to
communicate with them.

But I want to point out that they do blame. the girls for a lot of
the problem. I was in a situation the other day; I was talking to
two or three males, and they said that the erls want to become
active at 6; 7; and 8 because they are viewing television and listen,
ing to the songs and music and think that they are abnormal if
they are not sexual beings.

.4
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With that., we can close. We can take up any questions that we
have later: Thank_you4_Mr; Chairman;

Mr._ LEHMAN. We will be back in about 5 or 6 minutes, mid then
we will open it up for'questions.

(Recess:I
Prepared stlitement of Dr. Effie Ellis follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT or EFFIE O'NEAL Ems; M.D.

It has be) n said again and again by numerous people at all levels of society that
teenage pregnancy, teenage parenthood and fatherless households cast a deadly
shadow over present and future generations_ Indeed,_teenage pregnancy has become
as malignancy on society; which threatens to destroy much of the existing social
fabric. It is not teenage pregnancy alone; but the related problems; as well; ihat act
together to bring about devastating results.

The health and social consequences of teenage pregnanc.y are for the most part
unfavorahle. or harmful. Teenage pregnancy carries substaltial health risk for hoth
mother and baby. For young teenagers (and now-preteenagers) the risks are greater.

Babies born to teenage mothers are mach more likely to die ;it the first year of
life thnn those horn to mothers over 20 years of age:

More low birth weight babies are born to teenage mothers. It is in this group of
low birth weight habies that mortality are morbidity rates are highest.

Fifty percent of teenagers receive no prenatal care during the firstAtt'imester of
pregnancy.

There is a higher incidence of toxemia ane anemia in young mothers.
There are hiKher risks of compl;cations &ring labor for the younger mother.
The risks of maternal deaths are higher for young teenagers.
Serious as they are the health consequences are only part of the picture. The

untold social consequences may well be more critical.
Teenage pregnancy has the_pote^tial to destroy the family unit as we know it.
It is highly probable that a teenage mother will bring up.a child in a home with

no father present. Even if marriage takes place teenage arents are more likely to
separate or divorce than those who delay child bearing. -

Teenage gregnancy often initiates a never-ending cycle of dependency with Many
attendant problems..

In answer to the question_ "what do you do to- prevent pregnancy,?" a second
youth said; We will say she can use somehing; but not us."

&ill another youth said; "A man is supposed to nave sex but he is not supposed_to
shed his seed upop the water. He's supposed to have a woman who can give birth.
That's my religion.,"

The black urban ghetto truly is an arena of human agony. For the most part,
quality of life is extremely poor. Excessive loss of human potential is occurring in
all developmental stages. This latter is understa_ndable_,_as Dr. Cheri Steele states in
her doctoral thesis. ". . . because in the black ghetto there are excessive numbers of
1) dysfunctional (21 ineffectual parents w role models; (a) poorly _disci-
plined young family members, (4)-large numbers of young parents of teenagers who
are prOducts of teenage parents, (5) high adult and teenage unemployment, especial-
ly male,_((i) large numbers of female headed households, (7) lack of job skills, (8) ex-
cessive amounts of risk-taking behavior, (9_1 poor environmental circumstances, (10)
poor housing; ill) lack of work skills; (12) poverty or marginal existence, (13) poorly
established personal identity and low self esteem..

Venture to predict that if the present urban trend in teenage pregnancy_ contin-
ues at the present rate, the large under-priviledged black ghetto will continue to
decay. Catherine Chilman has repeatedly reminded us that there is a. need for fur-
ther research on teenage pregnancies in the population at large,

What can be done to prevent or decrease teenage pregnancy? The answer is com-
plex._This is_because our knowledge about the problem and 'about ourselves as
humans is increasingly complicated. Our attempts to deal with bits and pieces are .

outstripped by rapid change accelerating high technology and increasing specifica-
tions

There is an interdependence or ecology of human issues. So what we view as a .

simp!e, single teenage health and behavior problem is intricately woven into the
entire fabric of adolescent and family life.

It is impossible to work on teenage pregnancy in isolation from the developmental
tasks of adolescence, the nurturing capability of family, and the capacity of commu-
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nay institutions to provide supportive services. There are no piecemeal solutions to
these problems,

Human development is a continuing process from conception through senescence
and death. In the process of becoming an adult an individual lives in and passes
through a number of environinents, and each environment helps to shape what the
individual will become.

lasequence. _these environments are the intrauterine environment, the environ-
ment of birth, the family and home environment, the school environment and the
physical envirmunent All of these environments are interrelated and should meet
certain standards to maximize the quality of life.

In considering teenage pregnancy we must first think of whether or not the
mother is old enough or healthy enough to _provide an environment that is sale for
the growth of the baby. Does the environment provide what is needed for the babies'
development's Is the environment free from disease, drugs and other pollutants that
Call cause narm?

Secondly, we must determine how well -the pregnant girl- has come in performing
the tasksof adolescent development. Is she moving toward maturity in an orderly
fashion? What are the social influences that impact strongly on her behavior? How
does she relate to peer group pressures?

Thirdly, the involvement of the father of the _baby; the level of his maturity and
responsibility is important to the successful outcome of a new family. Dr. Arnita -

Young Boswell; Consultant; Chicago Department of Human Services and Coordina-
tor _of the Resource Center Family- Management Programis usin the
SOAP OPERAS to stimulate social and emotional adjustment, positive self conce
and family relationships.

Finally, the families of the expectitmt mother and father must be brought into the
picture. Programs should be developed within Housing Project Areas for teenage
and young adult fathers. A pilot program; currently under _development by_Dr.
Arnita Young Boswell and_Rick Pullin at the Family Resource-Center, Family Man-
agement Program of the Department of Human Services. While traditionally much
public attention has_been focused on the unwed teenage mother. The teenage unwed
father virtually has been excluded from the family picture.

Dr. Leo E. Ilenricks, senior research associate at Howard University's Institute
for, Urban Affairs and Research in Washington,. D.C. ; has studied large groups of
teenage fathers and believes thast the attitude toward fatherhood for 1110St young
fathers seems to show concern for both the mother and child. Further, 96 percent of
the fathers surveyed expressed concern for the future Of the child, and 80 percent
saw nothing wrong with having a child out of wedlock.

Dr, Erwin A.-France, Program Director for the Male Adolescent Program, spon-
sorethby the Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity and the March of Dimes-Birth Defects
Foundation, believes that there can be no large scale prevention of tee_nage_pregnan-
cv without the full cooperation of the male. Under Dr. Froace's leadership;_several
Alpha Chapters in various sections of our country have devetbped programs to:

Acquaint _a selected group of young black males with the serious_negative con-
sequences of adolescent pregnancy through conferences on. Adolescent Pregnancy.

12) Develop a cadre of such youth,_ affiliated with community-based organizations
who can tw_ith the help of their adult sponsors) transmit such information to their
peers in order to develop remedial local programs.

(3) Gather information on how adolescent males feel about this problem and solic-
it their views on how this matter can be addressed on a local level.

Discussion?, of adolescent motherhood have suffered or at least two counts. First,
when talking about teenage parents we tend assume that all _young mothers are
the same. We look at infant mortality rates and_forget that most children of young
mothers survive, some healthily; some not. We_consider the number of_mothers on
welfare but do not examine why some are not dependent on the State.- We note the
number of school failures but do not try to comprehend why- many others succeed.
No two teenage mothers are alike, no_ two face the same- problems, no two respond
in the same way to intervention, and no two raise their- children in an identical
ftishitm. Secondly, we now look at-adolescent parenthtiod as an issue unto itself.
Twenty years ago 'intervention with pregnant teenagers was considered only one
strategy in a larger War on Poverty. Today, that war is forgotten, and we tend to
ignore the broader social context when we analyze this issue.

To redress these two problems, our_understandin_g_ of_adolesertt motherhood must
be set in an ecological conlext._By ecologicaLcontext I mean -that the young woman
who becomes ;pregnant_ and bears a child does so within the milieu of- her own
family; her neighborhood; her culture, and her society. The family, neighborhood,
culture; and society each influence the responses the adolescent must make as a
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parent. This point of view is espoused by Dr. Harold_Gershenson whose recent work
has Examined how variations among families and social networks effect a teenager's
ability to function as a parent. For exempla whereas we often think of the girl's
mother as a source ofsupport to the teenager, this mother may be the source of the
problem.,Some teenage parents might be well able to care for their children if they
did 'not have to care for%an alcoholic or sehizophrenic mother at the sanirfiine. By 4
focusing_only on the teenager as a parent, but not as a daughter of an alcopolic we
miss 'half of the issue:

An ecological perSpectiVe insists that while keeping family differences_in mind,
we look outward to other levels of society. Adolescent motherhood may be an entire-
ly different experience for two girls of the same race, and the same class who reside
in the same city because one lives in closer proximity to a health clinic than the
other or because one attends _school where the principal is sympathetic to her
needs and the other 'does not. In other w_orda theadministrative arms of the society,
the health; educational; welfara and legal systems help formulate the problem and
direct possible resportseg. As such; the components of the ecological system can
eatily clime into conflict. An .example is the well-intentioned WIC program. This
program provides additional fobtl for mothera-ofteri teenage mothers, and their
small children. Yet a teenage mother in the WIC program may live in a family
where Others are hungry. Should the adolescent drink the extra milk heraelf or
share it with her little sister? The law says she should drink while the culture
teaches us to share.

This example demonstrates not only how elements of the e6logical syste_m calif
come into conflict-but why we must proceed to look at the broader levels, How can
we expect the WIC program to succeed if we do not address the issue of hunger in
the United States? Can we bi concerned abetit nutrition-for pregnant adolescents if
we are not concerned about nutrition for their families? Similarly, can we expect job
training to be effective if no.one in the community can find a job?

The problem of adolescent motherhood cannot be separated from the broader
issues which, confront our society and our nation. Indeed it is difficult to deny the
teenager's desire to "live for today" when we all face imminent demise in the form
of a nuclear disaster.

SUGGESTIONS FOR ACTION

Numerous approaches must be tried if we are to meet the needs of teenage preg-
nant girls, teenage parenti and their families. -

The problem should be revisited within an ecological framework. _
Give Strong support to the deVelopTent of programs for teenage and young' adult

males.
Support the development of less conventional programs within the community to

encourage youth participation and provide the opportunity for youth to "try on
things for size," so to speak.

Seek improvement in administrative methods -in order to ltreduce staff paper-
work without reducing efficiency. (Pressuridg staff to ao _so much paperwork de-
creases enthusiasm). 2) Permit innovative approaches immediately when expected
results do not accrue. i

Support and seek funding for the ideas suggested in 'L'A Policy Framework for
Racial Justice" by the Joint Center for Political Studies.

Utilize the arts to gain interests of the teenagers as well as to help demonstrete
their talents and reinforce self worth. A good example is the "Great Nitqf Gritty"
by Oscar Brown, Jr., in which the actors are young people from the inner city.

Increase access to a continuum of health care.- -__
Increase services which help provide basic personal necessities (food, clothing,

shelter and financial assistance).
Increiiie child care for infants and young children. Night care is needed as well as

day care.
Comprehensive family planning services involving teenagers and senior citizens as

part of the educational staff.

Mr. LEHMAN. We will go forward With the questions now.
I would just like to ask one question to Dr. Ellis. I was interested

in the male aspect bCcause I !saw a movie over the weekend, and it
sounded like a trashy movie, but it was a very worthwhile movie. It
is called uPulnity Blues", anj it was filmed in Australia.

Have yOu ev heard of it?'

1 0
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I went to it because it dealt with this veil problenf. Id' that
movie; -in order to gain status with the teenage males in Sydney,
Australia, the females had to' become sexually permissive in order
to be with the group that wasn't beat up on on the -schoolbus, in
order t? be part of the group on the right beach, in order to be with
+the group that wasn't looked upon as nerds.

The women were 'Much more compliant, and the males were set-
ting the ground rules in regards to teenage sexual activity. I just
wondered if you wanted to expand milhat a little bit?

Dr. Ews. You always have a way of saying just what you said.
In this instance,you have as well said this.

I think_in :many areas of our cities; the same kind of thing is ob-
taining. The'young men haie to engage in sexual activity in-order
to prove that they can belongto'a group, a gang, a club.

The women are doing this more and more a
Mr. LEHMAN. And not enjoying it, according 'to this movie.
Dr. Et.us. Yes. To sarthat .H gives theme feeling of belonging.
I did want to make'the point that when 'firming people are snot a

part of the main activity of society, they do all kinds of things to
call attention to themselves. ' .

It is- not uncommon to see young women talking about me and
my kids. This is the passport to respectability for them; without un-
derstanding much of the other that is going to happen.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much. Dr. Wynne, I notice in your
data one of the pieces of data you left out was accide death; I
just wonder if that particular data is available and the er you
think it has any correlation with some of this other data u hpd.

.Dr. WYNNE. I am not as familiar with that; My impre
that the long-term trend has been also for a rise in accidental
deatli;wrthough I can't quote the rates, as I can in these ()thew.

It is not -too hard -to surmise coSirelations, that people are drink-
ing and driving, wider the influence of drugs, et cetera. I also sus-
pect that at least a Moderate number of suicides are classified as

' accidental deaths because of re s we all understand::
SO I am pretty sure there has be an increase. I don't know the

-rates. We can see the potential relate ship. .
_Mr. LEHMAN. -I have another question for you. ,In comparatively

affluent countries and societies similar to the United StatesI
mentioned Australia, which is not much different, South Africa,

<.,

;perhaps Canada; and Britairk Basically their societies are not that
much different than ours- -

Dr. WYNNE. Well they are somewhat different, but there are -
some parallels; if_l may qualify..

Mr. LEHMAN. What I am trying to say, is there anything highly
divergent between the data you received: from those countries, of
those natiOns; and what we are seeing in this :country? Are we ab-
errant?

Dr. WYNNE. Aberrant is a very apt word,_yes.
MI% LEHMAN; Where are- we different; apparently largely differ,

ent, from other societies similar to ours throughout the world, if
there is a real flifference? ,

Dr. WYNNE: There are some differences; For example; most of us
recognize through the media that upper middle class youth unrest,
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deinonStrationS, riots, terrorism, is a worldwide phenomenon. We
see it in other countries.

I read an article byJames Wilson; who is a respected authority.
He said the data in England showed a long-term rise in juvenille
delinquency within that country.

I had done sokrie littleiresearch on suicide and homocide trends;
and the increase in those matters are not as dramatic in thoSe
countries as in America. So that to some extent, we are, at least,
rhoderately aberrant.

On the .drug use, again, our level of drug use is higher .than in
ther industrialized countries. So we are, you might say, somewhat

in e lead.
. LEHMAN. UnfOrtunately. I just s have a question for :Ms.

McGee. How do you make teenage parents economically self-suffi-
cient and give them self-respect? Are any programs that you knoW
of really working without being highly subsidized?

MS. McGEE. The kicker was the last part of your question. With-
out being highly subsidized.

Mr. LEHMAN. Yes.
; ;Ms. McGEE. Do you mean without putting extra moneys into

extra new programs?
Mr. LEHMAN. Right I mean; to what extent subsidized: _
Ms. McGEE: I think that wi need subsidies, for sure. By that I

mean public moneys that are targetted at teen parents who are
most likely to be unable through the existing network bfservices to
prepare themselves to work;

We have line models, many of which were funded under, CETA
originally. One of the models (that has not used CETA money, actu-
ally) that has been _getting_ a lot of attention recently is project re-
direction, which had Ford money and public moneys.

We know the-components that those program should inchide to
make sure that young women and.young men develop the kind of
attitudes and skills that would enable them to enter the job market
successfully.

But I don% think that we can do that without special programs
that do cost additional moneys.

Mr. LEHMAN. I want to thank this panel for being with us today.
We will certainly keep in touch with you. We appreciate your
being here:

There is a debate on the floor. Perhaps Congressman Bliley will
have some questions; and I would like at this time to turn over the
meeting to Mr. Bliley, who will ask. you questions and then adjourn
the meeting until 1:30. Thank yiiti again for being here.

You will,have to excuse _me for a little while.
BLILEY:[presiding]. Dr. Ellis, you made mention of the need

for our teenagers to become sexually_responsible. Would you please
tell us what, in your opinion, is a sexually responsible decision for
a youngster under 16 years of age?

Di. ELLIS. I would think that a responsible decision for a child
under 16 years of age-would be not to have sex. But I know when I
say that that the influences which impact so heavily on the young.
people make this unlikely in a large number of instances.
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There is no place where the kind of growth and developmental
guidance within this ecological framework that we are talking
about is available to large number of our children.

We talk about isolated information in a time of need, when we
must find ways of giving information appropriate to age. The
teaching of sex to a child begins the day it is- born;

There should be guidance by the person giving care to that child
and the mother and the father about what the child's development
is like and what the child is as a person.

This should continue in an appropriate way throughout ihe
child's development. There are significant things that need to be
considered here.

For example, in the first year of life, a child should-learn to love,
a child should learn trust; a child should learn liinits; a child
should leirn respect. As one goes along, respect for difference, both
agewise and cultural and racial.

Now; how do we do this? Well,we have to teach the parents; Par-
ents arse paying large amounts of money to get certain .care.

Part of the trouble has come i0 the fact that We talk about
health when we mean medical care. The health of an individual
would have to consider the development of all of the dimensions of
a human that have to be in equilibrium, in balance; in order for
the individual to be truly healthy.

I think that this is the kind of thing that our children need all
along the way; and that we-fnust begin to try to provide: So that
when the environment impacts, they have the capacity to analyze
and see what is being done.

I wanted to talk a little bit about the terrible plight of the more
vulnerable members I think this is what we have all been making
a plea forwho have teenage parents themselves who do not know
any of these things, and they do not have access to ongoing, con-
tinuing care.

Because what we have done; for awhile; if we have got the baby
out of the uterus and the baby was a healthy baby when we got the
baby out, that was the end of support and care for that mother.

_ You see; there has been a discontinuity:` To summarize; let me
say, I think we could do a whole lot if we respected each other,
we have here; and worked together- within a social; environmen ;

educational frame of reference on all of these complex problems.-
I think herein lies _tie challenge. _._
Mr; BLILEY; Thank you: Ms; McGee, you- stated that marriage

during the teen years means, among other things, a greater likeli.
hood of having a large family in an unstable marriage I found it
interesting that you lump these two together.'

Could you please tell us how the size of the ramify and the insta-
bility of_marriage relate -to one another? ,.

M & wMcGEE. I think that that sentence, hich I actually didn't
read here, says "marriage during the teen years, especially during
school age years, means a. greater lircelihood of dropping out of
school, of having a large family anti Of 'an unstable marriage."

I am simply summarizing the research data; I don't think that
there is a cause/effect b tween those two things. They are simply
consequences of being yqung and making a marriage probably pre-
maturely.
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I didn't mean to implyI don't think this sentence doesthat an
unstable marriage leads td-a largefardily_ .

Mr. BLILEY. I was Just confused when I was _reading your teal:
mony last night; This jumped out at me and I just want to find
out---

McQzz. This part of my testimony is just summarizing what
we know, which is that young people who get married and have
kids at a younger age are more likely to have these kinds of pat=
terns.

I think the information on that research is probably better di-
rected at Dr. Baldwin.

Mr. Buis In the statistics you have concerning the disadvan-
tages in instability of early marriages, do you make a distinction
between those who marry because the young woman is already
pregnant and those who marry because they want to begin a
family? .

Ms. McGEE. Again, I would have to defer to Dr. Baldwin as to
more information about that study. BUt,yes,1 do believe from
what I know that girls who make marriages because they are preg-
nant are far more likely to have:those marriages not last.

That is my understiaiding of the research.
Mr. BLILEY. One last Question; you state that a very few women

experience any long-term tlifficulties after an abortion. Further,
that those who do usually had some emotional problem before the
abortion.

Could_you tell us what you base those figures on?
M& McGEE, All of the studies that are done of the_ long-term ef-

fects of abortion have Substantiated that conclusion._ Women in
generalnot just young women women who have had trouble
with having had an abortion' were women who prior to the abortion
were already having emotional difficulties. That the abortion itself
was simply perhaps a traumatic event in a life Fif was already
troubled. Abortion as an event in the life of _a woman, who is
having average life experiences is not a traumatic event.

Mr. Binzi. Dr. Wynne, you state that the Federal Government
* has been making big mistakes in the policies it has applied :to chil-

dren and adolescent& Apparently you see_ these policies being in
some way a cause of our problems with adolescents.

Could you be a little more specific, especially with relation to the
causes of adolescent pregiancy?

Dr. WYNNE; I don't know if I said those precise words. I think
there are a myriad of causes, Federal Government _policies are only
one among Many. Some of those policies I don't think.ae wise.

I mean; let's treat the question in that light. I think one act of
uhwisdom is the Federal Government's effort to prombte what I
call relatively uniform policies with regards to this issue.

I think the squeal rule, which we have heard discussion on earli-
er today, is an excellent example. Several of the witnesses were
asked their opinion.

I think it'is fair to say- that many people are of a dMded mind
about the rule. That can be said with some assurance.

I would say that given that divided mind, my own opinion to the
side, I think it is unsound for us to say to every State in the count

o
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try must have birth control clinics to make this inforMation aVaila-
ble_to adolescentS withbut_informing their parents.

If we are not sure about itand I think that is one thing that we
are not sure about I_ think we should allow a.little difference and
ajlow some States or localities not to have such clinics rather than
issuing rules or court decisions that require everybody to have it

Then; rather than having these rather interesting but inconclu-
sive theoretical discussions; we could let some people try it one :way
and some people try, it another way and see what happens;

We do not know enough to come up with sure answers to these
things. One of the earlier witnesses said, "If someone goes to a
clinic; and they are more likely to receive contraceptive informa-
tion, therefore, ,they are less likely to have a child." We hardly
need research to demonstrate that

The broader question, w!-ich is very hard to research the ramifi
cations of the Goverinnant supporting these policies: For instance, I
saw in the Chicago area a student .newspaper in_a high school in
which one of the students had gone to the clinic; She was informed
her parents would not be told, et cetera, which is all the procedure,
and so the student wrote a story about this and put it in the news-
paper, the newspaper which is distributed free to all 2;500 students
in that high school, age 13 to.17.

That is what the student paper is talking about, how to go to a
birth control clinic,how to do this; your parents won't be told; et
cetera, and so forth. ..

.Now, if anyone thinks that that such articles. are only read in
terms of the mechanics of birth control, that is a very naive inter
pretation. That article is communicating a !myriad of things to
young people.

I think we all know it So the question is not only about the so-
called plumbing; about but also the broader things: The funding of
these clinics communicate a myriad of things beyond plumbing,
and we are not sure whether the sum of these effects are good or
bad-.

If we are not sure, we ought to allow fora little difference among
the States and see what happens. So the Government's tendency to
approach these things in a fairly dogMatic, nonexperimental way, I
think; is very unhelpful;

Mr. BLILEY. I see. Can you-comment Oh why inclusion of data
from earlier decades in Your charts is as important as you clearly
think it-is?

Dr. WYNNE. I think mostI can almo4 *hold a show of hands
most of the people here, generally in this hearing room, generally
know things. have been going bad,but myPx_perience with this data
is most people do not.realize exactly how bad things are. .

I don't think most of the people in this room would say, a case
can be made that we are at the worst point since 1607. Now, if we
know how bad we are; We may be better prepared`to accept more
bitter

We probably need some fairly serious changes; and part of the
process of change is to know exactly what your situation is If it is
a problem that is 10 years old, you can look at it one way;
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If the problem is 30 years old; the problem has been going on fOr
a long thne; you know better in a general way the magnitude of
the kinds of:Solutions you are going_ to need to be concerned with

Mr. BLILEY. In your testimony; Dr_. Wynne, yOu mentioned your
own hypothesis concerning the underlying causes of the steady;
long:term increases in the rates of self- and other destructive con-
duct among adolescents and youth.

You mentioned your hypothesis is shared by a number of other
experts. Could you tell us briefly what that hypotheSis is?

Dr; WYNNE; Young people, babies, can grow. up to be any kind of
human beings. All of our children if reared in other environments
could have grown' up, to be Eskimos; or Russian Communists. We
all appreciate that .1

If you take a baby robinand you put it in a cage and feed it, it
,

ma learn how to Irok for food even if it never sees another robin.
Human_ beings unlik( nther animals; learn how to be human beings
in particular societies by passing through certain experiences and
environment; - ._. .

If they dOn't have those,_4bey won't learn how to be human
being appropriate to the society. The- environment around our.
young people has been growing less and less helpful in learning
how to be, effective human beings.

To usejhe popular concept of identity; they are not acquiring a
vital identity I am not saying all kids are dcomed or something;
There are millions of healthy kids, obviously; but the proportion of
unhealthy kids is growing.

That is What the data would say. That they are not acquiring
healthy enough identities. So they flail around in an experimental
way trying to see where they can find a base for their emotions,
their feelingS, and they are not getting terribly Much help.

Now, environments include a myriad of things. To take an exam -
one` of the earlier witnesses menLioned, *ell, people shoukin't------..1

b reachy to young people. Well, environments partly include
valu1s.

So if we :say we shouldn't preach to young people, whatever
preaching_ is comprised of, then we are saying that any preaching
to young people is a bad idea.

SO then we construct .an environment where you_ can't in any
firm, clear way tell young people -they should of should not do, that
because that is what is connoted by preaching.

SO we create an environment withotit clear definitions of what is
goad _or bad.;

I obVioUSly could go_on at great length in the ways the environ-..
ment is changed and in some things you might do to correct it.

Mr. BLILEY. You stated in.your testimony that the Federal Gov-
ernment or other legislative agencies can do little to explicitly reg-
ulate personal values. At the same time you say that moral values
unierlie many of the legislative issues .which confront the Con-

Do you think it is possible; then, for the Government policies af-
fecting youth to be morally neutra

Dr. WYNNE; Well; there is a story, I renienibera half digres-
sion---ithis guy was walking through the woods and he came upon
this cabin, and then by the cabin there was a than, and there was a
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bear that had come up to the cabin, so the man and the hear were
wrestling. '_ _

They are fighting. The bear is trying to attack the man. So the
wife is standing there. The observer turns to the wife and says,
well; don't you have any feelings about this? Aren't you going to
intervene? Are;'t you going to take a position?

She said, "go to it, husband; go to it, bear." The Government is
always _taking positions and moral neutrality means you are in
favor of the bear, as well as the husband;

I think to some extent that is where we are today. So we prob-
ably should be moving toward a clearer definition.

I think, again, the squeal rule; it is a very small matter. I think
its causal relationship is with rising illegitimacy is perhaps 2 per-
cent.

But the controversy over the rule is a very intellectually instruc-,
tive discussion. There are surely lots of values involved there; We
want parents to communicate sex to their kids.

The 13 year old goes to the high school. They read the highs
school paper with this article I referred it in it.

What is being communicated by that high school newspaper? I
don't know. I suspect high school newspapers are legally obligated
to receive ads from birth control clinics; That is my general under-

. standing of the la*.
I don't knoW whether there are any such birth control ads in

high school papers. I would be surprised if they are not. That is
more communication.

So there are differences in values among us, and they arise inevi-
tably, and I am suggesting one of the changes for the past 20 or 30
years is we have evolved values that are not entirely helpful to
young people.

Mr. BLILEY. We have heaid about the, confusing signals; Dr:
Wynne, that families and institutions transmit to our young
people. At the same time, you seem to indicate in your testimony
that history shows that societies; in order to Survive, need to have
broadly Shared values about fundamental questions.

an_you elaborate on that?
Dr. WYNNE. Well; one of the long-term changes is that the coun-

try has become more and more homogeneous, the spread of the
cdmmunication media, the increase in funds from the Federal Gov-
ernment and from progras in general;

So we are a less diverse country than we were 30 or 40 years ago.
Some of the things that are being communicated in this homogene-
ity are not too helpful for kids.

I wouldn't want to make telvvision the sole whipping boy, but it
is an obvious; easy example. k

We need to try and reinforce _what I would call more traditional
modes of child/adult relations. If we have to try and do it for the
whole United States of America, we are not going to get very far. It
is just too hard to move.

So, again, the squeal rule 'is an example of such homegenization.
Why can't we allow some pockets of diversity to exist, within the
country to try and see what other ways are more successful than
others.
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I think the pattern of th Supreme Curt decisidns, there a
have not been so helpful. Again, certt in standards must be uni-
formly enforced.

Bat it appears to a lot of us, I think, that these standards are not
on the whole too helpful. _

Mr. BLILEY. I thank you and I thank the indulgence of the com-
mittee for our interruption for the Vote. I am certain that"my col-
league-, will have additional questions that they will want to
submit for the record and submit to you.

I hive that you will respond to. them as candidly as you have
with me. I appreciate it

In accord with Chairman Lehman's instructions, we are going to
adjourn now and reconvene at 1:30 p.m. for our next panel.

Thank you very much;
[Whereupon, at 12:50 p.m., the task forcq recessed, to reconvene

at 1:30 p.m., the same day.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Mr. I HMAN [presiding]. The meeting will reconvene of the
Select Committee on Children, Youth, sand Families, the Task
Force on Prevention Strategies.

We have your testimony, most- of your testimony in full, so you
can summarite; if you please, and we will put the full testimony in
the record.

The first name on the panel here is Judith Jones; will you pro-
ceed; please?

STATEMENT OF- JUDITH E. JONES, ASSISTANT DIRECTOR; CENTER
FOR POPULATION AND FAMILY HEALTH, COLUMBIA UNIVERSI-
TY AT THE COLUMBIA PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL CENTER, NEW
YORK
Ms. JONES: Yes. want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I Want

to thank the task force for inviting me to present- my views con-
cerning comprehensive pregnancy prevention services for adoles-
cents. This is a very personal viewpoint based on the experience
that I have had over the last 7 -years at the Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center in New York City:

I am an assistant professor of public health and director of the
Women's Health and Education Division of the Center for Popula-
tion and Family Health, the Faculty of Medicine at Columbia Uni-
versity.

I have beery- involved over the past 7 years in developing and im
plementing a broad range of services focused on the prevention of
teenage pregnancy in the Washington Heights community.

This community is representative of many urban centers across
the Nation. It has shifted from a middle income; older, more stable
population to a young; newly arrived, predominantly Hispanic, low-
income group with serious unmet health and social needs.

The birth rate in Washington Heights has been increasing since
1973 while decreasing in Manhattan as a whole. In both 1975 and
1976, Washington Heights has had the highest birth rate of all dis-
tricts in Manhattan and a rising percentage of out-oilwedlock
births.
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In 1976, before our prevention programs beganand I might add,I am talking about direct service prevention activities-20 percentof all of the teenage birtits in the city, were to teenagers in Wash-
ington Heights, which had only 16 percent of the total, populationof Manhattan.

We like to call our programs community tea_Ronaive, for in 1976
the Washington Heights- Health Council had identified health prob-lems related to teenage sexuality as a top priority for action.

However, the action and the priority couldn't go anywhere be-
cause there were no serviceO, preventive services, for teenagerseither in the hospital or in the-community.

Therefore, our prograth priority became the rational develop-
ment of direct service intervention. Family planning services havehistorically been provided in community-based clinics with hospi-
tals serving solely as referral and baelitip resources.

Growing demand, however, coupled With the awareness of theneed for more single-source, comprehensive health care has created
new roles for .medical centers like Colunibia Presbyterian in NewYork City.

The challenge_ then, as now, is in developing programs that
would truly impact on the increasing problem of early adolescent
sexual activity; as well as the prevention Of unwanted and un-planned pregnancy._

There were many obstacles, and -I think it is important to under-
stand that the way tie developed this program was in looking at anumber of the following issues. -

Could a community responsive program _in_ a Major medical in;ti-
tution be developed that would remove barriers to access ?I am sure that you and the committee are aware that there is
siglificant literature that says that adoleocento, even knowing that
family planning clinics exist, do not utilize them;

I would argue from our experience over the past 7 years thatwhile services may be available in many communities, they.4are nottruly accessible. I will address some of that later in my testimony.
We were, of course, concerned that'the community be supportive

of a program that would force adUlts to deal directly wit the factthat adolescents were sexually active.
We were also concerned that the services be e known in an,effective and appropriate manner. We were also concerned that th

service_ be provided that would be sensitive to the cultural and
social diversity of the community.

I speak specifically to that because is a large Hispani .com-munity.- There -is very little in the literature in this country at:
time that would determine hOw beOt to Offer these services to' t hisgroup.

We feel in man ways that this may be the most important con-
tribUtion we are making through our programs.

'We were also concerned that: we demonstrate a partnership
among government, which we feel has an important role in thesekinds of efforts, the community; and medical institution to providerelative and sensitive health care.
° We were particularly concerned that'even with the range of _ourprograms that we could have any impact in the community. Thefirst step in making such a program a reality was the removal 'of
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critical barriers that prevent utilization of preventive contraceptive
services by teenagers.

Parental consent:requirements were removed from the hospital.
Late afternoon and evening clinics_ Were initiated to- accominodate
the schedule§ of this predominantly school-aged population,

Through the assistance of government and private sources, sere r-
ices were and are subsidized. The large urban hospital whiCh would
be considered less than ideal for some for these .kindaelservices, in
fact help to provide the anonymity and confidentiality that adoles-

-, cents have identified as prime prerequisites for service Utilization.
The program was and still is staffed by specially trained clinical

counseling and volunteer personnel. In our particular setting the
volunteer personnel primarily consists of medical students vho
have a formal elective within the medical school curriculum to
serve as counselors in our program.

Most staff reflect the ethnic and racial diveisity Of t e_communi-\
ty and all are involved in ongoing training programs- to strengthen
their skills; in dealing with the unique needs of adolescents and
their relationships with others.

While I speak about adolescent§ as a group, we must not forget
that a 13-year-old adoleScent is very different than a 19-year-old
adolescent and the needs for services and programs are very differ-
ent in those age groups.

Furthermore, since quality health care must addre§§,_ at least by
our definition; the socio-emotional, as well as physical needs of our
population, both group and individual counseling sessions are criti-
cal service components.

This clinic to which I am referring is called the Young Adult
Clinic, and it was initiated in 1971, specifically to providecontra-
Zeptive counseling and medical assistance to adolescents' 21 years of
age and younger.

NoW, While the 'clinic is the site of the medical and counseling
services of our program, the major focus of this program is in and
with the community.'We truly believe that these kinds of programs
cannot be successful; as it were; unless there is a supportive envi-
ronment within the community that makes utilization of services
possible and praCtical.

Therefore, we have worked froini our very earliest days* with
schools, churches, parents associations, and community organiza-
tionS to provide a solid foundation for our sustained efforts.

With a major emphasis on health and sex education; the commu-
nity is obvionsly the appropriate place; we believe, to kart.

We have had an intensive edudatiOnal outreach program made
possible by a 4-year private foundation grant that has been con-
ducted in the schools with the support and assistance of principal§;
teachers; and guidance counselors.

Rather than confining our 'approach solely to factual material on
reproductive physiology and contraception, we attempt to develop a
rapport with teenagers_ that makes possible the diSciission of the
broader issues of sexuality; thereby developing their abilities to
hopefully, make more informed choices.

Because prevention is our goal; it became clear that these efforts
had to be extended to younger age groups and, therefore; much of
our work is now done in the elementary Schools.

11J
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In addition to work in the schools, parent sex education seminars
and conferences were begun in 1978, which now have reached liter-
ally thousands of parents in the community and throughout the
city.

Also, in 1975, we developed a bilingual improvisational theater
troup composed of community teenagers as a modality for increas-
ing parent/teen communication on a number of issues, not just

, those relating to sexuality.
We have also worked at a household base level -by developing a

community health advocate program which is staffed by communi-
ty residents to identify those adolescents and adolescent mothers
who do not avail themselves of preventive services in a timely fash-
ion and need personal linking to services in order to Itilize them.

Currently we are developing a network of volunteer women to
work in the community on a daily basis with women in need of pre-
ventive health education and referral. We are also developing es:Iu-
cational materials that -range from the importance of pregnancy
prevention to the importance of early prenatal care, and they are
being designed with community imput for use in "English as a
Second language" clasSes.

More important is the growing network of community organiza-
tions and individuals that have joined us ap partners in these pre-
vention efforts. Given the scope of these activities, it is obvious that
we are as curious as others about what possible impacts we may
have had on pregnancy prevention during this period of time;

While we cannot be absolutely sure that we are the sole cause,
although that would be a tempting thing to do, the following indi-
cators encourage us to believe that our program efforts are worth-
while.

Mr. LEHMAN. Before you start this next paragraph, excuse me, I
do have td go vote. I will come back just as quick as possible:

[Recess.T
Mr. LEHMAN. If we can have time for you to finish your state-

ment, hopefully we will have Mr. Bliley here because I have an-
other commitment.

Ms: JONES. All right If you would like, 1 can really start to ab-
breviate this.

I was saying that III the 5 years ghat we have had a pregnancy
pre7ention direct service program at the Columbia Presbyterian
Medical Center, we have had 25,000 visits; which translates to ap-
proximately 8,000 individual adolescents who, by that fact alone,
speaks to a desire; we believe, of teenagers to avoid early pregnan-

,,

Moreover, within our specific clinic population, the percent preg7
nant before the first visit is down from 44 to'34 percent. This is not
global data. I am talking about a specific clinical service. The per-
cent with previous live births is down from 26 to 14percent. .

We are hopeful that these numbers signal increasing success at
attracting teens in need of prevention sooner.

Finally, the data on births to teens in Washington Heights is also
encouraging from our perspective The percentage of births that
were to teens in 1976 was 13.8 percent, but that number is now
down to 11.9. This is in spite of a steady increase of Hispanics in
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the community, which is a kroup with a young age composition and
a relatively high birth rate.

While these data may be testimony to avhat can be accompliShed
by preventiveprograins, we also recognize that adolescents must be
Seen within the framework of their communities. We also need to
join together and share our experience with others. With thiS in
mind, the center sponsored a colloquium in 1981 with represerita-
tiveS of more than 50 organizations, ranging from the American
Citizens Concerned for Life to the Salvation Army and many
youth-serving organizations. The purpose of the meeting was to
assess ways to ptetrent teenage pregnancy, with a particular focus
on the role of families within the context of unique communities.

in bringing together representatives of diverse organizations We
did not expect uniformity of views. There are many issues Abut
which there will always he disogreemeat. HoWever; the colloquium
participants shared a deep concern for .the well-being of young
people and reached unanimous agreement on a number of issues
which are key to our discussion today. . ,

The first of which is that prevention of adolescent pregnancy
should include broad approaches that may have indirect effects.
Specifically, the focus on employment counseling, job opportunities
were stressed by many of the participants;

Prevention through education, as others have said today, should t
begin befOte the teenager is sexually active, which means a recog-
nition on the part of adults to deal with the fact of earlier initi-
ation of sexual activity by teens.

The itiVolVeriierit of the family can be a valuable source of sup-
porc for adolescents, however no one in the group felt that parental
involvement should bemandated and they also felt it was impor-
tant to point out that involvement of parents,-given the changes in
our society, may well mean the involvement_of other key adults in
the young person's life; and not their specific mother and father.

Programs flit parents;_ like those-for adolescents, must be varied
and flexible. In our particular case; we feel that there are issues
relevant to a large Hispanic community that must be addressed
ttittt might not be relevant in other parts of the country.

What we are doing at Columbia Presbyterian; we feel is possible
across -the country; We do believe that the piovision of service is
but a first step, but.we also believe that it must `be eXpanded.

Equally important is the need. to develop a cadre of trained pro-
fessionals in adolescent sexuality and behavior because we feel that
tad many initiatives have floundered for lack of effective personnel;
We also. believe there -must continue to be- targeted public funding
for services counseling and education for which there must be some
methodology developed that Oveeprograms credit for emphasizing
this. The Federal Government at -this point in time ,does riot reim-
burse programs for counseling and education and outreach.

also believe that we must provide continuing and specialized
'Preventive health care- services for these young people in settings
that are conducive to their acceptance. At the same time, we think
We must actually increase our effortg in working with..adults to
deal with the realities of adolescent behavior. We view teenage '
pregnancy as an adult problem, and Rot that of the adolescent; We
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must continue to explore avenues tliat will increase parent-teen
communication.

I would also; in closing; like to refer back to a statement that
was made by Dr. Wynne earlier that reflected on thf role of the
Federal GovernmentAirr these kinds of _programs. I certainly agree
with him-that we can )tot mandate what necessarily might go on in
the specific community. I think the success of our programsand I
use that word deliberatelyis based on the fact that our communi-
ty wants our program and they want it in the way that we have
developed it.

That is a very critical thing to understand: We also feel that
there should be equal access to health care across this land and if
we believe or define good as preventing.pregnancy; and bad as not;
then the Federal Government-funded clinics have been good by
playing a very important role in preventing teenage pregnancy.

'Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Judith Jones follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JUDITH BURNS JONES, ASSISTANT PRorEssoR. OF_ PUBLIC
HEALTH AND DIRECTOR OF THE WOMEN'S HEALTH AND EDUCATIO_N__DIVISION_OF THE
CENTER FOR POPULATION AND FAMILY HEALTH; FACOLTY,OF MEDICINE; COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY IN NEW YORK

I want to thank the task force for inviting me to present my views co cerning
comprehensive pregnancy prevention services for adolescents. I am an istant
Professor of Public Health and Director of the Women's Health and Educati Divi-
sion of the Center for Population and Family Health, Faculty of Medicine, Colurfibitf
University in New York.

Over the pest 7 years I have been involved in the developinent 'and implementEi-
tion of a broad range of services focused on the prevention of teenage pregnancy in
the Washington Heights community surrounding the Columbia-Presbyterian Medi-
cal Center.

This community representative of many urban centers across the Nation. It has
shifted from a middle-income, older, more stable population to a young_ newly-ar-
rived, predominantly Hispanic, low-income grou_p with serious unmet health and
social needs. The birth rate in Washington Heights has been increasing since 1373,
while decreasing in Manhattan as 11, whole_In_both A975 and 1976; Washington
Heights had the highest birth _rate of all districts in Manhattan and a rising per-
centage of out-of-wedlock births. In 1976; before our efforts began, 20 percent of all
teenage births in the _city were to teenagers in Washington Heights, which had only
16 percent of the total population of Manhattan.

In that same year the Washington _Heights Council identified health problems re-
lated to teenage sexuality as a top priority for action. While there were services for
teens-who were already pre ant, there were n o s pecialiied services for adolescents
that focused -on _prevention. Therefore, our program priority became the rational de-
velopment of a service capable of addressing this need.

Family planning services have historically been provided in community-hased
clinics, with hospitals serving_solely as referral and back-up resources. Growing
demand, coupled with the awareness of _the -need for more single-source comprehen-
sive health carehas_ created new roles for tertiary health care institutions like the
Columbia- Presbyterian Medical Center The challenge to us was developing a pro-
gram that would truly impact on the increasing problem of early adolescent sexual
activity as well as the prevention of unwanted and unplanned pregnancy.

The possible Obstacles were many: Gould a community-responsive program in a
major medical instithtion be develop-ed that would remove barriers to access? Would
the community be supportive of a program that would deal directly with adolescent
sexual activity? Could the availability of services be made known in an effective and
appropriate manner? Could a service be provided that would be sensitive to tlie corn-
munity's social and cultural diversity? Could we make a partnership_amonggovern-
ment_ the community_ and a medical_ institution _to_ provide relevant and sensitive
health care? And would the range_ of_programs have any impact on the problem?

The Brat_step inmaking such a program a reality was the removal of the critical
barriers that prevent utilization of these services by teenagers. Parental consent re-
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quireenents were removed. [Atte afternoon and evening clinics were initiated to _ac-
commodate the schedules of this predominantly school-age population. Through the
assistance of government and private sources, services were subsidized. The large

0- urban hospitaL which would be considered less than ideal by some in fact helped to
provide the anonymity and- confidentiality that adolescents have identified as a
prime prerequisite for service utilization, The program was (and still is) staffed by
specially ti-lined danicii counseling and volunteer personnel who have a genuine
desire to work with young people. Most reflect the ethnic and racial_ diversity of the
community, and all are involved in ongoing training programs to strengthen_ their
skills in dealing with the unique needs of adolescents and their relationships with
their families. Furthermore. since quality health care must address both socio-emo,
tional and physical needs, both group and individual counseling sessions are critical
services components.

Thus in the fall of 1977 a Young _Adult incorporating these features, was
opened to provide contraceptive counseling and medical assistance to adolescents 21
years of age and younger. While the clinic is the site of these medical and counsel-
ing services, the program's focus and many of its activities_ are_in and with the com-
munity. We believe that it is only throisigh working with schools; churches; parent&
associations and community organizations that a solid foundation_ for a sustained
effort can be achieved. With the major emphasis on preventive health and sex Mu,
ciition, where better to begin but in the community in which these adolescents live?
An intensive educational outreach program, made possible by a 4-year, private foun-
dation grant, has been conducted in the schools, with the support and assistance of
principills, teachers and guidance counselors, Rather than confining our tijo proach
solely to fiietual material on reproductive physiblogy and contraceptionov&attempt
to develop a rapport with teenagers that makes possible the discussion of broader
issues of sexutility, thereby developing their abilities to make choices. Because_pre-
vention is our goal, it became clear that these efforts had to be extended to younger
lige groups. Therefore, much emphasis has been placed on developing pertinent pro-
grams fbr non-sexually active pre-teens as well.

In addition to work in the schools parent sex education seminars and conferences
were.began in 1978 whi h have now reached thousands of parents in the community
and throughout the city; Also in 1975; a bilinguaLimprovisational theater troupe,
composed of community teenagers; was developed as 0.-,modality for increasing
parent-teen communication. Working at a household-based leyel, a cotnmunity
health advocate program, staffed by comm, ity residents, identified large numbers
of adolescents in need of preventive services d educational counseling; and refer-
ral services were provided.

Currently, a network of volunteer communi women is being developed to -pro-
vide ongoing preventive health education ref ral for community residents. Educa-
tional materials that range from_ the importan e of pregnancy prevention to the im-
portance of early, prenatal care are also being designed with the community for use
in English as Second Language classes. More_important is the growing network of
community organizations and individuals that have joined us as partners in these
efforts.

Given the scope of our activitie& what impact have we had in this period of time?
While we cannot be absolutely sure that we are the sole cause; the following indica-
tors encourage us to believe that our program efforta are worthwtple:
"Vre have had over 25,000 visits by approximukly 8,000 individual teenagers in the

5 years of clinical services, Surely this volume speaks to a desife by teenagers to
avoid early pregnancy. Moreover_within our clinic population, the percent pregnant
before the first visit is down from 44 to 34- percent. The percent with previous live
births is down from 26 to 14 percent. We_are hopeful that these numbers signal in-

.. creasing success at attracting teens in need of prevention sooner. Finally the data
on births to teens in Wa,shington Heights is also encouraging, The percentage of
births that were to teens in 1976 was 13.8 percent; but that numheris now down to
11.9 percent. This js in spite of the steady increase of Hispanics in the neighbor-
hood, a group with a young age composition and a comparatively high birthrate.
- While these data may be testimony to what can be accomplished' by preventive
programs, we must recognize that adolescent pregnancy, like many other societal
problem& is an' expression of a multitude of social, economic and emotional forces.
Thus if we are to deal with adolescents as complete individuals, we must share our
experience and coordinate our efforts.

With this in mind; the Center sponsored a colloquiurri in 1981 with representa-
tives of lore than 50 organizations; ranging from the American Citizens Concerned

Ph Ician. nurse-midwives, nurse-practitioners.

t
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for Life to the Salvation Army and many youth-serving arg-ani one. The purposeWeof the meeting wits _to tuiseas Ways to preVent teenage pregnancy, with a particular
focus on the role bf families within the contexts of unique communities.

In bringing tOgether representatives of diverse organizations we did not expect
uniformity of views. There are many issues about which there will always be dig-
agreement. However, the c011oquium participants shared a deep Concern for the
wellbeing of young people; and reached Uhaninfotiri agreement on a number of issues
key to our discussion today:

1. Prevention of adolescent pregnancy should include broad Approaches that may
have indiract effects. Stich broad approaches as employment counseling and job
training for adolescents, discussion groups aimed at setting persbnal gciala and
values clarification might help teenagera in &inking deciSiOns abeut sexuality and
childbearing. These shatild be Combined with services related directly to sexuality
and contraceptiOn.

2. Prevention through education needs to begin before the teenager is sexually
active.

The involvement of the family can be a valuable source of support for adoles-
cents, but family involvement &es hat neceSsarily mean the involvement of_par-
ents, since a large proportion of tCenagers do not live in ,the traditional nuclear

4. Programs for parents like those for adolescents; must be varied and flexible.
No single program design will work in all situatiOns Or Meet the neethi of all fami-
lies. We need to find out which designs WOrk biett in a giVen setting, or for a particu-
lar target group..

flArhat we are-dbing at the Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center is_possible across
this country. The provision of service is but a first step and must be expanded.
Equally important is the need ta develop a cadre of trained profetisionals in addleg-.
cent sexuality and_behavior; for too many initiatives,have floundered far lack Of et=
fective personnel Moreover; targeted fundiag for terViceS, counseling, and education
has to be available to eastire that thia group will continue to receive the kind of
special attention and support that will make the critical difference, We must pro-
vide continuing and specialized preventive health care_services for these young
people in settings that are coriducive to their acceptance. At the same time; we must
work with adults to assist them in dealing with the realitieS df adolekent behaVior.
And we must continue to explore avenues tO intreaie parent-teen communication.

The challenge we face, bh a national and local. level, is to improve the quality of
and access to services in a manner that will focus on preventive rather than thera-
peutic care, arid to develciP comprehensive programs that are community-responsive
and culturally relevant.

Mr: LEHMAN. Thank you.
We have a _little manpower problem. I am chairman of the Ap-

propriations Subcommittee on Transportation and we have to con-
vene in a few minutes. I wilt hoping Mr. Blileyhave you been
able to reach him? _

So what I will do iS I Will recess for a few minutes so Mr% Bliley
can come here arid then he tail heae the last two witnesses. I will
have to go to my other meeting. If he does nOt show up, I will tome
back and adjourn the meeting and then you can _file your. state-
ments for the record. He is oh hiS way direr here, from what I un-
derstand from his staffi So if_you will be patient, we will recessthe
meeting for a few minutes. If he does not come back; I will come
back.

Did you reach Mr% Bliley? We will find him and We will get him
here. If he cahhot, they will know *here to reach me and I will
comeback.

I want to thank you for being here. JuSt be patient for a few
minutes.
:'-{Ftecess.]

Mr. BULEY [presiding]. My apologies. It is not always this bad;
and then again, Sometimes it is worse.
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You will have to bring me up to speed. Where are We? Have you
had your testimony?

Ms. "IONE& Yes; I have.
Mr. BLILEY. OK. Have the others?
Why do we not finish with the testimony and then we will move

to the_qxiestions.
Dr. Weir.

STATEMENT OF MAURICE WEIR, PROJECT DIRECTOR, CITIES-IN-
SCHOOLS, INC., WASHINGTON, D.C.

Mr. WEIR. Yes; sir; I would like to thank the members Of the
select committee and to iiiimediately make a correction in the ad-
dreSSing to myself as "Doctor" in the agenda, as I am not a doctor
of any sorts. I was told that might be able to have one conferred
by one of the staff here and I would gladly accept it, but until that
happenS, I will have to make that correction.

In addition, I would, like to Offer; before I start into my testimo;
ny; a bit of an apology for this being a document typed by my own
hand and therefdre -carrying all the flaws of my limited typing abil-
ity.

I am the director of the Cities-in-Schools adolescent healthcen-
tei's adolescent pregnancy program. Cities-in-Schools is -a private;
nonprofit organization whose founders and current staff have, for
20 years; been developing and refining program models 16 effective-
ly serve children, youth and families._

CitieS-ln-Schools strives to effectively integrate existing medical,
educational; and :social servicee by coordinating the delivery of ex-
isting services and using, a school or single site through which
these services are distributed.

CIS maximizes the impact of the service delivery system, on the
target populatidn While minimizingadministrative overhead and
establishing an active communication network among service pro-
viders

CIS is currently facilitating programs in eight _cities throughout
the country: In each of 'these _cities; we are working very closely
with local government and school officials and numerous public
and private agency heads in developing and refining coordinated
delivery systems -using existing services.

Today, I would like to share with 'you the Cities -in-Schools' per-
Spective on coordinatingservices and how this concept is being suc-
cessfully implemented in the CIS adolescent pregnancy program in
Washington, D.C.

We no longer live in an agrarian society where social needs are
met simply _Life on a farm or a small village once allowed -many
human problem§ to be met by doses of good will and cooperation.
Needs were visible and solutions were more a matter of commit-
ment than anything else.

HoWeVer, with the rapid_growth of an _industrial society; the re-
sponsibility for meeting the social needs have been transferred
from the extended family and volunteer groups to large public in-
stitutions.

Institutions influence our lives daily. It is the inevitable price of
technology. Public institutions especially dominate the lives of the

1
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poor. Welfare, legal aid societies clinics, housing projects and food
stamp programs control the poor with abject finality.

Public institutions make valiant attempts to serve clients; but all
too often their urban strategies are woefully inadequate. Children
are hit hardest by this problem, A child with financial, legal, emo-
tional, or health _problems will have difficulty concentrating on
schoolwork. In today's technological society, sehool is essential_ to
success. Yet, in some of our major urban areas; almost half of our
young people are dropping out before graduation.

How has the most business potent society in history failed to
excel in the btitiriett of serving the poor, or helping the unproduc-
tive become productive?

I will leave that questia unanswered for the moment.
Cities-in-Schoolt believes that the resources to help young people

are in large part already allocated. According _to studies done by
Cities-in-Schools in 1974 through 1977; the ratio of full-time paid
professionals to fheycluth they serve in targeted areas was approxi-
mately 1, to 7; Even with recent budget cuts, we still auggest the
ratio is 1 to 10. HOWeVer, because they lack proper structure; big
city health and human service adminittrations are fragmented sys-
tems, ofter characterized by lack of coordination. In effect, each
sitution develops its own service policy without awareness of the
policies of other institutions and without awareness of the client's
other service needs.

Lack of outreach: Clientt must go in different directions for dif-
ferent services. Often they must travel long distances to reach serv-
ices.

Lack of personalism: Each client deals with many providers. Pro-
viders have large caseloads. No personal relationships are devel-
oped._

Lack of accountability: Providers and clients Are rarely held ac-
countable for failure or rewarded for successfUl impact on.individu,
al lives.. .

Low productiVity: Morale of providers is low and buriuntt is fre;
quent. For many clients,'the barriers are sufficient to prevent them
from seeking help._

In response to these problem& Cities -in- Schools- has- clarified a set
of principles which we think ,should guide the development of all
human service programs in order to make best .use of existing re-
sources.

With funding from the Depati.neht of Health and ,Human Serv-
ises, Office of Adoleticent Pregnancy programs, we have been able
to establish a demonstration project targeting services to pregnant
and parenting teenagers in Washington; D.C., using these princi-
ples: .

First, focus the services at a central, easily accessible location.
The program is housed in a facility located in the 14th Street corgi=
dor of ward 1 and is easily accessible to public transportation;
__All of the following services are offered a this single site:
Health-related services which include pregnancy testing, family
planning counseling, pre- ancj~ postnatal care; childbirth education,
nutrition counseling; VD screening, pediatric care, dental screen-
ing, mental health services, and be.* education classes; family life
education, GED preparation, vocatiorial, training, consumer educa=
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tion, parenting classes, adoPtion counseling,_day care, social service
counseling and assistance, transporation; recreation, and spiritual
guidan* and counseling;

Second; use existing staff and _resources from existing institu-
tions, whenever possible, to avoid the need for massive injections of
new funding and duplication of services.
4 More than 25 agencies have affiliated with the program to co-
ordinate existing services. Examples include:

A private agency has donated the 48,000-square-foot facility
which houses the program rent free;

The D.C. Commission on Public Health details medical staff to
the program;

A private agency details mental health staff to the program;
The D.C. Department of Human Services provides free adminis-

trative consultation;
Dietrict of Columbia public schools provides bodice and teaching

aids to the project. Clients enrolled in our educational component
*can receive Carnegie unit credit at their home school and thu§

avoid dropping out;
Two hospitals, one private; one public, provide backup to our

clinic. Clinic physicians and midwives have been awarded_ privi,
loges at each hospital. Hospital physicians back up the midwives;
Long-term pediatric folloWup is conducted by the hospitals in co-
ordination with the program,''Both hospitals haVe agreed to prOvide
services to all program clients, regardle§e of their ability to pay;

TWo nondenominatiOnal christian organizations provide staff
who offer voluntary counseling On-site to clients and their families;

The local YMCA detail§ staff to provide recreational and cultural
enrichment activities onsite.

I should mention here that the building that we got for the pro-
gram had an added benefit of a_pdcil and as gym and we were Able
to negotiate with the local Y to provide the staff to operate t. It
was an added feature and attraction, both for males and
to the program.

A private agency provides details 'staff to tutor studen in the
educational component; `_

Another private hospital has agreed to detail staff to t pro-
gram who will assume responsibility for family planning services;
and

A local university shares in the cost of a detailed staff person
who conducts the program evaluadon.

All of the affiliated agencies have a direct interest in pregnant
and parenting teenagers. The personnel released from traditional
service formation§ to work at the project site continue to be em-
ployed by, and accountable to, their home agencie§, but they go to
work at the program site where their clients are

Third, structure the program so that each client has an oPprortu-
nity to experience a one-on-one, supportive-_relationship_ with a\
service provider. Each staff person at the, project is assigned a case .

load of approximately 20 clients and their families. This staff ,
person becomes the primary link with the iresources of the delivery
system, plus advisory, referee andconfidant.

Client progress and staff. prochictiVity are . closely monitored
through the case load structure.
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Fourth, we suggest that you emphasize small, easily manageable
delivery units o_ multidisciplined staff so that providers can coordi-
nate their tdlents and resources to meet the needs of each client
holistically. ,

Fifth, incorporate a sophisticated evaluation and monitoring
system so that accountability is clearly defined and closely moni-
tored by all areas of service.

The Howard University Urban Studies 'Institute has accept re-
sponsibility for evaluation and monitoring. Data is collected on
every client on service ,needs, services delivered, outcomes, et
cetera: Data is then compiled for each program" component:

The information is used in making program modifications, as-
sessing service delivery efforts and to report to participating agen-
cies on the relative impact of their involvement.

Sikth, build partnershipshetween public and private sectors and
between the different levels of government for funding and gover-
nance of the program. Cities In Schools [CIS] has organized a local
advisory board made up of representatives from the city govern-
ment, the school syStein; the business community, State govern
ment, participating service agencies, and the families being served.
CIS works with. this group to solicit and focus exist* resources;
ideas and people at the project site. .

I will pause here briefly and go back to the q_uestion'that I raised
earlier in regard to why we have not; being the most potent' busi-
ness societies in the world, been more successful in addressing the
business of the poor. I Come- back to No. 6 here because I think it is
a key to one of the things that the Federal Government needs to be
looking at, not only down to how. it might coordinate vertically
with State an city governments and other agencies, but horizon-
tally within d rtments and across department lines;_,

We have fO 4 that all WO often; even at the Federal level,
policy issues. are decided upon separately and not in conjunction
With the thinking of departments who- also impact- on that same
issue. This provides confusion; it provides a great deal of frustra-
tion to those at the lower levels Who have to respond to, by way of
propoOal or by way of communication; to those varying policies that
could better serve. all concerned if they were planned in conjunc-
tion and coordination.

At the same time; a very strong effort to solicit the involvement
of the Private sector and other agencies, not merely from the stand-
pOint of hearings and 'advice, but from the .standpoint of actual
planning and sharizzg of the factors that are being conaidered most
weightedly in Federal policy decision, should be allowed for groups
that. are going to eventually be affected by either using Federal
.funds or having to work with groups that have it

:So we Sliggest here, also, that from a management and organiza-
tional structure point of view, the Federal Government needs to
reach out in a different kind of way to the other service providers
at all levels of the public 'and private sectors:

The CIS adolescent, pregnancy program is successfully demon-
strating that working partnerships among groups whose efforts are
typically uhcoordinated can have a positive linPact. This im_pact is
seen;' napt,Onlx7.in the lives of individual pregnant and parenting

1 I
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teens, but also in the development of new ways of thinking within
the agencies that the program has touched. _

The success of the program to date is reflected in the award for ,

"outstanding services and contributions to the Department of
Human Service and th'e citizens of the District of Columbia in the
areas of adolescent pregnancy prevention, inedicali educational,
and social services to pregnant adolescents; improved birth weights
of babies.of adolescent mothers; and reducing repeat pregnancies;"
which was issued to Cities In Schools by the Department of Human
Services at its 1982 award ceremony.

I should point out that I believe that is carefully worded and
each of those areas that they cite; the low birth weights and so on,
were, in fact, the true outcomes. and impact on the program inside
Of its first year of operation. Accepting that award, and going back
to the note Where I .pointed -out that the number of agencies. in-

,. volved, we could not but accept with the understanding that it was -
an award that had to be shared by all those who were involved.

Thank you.
Mr: BLILEY: Thank you very- iich; Mr. Weir.
[I"repared statement of Ma ice E. Weir, Sr., follows:1

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MAURICE E. WEIR, SR., DIRECTOR, CITIES IN SCHOOLS,
ADOLESCENT HEALTH CENTER, ADOLESCENT PREGNANCY PROGRAM

Mi. Chairman and Members of the Select Committee's Task Force:
I would like to begin by first correcting the mistaken referenee to me, as Doctor,

in the agenda. I am neither an M.D. or Ph. D. I am the Director of the Cities In
Schools, Adolescent Health Center's, Adolescent Pregnancy Program. Cities In
Schools Inc. is a private, non-profit organization whose founder and current staff
have,for 20 years, been developing and refining program models to effectively serve
children; youth and families. Cities In Scheols strives to effectively intergrate exist-
ing medical; educational and social services. By coordinating the delivery of existing
services and using a school or single site through which these services are distribut-
ed, CIS maximizes the impact of the service delivery system on the target popula-
tion, while minimizing administrative overhead and establishes an active communi-
cation network among service providers. CIS is currently facilitating programs in
eight cities throughout the country, In each of these Cities we are working very
closely with local government and school officials, and numerou public and_private
agency heads in developing and refining coordinated delivery systems using existing
services.

Today I would like to share, with you the Cities In Schools perspective on coordi-
nating services and how this concept is being successfully implemented in the CIS
Adolescent Pregnancy Program in Washington, D.C.

We no longer live in an agrarian society where social needs are met simply. Life
on a farm or in a small village once allowed many human problems to be met by
doses of good will and. cooperation. Needs were visible and solutions were more of
commitment than anything else. However, with the rapid growth of an industrial
society,_ the responsibility for meeting the social needs has been transferred from
the extended family and volunteer groups to large public institutions.

Institutions influence our lives eaily. It is the inevitable price of technology.
Public institutions especially dominate the,lives of the poor. Welfare, legal aid soci-
eties; clinics, housing r-ljects and food stamp programs control the poor with abject
finality.

Public institutions make valiant efforts to serve clients; but all too often their
urban strategies are woefully inadequate. Children are hit hardest by this problem.
A child with financial, legal, emotional or health problems will have difflcUlty con-
centrating on school work. In today's technological society, school is essential to suc-
cess. Yet, in some of our major urban areas, almost half of our young people are
dropping out before graduation.

How has the most business potent society in history failed to excel in the business
of serving the poor . . of helping the unproductive become productive?
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Cities In Schools believes that the resources to help yoUng people are in large part
atr(ady allocated. According to studies done by- Cities In Schools in 1974-1977, the
rat of full - time -paid professionals to the youth they served in targeted areas was
appl,,ximately 1.7. Even with recent budget cuts, we still suggest the ratio is 1.10.
However, because they lack proper structure, big city health and human service ad-
ministration are fragmented systems, often characterized by: Lack of Coordination
each institution develops it's own service policy without awareness of the policies of
other institutions; and without awareness ofi*_the client's other service needs: Lack of
OutreachClient's must i 1 different dir ctions for different services: Often they
most travel long distances to reach services, Lack of Personalism Each client deals
with many -providers. Providers have large caseloads. No personal relationships are
developed. Lack of Accountabilityproviders and client's are rarely held account-
able for failure or reward for successful impact on individual lives. Low Productiv-
itymorale of providers is low and burnout is frequent. For many clients; the bar-
riers are sufficient to prevent them from seeking help.

.

In response to these problems; Cities In Schools has clarified a setof principles
which we think should guide the development - of all human service_ programs in
order to make best use of existing resources: With funding from-the Department of
Health- and Human Services, Office- of Adolescent Pregnancy Programs, wO` have
been able to establish a demonstration project targeting services to pregnant and
parenting teenagers in Washington, D.C. using these principles: (11 Focus the serv-
ices at a central, easily accessible location. The _program_is_housed in a facility locat-
ed in the 14th Street corridor of Ward Land is easily accessible to public transporta-
tion. AU of the following services are offered at this single site: Health Related-Preg-
nancy testing; family planning counseling, pre and post-natal care, childbirth educa-
tion; nutrition counseling, VD screening, pediatric care, dental-screening, mental .

health services; basic education classes, family life education, GED preparation, vo-
cational training, consumer education, parenting classes, adoption counseling, day
care, social service counseling and assistance, transportation--recreation; and spirit,
ual guidance and counseling. (2) Use existing staff institutions whenever possible to

.4 avoid the need for massive injections of new funding and duplication of services:
More than twenty five agencies have affiliated with the program to coordinate exist-
'nil services. Example:, include: ,

it private agency has donated the 48,000 sq. ft. facility, which houses the program
rent free.-

Tbe D.C. Commission on Public Health; details medical staff to the program.
A private agency details Mental Health staff to_ the program.
The D.C. Department of Human Services provides free administrative consulta-

tion.
D.C. Public Schools provides books and teaching aids to the project. Clients en-- 0

rolled in 60- educational component can receive carnegie unit credit at their home
schools and thus avoid dropping out.

Two hospitals, one private/one pu!.',Iic provide back up to, our cli c . Clinic physi-
cians and midwives have been .awarded privileges at each hospi -a Hospital physi-
^clans back up midwives. Long term pediataric follow-up is condu d by hospitals in

'. coordination with -the program. Both hospitals agreed to provide services to all pro-
.k.grantclients regardless of ability to_pay. N -

Two non-denominational Christian organizationi.provide staff who offer voluntary
counseling on site to clients_a_nd their families. ; 1

The localYMCA details staff to provide recreational and cultural entichnient ac-
tivities on_site.

.

A private agency provides detailed Staff to tutor students inthe educational com-
ponent_

Another private- hospital has agreed to detailIttaff, to the program, who will
assume responsibility for family planning services, .

A local university shares in the cost of a detailed staff person who conducts ,the
programs,eva I uation.

All of the affiliated agencies have a direct interest in pregnant and parenting
'teenagers. The personnel released from traditional service formations to work at the
project site continue to be employed by and_accountable_to their home agencies; but
they go to work at the program :site_where the clients are. (3) Structure the program
so that each client' has an opportunity to experience a one-on-one; supportive relation-
4iip with a service provider; Each staff person at the project is assigned a CASE-
LOAD-of approximately twenty 20) clients and their- families. This staff person be-
conies the primary,link with the resources of the delivery system, plus advisor, ref-
eree, and confidant. Client progress and -staff productivity are closely- monitored
through the caseload structure. (Al Emphasize small, easily mcinagecible delivery
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units of ntultiii6;iip166.d staff that'providers can coordinate their talents and re-
sources to meet the needs of -each client holistically (5) Incorporate a sophisticated
evaluation and monitoring system so that-accountability is clearly defined and close-
11' monitored by all areas of service. The Howard University Urban Studies Institute
has accepted responsibility for evaluation and monitoring Data is collected on every
client on service needs; services delivered,_ outcomes, etc. Data is then compiled fOr
each program component The information is used in making_ program modifica-
tjons, assessing service delivery effortcand to report to participating agencies on the
relative impact of their involvement. (6) Build partnerships between public and pri-/vale sectors, and between-the- different-tevets of government, for funding and govern,

/ ance of the program. CITIES IN SCHOOLS.has organized a local ADVISORY (BARD
°made up representatives from city government, the school system,- the business
community, state government, participating service agencies, and the farriilies being
served. CIS worka with this group to solicit 'and focus existing resources, ideas and
people at the project site.

The CIS Adolescent Pregnancy Program is _successfully demonstrating that work-.
ing partnershi0 among groups whose efforts are typically uncoordinated can havaa
positive impact. This impact is -seen; not only in the lives of individual pregnant and
parenting teens, but also in flit development of new ways of thinking within the
agencies the program has touched.

;The success of the program to date is reflected in the Award for "Outistanding
services and contributions to the Department of Human Service and the citizens of
the District of Columbia in the areas or adolescent pregnan pre_vention; medical,
educational and social services to pregnant adolescents; improved birthweights of
babies =if- adolescent _mothers; and reducing repeat pregnancliesi" v;rhich was issued
to CITIES IN SCHOOLS by the Department of Human Services at its 1982 Award
Ceremony.

Mr: BLILEY: Mrs: Driscoll.
Also, while you are getting ready, I would like to extend to you

the apologies of your Congressman, George Miller; who would be
here except for his presence being required on the floor.

STATEMENT OF PAT DRISCOLL DIRECTOR, WOMANITY, WALNUT
CREEK, CALIF.

Mrs. DRISCOLL. Thank you very much, Mr. Bliley:
I do want to thank you for the' opportunity to testify as a citizen

and a taxpayer nd a concerned parent on the vital issue of adoles-
cent pregnancy trevention.

I am here to try to convince you to bring the full power of the
Federal Government to promote a foolproof method of reducing
teen pregnancy, specifically abstinence. By this; I do not mean to
imply that another bureaucracy should be established, but rather, I
am proposing 'that out of existing Federal funding levels, a higher
priority should begiven to programs promoting abstinence:

I would like to show the irrationality of the present government
policy by contrasting how we deal with two then problems, teen
shoplifting and teen sex:

Teen shoplifting is a growing social problem, but we certainly do
not fund programs to profnote responsible shoplifting so that those
who choose to shoplift can learn how to do so without getting
caught

But we are doing just that with the teen sex problem; Govern-
ment-funded programs; such as the Office of. Family Planning and
Planned Parenthood; claim to be promoting responsible sex by
teaching contraception and abortion. They teach our teens how to
have sex but not get caught

And the result? The youth are getting caught. The teen sex prob-
lem is worse than ever.
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In an editorial of Family Planning PerspectivesSeptember and
October 1980Zelnik & Kantner show that more teenagers are
using contraceptives and usingthem more meticulously than ever
before. Yet the number of premarital pregnancies continues-to rise;

At this point; I would like to request that the referenced article
-by Dr. Ford, which is in Heartbeat Magazine; be inserted into this

testimony.
Mr. BLILEY: Without_ objection, it will be.
Mrs. DRISCOLL. Thank you.
[The information follows:]

'
TEENAGE PREGNANCY, CONTRACEPTION AND ABORTION: AN ANALYSE (IF CHANGING

TRENDS

(By James H. F or , M.D.)

(The following is excerpted from a talk given by Dr. James H. Ford at the Tenth
Annual AAI Academy in Phoenix, Arizona, November 1981.)

Of the one-and-one-half-million abortions performed annually in the United
States, about one-third of them are performed on teenagersmost of thein unmar-
ried teenagers. Just the moral implications of this fact alone are overwhelming! But
the social implications are also important and in fact, quite far-reaching, because of
the other-social phenomena with which such massive teenage abortion is connected.

The close connection between the rising rates of teenage aUOrtion, promiscuity,
premarital pregnancy, and illegitimacy seem obvious enough. But the connection be-
tween rising teenage abortioin rates and the inversely proportionate, falling rates of
marriage and family-formation among teenage girls has probably been less obvious.
Nevertheless: such a connection has now been well demonstrated also.

The relationship, between abortion, pregnancy and sexuality, surety is obvious
enough. Before any woman aan have an actual abortion; she has to be pregnant.
And before she can be pregnant (barring some form of artificial insemination), she
has to have sexual intercourse. And before this can occur, it is essential that a will-
ing_and able man be, readily available -to her. 7

In this context, even the merest glance at the latest rhetoric of so-called "pro-
choice" spokesmen can leave little doubt that the campaign to keep abortion-on-
demand legalized, is just-another aspect of the campaign topromote and extend the
sexual revolution.

ABORTION AND THE CONTRACEPTIVE REVOLUTION

Abnrtion, as a public policy and as a matter of widespread practice, does not exist
in a moral vacuum; and this phenomenon cannot be adequately, appreciated in isola-
tion from such issues as the so-called "sexual revolution"which has so much cap-
tured the imagination of so many of out young people. The sexual revolution, in
turn. cannot be understood in isolation from the contraceptive revolution of which it
is an inherent part.

The abortion mentality and the contraceptive mentality flow from the game philo-
sophical underpinning. Even a most superficial inquiry into the thought-processes
of k ading abortion advoLltes will reveal this assertion to be a self-evident truism.
Abortion is seen by mans as just another part of birth control technology..

Dr. Charles Westoff is a_ professor of sociology at Princeton University, a leading
spokesman for the Planned Parenthood cause, and a member of the science advisory
panel of_the Alan Guttmacher Institute (which is the research arm of the Planned
Parenthood Federation of America). Dr. Westoff tells us that such trends as child-
less marriages, the separating of sex from reprciduction, and the weakening of the
permanence of marriage are closely connected to such factors as the develcipment of
birth control technology, the-rise of militant feminism, and the diminishing_ influ-
ence of religion in our lives. He suggests that these trends confirm his belief that we
are fast approaching the perfect contraceptive society.

It behooves us all, then, not to underestimate thy significance of these trends and
their harmful effects on the future of the traditional family.

ABSTINENCE HAS BEEN THE NORM IN MOST CULTURES UNTIL RECENTLY

Historically. most cultures have attempted to control adolescent sexual activity.
Most industrialized countries have traditionally prohibited 'premarital sex among
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adolescents. In many countries, total abstinence from intercourse has been the
standard of behavior expected of unmarried adolescents.

But now we are given much evidence that the incidence of adolescent sexual ac-
tivity at au earlferage_is_increasing in the United Statesin fact, mar so in the
US_ than in many other countries.

In 1978; the US; Commission on i'opulation, conservatively estimated that 1.5
percent of all 13 and 14 years olds in this country had had intercourse. That's a
dramatic eightfold increase since Kinsey's day, in the number of teenagers having
such earlier sexual experience.

THE MORAL CLIMATE AND THE ROLE OF THE FAMILY

A much more important and little mentioned factor in this trend is the changing
moral climate, and the changing role of the family; in the lives of so many teen-
agers. The family's ro/eor lack of itseems most crucial.

Kantner and Zelnilc (professors of demograehy .at -Johns Hopkins University)
found that teenage girls livingin-fatherless families were 60 percent more likely to
have had intercourse_than those in t w o - p a r e n t nornes. And girls who said that they
confided in their parents were substantially less likely to have had premarital inter-
course than those with little parental communication.

SIMPLISTIC, ONE-DIMENSIONAL THINKING

It is unfortunate that the public_conceni about teenage sexuality hi the past few
years has come to be focused almost exclusively on the problem_of rising teenage
illegitimacy. Much of this attention is the result of frequent agitations on the_sulx.
ject within the public mind, by. various birth control groups; Indeed; among some
groups, the only concern abaft adolescent sexuality has cobie to be its implications
with respect to pregnancy, and the alleged overpopulation problem.

In fact, po_pulationgroups such as Planned Parenthood continue to engage in sim-
plistic, one- dimensional-thinking _that says that pregnancy is the only problem, and
that contraception is the only solution-

/U1 a consequence; contraceptive usage has become a conunonly_rwoinniended sub-
stitute for our society's traditional encouragement of premarital abstinence,

In this context, it is of considerable significance and worth mating here; and Isay
this rather pointedlythat the overriding concern of these socalled "family plan-
ning"- programs for teenagers (just as it is for adults) has actually been shown to be
population control, not illegitimacy!

THE FAILURE OF THE CONTRACEPTIVE APPROACH

OVei. the five- ear period between 1971 and 1976; during which Planned Parent-
hood quadrupled its birth control services to teenagers, the incidence of premarital
intercourse among white teenage girls increased 41 percent, and there was a 45 per-
cent increase in the proportion of 15 to 19 year-old white-girls who experienced at
least one premarital pregnancy during that same period. That would appear to be a
terrible_admission of_failurefor the Contraceptive approach.

But instead of such a frank and honat admiwion of failure for the contraceptive
approach (or some explanation for such failure), Planned Parenthood sPokensmen
have attempted to confine the matters and to evade this conclusion, which is so
damaging to the thesis they had set out to prove;

Furthermore, -it seems apparent from the available evidence that by encouraging
abandonment of chastity as a means of avoiding pregnancy, Planned Parenthood
and its allies have served their on purposes quite well by creating a- larger new
teenage clientele for_ their abortion and contraceptive services. For this, if for no
other reason, the purity of their motives must be considered suspect.

EFFORTS TO EXPLAIN AWAY THE DIFFICULTIES

Basically, Planned Parenthood people continue to explain away the increase in
premarital pregnancy by suggesting that this problem occurs mostly in girls who do
not have access to contraceptive service& They still insist that this problem can be
solved simply by further applications of the same old solution.

The fact that these birth control groupo have been applying this same old solution
for over ten years, %ithont_coming close to their stated objktive, should, presum-
ably; be sufficient to demonstrate to the most rigorous skeptic that the practicability
of the contraceptive approach; in the case_ f teenagers, is_open to serious question.
But apparently, Planned Parenthood people still can't see this. In fact, they recently
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referred to their teenage birth control program as a great "success" story (Family
Planning Perspectives, May/June '81; P. 108).

It is important to realize that many pre-marital pregnancies are intentional, and
that this category of pregnancy cannot be prevented by any kind of contraceptive
program. In their study, Zelnik and Kantner found that intentienal pregnancies ac-
count for about 20 to 25 percent of all teenage pregnancies.

But another reOent study found (among one group of pregnant teenagers) that
more than 60 percent of them had become pregnant deliberately: (Ryan and
Sweeny, Obstet Gynecol; June '80).

It should also be noted (if we limit Dur consideration only to unintended premari-
tal pregtfancies) that as many as 13.4 percent of those reported in the 1971 survey
had occurred even in situations, and at times, when a contraceptive was being used
By 1976, this proportion had risen to 18.8 percent.

Among white teenagers, who showed the_greatest improvement in contraceptive
use during this periodthe increase in the proportion of all unintended premarital
pregnancies was even more marked; rising from 13:3 percent 1971 to 23.5 percent in
1976.

Meanwhile; those teenage girls who relied abeirierice as a pregnancy-preven-
tion method, continued to maintain a perfect zero-percentage rate!

Zelnik and Kantner show that more teenagers are using contraceptives,'and using
them more meticulously than ever before. Yet the number of premarital pregnan-
cies continues to rise. (Family Planning Perspectives; Editorial; Sept/Oct '80L

To further complicate and darken this dismal picture; we note that there has
been a continued- decline in the number of pregnant teenagers who marry in the
course of their first pregnancy: The increasing availability of abortion in the past
decade has undoubtedly played an important part in this trend.'

In fact; there is a close reciprocal relationship between-inc easing abortion and
declining marriage. Zelnik and Kantner found that in 1979, a ong white teenage
girls who were unmarried at the time their pregnancy was r olved, 95 percent of
them chose to have an ab-ortion. Conversely, and significant) none oithe teenage
girls who married before the resolution of their first ti reported having had
an abortion.. Similarly, and of equal significance, Zeinik and ' Kantner found it un-
likely that very many teenagers who are already married would want to terminate
a pregnancy_by_abortiOn.
__It follo_ws then that; for malty women, their attitude toward pregnancy and moth-
erhood is strongly dependent on the man's attitude.- If the putative father accepts
the idea of marriage in the presence of a premarital pregnancy; he tacitly accepts
the idea of motherhood also, and usually, so does thewoman. On the Other hand, if
the man rejects the idea of marriage and motherhood, the woman often seeks an
abortion.

Regarding the decision to seek an abortion then; it appears that* quite often, the
main factor influencing the woman is a selfish, rejecting; or anti-motherhood atti-
tude learned from the man:

EASY ABORTION ENCOURAGES MALE IRRESPONSIBILITY

It also seems obvious that many men are less willing, in recent years, to marry
the woman they have made pregnant, because of their increasing awareness that
abortion is readily accessible to the woman, should she choose to avail herself of
such a "quick-fix solution."

But, in fact, the man's refusal to marry the woman is, itself, often a crucial factor
in her decision to seek an abortion; because she is then placed in an emotional bind
by having to cheese, out of desperation; between either the perceived shame and
desolation of an out-of-wedlock birth; or the hope of a quick-and-easy, secret escape,
held out by the readily available abortionist -

Easy abortion; therefore, encourages more male irresponsibility, and increaSads-
male irresponsibility, in turn, encourages greater recourse to abortion on the part of
women.

' ABORTION: MALE-FEMALE ANTAGONISMS

For many years now, an oft - repeated slander against pro-life partisans has regu-
larly_emanated from. the pro-abortion camp; to the effect that we who opphse abor-
tion do so only because- we look down -on women, and that we see childbirth as some
sort of vindictive punishment to ha inflicted upon them.

This, dastardly calumny was again repeated by Dr. Irvin Cushner, a pro-abortion
professor from- U.C.L.A., at a pro-aliortion rally in Les Angeles. As Dr. Cushner put
it "Anybody that says the right of an unborn fetus is greater than the right of

1
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choice of a grown female, must have, at the very minimum, a great -disrespect and
disregard for women."

But nothing could be further from the truth. Besides being slanderous, Dr.
Crushner's accusation also distracts us from the basic fact that all the polls I've
ever seen show that more men than women favor easy abortion; because; presum-
ably, easy-abortion very well serves the selfish interests of men.

The truth of this assertion' was well demonstrated by a revealing admission by a
pro-abortion attorney at the very same pro-abortion- rally.

Eddie Tabeshr speaking on behalf of the California Abortion Rights Action
League; said that, "Eveu man should realize. that if abortion is outlawed, there are
going to be a lot more paternity suits; and a lot more cold. showers." (L. A. Herold
Examiner; 10/18/811:

It seems evident then, that easy abortion makes the sexual exploitation of women
easier for pro-abortion men.

' PRO-LIFE CONCERNS ARE POSITIVE

, Our concern; as pro-life people; issomething positiveHt is a desire to_protece the
life of all innocent human beings (especially those who are in need of protection)
including Unborn children.

The fact that we are emphasizing a concern to protect unborn children so much
more in recent years (bedause they are currently undai such massive attack) _does
not mean that we tare less about the associated suffering of women in their role as
mothersnor are we insensitive to such suffering.

ILLEGITIMACY HAS INCREASED

Because of the increased recourse to abortion, there are, proportionally,ewer live
births. At the moment, abortion remains the major means by which young women
are preventing births they do not wish to have.

But the increased usa of abortion has not kept pace with the declino in the will-
ingness of the young men involved; to marry the girls whom they have, so thought-
lessly, made pregnant The net result of all this has been a rise in the.pnwortion of
all pregnancies ending in out-of-wedlock births, and an Increase of illegitimacyat
least among sexually active, white teenagers. As a result, the problem of illegitima-
cy among teenage girls, which Planned Parenthobd supposedly set out to reduce;
has become progressively worse, and -has more-or-less paralleled the rise -in teenage
abortions (abel/ion rates increased about 50 percent, and out-of=widlock- birth rates
increased about 2.5 percent, over an eight-ye_ar period).

It is for this reason that some of us almost choke when we hear Planned`Parent-
hood falsely-putting forth-their so-called "services" as somehow, being something of
special benefit to the public, or as being especially, deserving of the moral and finan-
cial support of the communityallegedly, because these programs reduce the inci-
dence of teenage pregnancy. These claims are not only not true in actual practice;
they are contradicted, even in theory, by studies which should be well-known to'
every so-called "professional" in the birth control movement.

As Kinglsey Davis has so well pointed out: "The current belief that illegitimacy
will be reduced if teenage girls are given an effective contraceptive, is an extension
of the same reasoning that created the problem in-the first place. It reflects an un-
willingness to face the problems of social- discipline, while trusting some technologi-
cal device to extricate society from its difficulties-The irony is that the illegitimacy
rise occurard precisely while contraception was becoming more, rather than less;
widespread and respectable.

VD CONCLUSION

Thus the rising rates of illegitimacy' and abortion _are the_ exeuses_given by
Planned Parenthood for fostering sex education and birth control programs. These
"solutions," in turn, stimulate increased fornication, which (when coupled with- igh
contraceptive-failure rates) leads to ever-increasing premarital pregnancy; which:in
turn, leads to ever-increasing rates of abortion and illegitimacy. The escalating rates
of these predictable, adverse censequences are then used, once again, as justification
by Planned Parenthood to call for more sex aducation and contraceptive programs,
as the only "solution." Thus, the vicious cycle is perpetuated.

Moreover; rampant promiscuity among teenagers has also increased the incidence
of VD; sterility, cervical canceG emotional trauma,- and widespread social disloca-
tions. This information has been documented in the Ford Report and other previ-
ously published articles.)
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_ Daiscou; Of particular interest to the taxpayer is the fact
that teen _pregnancy is reaching the highest levels in areas, par-
ticularly, I am sorry to say, in my__own_ State of California; where
the greatest public expenditures for family planning are _being
made. _E_conornics professor Dr Kasun of Humboldt University, in
an -article, published in 1982; writes: "The data for California indi-
cate that for every additional $1 million spent by the Office -of
Family Planning, almost 2,000 additional teenage pregnancies
occur in this State:"--7-1

This_articlei_also, I would request be inserted. into the testimony.
Mr. BLILEY. Without objection.
The information follow

FAMILY PLANNING EXPENDITURES IN CALIFORNIA

iBy Dr. Jacqueline Kasun Ph. Di

iCalifornia data disproves the effectiveness of family planning expenditures in
preventing teen pregnancies

The_State of Ca liCornia'ls. one of_ the foremost states in the financing and promo-
tion of family_planning, spkending- almost twice the amount per capita as the average
for all states liir this purpoe. and providing a higher-than-average level-of
ity of publicly-subsidized control services.' Expenditures by_ the California .State
Office of Family Planning (OFP) grew_ frotn $4 million in fiscal years 1971-73 CO $35
million in fiscal years _19.80-81, an eightfold expansion;- during this same period fed-
eras expenditures for this purpose.grew by less than half this much. In 1980-81 OFP
was financing. the activities of some ISO family planning _agencies. in 40 countries;
providing, funds for all methods of fertility contra_ In addition, the agency has for
some time been actively involved in:developing and promoting sex education at all
grade levels including college, and has even undertaken a million-dollar televsion
campaign_to-prpmote sex education.

The OFT has justified' much. of this effort on grounds of a presumed "need" for.
the state government to reduce levels_ofadolescent. pregnancy. The truth is, howev-
er, first, that the OFP has seriously diStorted the fac about adolescent pregnancy
in making Its_ case and,- second, that adolescent pregnancy has not fallen but has
increased significantly since the OFP campaign began. The evidence is that the OFP
programs have in fact greatly; increased the problems which they proposed to cor-
rect.

Based on data published by the_California State Office of Family- Planning, the U.S. Depart-
ment or Health and Human Services, and the Alan G'uttraacher Institute.
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: Contrary to the impression given by the OFP, the. birth -rate among California
women aged 15-19 in 1978 was at its lowest Jev_el in decades. Most of these young
mothers were over 18 and most were married. Most did not become welfare- clients.
Of those who did, most wouldreceive public assistance for only a part of their needs
and for only a- few years or even months. Despite hysterical claims by the OFP,
there is no evidence that the children of these young mothers would be less healthy

. or less intelligent than other children. There is no evidence that they would be
,abused or would become criminals or exhibit any other social pathology to a greater
degree than other children.

Worse yet, however, is the fact that the very problems which the OFP essayed to
correct, have grown much worse during the period of the agency's strenuous iiiii
expensive activity. The r e of pregnancy among California women aged 15 to -193t,i
had,been declining steeply, uring the 1960's. It began to- rise, however, when the
OFP began its programs to ontrol teenage pregnancy and it has moved upward in
close correspondence with i creases in expenditures by OFP. As a result.The rate of
pregnancy among_California teenagers in 1978 was the highest of any state in the
nation, more than a third above the national average:2 The reason this very high
level of pregnancies resulted in a birth rate among teenagers, that was,no higher
than the- national average, is that the abortion rate for teenagers in this state is
also the highest of any state. It has more than tripled since 1970 to a level in 1978,
which greatly exceeded the rate of births among women in this age group.

Similarly among all women of childbearing age in California, the pregnancy rate
has 'climbed to a level which is more than 20 percent slime the national level, and
the- California abortion rate, which is 62 percent above the national average, is the
highest of any state except New York.3 .

Far from discouraging "unintended" pregnancy,,the OFP attempt to saturate the
state with publicly-subsidized sex instruction and contraceptives has encouraged a
great deal of sexual- experimentation that-would not otherwise have taken place.
Through the highly-financed efforts of the OFP the young people of California have.
been brought to levels of sexual sophistication and moral "tolerance" never before,
seen. By offering_ free_cbntraceptives and free abortions to all; the OFP has in effect
invited all young people to engage in free, riskless sex and has made those who do
not accept the invitation feel that they are out of step. The results are the same as
they have been everywhere the experiment has been tried; significant numbers have
accepted the invitation. The findings for California reinforce the results of the Roy-
lance study which shows that, among states with similar levels of adolescent preg-
nancy in 1970, those which increased expenditures oh family planning and sex_ edu-
cation the most also had the highest rates of increase in teenage abortion and ille-
gitimacy by 1975.4

It is clear, therefore, that the claims of the OFP. that it is saving taxpayers',
- money .are contradicted by the evidence. The evidence is that the OFF is creating

more problems than it is able to solve by means of its family planning programs:5
The data for California indicate that for 'every additional million dollars spent by
the OFP, almost two thousand additional teenage, pregnancies occur in this state.
The problems, which the OFP is creating with its programs are swamping the agen-
cy's ability tand perhaps everyone's agility) to correct them.

In these times of budget stringency, expenditure which cannot demonstrate their
cost-effectiveness should be ueliminatied. Appropriations for the Office of Family
Planning are clearly among these.

Nfrs. DRISCOLL. Further, these sex-teaching programs have stimu-
lated rarnpan't promiscuity among teenagers which, in addition to
causing more pregnancies; has also increased venereal disease; ste-
rility, cervical cancer, illegitimacy and abortion, plus emotional
trauma and widespread social dislocations.

2 Based on data published by the Alan Guttmacher Institute.
'!Based an data published by the Aran Guttrnacher Institute.
+Susan Hoylance. Testimony before the Committee on Labor and Human Reiources, U.S.

Senate, March 31, 19111.
' Though promoters of family planning aaim (vial Auestionabie validity ilecause of a_weak

statistical data base) that par ancy rates among "sexually active" teenagers are Falling, the
fact remains that pregnancY ails all teenagers is increasing and is reaching the highest levels
in areas. such as, this state, vitiere the greatest public expenditures on family planning are being
made.

138
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The Office of Family Planning, by offering free contraceptives
and free abortions, has in effect invited all. young people to engage
in allegedly free and riskless sex; often behind their parents' backs.

It has made those who do not accept the invitation feel that they
are out of step.

We note__ with interest -that Planned _Parenthood's pamphlet,
"Teen Sex," No. 1592, entitled "It's OK To Say No Way," points
out:

First, more than one-half of our young people, have not h
sexual intercourse; second; many of those who are having sex
not really want to, but let themselves get talked into it; and third,
the most common .means and the least expensive by which adoles-
cent females avoid becoming pregnant in these United States is by
avoiding genital contact.

Yet our society does not support these abstaining adolescents or
those who would like to abstain. Instead, we discriminate against
the virginal male and female. We disdain or exploit them in media
and advertising; ignore them in many churches; allow them to be
put down by their school peers; and intimidate them by our public-
ly funded planned parenthood-type programs which subtly under-
mine their chastity choice;

Is it not time that we advocate the one sex lifestyle for our
minors that can protect them and can keep them free to develop
healthfully?

'California's Dr; James H; Ford has piesented a well organized
and documented case for premarital sexual abstinence offered to
the California Medical Association this year in March as a resolu-
tion. I request that this "RX: Abstinence" be inserted into the
record._

Mr. BLILEY. Without objection.
[The information follows:]



x:Abstinence
By James H. Ford, M.D.
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Rx: AbstinenCe

All those fighting sex instruction programs
and the contraceptive propaganda forced on our
nation's youth will find most helpful Dr. Ford's
well-organized .presentation of the case for pre-
marital sexual abstinefiCe. In Marct, 1983, Dr.
Ford offered a resolution in this fOrm to the Cali-
fornia Medical Aisociation, complete with the
supportive references which are.provided you on
the facing pages. Here, in prOfessi6nal 'detail, is
the argumeilt for the unpopular (today) practice
of chastity.

it

1 4 it
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The Resolution

California Medical Association Resolutinii 720-83,
March 12, 1983: "The Foolproof Prophilactic Value
of Premarital Abstinence."

1. Whereas, there are some 1.5 million legal abor-
tions performed by physicians in this country every
year; and

2. Whereas, most of these abortions are sought in
order to preclude the prospect of an out-of-wedlock
birth; and

3. Whereas, prevention as a solution to the problem
of unwanted, untimely, or out-of-wedlock pregnancy is
superior to abortion (which is frequently an unplea-
sant experience for the woman, and may also have sig-
nificant physical, social; and emotional scquelae); and

42
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Documentation and Notes

1. "There. Were 1.55 million legal abartiOns in the U.S. in 1980
. . . Increases in the abortion rate, which was 30,0 per 1;000 live
births _in 1980, are slowing; if the trend Continues, the abortionrate
should stabiliie this_year."

(Henshaw SK, Forrest JD, Sullivan E; Tietze C: "Abortion ,Ser-
vices in the US., 1979-80." Family Planning Perspectives (14:1)
Jan/Feb 1982, p 5).

2. In 1980, the number of abortions among unmarried women
was 1,234,010 (or 79.4 percent of the total) as compared with 319,880
abortions (or 20.6 percent of the total) among married women.

In the same year, the abortion rate (per 1000 women aged 15 to 44
years) was 49.7 among unmarried wonien, as compared with 11.3
among married women. In other worda, the abortion rate was foUr
times (400 percent) greater among unmarried as compared with
married women. ,

In the same year, the percentage of pregnancies terminated by
abortion was 64.9 percent among unmarkied pregnant women (or a
650 percent greater rate) as compared with 9.8 percent of pregnan-,
cies aborted among married pregnant women.

( Hen sh aw SK, O: Reilly K: "Characteristics of Abortion Patients
in the U.S., 1979-80." Family Planning Perspectives (15:1) Jan/Feb
1983, Table 4, p. 8).

3. "There probably is no psychologically painless way 'to cope
with an unwanted pregnancy whether it is voluntarily interrupted
or carried to term" (p. 88);

"Certain trends emerge from a review of the scientificliterature
on the mental health effects of abortion. Emotional stress and pain
are involved in the decision to obtain an abortion, and these are
strong emotions that surround the entire procedure" (p. 98).

"Medical complications 'associated with legal abortion may
occur at the time of abortion (immediate), within 3G daysibllowing
the,procedure (delayed); or at some lat:er time (later (p. 67),

("Legalized Abortion and the Public Health.7 Report of a study
by Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences, Washing-
ton, D.C. , May 1975) .
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The Resolution

4. Whereas; most of These abortions are sought in
order to eliminate unwanted pregnancies, which often
occur despite studied contraceptive efforts; and there-
fore, such abortions represent clear-cut instances of
contraceptive failure; and

5 Whereas, unmarried women as a group, espe-
cially when they are very young, have a much higher
contraceptive failure rate than married women (and
they suffer much greater, adverse, social and emo-
tional consequences as a result of such contraceptive
failure); and

114
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Documentation and Notes

4. "It is well recognized by now that all contraceptive methods
Currently in use have serious drawbacks in their efficacy, safety and
acceptability. The most effective methods, the pill 'and IUD, have
side effects . . . which have been highly publicized. As a result,
contraceptive use . , . is imperfect because of existing methods, and
because human beings, too, are imperfect. Neverthelesa, the in-
adequacy of contraceptive technology is reflected in distressingly
high rates of recourse to abortion."

(Written testimony of Faye _Wattleton before Denton Title X
Hearings, March 31, 1981, p. 20. Faye Wattleton is president of t
Planned Parenthood Federation of America, and was testifying as
the official spokesman for that organization.)

In addition, during the same Senate hearings, Wattleton admit-
ted to Senator Nickles that the high rate of repeat abortiOn is a
reflection of contraceptive failure which, in turn, is a reflection of the
"shortconiings" in contraceptive technology:

Senator Nickles: ". . Do you have any statistics on the
number of people that come in to have an 'abortion for the
second time?"

Wattleton: "I do not know what the statistics from our
affiliates will be but nationwide we are seeing a repeat rate of
approximately 30 percent . ."

Senator Nickles: "Does that say anything about your effec-
t tiveness as far as pregnancy prevention?

Wattleton: "It certainly says a great deal about our effec-
tiveness in terms of the pregnancy prevention technology that

-is available . . . The (contraceptive) failures that we do see is
(sic) a reflection of the shortcomings in technology . . . Better
technology would enable fewer to face an unwanted
pregnancy."

(Testimony of Faye Wattleton before Denton Title X Hearings,
March 31, 1981, P. 76=77)

5. "Contraceptive use,is closely related to age, in that younger
women are less likely to havepracticed contraception at all, or if they
have used some method, to have used it less carefully and consist-
ently than older women" (p. 119). .

"Teenage women constitute :a special case, in that any preg-
nancy; be it terminated by abortion or by full-term birth, seems to
increase the risk of prematurity in subsequent pregnancies" (J.K.
Russell; 1974, p. 60).

4
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The Resolution

6. Whereas, many a young woman has become
pregnant unexpectedly because she was deceived by a
false promise of contraceptive protection (w ich was
perceived, or inferred, to be foolproof); and

Whereas,premarital abstinence is the only fool-
proof means of preventing unwanted, out-of-wedlock

27-506 0 7 84 - 10.
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Documentation and Notes

("Legalized Abortion and the Public Health." IOM-NAS, May
1975, op. cit. "Whereas" No 3)

"The health, social and economic consequences of teenage
pregnancy are almost all adverse. Pregnancies that end in abortion
or miscarriage are, at the least, upsetting and sometimes traumatic
to the pregnant woman" ("Teenage Pregnancy: The Problem That
Hasn't Gone Away." The Alan Guttmacher Institute, 1981, Section
, p. 28).

6. Zelnik and Kantner found in their study of teenage preg-
nancy that:

"Among those teenagers who;" in 1976, had hA at least one
premarital pregnancy . . . fewer than one-fourth had intended to
become pregnant. At the same time, only one-fifth of those who had
not intended the pregnancy reported that they had been contracept-
ing regularly to prevent it. (:.. . This is perhaps a surprisingly low
level of contraceptive practice among those who wish to avoid preg-
nancy . . .)

"(Of those) who had not intended to become pregnant and had
been 'regularly' contracepting, 36 percent had used the pill . .

'While-) 55 percent of nonusers (of contraceptives) had thought
t hey were likely to become pregnant . . . , (by comparison) most of
t hose who hifd taken the pill did not think that there was a good
chance they would become pregnant" (but they became pregnant
anyway) (emphasis added).

(Zelnik & Kantner: "First pregnancies to women aged 15 to 19;
1)76 and 1971." Family Planning Perspectives (10:1) Jan/Feb 1978,
p. 14.)

Furthermore, according to a study by Dr. Laurie S. Zabin, vice -
rhaiperson of the Alan-Guttmacher Institute: Even among teenag-
ers who are contracepting in the most ideal and consistent manner,
with the most medically-effective contraceptives; the minimum,
theoretical, two-year-cumulative pregnancy-risk is estimated to be
1:1.6 percent. (Family Planning Perspectives, March/April, 19
7:1).

By comparison, among teenagers who abstain consistently,
pregnancy risk is, quite obviously, and also quite strikingly, 'ibs
lute zero!

7 Furstenberg et al, speaking for the Alan Guttmacher .

t ute, points out that "only the most optimistic planners believe that
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The Resolution

pregnancy (and incidentally, it thereby prevents, as
well, the many kinds of social dislocation associated
with such pregnancy); and

8. Whereas, even. though we are all quite aware
that "abstinence" is seen as a joke word in some sec-
tors of our society; it has, nevertheless, been strongly
endorsed as a desirable and reliable health measure by
othei, (e.g., the AMA); and

9. Whereas, in 1974, the AMA (in Report T of the
Board of Trustees) adopted as policy "the need to
encourage the use of_ all practical . . . methods of prev-
ention . . of goiorrliea and other venereal diseases
. . . including fidelity and continence in married cou-
ples and abstinence in unmarried individuals;" and

10. Whereas, "abstinence in unmarried individu-
als" could also be qpite effective as a health measure in
stemming the tide of unwanted out-of wedlock preg-
nancies and abortionsif such abstinence were more
frequently, vigorously and unequivocally encouraged
by opinion leaders and authority figures in our society;
and

[48
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Documentation and

family planning and sex education d contraceptive services by
themselves will reduce adolescent birt s to an insignificant num
. . . . Given the many reservations th teena rs have about bi h
control, the ambivalent feelings that o n acc mpany nonmarital
sexuality, and the psychological propensi many adolescents
toward risk-taking, we may expect a tial . . . rate of pre-
marital pregnancy intyears to co . . . . Onl, goOd luck, coupled
with an increase in research doll s, will give u a safe contraceptive
method more suited to teenager , for whom se tends to be episodic
and unexpected, thanithose cur ntly avail e."

(Furstenberg FF, Lincoln R, enke J: "OverView," Teenage
Sexuality. Pregnancy and Childbearing: Univ. of *Pennsylvania
Press, Philadelphia, 1981, p. 14)

8. Efforts by some parents and church groups to encourage
premarital abstinence among young people have been ridiculed by
various spokesmen associated with other groups, calling themselves
"the foremost agents of social change" in the area of sexual libera-
tioii. Such traditional efforts have been sarcastically disparaged as
"exhortations" and "proscriptions."

(Furstenberg et al: in "Overview, Teenage Sexuality, Preg-
nancy and Childbearing (Univ. Penn. PreSs, Phila.' 198:, P. 15)

9. "The American Medical Association's House of Delegates
has developed policy positions that favor chastity as a prophylactic
measure . . . The delegates endorsed 'abstinence' for single people
and 'fidelity and continence' for married couples . . ."

(News report: "AMA Says Chastity Can Avert Gonorrhea:"
Family Practice News, August 15, 1974: Note: "Continence" means
"self-restraipt," or the ability to refrain from some bodily activity.)

10. Even Freud, although he felt that the-mental mechanisms of
denial and repression of impulses were harmful to the psyche, did
not disparage the value of sublimation, or the conscious suppression --
of impulaes. Freud also suggested that maturity was characterized
by the ability to postpone gratification, and he clearly rejected
immaturity, infantilism and narcissism as disvalues in the area of
psychological adjustment and personal adaptability in life:

Therefore, even in terms of the Freudian ethic, many if not most
of the young people who are currently addicted to a sexually active
lifestyle are behaving not only immaturely, but perhaps, in a

149
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Documentation and Notes

manner ultimately detiimenta to their mental health.
These suggestions about the immaturity, cttnfusion- and the

inadequacy of most adolescents is confirmed by their own state -.
ments as found in the Sorenson Report: Adolegcent Sexuality in
Contemporary America (1973). Although 75 percent of adolescents
objected "when people think of me as an adolescent" and 83 percent
resented it "when older people think of me Els a child," qui -Mum=
gruously, 73 percent of them agreed that "I'm not a child any
but I'm not an adult yet, either." Furthermore; 61 percent of boys and
65 percent of girls admitted that they still "think and act somewhat
like a child."

And 47 percent of adolescents admitted that they would have a
hard time going out into the world on their own, and 37 percent think
of themselves as children because there are a lot of things that they
still can't do on their own. Then, 36 percent of boys and 27 percent of
girls agreedthat "the way I'm living right nom, most of my abilities
are going to waste."

Furthermore, 50 percent of non-virgin adolescents worried
about whether God would approve of their sexual activity; and 54
percent believed that some of their sexual actilidtties were probably
harmful to their relationship with their parents.

Then, 28 percent of non-virgin adolescents believed that sarn of
'their sexual activities were harmful to them; and 34 percentIsaid:
"Sometimes I Mink that I am addicted lib sex the way some people
are addicted to drugs." Then, 58 percent of non-virgin adolescents

greed: "When it comeLtirsex, a lot of young people these days do the
t ings they do just because everyone else is doing it;" but paradoxi-
cally, 54 percent agreed: "My sexual behavior would not be accepta-
ble to society."

Then, 46 percent of all non-virgins agreed: "Having sex helps
take my mind off some of the bad things that happen to me." And 52
percent of older boys, and 74 percent of the older girls agreed that
some boys use sex to reward or punish their girl friends. And 71
percent of the older boys and 74 percent of the older girls agreed that
somtLgirls use sex to reward or punish their boyfriends.

This frequent misuse of sex, and the nonsexual motivation in
much of adolescent sexual behavior, was also noted by- Cohen and
Friedman ("Nonsexual motivation of adolescent sexual behavior,"
Medical Aspects of Human Sexuality, Sept;. 1975). They found that
adolescents often have ego and identity problems. Those who feel
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The Resolution

wof

11. Whereas, the social supports which fortify the
morale andr6soluteness of those attempting to adhere
to the traditional norm of premarital abstinence are
being ever more seriously eroded by the mixed m'es-
sages and double-talk emanating from some quarters
of our society on thissubject; and

.4
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Documentation and Notes

inadequate and unacceptable often engage in sexual activities to
gain peer approval.

Cohen and Friedman also noted that adolescents use sexual
activities to rebel against parents and to "get even" with them for
real or imagined grievances. Adolescents were also found to use
sexual activities or pregnancy to escape from a life situation or to get
away from home. They also found that sexual activities could be a
cry for help, a search -for love or an act of self-destruction. They
concluded: ". . . It appears likely that the pattern of resolving bon-,
sexual conflicts is detrimental to the development of true intimate
interpersonal relationships in adolescents and young adults."

11. The Planned Parenthood Federation of America (PPF4) in
its pamphlet "Teensex" tells teenagers that "it's okay to say no
way." But, although PPFA admits that saying "No" isn't easy, and
tells teenagers that premarital coitus "may" even have "sad
results," the ambiguous language used by PPFA in most of its dis-
cussion on the subject of self-restraint tends to s-tbvert, in advance,
any possible resolution the ambivalent teenagers might decide to
make in favor of saying "Na." It does this by leaving with the
teenage reader the distinct impression that it is equally "okay" to
say "Yes"when you are'"ready to," or "want to,"' or "decide.to"
(PPFA pamphlet No. 1592).

In a related but prbbably contradictory ploy, spokesmen for, the
Alan Guttmacher Institute (research arm of PPFA) tell us that "in
order to avoid corrupting the young and sexually inexperienced,
sexual information too often is not given to the teenager until it is too
late to prevent the first pregnancy" (p. 15).

In order to remedy this flaw in their teenage fertility- conttol
program, these spokesmen suggest that premarital coitus be treated
as the norm (p. 14), and that "society will have to make the difficullt
decision to transmit the knowledge and the means of pregnancy
prevention to all teenagersnot just those known bto be sexually
active. There is the chance that some, thereby, may be encouraged to
experiment with sex somewhat earlier than they would have done
otherwise . ..." (p. 15). They f-]rther suggest that family planning
programs be made "more accommodating to the adolescent life= _

style" (p. 15).
(It should be noted here that such policy not only discriminates

againstlhose who are trying to abstain and in favor of those who
have .no desire to resist temptation, but it also heavily loads the
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%-

12. Whereas, we see too few of our opinion leaders,
nowadays, applauding the ideal of self-mastery . or
suggesting thit we encourage such an ideal in our
young people; and

13. Whereas, there also appears to bea crying need
to promote a return to greater decency and sanity (and
a corresponding heed to discourage the worsening
trend toward sexploitation) in male-female relation-
ships; and-
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choice, in every way, in favor of saying "Yes" to premarital coitus.)
Finally, these same spokesmen admit that "even the most dedi,

cated proponents of widespread contraceptive information and
availability for teenagers are aware that their efforts may prdinote
sexual activity, even while they are reducing pregnancy among the
sexual active . . '." (ps. 21). (Furstenberg et a-1, Teenage Sexuality;
Pregnancy and Childbearing, Univ. Penn. Press, Phila., 1981)

12. As physicians who are concerned with advancing the public
health in the areas of pregnancy- prevention and mental health; we
would be acting in the finest tradition of our profession; and would
be promoting the best health interests of our patients (and the.citi-
zenry at large), if we were to give strong encouragement to those who
are struggling, in a spirit of exemplary excellence, to sublimate their
sexual impulses and to postpone gratification in the hope of attain-
ing a healthier, happier and more stable future in a marital
relationship.

13. Media periodicals and reports are replete with stories about
the escalating intensity of hostilities, disillusionments and disen-
chantment in relationships between the sexes. For example, a recent
report in U:S: News and World Report (Feb, 21; 1983).tells about the
frustration and disillusi9nment that exist within the:nonmarital
relationships among the 19 million "singles." that now reside in this
country, "Later marriage and more divorces are fast swelling the
ranks of AmeriCans living alonean experience that seems to be
liberating for somebut depressing for ()there.

In a similar vein; renorts about the sexploitation going on
between the sexes continue: Such reports; even when limited to the
medical literature; are too numerous to cite adequately in any rea-
sonably brief summary of the current situation;

In 1967, a University of Wisconsin psychiatrist pointed out that
the promiscuity which was occurring as a result of the new permis-
siveness had had a disastrous' effect on the Mental health of many
female college students.

He pointed out that young women had not only been victims of
the exploitative behavior of their male copanions but also of their
own self-deception. He called these young women "casualties of the
sexual revolution."

(Halleck SL: "Sex and mental health on the' ampus," iJAMA
:(200,8), May 22, 17, p. 108)
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Since then, the situation has obviously become much worse. A
more recent study documents the same complaint, i.e., that many
college women have been flagrantly exploited by their sex partners:,

(Weis DL:,"Reactions of college women to their first coitus."
citledical Aspects of liuman Sexuality (17:2) Feb: 1983, P. 60cc.)

In 1974, a poll of 15/;000 family physicians and psychiatrists
revealed that many if nqt most of them believed that the new moral-
ity and the sexual revoYution had created a moral climate that has
been, on balance, harniful to the physical and mental well-being of
their patients; and furthermore, that this permissive climate had
contributed significantly to an increased incidence of VD, rape,
unwanted pregnancies and abortions.

. .

(Kirk J: "Four queStions about sex in our society." Medical
Times (Vol. 102, No. 11), Nov. 1974, p. 68)

d revelant to the increasing levels of premarital coitus' going
on almong our young people, a prominent demographer (Charles
Westoff of Princeton) has suggested that "the future seems less and
less compatible with long-term traditional marriage . . . there seems

'to be a massive postponement of marriaWn the making .

"The intriguing question is whether we are witnessing a post-
ponement of marriage, with, an institutionalization of trial mar,
riage, or a more basic change that will eventually alter the institu7
tion itself, . . . There do not seem to be any forces in view that will
reverse this trend . . . ."

( Westoff; Charles: "Some speculation on the future of marriage
and fertility;" Vhapter.10, p. 155, as found in turstenberg et al(ed.):
Teenage Sexuality. Pregnancy, and Childbearing (Univ. Penn.
Press, Phila., 1981)

kn this context, a leading (Columbia University) sociologist has
warned that "at the present accelerating rate of depletion, the Uni-
ted States will run out of families not long after it runs out of oil . . .

Depending on one's assumptions about how this accelerating disin-
tegration of the family will progress, the U.S. will not have a married
household left a generation or so from now.

"This is not to be taken as a prediction; it simply projects a past
trend into the future at the same rate of acceleration. The projection
suffices, however, to show that the family is an endangered species,
which it may require a conscious, collective effort to saveas part of
our social ecology. Clearly, if this decline (in family formation and
stability) is not to continue, some powerful forces will have to inter-

3
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The Resolution

14. Whereas, a recent poll reveals (despite the al-
leged inroads ofthe sexual revolution) that most Amer-
ica women not only believe in premarital abstinence as
a good policy and a desirable norm, but also strongly
disapprove altogether of premarital sex; and

15. Whereas, neither the media, nor public age4-
cies, nor .concerned professonal groups have as yet
placed adequate emphasis on premarital abstinence as
an important, preferred and readily available method
of precluding unwanted, out-of-wedlock pregnainy -

and abortion; now, therefore.be it

Resolved: That the CMA endorse the proposition
that premarital abstinence is a most desirable and
effective means of precluding unwanted pregnancy,
out-of-wedlock births, abortion; forced marriage and
other similar kinds of social dislocation; and, be it
further

Resolved: That the CMA urge the media, the appro-
priate piiblic agencies, and all concerned professional
groups to emphasize,in their educational campaigns to
the public, the benefits of premarital 'abstinence as an
effective and readily available means to reduce the
incidence of abortion, as well as other kinds of social
dislocation associated with unwanted, out-of-wedlock
pregnancy; and be it further

156
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vene to reverse the trend."
(Etzioni, Amitai: "Science and the future of the family." Science

(Vol. 196, No. 4289), April 1977)

14. A recent poll Glamour magazine found that 51 perOent of
the women polled considered premarital sex to be "unacceptable."
Furttermore, only 20 percent "strongly agreed" that it was accepta-
ble; This story was_reniiited not only by UPI (L.A. Times, Dec. 19,

ut also by AP (Lo9 Angeles Herald Examiner, D6t; 14, 1982).
here have been other _polls with similar results. In 1976, a

National Opinion Researth Center poll found that almost 70 percent
of adult Americans believe that intercourse outside marriage is
"always wrong" (News item: Sexual Medicine Today, May 1982, p. .

5):

15?
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The Resolution

Resolved: That the general tenor of this resolution
be presented this year to the AMA House of Delegates1
for consideration and approval.
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Epilogue

Unfortunately, Dr. Ford's efforts to present a pro-family
resolution to the California Medical As.sociation were rudely
received by some of his fellow delegates and members. His
proposed resolution went nowhere at the CMA convention,
derision filled the air, and Dr. Ford went home understanda-
bly hurt and considering resignation from the CMA.

Recognizing that his voice is badly needed in that assem-
bly, however, he has since determined to stay and keep fight-
ing the battle. As he remarked at the time, hOw he was treated
is not the real issue: "I'll get over it! But millions ofyoung
women who will have to live with the consequences of
the problem throughout their future lives will not!"

You can be sure that members of the CMA will hear again
from_ Dr. Ford about the value of abstinence from premarital
sex. Let us hope that more and more of them will begin to
listen, so that they can join him in properly educating the
teenagers of California.

Of course, the same arguments can be used to promote
abstinence before any state medical body, and before any
local agency that has influence on classroom sex education. If
you are part of the fight to defend teenagers against what Dr.
Paul Ramsey calls "the insistent society," Dr. Ford's resolu-
tion can buttress your own work;
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Mrs. DiuscoLL. Dr. Ford urges the media, appropriate public
agencies, and all concerned professional. groups to emphasize in
their educational campaigns to the public the many benefits of pre-
marital abstinence.

With this as background, I shall overview two grassroots move-
ments which are clearly promoting abstinence. One is called Chris-
tian Womanityhereinafter referred to as Womanityand Teen-
Aid; Inc.

Womanity, of which I am a founder and the director, means
Women for Humanity. A California-based volunteer, nonprofit edu-
cational service; we began over- 10 years ago -with a program for
teenaged girls affirming their dignity and value. The message of
self-esteem and personal responsibility was extended to include
boys.

Today, Womanity Publications are .ordered and used throughout
the United States and in Canada, Australia, and England.

In 1982, Womanity presented an accredited seminar for nurses,
educators; and parents in San Francisco. Entitled "Affirming Ado-
lescent Abstinence," the conference drew over 300 professionals
from _9 States. :Orders for the tapes and publications are still being
received nine months later.

A follow-up seminar; entitled "Teaching Sex Respect," is sched-
uled for October 29 of this year, also in San Francisco;

Womanity materials are ordered by public and private schools,
churches, youth ministers, health departments, school district, hos-
pitals, Crisis Pregnancy Centers; Pro-Life Groups; as well as teach-
ers, parents, doctors and counselors and; laughingly enough; even
the military.

In response to requests last_year we have sent out 280,000 pam-
phlets and we fill monthly from 100 to 300 orders. Gne of the inter-
esting developmenta is that increasing numbers of requests are
coming from the Pregnancy Crisis Centers to assist unmarried
teens in changing their sex life style.

Teen-Aid is another alternative to the Planned Parenthood ap-
proach and it, too, is a nonsectarian and nonprofit Spokane, Wash-.
ington-based group. Teen-Aid was organfzed in 1981 and it is com
mitted to encouraging abstinence as a premarital life-style for
teens.

Abstinence conveys a Car deeper meaning than the restraint of
an impulse; It relates to_ a belief in the family and in the ultimate
value of human life and reflects the respect for self and for one's
future spouse and children.

About 500 copies of the Teen-Aid's High School curriculum,
which is entitled "Sexuality; Commitment and Family," and was
designed for public schools have already been purchased by people
in over 26 States and 6 Canadian provinces.

The large numberg of parents and teens -who want- to resist the
trend toward sexual license is reflected in Teen-Aid's rapid growth.

At this point, I would like to request that in the record reference
to-the article on Teen-Aid be included.

Mr. BLILEY. Without objection..
[The information follows:]

16
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\\....I What's Working A review of new ideas and events in pr,lifo service]

TEEN-AID: VALUE-FULL SEX EDUCATION

(By Nancy Roach)

Each of us in the Pro-Life Movement has a unique set of experiences that account
for his or her sustained commitment of the sanctity of life. In 1981, significant
events in Eastern Washington touched the lives of key pro-life activities and pro-
duced a powerful sense of unity, rededication and shared vision.

During that year, several communities were polarized by issues centering around
the teaching of value-free sex education and the inviting of Planned Parenthood to
increase their efforts to provide contraceptives to teens. After weeks of "protest" ac-
tivitics. it _became clear that an alternative approach to the adolescent pregnancy
problem needed to be. developed. The- opportunity to build the framework for such
an alternative came in August; 1981, when representatives from eleven Eastern
Washington communities met to share resources, and ideas, .and to plan a positive' I response to the value/free, contraception-oriented programs :cr teens in their com-
munities. Teen-Aid was horn.

The principles guiding the new organization were set down in a charter that
clearly states Teen-Aid's commitment to encouraging ubstint-nce as a premarital
lifestyle for teens. But as Teen-Aid's _non-sectarian programs have evolved; absti-
nence has conveyed a far deeper meaning than the restraint .! an inipulse. It re-
lates to a belief in the family and in the ultimate value of human life; and reflects a
respect for self and for one's future spouse and children.

Along with the Teen-Aid charter, the original board identified five basic program
elements. Briefly stated these are:

I. Media Campaign to utilize all available media, to promote the benefits of absti-
nence as a premarital lifestyle Tor teens; and to assist parents in communicating
about human sexuality, with their children.

2. Community Educationto make available to the community (e.g.,_ schools,
churches and families) a curriculum in human sexuality, complete with bibliogrtt.
phy; to provide audio-visual _materials for the course; and to train volunteers to
present to individual classes; the nature and objectives of Teen-Aid:

3. Operation Communicationto provide workshops for parents, on the subject of
human sexuality designed to improve parent-teen communication, and to sponsor
workshops for teens to assist `them in formulating and expressing their choice to
avoid premarital-sexual- activity.

4. Indiidual Counselingto offer help to teens seeking a frarfnework for under-
--standing,their sexuality.

._

5. Medical Servicesto provide screening for sexually transmitte&diseases(STD),"
with the provision that all clients screened must receive counseling as to,theudvan! 4
tages of premaritalabstinence, Pregnancy testing_will be available upon request All
clients with positive results will be referred to a pro-life pregnancy counseling serv-
ice.

In October of last year, Teen-Aid reached a major- milesame by completing the
senior high curriculum, Sexuality, Commitment arid Family. Designed primarily for
use in the public schools, this fifteen day course is aimed at encouraging recriett for
the power to procreate and unequivocally presents abstinence as the most beneficial
lifestyle for unmarried teens. Steve Potter, the senior editor of the curriculum, has
been a high school teacher and coach for ten years and has witnessed the damaging
effects of value-free sex education programs. Sexuality, Commitment and Family is
unique in that it does not include information on the mechanics of birth_ c_ontrol,
and encoura_ges_pareataL involvement through the Parent /Teen Communicators"
that are sent home with the students at the end of each lesson.

The Teen-Aid counseling progra:n got- underway this January when our first
office was opened in Spokane. Averly Nelson, M.D. (Psychiatry) and Frank Hamil-
ton. Ph.D. (Clinical Psychology), have developed guidelines used in training our vol.

' bnteers. Dr. Nelson says of our counseling program: "It is designed to afford to teen-
/ agers a sense of structure and meaning so that- they will direct their energies

toward the development of skills and character traits that will provide a bedrock of
security as they enter into the responsibilities of early adulthood".

Our Spokane staff is committed to helping teens become involved inpositive, con-
structive activities, and are informed as to existing- community programs and job
opportunities.

In September, our Spokane_office_will begin providing STDIscreening. This will be
under the direction of AL Derby. M.D. lob -gyn); who has written extensive medical
guidelines for our counselors

161
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The response to the Teen-Aid concept has been,- at times-, overwhelming: The
countless requests for speakers; materials; curricula and additional services -have
been; to us, a clear sign -that teens want to be challenged to avoid sexual activity,
and that parents are anxious to help them meet that challenge.

There are currently eight Teen-Aid affiliates (five outside of Washington state)
with several other communities doing the groundwork to get affiliates started. Our
curriculum has been inirchased by people in 26 states and six Canadian provinces:
Letters of interest and support are received daily

As we continue to develop our programs, the Teen-Aid board is in close contact
with existing pro-life organizations to insure that efforts aren't duplicated,` and that _-

a spirit of coo_peration is maintained. Nearly every beard member has brought to
Teen-Aid, experience in some facet of the Pro-Life Movement. This experience has
made each of us aware of the vital need for sexuality education that supports tradi
tion-al mores and encourages strong family ties:

It has been said that trend is not destiny. The large numbers of parent-S*1d teens
who want to resist the trend toward-sexual license, is reflected in Teen-Aid's rapid
growth. With the help of those who firid hope and support in our message, Teen-Aid
may soon liecome a significant force in the pro-life effort to reshape our destiny.

Mrs: DRISCOLL: Thanktyou.
In conclusion, I urge,that the United States _stop funding those

agencies like Planned Parenthood, which have failed to reduce the
teen sex probleM. I urge that we initiate a national nonsectarian
program of support for premaiital fidelity; a new image for adoles-
cent abstinence.

Creative programs, mass media campaigns, agencies and services
could all affirm this reasonable; natural and healthy sex lifestyle
for our minors.

Results are predictable: PrImiscuity, pregnanCy, and abortion
will drop. IndiVidual and social health will improve.

So, for the benefit of our rhi!dren, our families, and our Nation; I
urge the official affirMation ^f adolescent abstinence.

Thank you -
[The prepared statement of Patricia Driscoll follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PATRICIA 'WALKER DRISCOLL, DIRECTOR,\WOMANITY,
WALNUT CREEK, CALIF.

Chairman George Miller and Members of this Committee, I want to thank you for
the opportunity to testify as a citizen, a taxpayer and a concerned parent on th,
vital issue of adolescent pregnancy prevention,

I am here to try to convince you to bring the full power of the Federal Govern-
ment to promote a foolproof method of reclining teen pregnancy specifically, absti-
nence:

First I would like to show the irrationality of the present government policy by
contrasting how we deal with two teen problems, tees shoplifting and teen sex:'

Teen shoplifting is a growing social problem but we do not fund programs to pro-
mote responsible shoplifting so that those who 'choose to shoplift can learn how to
do so without getting caught.

But we are doing just that with the teen sex problem. Government-funded pro-
grams such as the Office of Family Planning and Planned Parenthotkl claim to be
promoting responsible sex, by teaching contraception and abortion. They teach our,
teens how to have sex but not get caught.

And the result? The youth are getting caughtt-The teen sex problem is worse than
ever. -)In an editorial of Family Planning Perspectives-Sept./Oct. 1980--7Zelnick
Kantner show that more teenagers are using contraceptives and using them more
meticulously than ever before. Yet the number of pre-marital pregnancies continues
to rise.2

' "Teach Them To Stet': But not get Caught," Womanity, Walnut Creek, Calif., 1980.
"Teenage Pregnancy, Contraception and Abortion." James H. Ford, M.D. Heartlieat,

Summer 1983, pp. :0-12.

27-506 0 94 II 162
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Of particular interest to the taxpayer is the fact that teen pregnancy is reaching
the highest levels 4( areas ;r3,trticularly California) where the greatest public ex-
penditures for family plahning are being made. Economics Professor Dr. Kasun of
Humboldt University in an article published in 1982 writes "The data for California
indicate that for evey additional million $'s spent by the OPP; almost 2 thousand
additional teenage pregnancies occur in this state. " 3

Further these sex-teaching programs have stimulated rampant promiscuity
among teenagers which, in addition to causing more pregnancies has also increased
V.D., steriFty, cervical cancer, illegitimacy and abortion plus emotional trauma and
wide spread social dislocatio_ns.

The Office of Family Planning by offering free contraceptives and free abbrtions
has in effect invited all young people tq engage in allegedly free and riskless sex
often behind their parents' back.

It has made those who do not accept the invitation feel that they are out of step.
We note with interest that Planned Parenthond's pamphlet "Teen SexIt's Okay

to Say No Way" points out:
,(1) More than one-half of our young people have not had sexual Ict;course.

- . (2t Many of tfhose who are having sex don't really want to butiet themselves get
talked into it

CD The most common means and the least expensive by which adolescent females
avoid becoming pregnant in the U.S. is by avoiding genital contact

Yet out' society does not support these abstaining adolescents or those who would
to abstain! Instead we discriminate against the virginal male and fetnele We
. ne or exploit them in media and advertising; ignore them in many churches;

allow them to be put down by their school peers; and intimidate them by,.our public-
.fy funded Planned Parenthood type programs which subtly undermine their chasti-
ty choice.

Isn't it time we advocate the one sex life style for our minors that can protect
them and can keep them free to develop healthfully?

California's Dr.JameS H. Ford has presented a well organized and documented
case for pre-marital sexual abstinence, offered to the California Medical Association
as _a resolution in March 1983. I request that "RX: Abstinence" be inserted into the
record.'

Dr. Ford urges the media,_appropriate public agencies and all concerned profes-
: lona' groups to emphasize in their educational campaigns to the public the many
benefits of pre-marital abstinence:

With this background, I will overview two grassroots movements which are clear-
ly promoting abstinence: Christian Womanity (hereinafter referred to as/Womanity) .
and Teen-Aid, Inc.

Womanity (of which I am a founder and the director) means Women for Human-
ity. A California-based volunteer, non-profit aducational service, we began over-10
years ago with aprogram for teenaged girls affirming their dignity and value- The
message_ of self-esteem and personal_responsibility was extended to include laoys.
Today Womanity publications are ordered and used throughout the United States
and in Canada, Australia and England:

In 1982 Womanity presented an accredited seminar for nurses, educators and par-
ents in San Francisco. Entitled "Affirming Adolescent Abstinence," the conference
drew over three hundred professionals from nine states. Orders for the tapes and
publications are still biing received nine months later. A follow-up seminar 'Teach-
ing Sex Respect" is scheduled for October 29, 1983, also in San Francisco:"

Womanity materials 6 are ordered by public and private scho hUrches, youth
ministers. health departments, school districts, hospitals, Crisis Pre ancy Centers,
Pro-Life Groups, teachers, parents, doctors, cour.seliorseven the mi itary!

TEEN-A173

Another alternative to the Planned Parenthcind appro.ich is Teer-Aid, Inc A no%
sectarian and non-profit, Spokane, Washington-based group, TeenAid was organize
in 1981. It is,committed to encouraging'abstinence as a pre-marital life style foi'-'"ir

_3 Planning Expenditures in California." Ili. J. Ka-un, Ph.D. Heartbeat, Winter, 1982,
pp. 12-13.

"RX: Abstinence." James H. Ford, M.D.
'Teaching Sex Respect-' /flyer. Womanity. Oak Park Center, Ple/Vsant_Hill;_CA 94523. _ _

"Sample Worrignit leaflets: "On the Verge of Virginity," "Done all the Way. Now Where?",
"Flow to Say No. ' ondary Virginity," "The Best Birth Control for Teens, "Parent Power
and Teen Sex." _

'16
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Teens. Abstinence conveys a far deeper meaning than the restraint of an impulseAt
relates to a belief in the family and in the ultimate value of human life and reflects
a respect for_seif and for ones future_ spouse and chiklren.

Five hundred copies of the Teen-Aid's IlighSchool Curriculum, "Sexuality, Com-
mitment and Family," designed for public schools have already been purchased by
people in 26 states and 6 Canadian provinces.

The large numbers of parents aid teens who want to resist the trend toward
sexual license is reflected in Teen-Aid's rapid growth.7

CONCLUSION

L urge that the United States atop funding those_ agencies like Planned Parent-
hood which have failed to reduce the Teen Sex Problem;

I urge that we initiate a national non-sectarian program of support for Pre-Mari-
tal Fidelitya new image forei-tkiseent Abstinence. Creative programs, mass
media campaigns, agencies a .ices could all affirm this reasonable, natural
and healthy sex life style for our minors.

are predictable: promiscuity, pregnancy and abbrtion will drop. Individual
and social health will improve.

So, or the benefit of our children, our families and our nation I urge the official
affirmation of adolescent abstinence.

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you very much.
Ms; Jones; for a number of years; it appears that adolescents

were not choosing adoption aaan alternative. In your experience, is
that situation_chtnging at all?

MS. JONES. No.
Mr. BLILEY. Do you have any recommendations in terms of how

adoption might also be incltided as a viable alternative in dealing
with-the problem?

Ms. JONES. Well, it certainly does not deal with the problem of
pregnancy prevention. On a more direct basis, are you talking
about the problem of teenagers incapable of raising their own chil-
dren?

Mr. BLILEY. We, of course, are talking about problems as they
affect their youth ana in prevention strategies, oftentimes the nat-
ural mother is not e'quipped to handle the baby that she has. That
is one of the reasons, for one reason or another, be it financial or
be it emotional or whatever. That is, of course, one of the major
reasons why we have adoption in the first place.

Ms. JONES. We are looking more carefully in the literature over
the last several years about age differences and parenting ability.
Some of the studies that we have conducted at Columbia clearly in-
dicate that socioeconomic status seems to be a greater indicator of
inability to cope as a parent than age.

We would be therefore, hard-pressed to say that we would en-
courage young people to put their babies up for adoption; Obviously
we feel that they need extra support systems, but we do not believe
that that is a viable alternative and would not be encouraging.

Mr: BLILEY. Ms. Jones, your testimony stresses the importance of
having the local community involved in successful prevention pro-1
grams; Do you think it is either appiopriate or proch: Itive for-the
Federal Government to set a national agenda that specifies what
should be included in local prevention programs?

Ms. JONES. No, except within a broad framework, I do not think
that the Federal Government shbuld be doing that. _I think it is iM-
portant that these programs be developed at the community level;

"Teen-Aid, Value-Full Sex Education," Nancy Roach. Heartbeat, Summer 1983, pp. 22-23.
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However; I do believe it is the Government's responsibility to be
sure that there are funds available so that services co be provided
in 'these communities and then let the community determine how
they will evolve.

At BLILEY. MS: Jones, you say that prevention through educa-
thin needs to begin before the teenager is sexually active. Do you
think this education should be established by uniform curriculums
add national policies that, require adherence to certain kinds of
educational programs?

Ms. JONES. Once again; I truly believe we need a national agenda
that focuses on prevention, but I think it is important that these
programs be developed at a community level. For example, the cul-
tural and social framework of Washington Heights, with a large
Hispanic, newly arrived population, is very different from that in
Harlem, for example. I think that if one would say that the pro-
grams.which we-have developed have any measure of success, it is
because they have been developed within a community context;

Mr. BLILEY. Thank you.
Mr. Weir, would you please tell us from your own experience

what you believe to be the inajdrcomponents which are essential
to reaching the hearts and mindS of yoking people and turning
them from a course which will only bring trouble?

Mr. WEIR1 I do not think there are ally "major components." I
think there is "a major component" and that would generally be in
the form of another human being. Our 'experience goes back to the
root level_ of having worked very directly on the streets of a
nurhber of: the major cities around!the country_ with young people ;

involved with all kinds of socially unacceptable behavior, from
drugs to juvenile delinquency; adolescent pregnancy; and so forth;

We have come to the conclusion, without a lot of supported re-'
search, that most of this behavior falls within the category of
either acting out or seeking -to have a .:-.;sed fulfilled; We do not
make it much broader than that as maybe others have made that
needor try to describe that need as something that peer, pressure
can play on and other things to inflperice a skid s behavior; whether
it is someone,who does not say "no' to sexual advances, or "no" to.
peer group that says to use drugs.
I think what we have seen that works is when another caring, \
Rportive human being, not only, through eititude and personal-

ity, but -by way of his or her Own "example, can impact on that ;life
in a neon -one relationship;

ve a lot of credit tá programs like "Big Brothers or Egg Sis-
ters, where they put a kid, or young person, in direct relationship
to another model of proper adult maturity and responsibility
visible example that he canhe or shecan look at.

Within the framework of larger programs, I think sometimes we
!o se that element as we become less personal, as: I described in my
report, and I think that that element can be consciously built back
into many of the programs; rep -dieJs of who the provider is;
whether it ;d a //faster degreed /dal worker, physician, nurse,
teacher. When we start rc people in bulk and as groups,
then we inse -the very es.c,ntiat element that they are seeking, to
begin wit! , which i% the %:.iman cwitact.

0
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Mr. BLILEY. Can you tell us a. little bit more about your outreach
efforts; how you go about reaching the young people.

Mr: WEIR: What we have_ done; again; using existing resources,
many of the agencies and institutions to one degree or anethet,
have access and have their hands on the population that we are
trying to reach. Ih many cases; however; they are not prepared or
geared with the services or resources themselves to impact dieectiv
at the point that they have the kid. What we attempt to do is go
into those places on a favorable basis by having those who already
work with those kids and have their confidence provide the initial
introduction and relationship for us.

Through that, we will follow up continually until we begin to
earn the right to be heardthe confidence of the groups that we
are trying to reach.

Over a 2-year effort, the result of that has been that our program
has won a great deai of respect from the target population; At this
juncture, we are known in the comMunity; we are respected, and
the kids are the greatest referral that we have right now, coming
from the initial bodies that we have worked so hard to gain rela-
tionships with.

I should point .out here again that the idea in 'doing that was
that 'we assign staff with the specific responsibility of getting to
know the young people who they were going to be working with
and. touching later on. So, in those personal relationships; it has
paid off handily in multiple referrals and confidence-building.

Mr. BLILEY. One notable feature of your program is that you in-
clude not only the adolescent renzale; but the males and the fami-

Mr. WEIR. Correct.
Mr.- BLILEY. Can you address Why you feel that this broad ap-

proach is so important?
Mr. WEIR. First and foremost, speaking to the idea of _family;

which would lead back to the male, we do hold to the idea that the
family, as the core institution of the society, and also the core insti-
tution for developing human beings that are produced in this soci-
ety, has been in many ways, by the very good intentions of policy-
makers at all levels of Government, and private organizations who
have sought to intervene in crises* that have hit families, have in-
advertently and graduallyand to the point now that it has been
totally accepted striped the family of its basic function and role.

This pendulum has swung too far the other way. In that belief
that many of the problems we now see borne out of that, not only
in the area of adolescent ;pregnancy; can find some of their solu-
tion, or a good part of their solution, in knitting the fabric of that
institution.

We, therefore, believe that in any of the problems that we ap-
proach,with young people, we are generally looking at manifesta-
tions of problems that have developed in that basic unit for its lack,
of cohesiveness. In attempting to deal directly and only with the
adolescent, we feel that we would be applying a Band-Ai:1 or in
effect, dealing with the problem' superficially. Going into a family
by touching_ any of think, we have an obligation to
address all the members who have a responsible concern with the
individual that we are dealing with.

X66
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The same holds true, therefore,, again with the male; but what-
.

ever potential exists there; not .promoting marriage' for teenage
mothers- to the father if the relationShip does not suggest that:on
its own; but some formal accommodation of his need in relationship
to that situation and to seek him out as an important _factor down
the line in the development of that young lady's situation:and that

-child that he has helped bring into the world.
Mr. BLILEY. Thank you:
Mrs. Driscoll, do you know of any research that has systematical-

ly examined the effectiveness of 'programs-designed to prevent ado-
lescent pregnancy by other than the use of contraceptives?

Mrs._Thuscou. No, -I donot, and nobody else does, either.
Mr. BLILEY. MS. Driscoll, Mr. -Weir has suggested that we tolerate

and encourage more diversifiedlocalized approaches, to many
youth-felated problems. Do you Share that opinion; and can you
suggest ways in which we might encourage_ a more localized ap-
pr2ach to the problemi of teenage pregnancy?

Mrs. DfutcoLt... Yes: that was a_w_onderful thing and k listened tn-
tently to what he was saying. This is a grand' thing to do. and I
would like to suggest that we have tried to do a little creative ace
tiKity in that regard ourselves. .

Christian Womanity has plugged into a local television public
community access station, channel 19, in Martinez This commun
ty station offers to members of the community IT_ to hot of
production time to produce.up to a half;hour televisiogi, show. THS
is a service which is offered; and is a grafill opportunity t,-1 2:et ines-
sages across. 7% r

I am' happy to say that since January,. Womanity ktr.,3 produced
seven halfehour_programs utilizing this community set7.,?.:;e_._

Mr. BLILEY. We know that young people are greatly affected _by
peer pressure; Driscoll. What has been. the experience of your

.organizations _in witnessing the effects of peer pressure?
Mrs; DRIsCOLL.- This is a big problem which all testimony today

has dealt with. One of the things which: womanity is trying to do;
and also: the teen-aid program; is to identify the components of
peer pressure and to train the young people to be assertive, to iden-
tify their standards-and valuesi and to be able to stand up for-
them.

This is a_very important serviceWhich we can give to our young
people, and we have found that they haverbeen very_ responsive.
We have some -of our own little leaflets. Forxample, this is a verb
popular one, "How to Say No Without Laing_ His 'of Her Love.'_.

I would like to mention, also, that this flyth has-been trantlatedi
into French for Canadian-; people;_ and we even _received a requeSt
from a doctor in Sodth Africa to give him permission tO translate it
into several of the native, languages. But hasically, we griveis4gges7
lions here to the young people, not only. the girls, but the boys;'too,
as -to how to say `no" in effective ways.

We are helping them to learn how to stand up for what thefte-
'neve.

Mr. BLILEY; Thank you-very much;
I want to thank you, Mrsi, Jones, Mr. Weir, Mrg. Driscoll '`for

being with us. I. know that my colleagues have a lot of questions
that.they will probably send you in writing and I hope you will re-
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spond to themI am aure you willfor the policy but the form it
takes must have local input and support.

Mr. Bthxy, Ladies and gentlemen, this concludes our hearing for
today. We thank you for your patience with dur schedule.

Ms. JONES. Thank you.
Mrs. thuscou. Thank you.
[Whereupon; at 2:55 p.m., the task force was adjourned, to recon-.

vene subject to the call_of the Chain]
[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]

AUGUST 30, 1983..
Dr. WENDY BALDWIN,

S Chief,. Demographic and Oehavioral Sciences, Center for Population Research, Na-
tional Institute for Child Health and Human Development, National Institutes
of Health, Landow Building, Bethesda, Md.

DEAR DR. BALDWIN: This is to express my personal appreciatiori for_your appear-
ance before the Select Committee on Children, Youth; and Families' Prevention
Strategies Task Force at its_ hearings; "Teen Parents and Their Children: Issues and
Programs," on July 20, 1983. Your,participe.tion contributed to making the hearing
a success.

The Committee is now in the, process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication. It would be heljzful if you would go over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate; and return it to us with any necessary correc-
tions.

Also, several members haye submitted questiOns and have asked that they be an-
swered for the record:

Congressman Dan Marriott, Ranking Minority Member; Select Committee:
1. Can you cite any research findings on why`teens who have become sexually

. active delay considerably before coming to a- family planning aime? Have there,
been-any studies done that explore the psychological and /or sociological reasons for
the delay?

2. What is the relationship, if any, betws.ni the age and the time at which a sex-
ually active teenager seeks family planning c...,nseling?

3. There is some indication that a zonsideral..!, number of sexually- active teen -
agers who initiate contraception subsequently abandon the- practice. What are the
reasons sexually active teenagers stop using contraception once they have started
and are familiar with the procedures?

Are the reasons for stopping medical; sociological; psychological; or a combination'
of the above?

4. Flaatbere been any research that addresses the changes, if any, in the behavior
and decision-making of adolescents in regard to legal authority after they have
begun to receive-the services of the family_planning clinic? That is _to say, do the
teenagers receiving services tend to become more or less compliant with statutes de-
signed to control teenage behavior in areas such as smoking, drinking and drug use?

Congresswoman Barbara Mikulski, Majority Mem'ber of the Task Force:
I. I understand that there has been little research involving young fathers and

adolescent males before they become fathers, and that such-efforts have been very
difficult where they have tried. Are there any new or ongoing investigations to fill
that vojd?

Congressman William Lehman, Chairman of the Task Form
1. Is there any evidence of differential effects of sex education on teens at differ-

ent ages?

6' Congressman George Miller, Chairman, Select Committee on Childreri, Youth,
and Families:

;I. Is there any evidence on differehces in sexual activity and promiscuity- between
areas where family planning services, such as those provided by Planned Parent-
hciod, are offered and areas where they are not?

In going over your testimony, you will note members asked for information:
"Page 31, Congressman Bliley;
Page 36; Congregsman McKernan;
Page 38, Congressman McKernan;
Page 56, Congressman Weiss.
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Again; let me express my thanki, and that of the other mainbrs of the Commit-
tee, for your testimony.

Sincerely,

Enclosure.

GEORGE MILLER; Chairman,
Select Committee on Children; Youth; and Familia.

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED BY CONGRESSMAN DAN MARRIOTT AND RESPONSES FROM
DR. WENDY BALDWIN

1. Questions from Congressman-Dan Marriott, Ranking Minority Member, Select
Committee: _

Can you cite any research findings on why teens who have become sexually active
delay considerably before coming to a family planning clinic? Have there been any

Y' studies done that explore the psychological and/or sociological reasons for the
delay?

Questions about why teens_delay have been addressed in a study based on clinic
users. Over 1,200 teens were includeil from many types of clinics, Aclinic study:is
appropriate since it will inform us about the behavior of those who delayed; but who
did eventually come to -a clinic Teens offered many reasons for delay. These reasons
may be grouped into those reflect;-.4 the perception of risk of pregnancy ( "I didn't
think I had sex often enough ti; pregnant") and the barriers to service ("I didn't
know where to get birth cintr..,1"1. Three reasons were indicated as the most impor-
tant: they just did not Chet. a> : .1 to it; they were afraid that their-parents would
find out about the visit; and U.:J. were waiting for the relationship with the partner
to become closer. Fear =+s a pol,ic exam and generalized fears about. birth control
were aliio important

2. Questions from Congressinan Dan Marriott, Ranking Minority Member, Select
Committee: .

What is the relationship if any,between age and the time at which a sexually
active teenager seeks family planning counseling?

One analysis has looked at the-risk of pregnancy in the first months following
sexual debut and finds- that the risk is highest for the youngest teens. This appears
to be because these girls (especially those undcr age 151 are least likely to be contra-
ceptively protected at first, intercourse, or soon IST.Kt.uftsr, Alk, a study of clinic at=
ter-lees showed that the younger the girl the longer such that those initi-
ati.tg intercourse at age 13 averaged a 26 re:mtl: eelr.y eon those initiating at ages
18-19 had only a 6 month delay. These data refer to girls'who were_not pregnant at
their first clinic visit and the long delays reflect teenage snbfecitndity; irregular pat-
terns of sexual activity, and use of non-prescription methods.-

3. Questions from Congressman Dan Marriott, Ranking Minority Member, Select
Committee:

There i:. some indication that a considerable number of sexually active teenagers
Who initiate contraception subsequently abandon the practice. What are the reasons
sexually active- teenagers stop using contraception once they have,started and are
familiar with the procedures: Are reasons for stopping medical; sociological, psycho-
logical, or a combination of the above?

Teens- who had previously had some exp;rience with contraception report that
contracdption was not used at last intercourse for many reasons, but two stand out
Ili the belief they were not at risk of pregnancy (usually baciuse they believed it
was the "wrong time of the month") and (2) the unexpected nature of sexual activi-
ty_kaelf National surveys have found that over half of not:virgins did' not hav,e in-
tercourse in the preceding month. The sporadic nature of sex and the apparentrela-
tionahip of the intensity of the partner relationship_ to contraception may lead many
girls to discontinue contraception because the relationship with the partner has
changed. Contraception is a "problem" For most people given the imperfect nature
of all meth6ds, the fact that contraception is associated with an important aqd
affect-laden part of lives and use obtaining and using contraceptives involves
not only the _person who wants avoid a pregnancy but the partner and the medi-
cal care establishment. The special aspects of adolescent sexual activity serve to ex-
acerbate those difficulties.

4. Question from Congressman Dan Marriott; Ranking Minority Member, Select
Committee:

Has, from! been any research that addresses the changes, if -any, in the 1phavior
and decision-mi_king of adolescents in regard to legal authority after they have
begun to receive the services of the family planning 'clinic? That is to say, do the
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teenagers receiving . crvices tend to become more or.less compliant with statutes de-
signed to control teenage behavior in areas such as smoking, drinking and drug use?

Research relating., to early sexual debut, alcohol and/ordrug use and smoking
finds that these behaviors often appew

peri
as a constellation. For example, the adoles-

cent who begins to experiment. cigarettes at an early age is likely to also ex-
periment with other behavioni, including sexual activity. I know of no research that'.
specifically looks at the effects of family planning clinic attendence_on drug use or
smoking. However; those_ who begin sekual activity at &young age frequently delay
significantly in coming to a clinic, making it unlikely that clinic attendance would
influence the other behaviors.

, QUESTION SUBMITTED BY CONGRESSWOMAN BARBARA MIKUISKI AND RESPONSE FROM
DR. WENDY BALDWIN

5. Question from Congresswoman Barbara:A. Mikulski; Majority Member of the
Task Force:

I understand that there. has been little research involving young fathers and ado-
lescent males before they become fathers, and L.:: such efforts have been very diffi-
cult where they have tried. Are there any new or ongoing investigations to fill that
void? .There are several projects underway 'which will increase our knowledge and un-
derstanding regarding young. males. First, a major national survey is including ques-
tions on age of sexual debut, planning of first birtlis,expetience with fatherhood
and contraceptive informs( Ion along with_ extensive information_ 'about education;

..employment; aspirations anj abilities. These data will be a significant improvement
in our ability to assess the entry of young males into family roles and the conse-
quences of that behavior. Another longitudinal study is offering insights inte adoles-
cent sexual behavior for males and females and is focusing on-biological changes,
influence of parents and-peers, as well as addressing the roles of social, educational
and economic factors influencing young mates' behavior. An in-depth study of, famiq
lies of adolescent mothers shows a deterioration in the relationship with the babies'
fathers after the birth. This is consistent with other studiez_which generally fail to
find strong family ties between the adolescent father and mother.

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY CONGEKKSMAN WILLIAM LEHMAN AND IliSPONSE FROM
DR. WENDY BALDWIN

6. Question from Congressman William Lehman, Chairman of the rask Force:
Is there any evidence of differential effects of sex education on teens at different

ages?
The research thFg_we_ have shows that teens who report having had some sex_edu,.

cation in.schools are no more likely to be sexually active; but if sexually active are
more likely to be 4-_'oc traceptively protected at first intercourse: The only age-related
effect that I can rerirt. on comes from a study at Johns Hopkins which finds that
boys are quite recepdvj to -a clinic-based sex- education prog: am -when m Junior
High. By the time they had reached Senior High they were much less interested
ar I did not avail themselves of the services.

QUESTION SUBMITTED BY CONGRE33MAN Growl's MILLER, CHAIILUAN, AND RESPONSE
FROM DR. WENDY BALDWI,"

7._ Question from Congressman George. Miller, Chairman Select .Committee on
Children, Youth, and Familiee_

Is there any evidence on differences in sexual activity and promiscuity I-Jtween
areas where family planning services, such as those provided by Planned Parent;
hood, are offered and areas where they are not?

7`esearch to date has assessed the impact of family planning clinics on pregnancy
and birth rates which is appropriate since pregnancy is the behavior that clinics are

to influence. These analyses show that family planning program enroll-
ment, .,as a depressive effect on _the_rate of unintended preimancies_ end births in
subsequent yearn The effect_on sexualactivity_cannot be direatly measured because
there are no data that are specific to small areas. _There are _inherent_ ;fficulties in
research of this type. First; areas where there appears to be a "problem ' with unin-
tended pregnancies or high rates of sexual activity may be just the communities
that begin programs. In that case, sexual and fertility behavior can i'atuse" pro-
gram activity, although some 'analyses might make -it look as hough -the opposite
occurs. (This is actually a longstanding problem which was o rved Latin A:Merl-
can countries where the first women to adopt contraception ere those with large
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numbers of births, thereby "proving" that contraception caused high fertility!) Data
at the individual level canoe used to measure sexuaLactivity reported by the_teen
prior to_coming_to the clinic and expected level after attendance. However; many
teens report that the reason they are coming is that they expect to be more'sextrally
active ta boyfriend may be coming home from school or armed service) or that the..
relationship with the partner is becoming closer; presumably a factor associated
with more sexual activity.

FACULT1 OF MEDICINE OF COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY
New Yo, k, N Y, October 7, 1983.

. Hon. GEORGE MILLER,
Chairman, &led Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, House of Representa-

tives, Washmgto4, D.C.
DEAR MR. MILLER: I am writing in response to the Committee's request, fer,fur-

ther clarification on the following issues, relevant to my testimony on July 20, 1983
relating to adolescent pregnancy prevention strategies.

Mr, LEHMAN. We have heard that adolescent females under age 15 are at highest
risk for poor medical and social outcomes of early pregnancy and parenthood. How
has your program been able to address and begin to meet the needs of this seriously
at-risk population?

RpspoNss. As I indicated in _My testimony, we have had an intensive sex educa-
tion outreach program in the community over the past six years, that has been de-
veloped and supported in coopen.ition with local schools, parent groups and commu-
nity organizations. Because pregnancy prevention is our -goal, it became clear during
this period, that we had to extend these educational efforbi to younger age groups
and, therefore, tnuch of our work is now done in jr: high -as well as,alementary
schools. Rather than confining our approach solely to factual material On reproduc-
tive physiology and contraception, we use an age-specific curriculum in order to
cover areas that are relevant to the particular developmental stages of adolescence.
For example, we attempt to developer rapport- with older teenagers that alLows_for
discussions relating to values (in particular to those within the socio-cultural con-
text of_the Hispanic community), decision-making processes and'age-relevant rela-
tionships with peers, parents and other adults. Ontthe other hand; work in the ele-
mentary schools focuses liirimarily on body changes and parental relationships, with
less direct discussion of reproductive physiology. In addition to these school -based
efforts, training programs have been developed to foster parent - teen -communication
regarding issues of adolescent sexuality anrot

-c
her .pertincnt topics. Similarly, train-

ing programs Have been offered on a continqal,basis to stiff of community organiza-
tions, and particularly to those that work with younger teens. Despite these concert-
ed efforts, 7 percept of all teens who have sought care at our clinic are less than age
fifteen. Given the medical and social risk faetors, of which_you are aware,. we feel
that provisidn of direct clinical. preventive contraceptive servicestaust_be available
to thingraup. when and if they become sexually 'active. Notwithstanding our dismay
over the fact that very young teenagers are becoming lexually active; and at earlier
ages, we believe that there are justifiable reasons fbr making accessible clinical
services available to them. For example, we know that, teenage pregnancy is a
prime reason for school dropout and subsequent welfare dependency.

Our profile of female patienta under age 15 indicates that 95 percent are still en-
rolled in school and about one-third co; from families receiving public assistance,
Nine percent of our patients in this age category had been previously pregnant and
thus, they are at even greater risk of a second teen pregnancy.' It is also important
to note here, that one-third of these patients had been sexually active a year or
longer before seeking clinical services. It is important to also note that 55_percent of
these patientsinitiated contact with the clinic for_heaith reasons_other_thari_birth
controL in sum, we consider this age group the:highest of theligh-risk and believe
that both increased educational and clinic appropriate care be made available to
them arid their families:

Mr: LEHMAN. Your prozram focuses heavily on parental and community involve-
ment and support. Hove are you able to achieve that support? What are its benefits
in terms of both preventing teen i:*.egnancy and minimizing the negative conse-
quences for those who do bacome young parents?

RESPONSE. In addition to the comunity=based efforts cited above, we organiied an
Adolescent Community AdVisory Council before, the inception of the program, to
guide us in its development and implementation. The Council which has included
principals guidance counselors, coramunjty leaders, parents, health professionals
and others, has been completely sup; ()dive of our approach and work. Given their
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continual involvement in its _direction and scope, there is no question-that while
many parents, for example, disapprove of teenaze sexual activity, they disapprove
even more of a pregnancy. Thus, we reel that developing_ such a partnership not
only supports the program, but creates a supportive environment for teenagers in
the. community as well.:reenagers truly need this support in their homes; schools;
and comunities; if they Al.e to avoid pregnancy, or to cope suycessfully -with parent-
ing; if they chose that option. If we as health professionals in an institutional set-
ting see young people only at that site, we are seeing them in a vacuf n.

Mr. KILLER You have indicated that your program has achieved some significant
effects among teena:-s in the comunity where you are located. What seem to ber
the most important tors in achieving that success?

RESPONSE. The most significant quantitive effect we have had on teenagers in- our k
community appears to be the reduction in the percentage of teenage births from
13.8 percent in 1976 to 11.9 percent. Given the devastating consequen.es of prema-
tun., parenthood, one can only assume that for every birth averted, we have helped
give some young person an opportunity to avail themselves of an education and
chose options for a better future: Others have documented tlie life scenario of the
teenage parent. It does not need to be repeated here. We believe that education has
played a part, but equally important has lieen the role of direct service provision
that focuses on counseling, as well as clinical contraceptive care.

1 would be pleased to answer.or expand on any of the above.
Sincerely,

JUDITH E. JONES;
Assistant7)irector and Assistant Professor of Public Health:

MS' ELIZABETH A. McGee,
National Child Labor Committee
New York N.Y

AUGUST 30, 1983.

DEAR Ms. McGEi: This is to express my _personal appreciation' for your- appear-
ance before the Select Committee on Children; Youth; and. Families' Prevention
Strateg;es Task Force at its hearing; "Teen Parents and Their Children: _Issues and
7-ograms;" on July 20, 1983: Your participation contributed to making the hearing
a suc,:ess.

The Committee is now in the process of editing the transcript of the hearing for
publication. It would be helpful if you wouldgo over the enclosed copy of your testi-
mony to assure that it is accurate, and return it to us with any necessary correc-
tions.

Also, several members have submitted questions and have asked that they be an-
swered, for the record:

Congressman Thomas J. Bliley, Jr., Ranking Minority Member of the Task Force:
1,In your testimony you state that one main reason why more young people are

getting pregnant is that American families and institutions have failed to help
young people make res_ponsible sexual decisions because of what you call -a "pro-
found cultural confusion" about what is responsible or moral sexual behavior.

What, are your suggestions for reducing the "profound cultural confusion" about
what constitutes responsible sexual behavior?

Do you believe .that-the messages the government sends, through itS policies
aimed at the problem of adolescent pregnancy, congtitute a part of the cultural mes-
sage being transmitted to adolescents?

Congressman William Lehman, Chairman.of the Task Force:
1.- You have most recently 111-_-_en it:volved in a prouam_to_promoteec_o_nolic weir-

suf ciency among_teen parents. What strategies seem to be most successful and
wh ? In what ways can those strategies be seen and utilized as primcry prevention

/
toots?

a You have stated that we need to think abbut approaches to prevent pregnancy
thst go beyond faiiiily planning. From your experience, what kinds of constellation
of services seem to be ram effective in helping teenagers to prevent _pregnancy and
to cope with the difficulties associated with pregnancy and parenting if that hap-
pens?

Congressman George Miller:
1. You have had more opportunity than most to survey available set4lices around

the country. Can you tell us something about how those programs and services are
put together and what makes them work?

1 72
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Ag'ain, let me express my thanks, and that of the other members of the Commit-
tee, for-your testimony.

Sincerely;

_Enclosure.

GEORGE MILLER, Chairman,
Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families.

NATIONAL CHILD LABOR COMMITTEE,
New York, N.Y., October 14, 1983.

Hon. GEORGE MILLER,
Ifouse of Representatives, Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families, Wash-

ington, D.C.
DEAR CONGRESSMAN MILLER: I SID sorry to- be so late in responding to your letter

of August 30,1983. Enclosed are by answers to the questions submitted by Co etre-
men Bliley, Lehman, and yourself in reference to- my testimony before the Select
Committee on Children, Youth, and Families at its hearing, July 20 1983.

Questions from Congressman Bliley:
We are a. pluralistic society. We are also a society whose ideas ab :t the role of

sexual expression in:thy.lives of adolescents_are in flux. There is no way at this time
that we can reach a consensus on some issues such as whether premarital sexual
intercourse is moral or not: On the other hand, most American adults do not want
teenagers to have babiesunless. the young couple is married, finished with voca-
tional preparation, and able to support a baby financially. With leadership, most
Americans would support efforts to _persuade young people that having. a baby
before one is ready for parenthood is sexually irresponsible and self-defeating.

For the most_part adolescents get their ideas and values about sex from their.fam-
Hies, friend% and the media. Of cour_se goverment policies as reflmtecl in programs
such as sex education in schools or faraily planning services for teens convey certain
values. However; since to date the governments efforts to help teens with sexuality
have been relatively modest, I think the impact of its messages is limited. Futher-
more, I lielieve the messages government "sends through these sotta of programs is
generally positivethese programs emphasize being informed shout ones choices
and making them responsibly.

The scale of_governmentipograms to reduce adolescent preiglancy has not been
such to reach enough young people. We could do much more to shape the cultural
context in which teenagers make decisions. We could help families and youth serv-
ing institutions take a more active role in meeting the need of young people for in-
formation and adult support. We- can -do, this and still respect the different values
about sex that young people and their Tarnilies hold.

Questions from Congressman Lehrizcn:
Most programs' for teen parents focus on young mothersthEy are easier to iden-

tify and recruit, they have an immediate need for services, they are likely to have
custody of their children until they grow up, and given limited resources for services,
they are seen as having a higher priority for help. _Without solid preparation for
work many teen mothem will- be poor and dependent upon public services- for
income, housing, fixxl and care. Special employment assistance programs
allow young mothers -to work out issues related to being adolescents; parents; and
workers simultaneously.

There have been a number of fine_projecUi to help young mothers prepare for
york-They offer comprehensive services most of which are locatcd at one site.-They
provide individualized care through a competent, multidisciplinary team. These
projects are carefully structured to make firm demands on participants without
being unrealistically rigid-The emplmment preparation services include basic or re-
medial education; vocational couns trig; and classes- orient young_ peopk to
work: In addition; a number of model projects provide work, experience; skill train-

job placement; and support for the young workers on the job:
We do not know -the long-term impact of 'such intervention, but such data as is

available suggest that such program_s improve the employability of participants.
Program participants are more likely to have completed high school and held a job,
Also they delay the birth of a second child longer: vocatidnal program are a form of
pregnancy prevention. A service provider trained in health care reported recently,
Vow-I, see_ that job trsining for adolescent mothers is a part of faniily planning!'

We are learning that young men and women would be less likely to accept child-
bearing as a way to make their' lives better if there were more.adequate employ
ment opporinities -to which they could topirc In addition to giving young people
basic information about sexuality,- opportunities to sort out their values about the
role of sex in relationships, accessible, attractive clinics where they can get counsel-

,

173 _
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ing and birth control services, we must help our children become literate and pre-
pared for work. And when theY are ready, there must be decent jobs for them.

Once a teenager has a child, the failure to provide the young couple with compre-
hensive services contributes to additional pregnancies in the teenage years; neglect
of children by their fathers, poverty, welfare dependency, and other self-destructive
behavior to which people resort out of depression and hopelessness.

Questions from Congressman Miller:
Comprehensive services that are part of an integrated service delivery system, at

as few sites as nossible, provided by competent and compassionate multidisciplinary
staff and that have a strong employment preparation component are the most effec-

- tive way to help teenage parents, While; many of these eervice'models could be fur-
ther refined, we have adequate information about successful approaches to signifi-
cantly reduce the problems associated with teenage parenthood. We now need the
will and funding to offer services to teenage parents on the scale that is necessary.

I hope this is usefut for you.
Sincerely,

ELIZABETH A. McGee, Project Director
Economic Self-sufficiency for Teenage Parents.

AUGUST 30; 1983:
Dr. EFFIE EI.LIS,
North State Street. Apt. 4605,
Chicago. Ill.

DEAR DR. Ews: Following "up my letter of August 24, senciing along a copy
your testimony b-efore the Prevention Strategies Task Force for editing, I would ap-
preciate a little more of your time.

Congressman William Lehman; Chairnian of the T_ask Force, Congresswoman -Bar-
bare Mikulski and I have a few questions we would like to have answered for the
record:

Mr. LEHMAN. Can you elaborate or your formal remarks regarding why it is so
important to take into account the community and larger ecological context in deal-
ing -with the problems of teen pregnancy and parenthood? .

MS. MIKULSKI. It has only been recently thot we have begun to focus attention on
young men and young fathers. As you have indicated and we all know, they are at
least half the problem and certainly must be part of the solution. What are the
chief barriers to the involyement of voung_men in primary prevention proioams?
How can we most effectively encourage the development of a greater degree of
awareness and responsible action by young males?

Mr. MILLER, _Given your wealth of experience asa physician and concerned citizen
in this -area; what do you see as the biggest problem generally in _early pregnancy
prevention; and specifically in communities where the rates of teeil pregnancy and
early child bearing are highest?

Once again, your testimony has been important to the Committee and your help
is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,
GEORGE MILLER, ChairMan,

Select,Committee on Children, Youth; and Families.

SEPTEMBER 28,1983.
Congressman CEORGE MILLER,
Chairman. &led Committee on Children. Youth and Families, House of Representa-

tives Washington, DC.
DEAR CoricnEssmAN MILLER: Enclosed, please find answers to questions raised by

Congressman Lehman, Congresswoman Mikulski and yourself for the record.'
Please let me ,:oologiFe for the delay in getting this material back to you. A

number of unforetie,:n events made it impossible for me to send it on to you ac an
earlier time.

If I can be of any further assistance to the Committee, please feel free to contact
me.

Sincerely,
EFFIE G. ELLIS, Mils;

consultant.

27-506 0 - 84 12
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TESTIMONY OF EFFIE a Ewa, M.D., PREVENTION,STRATEGIES TASK FORCE

Question: Mr. LA man
Can you elaborate on your formal remarlts regarding why it- is so important -to

take into account the community and larger ecological context in dealing with the.
problems of teen pregnancy and parenthood?
Answer: Dr. Effie 0. ElliS

Within the family and the community are found the supportive services that de-
termine outcome of pregnancy and parenting. There are wide variations in the
degree of maturity, attitudes and life experiences or adolescent girls. Yet each ex-
pectant mother or parent must respond to the challenges of the various environ-
ments in which they live_ learn and work.

If we wish to make progress_in _the prevention of adolescent, pregnancy and par-
enthoodi the-needs of the adolescent, as a developing person, must be considered and .
met within the environmental framework. The people and institutions that make up
the various environments.
Question: Ms. Mikulski

It has only been recently_ that we- have begun to fec. s ; wration on young men
and young fathers. As you have- indicated and we all km. M,, .hey are at least half
the problem and certainly must be part of the solution. WhatiAre the chief barriers
to the involvement of young men in primary prevention programs? Flow can we
most effectively encourage the development of a greater degree of awareness and
responsible action by young males? .

Answer: Dr Effie a Ellis
There are several barriers to involvement of young men in prevention.
1. Our society is not geared to recognize and address; comprehensively; the growth

and developmental needs of adolescent males. The community institutions do-not
involve adolescent males in serious issues relating to the quality of their lives. What
in more disturbing is the- fact that males receive less preparation for ,adolescence
thanlemales, an the-latter is very limited. In most instances, neither the schoolsnor the private °gene' have developLA effective programs, including male sexual-
ity.

2. There is lack of knowle e, and communication skills within the home. Far too
many parents and uncomfo ble with their own sexuality. Therefore, they- are
unable to meaningfully-discuss the subject with their children. Unfortunately, there
is little help in most communities to assist Parents in learning how to parent adtiles-
cents.

3. The media and idols of teen§ have not said, "it's all right" to be involved in'
prevention. In addition, peer pressureis strong for one to be macho.

4. Increasing numbers Of teens stiffer from a_poor sense of self worth and Low self
esteem. It is difficult, if not impossible; for this group to lake the simple acknowl-
edgement that t;xre is something about their bodies that they don't know. To admit
their ignorance about themselves or sex only increases their frustration that is
characteristic of this turbulent period:

Now, let's Look at the other side of the coin. Development of increased awareness
of the problem and growth- toward responsible actiop by males requires a total soci-
etal effort. Such an effort should include:

I. Ongoing parent education. Many parents do not understand the 4asks_and
needs of the adolescent. Neither do they have the specific knowledge about adoles-
cent sexuality. Education is necessary to help parents 'remain in charge and able to
make 'adequate decisions.

2. Special effort by the schools to_carry out effective and meaningful programs.
Total growth and developmental needs with a sharp focus on sexuality should begin,

.at the latest in 5th grade. Teachers must be carefully selected, specialy trained and
sensitized to do this work.

3. 'Reinforcement activities carried .out by community organizations can 'play an
important part in addressing the concept of self and personal worth. Vehicles such
as retreats, seminars and planned extracurricular activities can be helpful.

4. The development and implementation of public relaions campaign that "frAes"
teen males to acknowledge teen pregnancy as an important issue. Focus should be
squarely placed on how males should address the problem:

. .

Question: Mr. Miller
Given your wealth of experience as a _physician and_concerned citizen in this area;

what do you see as the biggest problem generally in early pregnancy prevention,
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and specifically in communities where the ratt--= of teen pregnancy and early child
bearing are highest? ,

Answer: Dr. Effie b. Ellis e
I believe that the biggest problem in the highest risk communities is the break

down of family. The family unit is the foundation of what we become. For black
people it has been the extended family% that has brought us through.

In the black communities, the black single parent families lead to alienation be-
tween teen males and adult males. Thurr,the framework for orderly growth and_de-
velopment is weakened. Thus,_outreact0he family in order to help develop a sup-
portive environment for _the young child is of highest importance:

The supportive services should be .,-,complete and intense as n7essary to
strengthen and maintain the family: ,

Parents; girls and boys should be give the education and medical advice they
need to prevent children from having children

From the New York Times. Mar. 13, 1953]

To FIGHT TEEN-AGE PREGNANCY

(By Eunice Kennedy Shriver)

WASIIH4GTON.Old ideas never die. Unlike old soldiers, they don't even fade
away. It is in the service of an_okliclea that two Federal district judges have ruled
against _a regulation -that Government funded family-planning clinics notify parents
of teenagers who obtain prescription contraceptives.

in Manhattan; Judge Henry F. Werker based his ruling on an interpretation of'
what Congress intended under Title X of the Health Service Act, which encouraged,
but did not make tnandatory, family involvement in family-planning services for
adolescents. In-Washington, in a separate decision based entirely on Congressional
intent, Judge Thomas A. Flannery also struck clown the notification restrictions.
But in 1981, Congress amended the Health Service act further ri the family life

, amendments (Title XX), in which Congress _insisted on family _involvement in the
sexual decision-making of minor children. Accordingly; I think the judges' interpre-
tations of Congressional intent are too narrow

In Title XX; Congress clearly recognized that the growing problem of adolescent
pregnancy cannot be solved by the secret-and wholesale distribution of contracep-
tives; but that services encouraged by the Government "should promote the involve-
ment of parents with their adolescent children.", What could be more explicit an ex-
pression of Went than this? If Congress had wanted to create just another system
for delivering contraceptives to adolescents, it would have put more millions into
family planning under Title X. But it did not.

Adolescent family life legislation obviously was intended to differentiate between
services to teen-alters and to adults, to help young people underst$nd their sextant-
ity, to encourage_ them to recognize the seriousness of starting a family, to teach
responsibility and to underscore the need for communication and openness between
parents and children;

Conferring adult status on children 13, 14 and 15 years old SY substituting pi pfes-
sional intervention for family involvement has been a-failure in such critical areas
of addlescent conduct as drug and alcohol abuse. It has not worked and Congress did
not intend to perpetuate it.

For years, family-planning agencies have secretly handed out contraceptives, and
the rate of adolescent pregnancy has not significantly declined. Tragically, it has
increased among girls under 15, whc most need parental involvement in learning to
deal with awakening sexuality.

Working in the _field of adolescent pregnancy for more than a decade; I have
spoken to hundreds of pregnant adolescents. The- chief reason that teen-agers
become pregnant is not that thoy lack access to contraception, blit, as one 15-year-
old said: 'I'm pregnant .because I want to be pregnant, I could have controlled it; I
wanted a 111.1.5y so I could love it and just make me feel gobd."

These young women engage in sex not out of grand passion but because of emo-
tional problems, school problem% peer pressure, and trouble at home. What they
need most is the suppurt and encouragement of their families, churches, community
institutionsnot official sanction to keep their prolilems hidden from their families.

In Title XX, communities were challenged to develop family-centered programs.
In St. Paul, Minn., teen-agers get the chance to care forinfants_and Young children

'at a day-care program so that they can gain an appreciation of parental responsibil-

.2.;
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;ties. In deMonsiration _programs in Albany, N.Y. Tacoma; Wash.,_Elkins, W. Va.,
vi_Dorchester, Mass.; parents attend training sessions with their teen-age sons and

::-A,-...Thters. In adolescent pregnancy progrenis such as the one at Johns Hopkins
Hospital in Baltimore, research shows that when families become Involved in their
pregnant ttsen-alters' live.a0he young women are more likely to stay in School,
remain off welfare, get a joNdevelop a more positive self-image and take better care
of their babies; and that they are less likely to have an early repeat pregnancy.

If this family support works with pregnant adolescents; why shouldn't it work for
those not yet pregnant? -

I challenge those who interpret our laws and regulations to recognize that ton-
ess clearly intended that families be involved in decisions concerning their chil-

ren's health and safety. I challenge professional family-planning wencies to reject
the old idea that pregnancy can be treated'only by private decisionsfo ontracep-
tion; sterilization or abortion: I urge them to try developing new ap ach pre-
vention .of adolescent- pregnancy based not on secrecy but rust, ope ess,
strengthening-of families.

With or without the mutations that the courts have te _porarily Suspend let
us concentrate on positive family values and build on them instead of alienating_the
family from the most difficult of life'atiecisions and trying to solve problems witli-as
pill.

[From the Washington Times, Apr. 26; 19831

TEACHING GIRLS To SA? "No"

(By Eliza Paschall)

Planned Parenthood of Atlanta; along with26 other private and public health and
youth service agencies; is sponsoring a program to persuade 18-year-olds and youn-
ger teen-agers ttSit "you ought not to be having sex at a young age" and to encour-
age parents to talk with their on and daughters "about your religion, your beliefs,
your.values; your fWlings."

The Campaign for Responsible Parenthood_ and its education series for "Postpon-
ing Sex rat ia a program of the Teen Services of metropolitan Atlan-
ta s large public_ Grady Memorial .hospital: Dr: Marion Howard; director of Grady's
Teen Services Program and associate processor in Emory University's Medical
School Department of Gytecology and Obstetrics, says it is a response to several
facta: . -1. One out of every -eight girls in Georgia, including Atlanta, bcomes, irgnant
while still under 18.
_ 2. Atlanta's publie schools for the past six years have had a sound sex program for
thc eighth grade- L'

3. Grady for the pec 4 1-:32. provided birth control information and services
IC teen-agers ../1 me!A 7,t tuts.

4. Many psycholo, that it is very likely that under-18-year-olds have
not developed thf.f to ,,,,o, from concrete to operotion^1 thinking, the
ability to weigh, elta-mi.civfs sin consequences and therefore to make choi* based
on abili`y to conceiva in the future."

5. Present sex education and support systems are designed to support and encour.
age those who are sexually active and those who do become pregnant; not those who
Choose to postpone sexual involvement and choose not to become pregnant:

The sum total of these facts, -the dittor says, is that the exiiectatIor that ::nowl-
, edge about sex and the availability of contraceptives will control tees`!-arpregnaney

has prrwad to be false. "The commonly proposed solutions to teenpregnancy (sex
education _a_n_d birth control) are already_in place inAtlante and are having what-
ever impact they can have . . . they are not sufficient in dealing with the problem:"

Acknowledging that these solutions were not sufficient; Howard and her staff,
went to the Atlanta community...to find out if the community, was aware of the teen
pregnancy rate; if the community parceived that to be a-problem; what focus did the
community want in program dealing with the subject. They found out that yes, the
community was aware; yes, the community does perceive it as a problem and it
wanted a program involving parents and focusing on postponing sccual involve-.
men t.

The Coalition for Responsible Parenthood headed by Mayor and Mrs. Andrew
Young sponsored the ".Let's Talk" series involving parents and teen - agers; and out

177
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of that grew a second series on "Postponing Sexual Involvement," more popularly
known as the series to "Learn How to Say 'No.' "

Both series differ distinctly from other (-gong to deal with teen-age pregnAricy
two ways. The curriculum starts with a given value: "You ought not to be 'saving
sex at a young age.',' Every thing is designed to reinforce that predetermined goal.
Other sex education programs present alternatives to teen-agers, with the hope they
will act responsibly. "This series, 'How to Say No.' avoids the double messages im-
plicit in such programs."

The second unique feature is that the exercises are designed to have the partici-
pants in discussion groups, role playing, etc., experience social success while saying
"no" to sexual involvement. Participants are not permitted' to decide how their
"role" shall be_played. It is to be played so that "it comes out all right for the
person saying 'no,' the girl doesn't lose her boyfriend; the Loy isn't called "gay;"

. both stay popular. . .

Parental responses to the programs has been unusually high. The programs can
strengthen the resolve of teen-agers who have decided to postpone sex and also can
support the parents in their support of the teen-agers. "It is our feeling," Howard
say& "that teens who decide not to have sex gat little support and few rewards from
agencies and others for their behavior,"

The doctor has no compunctions about using the word "ought" and no apologies
for taking a position in favor of postponing-sexual involvement. The "Leta Talk"
brochure prepared for mailing to. parents of all teen-agers in the Atlanta schools
says "Saying 'no is the only 100 percent sure way of preventing pregnancy and
VD. . . . Some diseases spread by sexual contact can't be cured. More and more
grownups are finding they can't have a baby because.of infections got from teen
sexual activity. Girls and boys who become parents while teens: may not finish
school and may not*be able to get a good job, may _hurt or not take good care of
their child, may have to be on weliare, may not have healthy babies."

We know the bad effectsof early sex. We know the effects of smoking, but mil-
lions still smoke, Howard explains. Knowledge alone does not change behavior. Be-
havior reflects values. Postponing sexual involvement is a community value in At-
lanta. The "Postponing Sexual Involvement" series is institutionalizing that value
and making it easier to uphold.

Atlanta is not alone in rethinking its message to teenagers about sex, judging
from the interest all over the nation in these program& A recent article in the pub

of SIECUS ($exiInformation and Education Council of the United States)
describing the Grady prrgams has generated much interest. Both the "Let's Talk"
and "How to Say 'No' series are being packaged for adaptation to other Communi-
L'a and can be obtained from the Teen Seryices Program Grady Hospital; Atlanta,

The Atlanta experience is a refreshing instance of professional integrity. Howard
and her associates, like their colleagues, has certain theories about teen-age preg-
nancy. The theories were tested and round wanting;_ Instead of focusing on ;defend-
ing_the theories, they are focusing on other theories toitest.

Howard has a theory .that young teen-agers_ are called on to make decisions about
sex whereas decisions in areas less important; or certainly no more important; are
made for them: In sex education cla.sses, she says; a teen-ager often will ask "Should
I become sexually involved?" and is told "It dapends on how you feel."

If the same young teen-ager had asked "Should I drink alcohol, Should I drive a
car, should I vote?" we wouldn't say "It depends on how you feel." Why should deci-
sions about sex be so different.

From the Washington Post, Jon. 18. 19821

"No, Ws MORALLY WRONG"

(By Colman McCarthy)

. As teachers of reproductiGn, the Planned Parenthood Federation of America has
few peers. As counselors in sexuality, it has new ideas.

Nowhere is the difference better seen than in "Teensex? It's Okay to Say no
way.." Last week the federation announced that the pamphlet has become a "best-
seller," with 1.5 million copies distributed since publication in 1979'.

No one can quarrel with the pamphlet's effort to "allay the hesitation and fear
some teenagers feeleabout saying 'no".' to sex. And no one cars deny that the hWh
rates of teen-age pregnancy, abortion and yenereal disease nave created a chaoin
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which is' upr-nr-. i1N ecz:ial observer noted. Our biological drives are several
fr ^ar ;( then ourintelligence."

The i fiJilure of Planned Parenthood is that it provides no moral con-
text for The ethical teachings of history's moral leaders on promiscu-
ity are ignored. inataad, teen-agers are spoken to in_pitter-pat. The federation catin

sets them not to be taken in by the line.C'mon, everybody's doing it" They are told
the-only _question is: What's right for you?" They are advised that sex won't cure
loneliness; prove independence of increase popularity:

But they aren't given moral guidancethat sexual looseneseviolates moral codes
representiag the collective integrity that has endured throueiout history. They
aren't told that chastity and abstinence for adolescents are values honored in all the
world's major religions.

That groups like Planned Parenthood avoid the moral context of human sexuality
is an easy out: the kids might call us prudes; they might tell us to peddle our Victo-
i tan hangups elsewhere. .'

Such hesitation Viticiairs'wtion we tell the young that it is morally wrong to shop-
lift, to take drugs or to cheat in school.

r;cliools and public service agencies that don't hesitate to impart these value-laden
7.tric7 o.rest lose their nerve in sexual education. Same schook: see themselves as for-
ward-thinking merely to be giving courses in sexual technology. Others gd further
and join the Planned Parenthood effort toprovideYalue-free counseling.

But its not enough. It leaves_the young floating free. One way or an other; they
are being sexually educated all the timeat the magazine rack, by films and televi-
sicn, by advertisements that depict Joe Namath or Brooke Shields hawking sugges-
tiveness.

'With human sexuality being "taught" in this kind of cultural explosion, the
chances increase that the young will make sexual decisions based on ignorance. If a
group like Planned Parenthood, whichputs itself forward as ian '':advocate of repro-
ductive rights for everyone is tepid about discussing moral codes,.the young are'
that much_ more vulnerable to reactionary moralizers at the other extreme: These
are the book-banners and finger- pointers who in their ThOu-Shalt-Not crusades offer
nothing MOre than railing againat America the New Sodom and Gomorrah.

Caught in the middle and supported by neither the pamphleteers of Planned Par-
enthded nor the New Puritans passing their "family life" laws, are educators like
Mary Lee_ Tatum. For the past nine years; she has been teaching_ a seminar in
human sexuality within a value framework at George- Mason High School in Falls
Church. "The students really want to talk about morals and values;" she says.
"They are eager to discuss why they do things and the consequences of their behav-
ior; romantic and sexual. In ,the classroom, I try to create an excitement about de.
veloping one's values. -

Every high school in the country should have a teacher like Mau Lee Tatum. She
understands that a moral perspective ill' as needed a form of prevention against un-
wanted pregnancy and venereal disease as a knowledge of birth control, fertility
and anatomy.

For the unmarried young; it's okay to say "no, it's morally wrong."

[From the Washington Post, Apr. 24, 1983]

SQUEALING WON'T DO ANY GOOD: BUT PARENTS NEED GOVERNMENT'S HELP IN
INFLUENCING SEXUAL ATTITUDES

(By/Morton M. Kondracke)
/Once upon a time, wherirvias a young liberal and my daughters were babies, I

scorned the kind of narrow-minded, punitive Puritanism that led the Reagan admin-
- istration to decree its so-called "squeal iiile"the one. requiring-parental notifica-

tion when teenvg,ers seek contraceptives from government-supported agencies.
That_ was yegterday. Today I am the aging father of adolescent daughters and I

understand the Reaganites' attitudes better: It is not; as I once would have thought,
hat they mini. to resurrect Victorian values by using pregnancy as the punishment

tor sex.
-Rather, the squeal rule arises out of an impulse to-strengthen the tattered. frabrit

of family life in the intimate matter of sexual mores. Parental credibility in Counsel-
ing "-don't" is being ripped to shreds by television, movies, magazines and records
that blare out the consistent message: "Do it!" "Everybody does it." "Even nice girls
do it."
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With so much salesmanship behind it (not to mention peer pressure and m:tural
urges), the message is getting through. About half of all girls under 17 and 56 per-
cent of boys are sexually active, Those percentages grow larger every year while the
average age of first sexual involvement gets lower. It's now 15.7 years for boys; 16.2
for girls.

Any responsible parent has to view those trends with alarm. Sex is a grownup
activity involving the most serious of life's consequencesintense emotional com-
mitment, the possibility of birth and the possibility of death. The child who has
taken up sex inevitably has moved away from his or her parents. Every year, par-
ents are losing their children at a younger and younger age.

Alo,pg with the Reaganites, I abhor the Playboy magazine logic accepted by many
liberals: face it, Dad, kids are into sex and the best thing to do is teach them how to
do it responsibly.

Sorry, the responsible things for a 15- or 16-yeartild to be doing are running track
and learning math. Bomehow, societyand certainly, the governmentought to
help parents to help their kids avoid sex before its time.

For all these reasons, Isympathize with the motivations behind the "squeal rule,"
but I still oppose it. It simply won't accomplish its intended result. It will just get
girls-pregnant. Right now,- the rule is under court injunction, barred from taking
effect nationally. An appeals court is to fuel on it sometime this spring and probably
the loser (the Reagan administration or Planned Parenthood) will take the case to
the Supreme Court. The administration would do better by withdrawing the rule
and trying something different.

The Reagandes obviously r)pe that when a letter arrives advising parents that
their daughter has applied I, contraceptives; a reasoned, compassionate family dis-
cussion will ensure; leading to a decision that daughter should wait.

The problem is that; in t he vast majority of cases; the issue of waiting or not wait-
ing is long over by the time girls go to the family planning clinic. Surveys taken at
family planning clinics show that only 14 percent of girls seek contraceptives before
having sex for the first time4,0n the average, the clients have been sexually active
for nearly a year; often without benefit of birth control.

I am not bothered at all by the alleged sex discr; tion implicit in the squeal
rulethe fact that it affects girls and not boys (wh get their contraceptives at

' the drug store, no questions asked). If the Reagan rule worked, parental notification
would prevent Pregnancies, and it is girls who get pregnant, not bus

But the rule will not work and it does discriminate against poor girls who cannot
afford to see a private gynecologist and get a confidential prescription:

Poor families are less inclined than better-educated ones to have -the reasoner',
compassionate discussion the Reaganites hope will follow parental notification. Poor
kids tend to get involved in sex earlier than wealthier ones, to be less informed
about birth control and to produce more babies out of wedlock. The Reaganites want
to cut back on AFDC, but the squeal rule only swells the number of potential recipi-
enta.

Poor or rich, the girl who thinks she can tell her parents is going for birth
control will tell them; and parental notification won't be needed. Thegirl who can't
tell her parentswho fear their knowingmay well be uiscouraged from going to a

The administration claims the squeal rule will cut clinic caseloads by only 4 per-
cent. That seems a ridiculous underestimate. Planned ParenthOod asserts the cor-
rect lig_ure is 25 percent. Either way, through, its certain that the rule will increase
the number'of teen-age pregnancies; abortions and unwanted babies. There already
are too many of all three:

Parents do need the government's help in influencing the sexual attitudes and -be-
havior. of their children, but the time for exerting influence is long before they
arrive at the door of the birth-control clinic.

The Reagan administration should withdraw the squeal rule and devise programs
to educate parents on how to talk to their children about sex and values. And it
might help, too, if President Reagan would speak to his friends in Hollywood about
the extent to which they have oversexed American society.
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Family Planning Clinks:
Cure or Cause of thimogrPhvgniraCY

Michael Schwartz and James H. Ford, M.D.

The co-authors of this article were recipients of the Linacre
Quarterly award for their article in the February, 1979 issue entitltd
"Birth Control for Teenagers: Diagram for Disaster."

Durirg the March, 1981 hearings on the extension of Title X family
planning funding, Faye Wattleton, president of the Planned Parent-
hood of America, told a Senate subcommittee that "the
Sue-gess of the national farnily planning program is stunning:

because of increased and more consistent use of contraception,
the pregnancy rate among sexually-active teria0rs has been
declining. "'

.
The most "stunning" aspect of this assertion_ is that MS. Wattletcin

had the nerve to make it: The actual change in the rate and number Of
premarital teenage pregnancies since federally-funded programs were
enacted to "solve" the social problem of teenage pregnancy, offers
stunning evidence that these programs have been a colossal failure.
The number of out-of-wedlock births to teenage mothers'increased
from about 190,000 in 1970 to about 240,000 in 1978; The" birth rate
among unmarried teenagers showed a similar increase, from 22 per
thousand to 27 per thousand. These recorded live births are just the
tip of an ieeberg. Abortions among teenagers increased fivefold in less
than a decade from perhaps 90,000 i '370 to almost half a million by
978. The total annual number of ) arital pregnancies More than

:oubled during this time span, hor- ..,1. 300,000 to aboiit 700,000.
In light of these alarming statistics t-:. ± conclude either that MS.
Wattleton does not know what is ta: :rag about, or that she is
deliberately fudging on the figures in order to pr A a federal prat
gram which her organization has aggressively fro:noted and from
which it receives a teat deal of money;

To assume the first- hypothesis, that Ms; Wattleton is, honest but
misinformed, one must believe that she neglected to look at the Sep-.
teinber October, 1980 issue of Family Planning Persp echoes, the
magazine published by the organization over which she presides. The
lead editorial in that is. ue opens with the admission that "more
teenagers are using contraceptives ;:nd using them more consistently
than ever before: Yet the number and rate premarital adolescent
pregnancies continues to rise."

Reprinted with permission from 1.1nalre Quarterly, Vol. 49. No. 2, May. 1982.pages143464.
cm Elm G:ve Rood. Elm Grow, W .2122:Subscription rate 120.00 per year, $3-.00 per. ling* issar.
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That same issue of Family Planning Perspectibes carried the initial
report on' the third national survey of teenage sexual activity; Contra-
ceptive, use and pregnancy, undertaken in 1979 by PicifeStdiS JOhii F.
Kantner and Melvin Zelnik of Johns Hopkins UniVerSity.3 This study
was similar to surveys conducted by the same researchers in 1971 and
1976.

The 1979 data were drawn only from teenagers living in metropoli-
tan areaS; so they are not. exactly comparable with the previously
published statistics from the 1971 and 1976 surveys; But in order to
make valid comparisons and to_ show trends; Kantner and Zelnik
separated from their' earlier studies the data for metropolitan-area
teenagers, and presented those figures along with their more recent
findings.

The most notable trend observed by Kantner and iS that the
proportion of metropolitan-area teenagers who reported haVing_-at
lea.t one premarital pregrfancy increased steadily, from 8.5% in 1971
to 13% in 1976 to 16:2% in 1979.4 Thus; in the first eight )c.ats of the
operation of ,Title X programs; the percentage of teenagers exper-
ierieifig a premarital pregnancy almost. doubled. In this respect;
Kantner and Zelnik's observations are in agreement with those of the
Census Bureau. _ .

The obvious cause for this increase, as documented in the same
survey; has been the continuing rise in the percentage of teenagers
who engage_ in premarital intercour,:e. Among the metropolitan -area
teenage women surveyed; this percentage increased from about 30% in
1971.to about 50% in 1979.5

In a previous article based on the. first two Kantner-Zelnik studies,
We demonstrated that the increased use of contraceptives among teen-
agers does not lead to a reduction is the rate of outof-wedlock
teenage pregnancy.6 One reason for this is the notoriously high rate of
toritrai:cptive failure among teenage users. Another is the fact that the
availability of contraceptives contributes to an increased exposure to
the risk-of pregnancy by stimulating an iricre..:e in the percentage of
teenagers who are sexually active and ail increase in the frequency of
inte. course among those who are sexually active.

The results of the latest Nantner-Zelnik survey bear out these
obser..ations with even greater force than previously-.

The False Promise of Contraceptive Piotection
As rioted in numerous Planned Parenthood sources, the use of

contraceptives among unmarried teenagers improved dramatically
during tr.:. 1970's. Among the more than 4,000 'young women inter= .

viewed in Kantner and Zelnik's 1971 study, just over a quarter of
those who had never been married (26.8%) had experienced premarital
intercourse:7 Of these, only 18.4% reported using a contraceptive oil
';fery sexual encounter; while a nearly equal number (17%) had never
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used contraception: Perhaps a more cling figure is that fewer than
half the young women who had, ever experienced premarital inter-.
course (45.4%) had used a contraceptive at their last sexual encounter

Among those who had ever used contraception, the single method
that had been used by the highest number of respondents (64.3%) was
also one of the least effective, withdrawal. Condoms ranked close
behind among methods ever used, with 60.6% of the respondents
having used them. Oral contraceptives, considered the most effective
and most sophisticated contraceptive technique; ranked a distant
fourth among methods ever used; with only 26.9% of the contracep-
tive users reporting use. of this method .9 That means that out of an
estimated 2.3 million sexually-experienced unmarried teenage women
in 1971, fewer than 500,000 had ever used birth control pills.

The relative sophistication. of,..-.contraceptive techniques among
unmarried teenage women can be more realistically assessed by an
inquiry into the method most recently used among the 1971 survey
respondents. The condom (32.1%) and withdrawal (30.7%) were the
two most common mahods, but oral contraceptives were not far
behind at 23.8%.10

The contraceptive use situation among unmarried teenagers in
971; then, could be summarized by saying that most teenagers with

premarital sexual experience had used contraception, but they had not
done so consistently and they tended to use relatively primitive,
ineffective, methods: It is also wuth noting; although not at all su
prising; that contraceptive use.among those over the age of 18 was

. superior to that among 15 to 17 year olds in terms of both consis-
tency of use and sophistication of method.

Kantner and Zelnik estimated that 1;135;000 15 to 17 year olds.
were se' :lily experienced.!1 About 20% of them had never used a
contraceptive, exceed'n_g_ the number who had always used contracep-
tion, and fewer than 40% had used a contraceptive at their last inter-
course. An these younger teenagers, only 17.4% of,those who hao
ever used any method had ever used the pill, a rate that was lesS than
half that of pill use among 18 and 19 yegr old contraceptive users. so
that few< r than one-third of all unmarried teenage 'pill users ,Mere
under 18. 12 in addition; among all t.,. ;lagers using contracer 7.on;
fewer than one in 30 had obtained, services from a non-hospital c.Irth
control clinic.' 3 This represents the status of contraceptive ur among
teenagers about the time federal funding for birth control services for
unmarried ininors began.

.

By 1976, the date of the second Kantrier and Zelnik survey and five
years after the implementation of federal funding of birth control
clinics for teenagers; the situation had changed dramatically. First, the
incidence of premarital sexual activity among teenage women had
increased markedly, climbiig by nearly one-third in just five years. Ey
176; the percentage of never- married tecnagers who had experienced
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premarital intercourse was algnopt 35%, and this increase in sexual
activity was most pronounced amb,ngthose under 18. 14

Yet; with the increase in premarital sexual activity among teenagers,
there had also been a significant improvement in contraceptive use.
Among those ., ..ho weres,::,xually experienced; no fewer than 30% were
alway...-users (4: contraception; i5 a proportion two-thirds higher than
five yeai; before:. In absoltde numbers; mo7,:? than twice as many
young -women were regular users of contraception in 1976. than in
1971. However; the proportion of never-users of contraception among
those who were sexually experienced had also increased to 25,6%,-16

The increased proportion of never-users may not be as great 'as it
lookst_for one-seventh of all those respondents who were classified as
sexually. active had intercourse. only one_ time; 17 "and slightly more
than half o-.: those did. not use contrac'eption on -that occasion. If all
those who had intercourse only once are left out of consideration; the
proportion of sexually- active teenagers who never used contraception
is only about one in five. while the always-users remain near 30%.
Unfortunately; it is not; possible to compare these rates with those
found in 1971 because the 1971 survey did not determine how many
of those cakegorized as "sexually active" had had intercourse only sne
time: This 'information does show, however, that the increase in the

..." proportion of teenagers' who engaged in sexual relations wii.hout using
contraception was not as prcnounted as the increase in those who
always used contraception._

Furthermore, in spite of the increased _percentage of never:users, a
solid major* of 63.5% of all those with premarital sexua! exper-
ience and more than two-thirds of those who had intercourse more
than once had used a contraceptive at their last sexual
encounter: '8 Moreover; this increase in :ast-time use of contra nption,

Nile it was present, in every age bracket; was 'most pronounced among
lose under 18: In fact; more respol.dents in the 15 to 17 age group in

1976 had used a cor, i aceptii. e last time than had 18 and 19 year old
respondents to the 1971 survey. i8 It is clear, then, that far more
:teenagers in 1976 were using contraception and using it more consis-
tently _than weec teenagers live years beYore.

.

At least as significant as the increased regularity of contraceptive
use was the increased sophistication in contraceptiVe methods. By
1976, oral contraception had far cut:strip all other methods in
popularity among unmarried teenage: s, havin been used by 58.3% of
all unmarried teenage contraceptive users. Co -oms had been used by
Tess than 40% and witildrawal, fcrmerly, the most commonly used
method; declined to 30%; half its 1971. rate: 20 Among survey
respondents under the age of 18; the proportion which had used oral
coritracerion increased by more than 250: :

The improvement in contraceptive use among unmarried teenagers
is .even more graphically illustrated in a survey of the most recently
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used methods.'Oral contraception among teenage contraceptive users
had doubled in-five years, from 23.8% to 47.3%, and more than half
of the teenage contraceptive users were using the pill e the IUD by

..1976, while only one-fourth had been using there medical methods in
1F71.21 Even among younger teenagers; the pill had become the most
popular method of contraception. Kantner and Zelnik noted that the
use of medical methods of contraception among unmarried teenagers in
1976 was at an el!en higher rate than that found among married women
of reproductive age in 1973.22 Almost half the teenage pill users in
1976 had obtained their first prescription from a clinic, so there can
be no doubt that this sudden and massive shift in contraceptive pat-
terns among unmarried teenagers was primarily a result of the or ion-
ized family planning programs 0.14 were. set up in the early '706.23

Preliminary data from the most recent survey by Kantner and
Zelnik in 1979 indicated a slight decline in the proportion of teenage
contraceptive users who had used the pill as their most recent method;
from 47% to just over 40%.24 This; however; must be:balance/1 against
the continuing s:.eady increase in the proportion .:)f teenagers who
have had premarital intercourse up by about an additional 15% in
three years and the increasing proportion of those who had ever used
contraception and those who always used contraception. The dati
published so far from the 1979 survey includes only teenagers in
metropolitan areas, so they must be compared with only the metro-
politan-area portions of the previous surveys. However, they show a
decline in the proportion of never-users of contraception, down by
about one-fourth and an increase in the proportion of always-users, by
about one-fifth: This means that the mere proportippal increase in the
use of contraception amcng unrnw-ned teenagers tsufficient to com-
pensat for the relative decline of the pill as a method of choice: 25
Meanwhile; the overall growth in the number and percentage . f all
t t pagers who have premarital sexual experience has stimulated a cot,
tinued increase in the abSolute number of teenagers on the pill.

The information from the 1979 survey, partial and preliminary
though it is, suggests that the increne ntraceptive practice among
unmarried teenagers is tk;Tring oe. 1 , probably because the sat=
uration point has been .4 ic wk....41d be unrealistic to expect
Contraceptive uce patter.. ; 'candy better than those reported in
1976 and 1979 at least v ithout the use of ceercion which; odiohs as
it may seem; has been seriously proposed by sbuie population control
adocates26especially when it appears that high school girls today
are about as conscientious and as sophisticated in the use of contra-
ception as their mothers are.

At this point, the only factor that can significantly contribute to an
absolute increase in contraceptive use among teenagers a continued
increase in the proportion cif Leenagers whr' are sexually active. This,
as we'have seen, was P.1ready the ;ase betw.....n 1976 and 1979. :During
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that period there would have been no major increase in the'number of
teenagers using contraception except. for the fact that a greater
proportion had experienced premarital intercourse, and hence were
potential contraceptive users. As the total leenage_population declines,
the importance of this factor in determining the size of the market for
contraception will beciome increasingly apparent. That population
decline is already well underway. From an all-time high of 10.7
million in 1976, the female population in the 1Fi to 19 ale group is
already below ten million and will be down to only eight by 1990.

Notwithstanding the sudden and dramatic increase in the fre-
quency; regularity and sophistication of contraceptive use among teen-
agers which must surely rank as one of the most s:gnificant social
changes ever wrought by government policy the rate of out-of-
.wedlock pregnancy among teenagers showed its most alarming
increase in history. Moreover; the pregnar.;:y rate among contraceptive
users grew just as rani...0- as that among non-users.

By 1976, 10.9% of the always-users of contraception had exper-
icnced at least one premarital pregnancy a rate almost as high as
that reported among the entire. survey opulation (11.6%) and con -
siderabc higher Shan the rate of umnt nded pregnancies among the
entire surv:y population (8.3 %).27 But t appears from the data pub-
lished in connection with Kantner a d Zelnik's 1979 survey, that
metropolitan-area teenagers; while di. laying a higher ra;:e of pre-
marital sexual activiy and pregnarry; e more effective contraceptive
users than their non-metropolitans rs; A total of 1'n of the metro-
politan teenage women surveyed in 1976 had experienced a premarital
pregnancy, but only 9.9% J the always -users of contraception among
them had been premaritally_ pregnant. By 1979; 16,2% of all men:. -
politan teenage women; and 1_3.510 of the always -use :s among them,
had experienced a premarital pregnancy." If the intended_ preg-
nancies ar.ong _these young women are discounted, the rates of Preg-
nancy among always-users and the rest of the teenage population ; re
nearly identical and, in both cases, climbing rapidly.

The most tao.gil-le result, therefore, of the dramatic improvement in
contraceptive use among teenagers which h)3.s been effected by the
Title X family planning programs hie, been that a higher proportion, of
premarital teenage pregnancies occurs among contraceptive users:
Always-users of QonZraception accounted for 14% of all premarital
teenage preveancies in 1979, and for more than one sixth of the
unintended i 4nan-:ies. Almos: lne-third (31.5%) of the unintended
pregnancies among met-in: titan -area teenagers in 1979 occurred
while a contracept ive retthoci was in use a proportion almost four
times as high s the 1971 figure of 8.6./0. And nearly half the,
uninLended premarital pregnancie! among 1979 survey respondents
(49.7%) occurred among young women who Ltd used a c Aitraceptive
at some titne. 2 9 Of:
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Perhaps the of of the Planned 'Pa r;o0and.t.tion can
takepride in the for they air cvidence th,st
teenagers than ev.:. ',Ore are using LuiV.rw,eptioa. If the tx-x-l_ {Cal g1.0
of family plaumn, idViderS is to ,riersuade ng .ieople tc. ase
contraception, no o can deny that they hzv- 1,,,..arkan11-. suc-
cessful: At the same -me, one may legitimately -4?ether the
results obtained from these programs ate really_ WliF. ivefss isad in
mind whe; established federally-funded faitily_plarining services. In
any case; these figures do make it unreasOmtle. that the
provision of contraceptives to minors actually r;:-.duees the incidence Of
teenage pregnancy;

Yet, this is not the claim which Wattleton Made i,11 her 'Senate
testimony. She deliberately left out of account the real cause for the
drastic increase in the rate of premarital teenage pregnamnes; namely,
the equally=draStic increase in the proportion of teenaOrs who were
sexually active. She contented herself -with the far more modest claim
that the pregnancy rate among Sexually.active teenagers had declined;

Even if this were true, it would not offer a valid measurement of
the effectiveness of the birth control program. Even if the pregnancy
rate among sexually-active teenagers had remained unchanged, the
inciease in the number and proportion of teenagers who were sexually
active would; in itself; have accounted for an equivalent increase in the
overall rate of premarital teenage pregnancies; and it is this rate which
the programs are ostensibly aimed at reducing;

Moreover, it ;. I be noted that a measurement of the pregnancy
rate only among those _teenagers who are sexually active; while it is
worthless in assessing the sup .;-S or failure of 'those programs, does
cast the most favorable possible light on the birth control programs;
The direct result of the programs has been to stimulate more wide-
spread, more regular and more sophisticated use of contraception
among unmarried teenagers. Therefore, contraceptive users represent a.
significantly h!gher proportion of the sektially=attive teenage, popula-
tion: Yet; there is no disagreement about the fact that a teenager who
use contraception; while certainly not assured of prOtectiOn from
pregnancy; is statistically less likely to 5ecome pregnant than one Who
is sexually active but does not use contraception. In light of these
tailors, it would be rqasonable to expect the pregnancy rate among
sexually - active teenagers to decline as contraceptive use increased. Yet
even this modest and purely illusory gain did. not materialize.

According to the figures Kantner and Zelnik collected on the rate
premarital pregm.ncy among sexually-active metropolitan-area teen-

agers even leaviwig aside, as Wattleton does, the increase in the rate
of sexual _activity which has been the chief cause for the increase in
the overall teenage pregnancy rite pregnancy rate has moved
steadily upward. In 1974.28.1% of the metro-area interview subjects"
wlif.) had ever experienced., premarital intercourse had at least one
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premarital pregnancy: By 1976: this figure stood at an even 30%. By
1979; it had accelerated evf-ii more rapidly to 32.5%.3°

The very evidence to which Wattleton had pointed as proof of the
success of the birth control programs which her organization has so
strinuous4 promoted; and from which it receives such a large propor-
tion of its income, is shown to be untrue according to research pub-
lished by her own orgar It is no wonthr that Wattleton stated
her claim as bald assertion without any statistical or documentary
support: The only,: available statistical research on the subject demon-
strated that her claim as limited and qualified as it was was untrue.

Wattleton's flimsy claims were certainly not sufficient to insure the
reauthorization of the Title X progriims in a Congress_ which was
becoming increasingly uncertain of the social utility of _those pro-
grams. So Planned Parenthood ,devoted the entire May/June; 1981
issue of Family Planning Ferspectives to building a case for the exten-
sion of these programs. The centerpiece of that issue was an article by
Jacqueline Darroch Forrest, Albert I. Hermalin and . Stanley K.
Renshaw, entitled "The Impact of Family Planning Clink Programs on
Adolescent Pregnancy.""

Although the title of the article refers to adolescent pregnancy, the
authors confine themselves to an analysis based only on the number of
live births to:teenage women in the years 1970 and 1975: Their calcu-
lations take no account nt all of the total number of pregnancies in
this age group: This is a crucial omission; for it was between these two
dates that. abortion was legalized., Both prdportionally and ntmer-
ically; me teenage pregnancies in 1975 ended in abortion than had
co result& in,-.1970. Thus; between the two selected dates; the authors
ar? able to show a decline in the number and rate of births to teenage
mothers; even though the total number of pregnancies to teenagers
increased rather than declined during this perkid.

It was necessary for the authors' purpose to demonstrate a declme
in the teenage birth rate in or:4er to show a positive impact for the
family planning clinics. But even their statistical sleight-of-hand in
counting only live births rather than 'all pregnancies would r2.4,t have
produced the desired result had the authors rot compoundel their
misrepresentation by treating marital births as equivalent to oi,t-of-
wedlock births. ,

The decline in the rate aliti number of live _toenagers
between 1970 and 1.975 was cr attributab:4: to a r.,ductio!I 2%
fertility among married women A thie age group. Birth:: to_ mancd
women of any age do not constitute a social problem and clo not,
justify massive government intervention, especially during a time when
the tot-al fertility rate was declining to a level well below thattheoret-
ically necessary to maintain the present population: If a married
woman chooses to become a mother; that is simply none of the busi-
ness of Planned Parenthood, the federa' government or anyone else:
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What does constitute a public prdZem; and what prompted the
federal government to establish and maintain the rather drastic policy
of providing birth control services and sex counseling to minors with-,
out. regard to age or marital status; is the prevalence of pregnancies
wild births among unmarried teenagers. And during the period under
investigation, both the rate and the number of out-of-wedlock births
to teenagers increased significantly. The number of live births among
unmarried teenagers rose by 17% between 1970 and 1.975, while the
out-of-wedlock birth rate in this age grotip increased by 9%.32 These
increases are modest in comparison with the leap in the rate and
number of pregnancies among unmarried teenagers, which was
camouflaged to a great extent by the increased recourse to abortion.

It is difficult to ascertain how many abOrtibrk were performed on
teenagers in 1970: The Center for Disease official estimate
of 61;000 is probably unrealistically low. Or *er hand, a i-tOnt,
Alan Guttmacher Institute estimate of I !i certainly too
high. 33 The AG! estimate assumes a total 600;000 abor-
tions in 1970; yet there can be no doubt legalization of
abortion has prompted a sharp increase in the number of abor-
tion4 the total doubled within the first five years after the Supreme
Court decisions of 1973 - so it is extremely unlikely that the 1970
abortion total was anywhere near this level, which was almost as high
as the AGI's own estimate of 740,000 in 1973. WhateVer total is
accepted, it is- estimated that 9Q% of abortions in this age group were
performed on unmarried teenagers.

Even taking the inflated AGI estimate of abortions and adding it to
the 191;000 out-of-wedlock teenage births in 1970; the total numbtr
of abortions plus live births amung . unmarried teenagers comes to
362;000; or about 43 per thousand; LI,sing the lower CDC abortion
estimate; the comparable figures are 246000; or 28 per thourvid.

In 1975; there were 223;000 live; out-of-wed/ock 'births a ?d
323,000 abortions among teenagers. If 90% of those abortions were
on unmarried women; the number and rate of out-of-wedlock births;
plus abortions, climbed to 514,000, or 55 per thousand.

This has been the real trend in premarital teenage preplaricy an
inci..ase of at least 30% and perhaps almPot. ;'li;% jag litre years. If
Forrest, Ilermalin and Henshaw htd bet:i interested in honestly
assessing the impact of family planning clinic programs on adolescent
pregnancy, these are the realities with which they would have had to
rantend. But they were interested in grantsmanship. They were iiYer-
ested in concocting a plausible, rationale to salvage a lucrative govern-
ment program that was in jeopardy because it had proved to be a
catastrophic failure. They wire interested in palmne, off a glib success
story to editors; educators and politicians who were all too eager to
believe that the emperor really was wearing a new suit of clothes.

SO, thanks to the precipitous decline (29%) in the birth rate among
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young; married women;" the authors were able to claim that teen-
age fertility had decreased in conjunction with the establishment of
the national family planning clinic program; The greater part of their
article is devoted to an explanation and application of four separate
mathematical models to this truncated data base for the purpose of
determining how great a share in this fertility decline could be attrib-
uted to the family planning clinics. The result of these sophisticated
calculations is the IT her modest claim. that one birth a year is averted
for every ten clients enrolled in a clinic.35 On this they assert
that 119;000 births to teenage women were averted in 76 as a result
of clinic activities in 1975;

It is at this point that the authors' deceptive manipulation of statis-
t...s enters the realm of sheer and brazen dishonesty. On the basis of
1976 figures on the outcome of unintended premarital pregnancies
among teenagers; they note that only 36% of such pregnancies ended
in a live birth. Therefore; Forrest; Herrna lin and Henshaw claim that
the 119,000 "averted" births represent only 36% of the total numb
of premarital_ teenage:pregnancies that were "averted" as a result of
the family planning clinic program.s. Thus; they give the programs
credit. for having averted 331,000 teenage pregnancies in 1978,
172,000 of which would have ended in abortion and 40;000 in miscar-
riage. They then extrapolate these e t.r,iragant claims throughout the
whole decade, and conclude that no less than 2.6 million unintended
teenage pregnancies and 1.4 million abortions were averted as a result
of the activities of family planning chnics.36

If one' accepts the tainted claim that the clinic programs had
"averted" 119;000 1976 births'to teenage mothers, these extrapola-
tions appear to have some plausibility. At least the arithmetic is cor-
rect. But a closer examination of these claims reveals that the statistics
have been so subtly manipulated that it is difficult to imagine that this
was not a deEberate distortion of the truth:

The reasoi why the authors were able to claim that any births had
been "averted" is that more pregnancies than ever before were being
boned. In 1970, certainly fewer than Hlf; and perhri.,3 as few as

one - fourth of the out-of-%edlock pregnancies among teenagers ended
in 'abortion. By 1975, were 1.4 abortions for each live out-of-
wedlock birth. It has been the legalization ar 1 subsequent widespread
usc of abortion and not the more regular use of contraception
that has kept the teenage birth rate from soaring during the 1970'-f,.,
One abortion can; and almost always does, succeed in "averting" one
live birth; but there is no way that it can also be,creJited with averting
an additional 1.4 abortions and ;4 misnarriars: Abortion has proven
to be the one,effectil e method of "averting" out-of-wedlocli. births
among teenagers; tut by reading the figures backward; the authors
would have us believe: that his method Of birth rrevention has also
succeeded in "avertinfl," a greater rumor Jf a'-ortions.
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To see the absurdity of iNis logic, we need only look at how; the
figures would have appeared if the relative distribution of live births
and abortions had remained static between 1970 and 1975. Let us
assume hypothetically_ that the actual number of abortions on Unmar-
ried teenagers_ in 1970 was 128,000 a figure approximately midway
between the Center for Disease Control ,e_stimate and the Alan Gutt-
macher Institute estimate, and roughly equal to two-thirds the number
of out-of-wedlock births. This 'yields a total of 320;000 births plus
abortions among unmarried teenagers; 40% of which were aborted.

Five years later, the total of.premirital births plus abortions was
514,00:0. If only 40% of them had been aborted; there would have
been about 308;000 live births out-of-wedlock; or 85;000 more than
actually occurred. If there had been 85;000 more live births; then the ;

number of births "averted" would have been only'34;000. And if the
number of abortions represented only two-thirds the number of live
births; a mere 22;006 abortions would have been ' averted."

Conversely; let us imagine that- the promotion of abortion as the
solution to premarital teenage pregnancy had been even more succ,
ful than it was in 1975, and that pregnant; unmarried teenagers
obtained 81,000 more abortions than they did. In thili case, the num-
ber of births 'averted" would have risen to 200,000; the numbeL of
out-a-wedlock births which actually occurred would have to
142,000, and the/ number of abortions would have increase. 'to
372,000. That means that each live birth would have been equal 2.6
abortions; so that the number of "averted" abortions woui. have
come out to be more Char 500;000. A marvelous system of ac, unt-
ing, in which more is less and less is more!

is hard to believe that_ Forrest;_ Hermahne and Henshaw were
C.10:ilg anything .but pulling'off an intellectual swindle with tb.:ir claim
CI:: the family planning clinic program has "averted" abortions. These
p:ograms have not contributec! to preventing abortions. They zze not

Oternative to 0- -rtion. They have been, on the contrary; one of
L!. (:.:^-f factors reponsible for the vertiginous increase in abortions
a:A ::Pnagers: Af,,/ition, in turn, has been a safety valve for these

aiph0:;',! c Off the f :iidence for the disasters they have
wrougl, the areas of social welfare and public health.

It is quite evident that the existence of these clinic programs has
r,-.:cided with an unprecedented increase in the incidence (of pre-

teenage pregnancy. As we shalt show in the concluding section,
this has not bean a mere coir cideriL:e. But even leaving that point
aside; no one disputes the fact that the clinic programs have been
directly respui in.ne for- the more widespread use of contraception
among teenagers. And it is:amply clei% tiont the statistics gathered by

qntner. and Zelnik that the improvements in contraceptive use have
it been effective in reducing the pregnancy rate among even the

most conscientious users. But Kantner and Zelnik also discovered that
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young women who beconw_ k.:.-teinant while using contraception are
almost twice as likely to seek .an ;abortion as those. wlict-ibecOme preg-
nant in the absence of contrarept.on. 37 In this respect, it is clear that
the family planning programs have contributed directly to an increase

.- - _in the rate of abortion among:teenagers. ., _, ,- .
This result was not unforeseen in the inner circleaf the. larnilY

planning establishment. In January, 1971, Family Plariihing Fe6iiec-
-lives published a special 24-page feature entitled "IllegitiMAcy: Myths,
Causes and Cures" by Phillips Cutright38 In it Cutright acknowl-
edged.that abortion was the only certain method of reducing the rate
of out-of-wedlock. births among teenager.. vi::-%

On the basis of ample empirical evidence; Cutright concluded that
"school-based _[sex] education_ programs will not decrease illicit preg-
nancy rates," but he_suggested that "one obvious contrar..pti;te `edu-
cation' program in _which the schools might profitatn:. 7,r3g';::: . is to
post the name, address, telephone number and clinic 1.7.';,.e.)r.bfihe_ _

birth control clinics in the community wy'..- , _.,sro-.. ie ,,ervices ii7-!,,t.:
unwed minors." 313 In fact; in the interveniii . Planned-Paentilood
and other family planning agencies have gone:. oily .:,qter than Cutright
.suggestion; using sex education classes for guest appearances atwhich
contraceptive 'techniques are explained and demonstrated and clinic . f--

programs l'or teenagers are promoted; and by hiring "peer counselors,;,'
students who are paid to recruit their classmates into the clinic prograta'...-,

Yet Cutright had no illusions about the effectiveness, of _birth con=
trol clinics in reducing the rate of pregnancy among teenagers: Railed
examined several such:programs in the South for the U.S:Commision ''';
on Populatbn Grov.th and the American Future and discovered that
they had not been effective in reducing the rate of _teenage_ Oreg-
nancy.-40 Nevertheless, he favored the establi hment of such clinics.
rle insisted that they provide services to un arriethniinors on the
same basis as to married adults; and that they n t be limitedAO.serving
low-income persons, because he felt that would lace a stigina on their
clients and deter some people froni enrolling in them. -At;;. the same
time he considered it particularly important that these chi-ies-be gov
ernment-sponscried, _not necessarily because of tic-, financial burden of
providing family planning services to all corners, but because his
studies of such climes had convinced him that goverrarAnt sponsorship
was,cessary to overcome I.vhat he termed pseud o-m oral
barrier" to contraceptive, use among potential clients. He commented
that the government program t..ay ha, e legitimated use of contracep-
tion among persons who had moral resemitions about birth control,
ana accomplished this because the program provided manifest evi-
dence that contraception is approved by the establiped author-
ities." 41 These recommendations, too; have been fully complied with
in the years since Cutright's erticle appear:A;

Recognizing that even with the establishment of comprehensh, and
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sophiatit-ated birth control clinic programs; tie.-re would still be a high
number of unintended pre-art:in C among unmarried teenaiters, Cut-
right advocated the- availabtl.tv of abortion on request as a nece:szety
backup _in the event of contraceptive failure. This recommend:Litton, of
coarse. has also :7..N11 implemented.

The three-pronged igenda_ which Catright nuniatAl arid which
P1 u fig cl Parerithotid has so effecLwely implemented to re duae the out-
of-a idlock birth rate among teenagers was fully in place by the
iiiid-70s. Scheols and other institutions were snout Bing young
people to participate in family planning clinic programs; and by impli-
cation; !tamping a Seal of authoritative approval on premarital sexual
activity, The clink, were making of those young people conscientious
uscis of the nicest advanced contraceptive methods and; at the same
time, confirming them in their sexually-active behavior patterns. The
toriveraional v. i.Sdora was tnat there is nothing inherently wrong with
paeraarital sex as long as it is *responsible sex," that is, sterik. sex.
:.;fright had s. iii as much in the concluding paragraph of his article:

The supposeti ill of of premarital sex_.. have never been docia-
meritd. we Icing as premarital sex dad not ;cad to an illicit pregnancy
that was carried to term: It is the control of these unwanted 1,111.-
11am:1es not the cowtrol of premarital sex that isi the prob-
lem. Imbued with this advice; amply waroed of the disastrous

msequencs of giving birth out of wedlock; and accustomed to seek-
trig medical solutions to their *reproductive health" needs-. young
pt-ople dutifully trociptA off to the abortion clinics in ever-increasing
numbers_as the promise of oatracptive protection proved false int
them and they found themselves unintentionally piegriant.

The Whil systeln, fuk.d by tecus of millions of federal dollars, was
operating like clockwork. There was nig one hitch. The rate of out-of-
wedlock births among teenagers-, the one social problem which the
whole apparatus had been constructed to remedy; continued to
increase. The reason for this tis that Cutright; Planned Parenthood; the
federal government ioal. all the others who had promoted sex educa!
thin plus birth control plus abortion as the_ solution to -tier problem of
to pregnancy, had made one miscalculation. The approval Of
premarital intercourse W Nth WLIS implicit in the whole system had
such an overwhelming effet.t on to sexual behavior that the
increase in wxual activity and consequently of premarital rtege-iney
was so phenomenal that it surpassed the limits of effectivneu of the
birth control and abortion clinics in holding down out-of-wedlock
births: Since- the birth control clinic programs were initiated a decade
ago; we have witnessed staggering increases in the rates of premarital
pregnancy; aborbion.; out-of-wedlock_ births; vener4kal diseases and the
related problems of suicide and other forms of alxrrant and self-
(kst n.ictive he among teenagers.

tbviouSly, the root of this problem has Wren the increase in sexual
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activity among teenagers. The question is: would this increase have
occurred anywar; or is it something that v as provoked by the evict
ence of the birth control programs? In other words; his Planned
Parenthood_ simply failed to do good; or has it actually created a
serious public_ health and socialproblem_?

The typical response of the Planned Parentheiod_people is_simply
disavow all responsibility for .reading young people_into
me behavior patters. They point to the survey which straws that <Wel
85'.; of the clime patient are sexually before they come tip the
clinic, 3 and use this as evidence to show the they are simply meet-
ing a need that already exists: As for the sudden and slurp increase in
sexual activity among teenagers; that is the fault of the media alio our
sex-saturated society, but Planned Parenthood certainly has nothing to
do with it. -They even tell teenagers it's_all right to say no.

This abdieation of responsibility is flimsy and unconvincmc but its
refutation lies not only in statistical evidence, but more importantly;
in psychological observation.

First. the charge in sexual attitudes and
sudden

among teenagers
durtng the 1970's hashas been sw, dden and Ri drastic that it is very
difficult to recall; ever in history; such a dramatic shift in morality.
Such a major effect 6eniands a major cause: Yet the general social
climate of the 1970's was relatively conservative in comparison with
that of the previous decade. There is no doubt that America in the
1970's was permeeed with sexuality; and the impact of this cultural
environment in shaping moral attitudes cannot be discounted. But the
same could he said of America in the 1960's. In fact, the %Oa tended
to he more strongly arai-authoritarian, more experimental and more
rebellious than the '70s. The films and songs of the '70s were no more
suggestise than those of the previous decade; and the Iii lions in
clothing were, if anything, more modest. Moreover; during the course
of the '70s, the cultural climate tende,c1 to become gradually more
conservative, while premarital sexual activity among teenagers grew at
ever-increasing rates.

The cultural climate argument, therefore, is not a satisfactory
explanation for the massive attitudinal and behavioral change avtong
teenagers in the decade. One need not ehrninaw this as a factor in
(Avowing that conclusion: It is clear that such a complex effect would
be the result of a great. number of cultural; economic; political and
educational factors, and it would be naive to single out any one factor
as the reason, in mechanical_ cause-effect fashion; for the increase in
teenage _sexual activity. But the need is-not to isolate the cause of this
change, but rather to assess the effect of birth control programs_on atti-
tudes and behavior. It is instinctive in this regard to note that the most
significant difference in the social environment of teenagers between
the '60:: and the '70s has been the growth of birth control clinics, and
that this growth has very closely paralleled the increase in sexual activity.
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Having demonstrated that the exploration offered by Planned
Parenthood is not sttiatactory; we may now turn to a direct considera-
tion of the impact of the clinics on teenage sexual behavior.

Even as late as 1979; a majority of teenage women hid avoided the
possibility of pregnancy by abstaining from premarital intercourse. In
1971, before the family planning clinic network was having a substan-
tial impact on at..audes and Behavior, this course of action was
fol!owed by nearly three out of four teenage women and historically;
premantal sexual a,stinerice has been the rule rather than the excep-
tion for A.rnerican wenvers: This pattern of behavior 'found several
sources of sncial support; but the combination of sex education_ pro
grams which appear to condone premarital intercourse, publicly
funded programs to dispense contraceptive to unmarried minors, .and
legalized abortion tend to erode those very supports.

Among these social supports have been the attitudes of authority
Ilta.ares; Including parents: religious teachings and the civil law, the
at ttaudes arid behavior of the peer group; and the fear of pregnancy:

` t-?iFilee the establishment of birth control clinics for teenagers; major
aiMatity. figures such as teachers, public health officials and popular
en:et-farriers I(lave Largely given up exhorting tee nagers to remain
abst.,o4ia, of enCouraging them to use sex "responsibly;- that

t,c,, avaid hioing babies: Members of theso.called "helping proles-
slow.- as well as the public authorities seem to have accepted Cut-
rigktt 's cop :lesion that only out-of-wed lock_ childbearing, bit not
,!Teernari-al sexual activity; is a legitimate problem Meanwhile, parents

reliont,. leaders have tended to he intiniidatiad, at least to smite
intiab iatttly conceding this point beeause of the impression

altat iirniAtttal sexual :.ctivity is inevitable and, if it may be undesir-
!lesater io be protected than pregnant:44 This impression is

1.41r;aiered loptatic assertions such as that of Kantner and Zelnik
"It Ugly sae assumption that sexual activity among adolescents

ts unlikely icherline.- 4N In reality; there is no reason to believe that this
assumption represents some iron -clad law eif human Vehavior, especially
in view of t'Ite_revent_ana: Waite dramatic zhanges in the sexual behavior
of teenagers._ It is at least within the realm of .possibility that; given the
proper seem' supports, what has gone up can come down:

The support that civil law formerly gave to premarital abstinence
through such devices as laws against fornication and statutory raw is
iundercut by the fact that these laws are rarely enforced tand are;
ilithaps, unenforceable) and that the very same civil authority sub-
sidizes the- distribution of free contraceptives to unmarried' minors;
thereby providing manifest evidence that fornication and statutory
rape; even if they remain technically illegal; are indeed approved and
even erw,,ioraged by the established authorities.

Parents and religious beliefs stall provide significant authority figure
support foe abstinence, even if not as vocally as in former times: Yet
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the counsling_procc,s In the birth control clinics chrevtly undermines
tin, upport. BtCaLA' the medical confidentiality required by federal
family planning regulatior:s has been consistently' interpreted by
family planning prov.;ders as prohibiting the notification of the- parents
of minors. served in, sire chines, many parents are not even aware that
their children are- involve.d in the-se programs and; heeler; have no
opportunity to offer counsel to their chtletten in this question. 46- More-

in the counseling process young Fieilple are- commonly urged to
their_ own moral guidelines in abstraction from the' ethical

ritralciples they h.: ye learned from their parents or religious instructors.
',.3.":1,-,iie..krvers have. also noted a marked anti-parent bias in the liter&
Ni.'..-L family planning agencies distribute to teenagers 4" and this err-
fcainly tends to diminish the weight of parentalauthority.

Pe-4LT pressure- is of trenwridous importance to adolescents struggling
to achiev identoiy nidependent of the' family, yet generally not
mature 4't I tei het selfdirected. The fact ttat premarital sexual
act may is more prevalent than ever before' is important in this respect;
but of even ,great el importance is the attitude- within the rper group
toward this se-xual activity. While teenage boys have traditionally
approved of sexual activity althOugh for the most part mar-
iously girls hate not."_ The igh school girl has had
to pay the hears- pnc aif a had reputation; social ostractzation, and a
damaged self-vsteem. The sexual .revolution has muted these l',04)*-,
CiiiriletN, but only to a degree'.

Many family planning agencies have taken to hiring. -peer
teenage boys and girls who tell their friends about the benefits

of sex and contraception and refer 'them to the' clinics; This confers
high s'tatus on-peers who; an. other circumstance's, might have' appeared
as somewhat disreputable, and it helps to create a fear ;mom,: the'
s xually-abstinent that they are not -with the ultimate' social
rjectilin for a teenager.

The most forceful motivation for sexualabstinence has been the
fear .of pregnancy. This, in fact, is obviously a inalor component of
authoritN -figure opposii.:iin tit premaital intercourse and the strongekt
rationalization for resistance to peer pressure: Sorenson_ found that;
even among sexually-expeneneed girls; a majority would he deterred.
from intercourse, by the possibility_ of pregnancy; as would nearly half
the sex aallyexperiencet1 hoys.49 More-over, family planning rin)ltbii-
slonak. acknowledge that fear of pregnancy is by far the leading stimu
twit to _participation in an organized birth control program.'"' Ot
rt_iiirse. the very existence of these programs and The titanic accept:in:iv
of them are consequences of the fear of teenage pregnancy;
engendered 1) alarnnstliterature claiming that this has reached

proport o ins. Si
:

Vet fear of pregnancy is precisely what the birth control clinics
eliminate with their illureity, but psychologically reassuring; promise
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of e,entraceptive proteetion. Ti-eriagfrs.-, and m many cases their
parents, have been led to believe that if they simply folkix the instm-
uons of the .family planning eounselt-yr5, they will riot prvg-nam.

iC they do; :t safe, legal abortion is the logic-A backup measure.
This obeli f hags become the Very definition of sexual reSponsaniity.

With authorityfio,rure opposition to premarital intercourse tither
hypas,,d, nutitdd or_won over to the_other side, with peer-group atti-
tztdes,cultnated to foster rival cif premarthil intercourse:. sand with
cite fear of pregnancy rm.:, inoperatile, thi,re would appear to be
tiq for anstinencib left.. The Iwrat ion of birth control
clin.s, offering, contraceptive counseling and SeTVICeS 1i0 teenagers
without regard to a,4,,o or Ertalital status-, and without parental
in%olvement; simply cuts tile .'ground out from under ;he informal

supports for premarital sxua: abstinetice. In tight of these
Ia.:tors; surprising that the incidence of premarital sexual.:ictway

even 4-ylore prevalent than the rates reported. The prediction rof
Kantner and -Zelink may prove correci, if thew influences arc pr-
tmttid .dfccting the attitudes and behavior of teenagers:
For in that case, the trend toward increased sexual at among
teenager t,i t tv eoected to go On untitl tt reaches a saturaticm

I to* 0..ff0,x..t thi factors is ti,1 introduce formerly abstinent ten-
4.'er, into ,,e !t.,1,1,33 activity. Nit rnf eqUal Saglitrallee is their tendency to
cont4m teenag,ers 1n 1' se mtally,active twhavior pattern.

hi' categoin.,riatiA in Of teenagers 45 "sexually active" if they have
h V itert'Nk;rse is firer crud( te.t ,give' an accurate rebpresentat ton of

'die true tel.el 4 SO:uat,ativity, and the mnsequent risk of pregnancy,
..iArtiong tenagurs.. 11t fails to take acrouiit of the fact that many teen-

deeply aredaivalent about their sexual involvement; anal that
sit-4110.watt/. number of them,; after an initial incident or si'dle's of

sexual evirireters renirry to a plttern of abstinence, often until mar-
phemgmemnt, known as "secondary virginity," " haS

ioalce.htedly helped Lu hold down the rate of pregnancy among tevii
agers dares ied as "sexually activ," simply because a certain ;wormy.
Viol; those so clas:ofied have not_ currently been at risk of preg-
nancy. ',This has probably been a rather substantial proportion of Al
thow hif are Jorisidered ....M'xually active." In their 19741 survey;
KantiwitandZelnik found that ono..-sesenth of alose young women so
clopaqf ad had elkiwirfrneod intercourse on),y one Cunt'; and that half of
the interview were sexually experiteed had not had
intercourse at all within the month prior to interinew.'

'oostai-ai LMACTY1311 LAW., leirgt.ky, 171,4fim`/Or _Yaw

pttil.14111 family planning servicestii over 2;000 teenagers,_wrote Birth
and Unmarried l'oane Women on the basis of her exper-

ience." She notes that the typical patiln of young women seeking
family plaimmg services is that the first sPxual encounter was
unplailmd, unintended and regretted. For some tune after this; the
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typical young woman tries to realist further sexual lek,n;vement and
refuses to admit to herself that she is rea113, sexually actae. Sexual
et/count:inti are sporadic aim aocidiental. All this cxtimports with the
findings of Sorenson, ariditaLSO helps to explain why such a Large
percentage of clinic patients have .sorne sexual experience .before they
seek pri4essionai birth control assistance.

The next stage in the typical behavior pattern; acnording to
Lindemann; is the approach to a professional: This is symbolically
important to the young woman in that it involves a frank sielf-admis-
stoat that she is sexually active. One of the chief objectives 'of the
family planning_ counselor is tai resolve the feelings of ambivalenne and.
remove any Inehrigs of guilt over_ illicit sexual activity on Oft lxi-rt of
young patients. The counselor tries to _lead the young patient to
accept his or heT sexually-active lifestyle because one of the precomli-
lions to effective contraception is a tcommitmenz to what the familly
planning industry calls "responsible slextiality" that is; sex without
babies: The young 'person who has guilty or ambivalent feelings about
his or her se xtlitt activity 'is a poor candidate for effective contracep-
tive use.

Thus. a direct result 41 the clinic counseling is to obviate; or at least
to diminish the likelihood of a return to abstinence and, An most cases;
to increase the freqnency of intercourse among clime clients, and
Aunine to inen-ase their expoiaireto the risk of pregnancy.

lii 1978, Planned Pare of fretroit ,published the results of a
study of it. tigh-school-ageti_chenU, aimed at showing that partteipa-
Lion in the clinic program did not had to prom tscuity.
honed an entering group of clients about the number of .p,iirtners and
frequency of intercinirse within the previous month, and a year later
asked the :Qtne questions of the same group of young women. The
results showed that; after a year in the clinic program-, the young
women had approximately the -same average number of eurreAt sexual
partners (1.11. but that their frequency of intercourse had increased
by _more than balf from 4.3 to 6.8 times pt.?. month."

More recently, rairvys of 1,200 teenagers enrolled in organized
birth control programs revi:ed that young women anticipator having
intercourse about mr more frequently after enrollment in the .pro.
gram than before: Among those clients who were sexually active
before enrollment in the programs; the average frequency of (-onus in
the month prior to enrollment was 4.2 timesk but the average frt.
.quency ant utpated for the rnonth follow trig enrollment was 6.3 t Imes, s7

Both of these studtes suggest that involvement in the program
directly contributes to more frequent sexual activity. This of course,
increases the xposure of risk to pregnancy and at least partially off.
Slqs the less-thanperfeet protection afforded by the contraceptives
dispensed by the clini.

Thes factors help to explain why the incidence of unintended
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pregnancy is so aarrninogly'high among tmatarirtied teenage
tit.. users. Neverthe.,kss,, even h 1979., after ;a di.eltde of tiiteiiivie

.oniiezo-or aft titscittagers; it Is still 1TLI4 tinat a
sloglot mapority of the premarital prognianies among, teenagis
4/4"1, urn-a_ among non-users of coratricelition.'N These ttlinagers-, at
leaSt , did not have any direl the torth
proiganis, so is at Oita pakssIble to absolve. the Infth onntriil oindustry of
responsihility for this si,gmein. of the iiregnancy probk.m?
1 !Icy: after ail, lovere mit do-luded into expoSiiig iheiri;elians to the risk
(it ;iirgnancy toy the false promise 0; contracept lye protection Is cause
'dace' doll not use 4.Orinrait't:ptiolii..

In tins connection, the rseart of Kristin Luker (into the triotri;a-
(iini .t h, silo In patients is instructwv: :'" tAaker surveyed wortitn who

abfalions in the San Francise4) fkay area to find out why
they IthmsiIss to the risk of an intonleritnt preguanty.
tt '1.1, ig ..11 the av,umtion that _abortion is taut, in itself; a detaralik
, !itc of dhhrate act ion, and recognizing that reliable meth( Ad, tPf

4.1)riNI:AfitlY Used, 40t/Id haivt rdoid the likelihood
pregnancy, 1.11i.:4I' asked women why they

to,id tnoin .01t es to ticciinoi pregnant. She found, in Mils/ cass.
Obit the dei osioli toot 144 contracept was a 4'4 41144")010 choic, Ind IVola

, Inft1114 alata-d i Motto.. It was the same kind Arof esery-day, risk.
inilobtd III siritolsing cigarettes; 01 spay of tili 40;4414.-

'111-4'.4(1.44.j,.114,A14.411;c4114111 Thal this caus cancer; or driving without
. MA!, in spit of the ri.cot:piszed exposure to Injury this itivo
1 ilk, women LiiIselt War Il04",44.11 du:1 not think they Would
ts., ono, pregnant. hut if they did, thy that the problem could
tP, iI lkt rt (;11. if with. a -safe," legal abortion rh,..avastalnlity of legal
Alo.,!'tion;: on itself-, was an trickier mew to this risk-Uiking bhaVitir.
1.10..41 NAilt I44 great lengths to aitgue that this type to( risktaking was
not really ;dm+ trrnal behavior; but the sort 4 if I {ling thiiit nearly etiory-
one does at one time or another. We know that we might hreak a leg
Skiing. hut we ski anyway. We know that if wte drink too much we
hi 'gilt gt.1 sick, hut we drink anyway. Just so, these women knew they
blight tietiorne pregnant, hut they extx.ised themselves to that risk
Eitiyway iiN (ter all, they probably would rail beiiiiine pregnant, and if
they was available. Taking (71am.rx, the title iif Lukers
book, sumninirizois her tnsis: that it is nirmal for to take
hay, es; es/serially when they perceive the negative iiitt+egUt'iiiia of

their owls as remote and remediable.
hi TA 1 IFA) fi444,pit'alf obiser6a; 411 1444Ins ro h. App1141.1t7 tO titie

rtsk-taking involved 'in premarital sexual activity-. Within tb pl'e7
fear of _pregnany is no longer a nnijor motivstional factor in

facior of sexual abstinence, thanks to he general knowledp. among
teenagers of contraceptive availability. htiire eiviere certain significant
authority figures (government, media, teachers arid, ill mkmr cases;
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es en parentsi project the impression that premarital sexual activity is
normal, tieslthy and inevitable. Finally, the existence of birth control
clinics and of abon ion clinics provick.s a sense of security even among
those- teenagers Who do not avail dierriSelves of thcis;e services.

Early sexual activity tends to be unpremeditated and sporadic. The
Likelihood of pregnancy at any given time is relatively small. And if
sexual at.-tivity becomes a habit; then professional family planning help
4-an he sought; These factors all militate toward risk-taking behaviog,
and sct-essful rmsk-taking behavior prornotes more risk-taking. 1 did
not get pregnant last Lane; reasons the teertager, so I probably won't
this time; and if this becomes a regular thing; I can al.-ays go down to
the_ clinic and get on the pill.

Luker givt.s us the thoretical model for this psycliologieal pattern,
and Kantner and Zelruk give us emtariCal evidence that this is the
actual behavioral pattern among most sexually-active, non-contracep-
tive teenagers.

lntheir 1976 survey, Ka-rimer and Zelnik asked those teenagers who
had he come pregnant while not using contraception; why they had
not used a contrateptive; One might imagine; from the tenor of
Planned Parenthood propaganda promoting more birth control clinics
for teenagers; that the expected answer would be a lack of availability
or know hdge. about contraception. This was not_ the case at all, hot'..
ever. ()nly one interview vi'.9ect clamed that the could not obtain
e-tentraceptton.e o 'The overwhelming majority of the respondents said
that they simply did not think_they would become pregnant. It was a
classic case of "taking chances."

is impossible to say how many of these teenagers would have
taken this chance, would have exposed themselves to the risk of preg7
hams, it; the absence of a national network of government funded
birth 4.4 Intro! tenters. Sinularly; it ts impossible to say how many of
those teenagers uvho were contraceptive users v.:mild hate been
sexually active, and how freg1.n they might have had intercourse,
in the absence (if these programs.. It IS virtually_certam, however, that
these levels would be significantly lower- than they are today because,
ut s4) many_ ways these _programs tan ht seen as a major factor in
a:creasing the likeldiond of sexual activity among all teeruigrs,
including even those who have no din-et involvement in the programs.
And. of 4-ours, it is this sudden increase m stomai activity among
tooleArri4-41 which has caused the rate of pn.mantal pre g-

to skyrocket over the past decade.
The conclusion to which all this evidenre leads is that these birth

control programs have not only been (disastrously inellet7tive In
attempting to Achirvi. their ostensible giidl of reducing the level of
prennuital teenage pre gnancy. hut that they have also Lieen a major
factor in sarhatmg that problem to titi*,'h an extent that it is

becoming a s4)cial crisis.
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